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Preface
Mass spectrometry deals with the formation, manipulation, and measurement

of charged substances in order to detect and identify them. Since its previous

overview was published in this series (McCloskey, 1990), the Nobel Prize in

Chemistry was awarded in 2002 to John B. Fenn and Koichi Tanaka for the

discovery of two new methods for producing charged biomacromolecules from

liquid and solid solution. These can be thought of as ways to isolate charged

molecules in the gas phase that are formed simply from ‘‘normal acid‐base
protonation‐deprotonation reactions’’ from volatile liquid buffers and solid

matrices. Over the past two decades these techniques, electrospray (ESI)

and matrix‐assisted laser desorption (MALDI), have provided the remarkable

window we needed to ‘‘see’’ into the machinery of cell biology and view its

true molecular complexity for the first time.

These ways of producing ions work efficiently for virtually all biomacromo-

lecules, so it is left to our scientific ingenuity to design ways to manipulate these

charged molecules to elicit information that reveals their molecular structural

nature. Hence, several generations of ion‐optical and energy deposition strate-

gies have emerged that make up the current tools of the trade—commercial

mass spectrometers. It should be noted that the design and discovery of better

strategies remains a vibrant, young pursuit.

Finally, advanced computational capabilities have evolved to record, pro-

cess, and manage mass spectral information and provide interfaces with DNA

and protein sequence repositories. The tools of bioinformatics are also being

adapted and refined to provide visualization into our existing knowledge of

biology.

But these developments represent just the beginning of positioning the kind

of ingredients that will be employed to gain an understanding of human biology.

This volume and its companion (Burlingame, 2005) are intended to describe

the astounding strides that have brought us to our current methodological

toolbox and also provide the foundation of knowledge indispensable to under-

standing the current practice of mass spectrometry, as well as to appreciate the

rapidly expanding and accelerating horizons in this field.

Thus, this work is focused at the forefront of proteins and their complexities,

including descriptions of the techniques and instrumentation being used, their

sequence and structural identification based on interpretation of their tandem

mass spectra, the strategies and issues in proteomics, studies of solution
ix
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structures and interactions using isotope exchange, studies of non‐covalent
complexes with metal ions and ligands, and use of sub‐attomole isotopic bio‐
tracers using accelerator mass spectrometry. All of these contributions are

written by authorities who have made seminal contributions to their respective

topics.

These foundations provide insight into the forefront of the experimental and

technological platforms necessary to pursue a variety of major research themes

surrounding protein biology, including proteomics, protein‐protein interac-

tions, glycobiology, epi‐genetics, and systems biology.

I am indebted to all of my colleagues who have participated in this work, to

Candy Stoner for her assistance and talents during the preparation phase, and

to Raisa Talroze for the completion of both volumes. I would like to acknowl-

edge the NIH, National Center for Research Resources, for generous financial

support (Grant RR 01614).
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[1] Mass Spectrometers for the Analysis
of Biomolecules

By MICHAEL A. BALDWIN
Abstract

Mass spectrometry (MS) has become a vital enabling technology in
the life sciences. This chapter summarizes the fundamental aspects of
MS, with reference to topics such as isotopic abundance and accurate mass
and resolution. A broad and comprehensive overview of the instrumenta-
tion, techniques, and methods required for the analysis of biomolecules
is presented. Emphasis is placed on describing the soft ionization meth-
ods and separation techniques employed in current state‐of‐the‐art mass
spectrometers.

As defined in a publication from the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), MS (or mass spectroscopy) is ‘‘the study of
systems by the formation of gaseous ions, with or without fragmentation,
which are then characterized by their mass‐to‐charge ratios and relative
abundances’’ (Todd, 1991). Since the publication of the last volume in
Methods in Enzymology reviewing MS of biomolecules (McCloskey,
1990), there has been a revolution in the field. Two promising novel soft
ionization methods emerging at that time were not generally available,
partly because both were largely incompatible with the typical commercial
sector mass spectrometers that were in widespread use. Although the
particle bombardment/desorption techniques of plasma desorption MS
(PDMS), fast atom bombardment (FAB), and liquid secondary ion MS
(LSIMS), invented a decade earlier, had been making valuable contribu-
tions to the analysis of peptides, oligosaccharides, and other polar and
involatile compounds, they were largely limited to the picomole range
and thus lacked the sensitivity needed to tackle the most challenging
problems. During that period when analysis of intact biological molecules
such as small proteins first became possible, much research was focused on
attempts to ionize ever larger molecules, many of which were standards
purchased from commercial suppliers. With hindsight, simply measuring
the molecular weight of a large molecule is often of limited utility, whereas
digesting it chemically or enzymatically to smaller moieties and measuring
the masses of even a subset of these can be very informative. Today, thanks
to the maturation of soft ionization methods and new developments
in mass analyzers optimized for these new ionization methods, MS is
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
Copyright 2005, Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. DOI: 10.1016/S0076-6879(05)02001-X



4 biological mass spectrometry [1]
established as a fundamental technology in the biological sciences in rou-
tine use in numerous laboratories worldwide. There is no doubt that it is
contributing to the solution of very many fundamental problems in biology
and medicine (Burlingame et al., 2000; Weston and Hood, 2004).

The selection of an optimal mass spectrometric method to tackle a
particular task is rarely a straightforward consideration. As an example,
MS is the enabling technology in the field of proteomics (deHoog andMann,
2004), which involves protein identification in very complexmixtures such as
cell lysates, tissues, or other biological samples, as well as the identification
of interacting partners (Deshaies et al., 2002), characterization of modifica-
tions, quantitation of expression levels, and studies of non‐covalent protein
complexes. In most cases, this involves an initial separation step, usually by
one‐dimensional (1D) or two‐dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis, perhaps
labeling with an affinity‐tagged ligand, followed by proteolysis with a site‐
specific protease such as trypsin to generate peptides, possibly multiple
further separation/enrichment steps, then the mass spectrometric analysis
of the peptide mixtures. Some of the questions that arise in choosing a mass
spectrometer to carry out various aspects of these tasks are as follows:

� What level of sensitivity is required?
� How accurate must molecular weight measurements be, and is there
a limit to the accuracy that is required or even useful?

� Will the determination of peptide molecular weight values be
sufficient or will sequence data be necessary, and if so, what are
the optimal techniques?

� Is it better to separate the peptide mixtures before MS analysis, for
example, by high‐performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)‐MS,
or can sufficient information be obtained on unseparated mixtures?

� If HPLC is not used, how will the selected method be affected by
impurities that may be difficult to remove?

� What is the sample throughput, and is the technique amenable to
automation?

� What will it cost?

Although such questions help to narrow the choices, ultimately there
will be a number of alternative solutions, each of which has individual
strengths and weaknesses.
Some Definitions and Principles

In addition to the 1991 IUPAC recommendations on nomenclature and
definitions (Todd, 1991), in the same year the Committee on Measure-
ments and Standards of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry also
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made recommendations on standard definitions of terms in use in MS
(Price, 1991). The term MS encompasses a wide range of very different
methods of analysis, each with its own unique characteristics. However,
understanding some basic principles applicable to all these methods is
essential and will allow the strengths and weaknesses of each to be eval-
uated and compared. All mass spectrometers have certain features in
common: a sample introduction system, a method of creating ions from
neutral sample molecules, a means of separating them and determining
their mass‐to‐charge ratios, and an ion detector that may also provide a
quantitative measure of the number of ions being detected within a given
mass window or time period. Because the functions are frequently inter-
related, these are represented in Fig. 1 as a series of interconnected boxes
rather than as separate components. Thus, the method of sample introduc-
tion is intimately linked to the ionization step, and the choice of mass
analyzers may also be predicated on the choice of ionization technique.
Therefore, it is difficult to discuss any of these components in isolation.

The primary function of a mass spectrometer is to separate charge‐
bearing molecules according to molecular mass and to measure their mass
numbers. The species studied must be ions rather than molecules because
mass separation relies on the properties of charged particles moving under
the influence of electric and magnetic fields, usually in high vacuum where
the mean free path is sufficient to ensure that they mostly travel without
collisions. Ions may be positively or negatively charged, although most
mass spectrometric experiments are performed on positive ions. Positive
ions can be formed either by removal of one or more electrons from each
molecule or by the addition of one or more cations. A charged species that
is formed by the removal or attachment of an electron is referred to as a
molecular ion, whereas ionization that is achieved by addition or removal
of a charged atom or molecule such as Hþ or NH4

þ gives a species that is
termed a quasi‐molecular ion. The use of an earlier expression, pseudo‐
molecular ion, is not recommended (Todd, 1991). The addition of protons
is the favored method for ion production in biological MS, so techni-
cally these are quasi‐molecular rather than molecular ions. However, in
common usage, they, too, tend to be referred to as molecular ions.

Ions are separated either spatially, as by a magnetic field, or tempo-
rally, as in time of flight (TOF). Even though the underlying physical
FIG. 1. The basic components of a mass spectrometer.
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characteristics of these separation methods are well understood, because of
potential deviations from ideal behavior, ion mass numbers are invariably
obtained by comparison and calibration of the mass scale with known
standard substances rather than by calculation from first principles. The
degree of separation achieved is dependent on both the mass and the
magnitude of the charge. By convention, the abscissa of the mass spectrum
is calibrated in m/z units, where m is the mass and z is the number of
electronic charges. The Thomson (Th) has been used to describe m/z units,
although it has not achieved wide acceptance. Atomic and molecular
weights are dimensionless because they are derived from a ratio of elemen-
tal mass values multiplied by 12.0000, the denominator being the mass of a
12C atom. Nevertheless, they are frequently ascribed the symbol u, as
recommended by the IUPAC (Todd, 1991), or Daltons (Da). An earlier
symbol amu, an acronym for atomic mass unit, is no longer recommended.
Although it is quite common to see the abscissa of a mass spectrum labeled
with Da, technically this is incorrect because multiply charged ions appear
not at m but at m/z.
Resolving Power and Resolution

The degree of separation achievable is determined by the resolving
power (RP) of the mass analyzer. When two peaks of mass m and m þ �m
are just resolved according a specified criterion, the RP is defined asm/�m,
(e.g., if ions of mass 100.0 and 100.1 can be separated, then RP ¼ 100/0.1
¼ 1000). This measurement can be made on a single peak by dividing the
mass of the peak by its width without the need to observe the degree of
separation. However, as shown in Fig. 2, there are different criteria for ion
separation: originally �m was measured at 5% above the baseline, but
more recently it has come to be measured at 50%. The first criterion is
commonly called the 10% valley definition, because two equal height peaks
intersecting at the 5% point overlap to give a valley equal to 10% of their
height. The second, based on the full width of a peak at half its maximum
height (FWHM), is now the most widely adopted definition and is used
in this chapter. However, because of the addition of the ion currents where
adjacent peaks overlap, the FWHM effectively defines the point at which
ions of different mass can no longer be separated.

The separation of the peaks within a mass spectrum obtained by an
instrument of a specific RP is expressed in terms of resolution. This is
usually reported as the reciprocal of RP and is expressed in parts per
million (ppm). Thus, an instrument of RP of 10,000 gives a mass spectrum
in which the peaks show a resolution of 1/10,000 (i.e., 100 ppm). Many mass
analyzers such as a magnetic sector or a TOF have an approximately



FIG. 2. Criteria for alternative definitions of resolving power.
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constant RP over their mass range, which means that the peak shapes
become broader with increasing mass. In such an instrument, the ability
to resolve ions depends only onm and is independent ofm/z. Thus, if RP ¼
1000, ions of m ¼ 1500.0 and 1501.0 will not be separated, even when they
are doubly charged and appear in the mass spectrum at m/z 750.0 and
750.5, respectively. Other instruments such as the quadrupole analyzer
have an approximately constant peak width over the full mass range, in
which case the definition RP ¼ m/�m is mass dependent, so the RP is
usually expressed in m/z units instead. Thus, a quadrupole mass analyzer
that just separates peaks differing by 1 m/z unit is said to give a resolution
of 1 mass unit. All multiply charged ions have peak spacing less than 1, so
they would not be resolvable with such an analyzer, independent of mass.

Isotopes, Peak Shapes, and Mass Measurements

The stable heavy isotopes of the elements that make up most biological
molecules (13C, 2H, 15N, 18O, etc.) have a major impact on the appearance
of ions in a mass spectrum and on the way masses are defined and
measured. The molecular ions of a pure organic compound will contain a
mixture of species of different isotopic compositions, the distribution of
which is determined by the natural abundances of the various stable
isotopes of each element. Thus, even a pure compound gives a cluster of
multiple molecular peaks in the mass spectrum, each peak separated by
approximately 1 Da. The first peak in the isotopic cluster (that of lowest
m/z) is made up of the lightest isotopes of each element respectively
(12C, 1H, 14N, 16O, etc.) and is referred to as the monoisotopic peak. As
illustrated in Fig. 3A for singly charged ions of the peptide hormone bra-
dykinin, this gives the most intense peak for compounds of relatively low



FIG. 3. Calculated isotopic peak intensities for (A) bradykinin and (B) human insulin. The

m/z scales use nominal mass numbers, whereas the peak positions are defined by accurate

mass numbers.
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molecular weight. However, as shown in Fig. 3B for the small protein insulin,
as the molecular weight increases, the height of the second and subsequent
isotopic peaks become greater than that of the monoisotopic peak. For
bradykinin, the monoisotopic ion represents 52% of the total ensemble of
molecular ions, whereas for insulin it represents only 2.6%.At themolecular
weight of medium‐sized proteins (25–50 kDa), the cluster of peaks becomes
broader and eventually the monoisotopic peak becomes vanishingly small.
Many types of mass spectrometers can resolve the adjacent peaks in the
clusters at low mass (e.g., for typical peptides of mass 500–2000 derived
from a protein by tryptic digestion). However, at the molecular weight of
proteins larger than insulin, very few instruments can resolve the isotopic
clusters and they appear in the spectrum as a single broad peak.

Because of mass defects that arise from differences in nuclear binding
energies, atomic masses do not precisely match the sum of their subatomic
components, so the atomic weights of elements and their isotopes differ
from integer values by small amounts (Rutherford, 1929). Ions of the same
nominal mass but different atomic composition, termed isobars, have sub-
tly different mass values. If these can be measured accurately, the atomic
composition of the ions may be defined (Beynon, 1960). A simple example
is given by ions of nominal mass 16, the compositions of which could be
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CH4 (16.0313), NH2 (16.0187), or O (15.9949). The first two of these differ
in mass by 1 part in 1269, so a mass spectrometer would need an RP higher
than that to separate them if both ions occurred in the same spectrum. To
define the composition of one of these ions would require any mass mea-
surement error to be less half the reciprocal of the mass difference (i.e.,
<394 ppm). Most modern mass spectrometers would easily meet and
exceed this performance. However, although such an analysis is straight-
forward for ions of low mass, it becomes increasingly difficult as the mass
increases, partly because the absolute errors in mass measurement in-
crease, but more so because the number of possible compositions of ions
of any given mass increases nonlinearly with increasing mass.

Molecular masses may be either ‘‘nominal’’ or ‘‘accurate.’’ The nominal
masses are integer values based on H ¼ 1, C ¼ 12, N ¼ 14, O ¼ 16, and so
on, which take no account of the fractional parts of the actual atomic
masses. By contrast, the ‘‘accurate’’ masses include the fractional part,
although whether experimentally measured values are truly accurate de-
pends on several factors including the calibration of the m/z scale, which
may be ‘‘external’’ or ‘‘internal.’’ External calibration is carried out by
comparison with the positions of peaks in a separate spectrum of a standard
compound or mixture, recorded either before or after the spectrum of the
sample of interest. This relies on the stability of the various components of
the mass spectrometer over the time period between the recording of the
calibration and the sample. This is unlikely to be as accurate as an internal
calibration that is based on the positions of certain ions of known composi-
tion within the mass spectrum of the sample. Known trypsin autolysis
fragments that commonly occur in unseparated protein digests are fre-
quently used for internal calibration for the analysis of peptide mixtures.
There is a connection between RP and the accuracy with which mass
numbers can be measured, but they are not linked by any simple relation-
ship. Mass measurement is based on defining the position of a peak on the
m/z scale. In general, mass spectrometers of high RP enable this to be done
more accurately; for example, with internal calibration, an instrument of
RP � 10,000 (resolution � 100 ppm) should be able to give mass measure-
ments with errors <10 ppm. High RP also makes it more likely that a
peak will correspond to ions of a single atomic composition, rather than
multiple overlapping components of different compositions. Note that
mass measurements made on unseparated ions of different compositions
and unknown relative abundance will be uninformative or misleading.

The existence of stable isotopes of most commonly occurring elements
gives rise to two scales for atomic masses (i.e., monoisotopic and average
chemical masses). The latter is derived from weighted averages based on
the masses and natural abundances of the various isotopes of each element
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(Rosman and Taylor, 1998; Vocke, 1999) Thus, the monoisotopic atomic
mass of carbon is defined as 12.0000 precisely, corresponding to the atomic
mass of a 12C atom, whereas the average mass is approximately 12.011,
calculated from the natural occurrence of 12C and 13C in the environment,
the abundance of 13C ranging from 0.98% to 1.15%, with a typical value
of approximately 1.1% (Rosman and Taylor, 1998). If the individual isoto-
pic peaks are resolved for a molecular ion, monoisotopic atomic weights
should be used to calculate the mass value of the first peak in each cluster,
giving a molecular weight referred to as the monoisotopic value. When a
mass spectrometer is unable to resolve the separate isotopes, average
atomic masses are used to calculate molecular weights. For typical pro-
teins, the difference between monoisotopic and average atomic weights
is approximately 0.6/1000. Theoretically, the masses of noise‐free, well‐
resolved symmetrical peaks can be defined by the positions of their peak
tops. However, the typical situation is less ideal and a peak position should
be defined by its centroid, giving an average mass for all of the ions
contributing to the peak. This is particularly important for unresolved
isotopic peaks, because their profiles will be asymmetrical because of
uneven isotopic distributions.

Some of these points are illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows simulated
peak shapes for singly protonated bradykinin ions of monoisotopic mass
1060.56 at different FWHM resolutions. The simulations are based on
Gaussian peak shapes, which are characteristic of many types of mass
spectrometers. At the highest RP shown here (4000), the individual com-
ponents are completely separated and the peak top coincides with the
monoisotopic mass. At RP ¼ 2000, the tails of the peaks overlap and it
FIG. 4. The effect of resolving power on simulated stable isotopic clusters for bradykinin.
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can be seen that this is close to the 10% valley definition for the separation
of peaks. However, the peaks continue to be well defined and the overlap
does not affect the positions of the peak tops. At RP ¼ 1500, the peaks are
extensively merged and there is a small shift of the monoisotopic peak top
by 0.01 Da toward higher mass, equivalent to an error of 10 ppm. At RP
1000, the peaks are not resolved at all, although sufficient structure can be
seen to indicate the underlying presence of adjacent unresolved ions. Here,
the peak top is shifted to higher mass by 0.11 Da, which compared with the
monoisotopic mass is an error of 100 ppm. However, comparing the peak
top with the average mass of 1061.26 gives a much larger error, emphasiz-
ing that it is essential to use the centroid rather than the peak top for
average mass assignments.

Soft Ionization

Until 30 years ago, mass spectrometers used in the analysis of organic
compounds employed ionization by electron impact (EI) upon isolated
analyte molecules that had been evaporated into a vacuum from the liquid
or solid state by heating. EI causes electronic excitation with the expulsion
of an electron, giving predominantly singly charged positive ions as in
Fig. 5A. Such ions are often described as radical cations and odd‐electron
ions, because the removal of a single electron leaves an unpaired electron.
The efficiency of ionization is low (1 in �104), but this not a problem if
sufficient material is available. Heating is likely to cause decomposition of
biomolecules, and EI transfers sufficient energy that many molecular ions
undergo unimolecular dissociation to smaller fragments before analysis.
FIG. 5. Mass spectrometric ionization methods: (A) electron impact ionization, (B) soft

ionization.
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Fragment ions can be valuable because they give structural information,
but compounds that contain particularly labile bonds are likely to dissoci-
ate to such an extent that no molecular ions are observed. Such an approach
is not effective for the analysis of most polar, involatile, and thermally
unstable biological molecules, although their properties may be improved
by derivatization to reduce polarity, increase volatility, and perhaps induce
some characteristic fragmentation reactions (Knapp, 1990).

Since about 1970, a series of alternative ionization methods provided
improvements for biological analysis, including chemical ionization (CI)
and FAB. Compared with EI, these are classified as soft ionization methods
because they transfer less vibrational energy and form ions having lower
internal energies. As illustrated in Fig. 5B, they give predominantly proto-
nated ions that have no unpaired electrons and are inherently more stable
than the radical cations formed by loss of an electron. Two soft ionization
techniques developed in their modern form in the late 1980s proved so
superior that they now account for virtually all applications of MS for the
analysis of polar, involatile, and thermally labile biomolecules, namely
electrospray ionization (ESI) (Fenn et al., 1989, 1990) and matrix‐assisted
laser desorption ionization (MALDI) (Karas and Hillenkamp, 1988). The
fundamental characteristics of each meant that the choice of ionization
method largely dictated the nature of the mass analyzer. ESI (illustrated in
Fig. 6A) involves spraying a continuous stream of dilute solution of analyte
from a needle held at a high potential into a chamber at atmospheric
pressure. For positive ion analysis, a typical solvent is 50% acetonitrile or
methanol acidified with 1% acetic acid or 0.1% formic acid, conditions that
ensure the unfolding of proteins and extensive protonation of most basic
sites. Formation of droplets and evaporation of the solvent produces a
continuous stream of ions, and initially ESI was applied exclusively to mass
analyzers that work in a continuous mode, such as the quadrupole. The
continuous source of ions could also be applied to magnetic sector analy-
zers but their narrow ion beam acceptance angle and requirement for high
accelerating potential made such instruments less than ideal. Although
some analysis of small molecules such as the study of drug metabolites
employs atmospheric pressure chemical ionization, ESI has become the
predominant ionization method for HPLC‐MS in biomolecular analysis.

MALDI is a solid state sputtering/desorption method that produces ions
by laser bombardment of crystals containing a small amount of analyte
dispersed in a large amount of matrix. When carried out in high vacuum and
at high accelerating voltage, the pulsed nature of laser radiation produces
ions in pulses (as in Fig. 6B) that are best suited to TOF analysis. Because
the samples are solids, MALDI is less easily adapted to chromato-
graphic interfacing, although there have been preliminary experiments



FIG. 6. Alternative soft ionization methods: (A) electrospray ionization, (B) matrix‐
assisted laser desorption ionization.
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with MALDI from liquid droplets (Wattenberg et al., 1997). Nanoflow
HPLC or capillary electrophoresis can be interfaced to MALDI using
vacuum deposition of the column eluent directly onto either a moving
mylar tape within the TOF mass spectrometer (Preisler et al., 2000, 2002),
or drop‐by‐drop deposition onto a conventional target plate for off‐line
processing, or even onto a compact disc for insertion into a purpose‐built
ion source (Krutchinsky et al., 2001). An advantage of off‐line processing of
HPLC fractions by MALDI compared with on‐line liquid chromatography
(LC)‐ESIMS is the freedom to analyze the same spot several times,
obtaining further levels of information with successive analyses.

Although both ESI and MALDI are in very widespread use, for neither
technique is there full agreement on the mechanisms of ion formation and
transfer to the gas phase. Overall, ESI is the simpler technique to deal with
because the initial formation of ions in solution constitutes a typical exam-
ple of acid–base equilibria, with pH‐dependent protonation and dissocia-
tion reactions determining the nature of any charged species in the liquid
droplets before evaporation (Cole, 2000; Kebarle, 2000). Most positive ion
ESI‐MS analyses are carried out in acidic solution, and the basic sites in an
analyte such as a peptide effectively compete for the available protons.
Peptide molecules having multiple basic sites are generally observed in the
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gas phase to have acquired multiple protons, suggesting that the efficiency
of ion production is high. The first step in the creation of isolated ions is the
formation of a charged cone of liquid (Taylor cone) from which positively
charged droplets are ejected, particularly if the liquid includes an organic
component that reduces its surface tension. As liquid evaporates, the
droplets become smaller, and at the Rayleigh limit when the charge density
becomes too great, they break up because of excessive repulsive forces
between the positive charges. High‐speed photography has established that
the droplets tend to be elongated rather than spherical, and each primary
droplet can emit a stream of smaller droplets that remove a disproportion-
ate amount of charge. In the charge residue model (CRM), further evapo-
ration causes this process to be repeated to the point at which each final
droplet contains only one charged species. This is most favorable for ions of
very high m/z values. By contrast, the ion evaporation model (IEM) that
favors ions of lower m/z values proposes that individual ions are lost from
the surface of the droplets before they reach the Rayleigh limit, thus
reducing the net charge and preventing their coulombic destruction.

Despite the numerous applications of MALDI, the mechanisms of
desorption and ionization are unclear. Most commercially available MAL-
DI instruments employ the readily available nitrogen laser that gives 3‐ns
length pulses at a frequency of 337.1 nm. The use of other ultraviolet (UV)
lasers has been explored, but apart from differences in the absorption
coefficients of potential matrix compounds, the spectra are largely insensi-
tive to wavelength. UV absorption is predominantly electronic, but at the
low laser flux typically employed in MALDI, there is no realistic likelihood
of multiphoton ionization occurring. Therefore, it must be concluded that
the major function of the laser is to supply heat to the matrix. This is
consistent with infrared radiation also being able to generate MALDI
spectra that are similar to UV‐MALDI spectra. Heating the matrix some-
how effects the transfer of a portion of it into the vapor phase in the form of
an expanding plume, presumably containing neutrals and ions and carrying
the analyte. Whether the analyte was preionized in the solid state or
becomes ionized in the plume, perhaps by excited state proton transfer,
has yet to be established (Zenobi and Knochenmuss, 1998).

MALDI samples are co‐crystallized with a very large molar excess of a
matrix that acts as a chromophore for the laser radiation and protects even
thermally sensitive analyte molecules from the direct effect of the laser
irradiation. Effective matrix compounds in MALDI have been developed
on a largely empirical basis, but the commonly used matrices such as
2,5‐dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) and �‐cyano‐4‐hydroxycinnamic acid
(�‐CHCA) popular for peptide analysis (Fig. 7) have several common
features that are critical for their function. They must be physically



FIG. 7. Some matrices in common use for matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization of

peptides and proteins.
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compatible with the analyte to the degree that they can form mixed
crystals, the analyte molecules being dispersed within the large excess of
matrix. They must have an adequate coefficient for absorption of the UV
radiation, which for peptides and proteins is largely achieved through the
use of substituted and conjugated aromatics such as the cinnamic acid
derivatives. The transfer of vibronic energy to the analyte ions is dependent
on the nature of the matrix, allowing some ‘‘fine‐tuning’’ of the spectra, for
example, DHB imparts less internal energy than �‐CHCA and gives mo-
lecular ions that are less prone to undergo unimolecular dissociation reac-
tions (Karas et al., 1995). For positive ion operation, they must act as a
source of protons, so they are mostly acidic, whereas negative ion opera-
tion favors the use of basic matrices. For negative ion oligonucleotide
analysis, basic co‐matrices such as piperidine, imidazole, and triethylamine
with proton affinities near or above the proton affinities of the nucleotide
residues can serve as proton sinks during the desorption/ionization pro-
cess to enhance the ionization (i.e., deprotonation) of the analyte, and they
can also affect the nature and the extent of any fragmentation reactions
(Simmons and Limbach, 1998). Matrix compounds must be relatively in-
volatile and resistant to evaporation in high vacuum, a property of polar
organic compounds that are extensively stabilized by hydrogen bonds.
Some more or less desirable properties are relatively unpredictable; for
example, the cinnamic acid derivative sinapinic acid was adopted early on
as an effective matrix for peptides and proteins, but it gave rise to a photo-
chemical adduct in which a sinapinic acid molecule becomes covalently
attached to the analyte ion with loss of a water molecule. �‐CHCA proved
to be a superior alternative because it has no hydrogen on the �‐carbon and
cannot form an analogous adduct (Beavis and Chait, 1989).

Compared with ESI, MALDI ionization appears to be relatively ineffi-
cient. As stated earlier, ESI adds protons to all the basic sites in the analyte
molecules, whereas the ions observed from MALDI are typically only
singly charged. Even for a large protein containing numerous basic resi-
dues, it is rare to observe the attachment of more than two or perhaps three
protons. Therefore, on statistical grounds, it is reasonable to conclude that
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either most a nalyte molecul es remain uncharged or the ions become ne u-
tralize d in MALD I and, therefore, do not con tribute to the mass spect rum.
Howe ver, in most applicat ions, MALDI ions a re form ed in a high vacuum
and with high kinetic en ergies, so they are trans mitted through the mass
spect rometer with high efficien cy, wher eas ESI ions are form ed at atm o-
spheri c pressur e and many are lost in the trans fer to the vacuu m system of
the mass analyz er. In add ition, MALD I is almost always used with TOF
analys is, whi ch maximi zes the sensitivit y of detect ion as it en joys the Fell-
gett a dvantage ( Fellgett, 19 58 ), that is, as wi th inte rfero metric de tection of
all wave lengths simu ltaneou sly in infrared spect roscopy, it a llows detect ion
of the entire ensem ble of ions that are pulsed into the flight tube. This
contra sts with a scanni ng instrum ent that de tects only that frac tion of ions
passin g through the mass analyz er a t any given time and fails to de tect the
much larger numb er that are being discrimi nated agains t. This is an im por-
tant consi deration when only a limi ted amount of sampl e is av ailable. On
balanc e, the ultim ate sensiti vity of the tw o techni ques in experi ments
optimi zed for smal l samples proves to be surprisi ngly similar; for exampl e,
routin e meas ureme nts on pepti de mi xtures are rela tively stra ightforward at
the low fem tomole level, and speci fic measu rements can be made at the
attomo le level using eit her metho d. Note that at this level of sensitivit y,
carefu l sample ha ndling to avoid losses by ad sorption to surfa ces is more
likely to be the limiting facto r for both analytic al meth ods.

Because the techni cal asp ects of ioni zation by MALDI an d ESI are
quite different, both offer advantag es and disadv antages in certain situa-
tions. Unl ike ESI, MALD I is relatively unaffected by modest amoun ts of
salt and/or detergent. In fact, some detergent may be beneficial (Breaux
et al., 2000), although it may be necessary to remove excessive contami-
nants by cleanup of samples by solid phase extraction with ‘‘Zip‐Tips’’ or
similar (i.e., a pipette tip containing a reverse‐phase adsorbent), allowing
the peptides to be adsorbed, washed, and then eluted with a less polar
solve nt mi xture (htt p://www.mi llipore .com). Also, ions formed by MALD I
have higher internal energies than those from ESI, and the desorption
process helps free the analyte ions from undesirable impurities, just as
it frees them from the matrix. In the solution conditions of ESI, deter-
gents may bind to and mask the sites on the analyte molecules that
would normally carry a charge, and impurities are more likely to compete
successfully for the available charge at the expense of the analyte.

It is important to note that even in the absence of impurities, analysis
of peptide mixtures by either technique generally favors certain compo-
nents, whereas others may be suppressed. Thus, the absence of a particular
ion in the spectrum of a mixture is not proof of the absence of that peptide
in the mixture. In the MALDI analysis of an unseparated tryptic digest,

http://www.millipore.com
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the peptides having less basic residues are suppressed (e.g., arginine‐terminated
peptides are favored over lysine‐terminated peptides), although chemical
derivatization as a means of reducing such discrimination has been inves-
tigated (Hale et al., 2000). Ion suppression in ESI‐MS is more dependent on
polarity and surface activity. The more hydrophobic peptides that are less
readily soluble in the liquid phase will migrate to the surface of the droplets
and are more likely to form isolated ions in the gas phase than those that
are readily soluble and remain in the bulk of the solution (Cech and Enke,
2000). This discriminatory effect in ESI can be reduced to some degree by
coupling with HPLC so that at any given moment, the eluent is likely to
contain no more than two or three peptides. Where possible, it is desirable
to use both ionization methods because the information obtained may be
complementary (Medzihradszky et al., 2001). A significant advantage of
using MALDI for limited quantities of sample is the ability to study the
sample for as long as a sufficient portion remains on a target. As noted
earlier in the context of LC‐MALDI, in most instances, recording a typical
MALDI spectrum consumes only a small fraction of a sample, even when
the total amount deposited is only a few femtomoles, allowing the target to
be removed from the instrument and retained for further analysis. By
contrast, ESI is a flowing technique that consumes the entire amount of a
sample within the component elution time.

Note that MALDI has been used less for quantitative applications
because the sample preparations are quite heterogeneous and the compo-
nents of a mixture may separate during crystallization. Thus, it is often
necessary to identify a ‘‘sweet spot’’ among the crystals to obtain the best
spectra. Although ESI spectra are generally more reproducible, ion cur-
rents are not necessarily proportional to relative concentrations in solution;
therefore, quantitation requires suitable calibration and ideally the use of
internal standards. Employing isotopically labeled analogs may resolve
these problems for both MALDI and ESI. An example is the use of
isotopically coded affinity tags (ICATs) developed by Aebersold (Gygi
et al., 1999). The original ICAT reagent was available in D0 and D8 forms
to differentially label cysteine residues in two populations of proteins.
These were then mixed and proteolyzed, and the tagged peptides were
extracted by avidin affinity chromatography. MS analysis of the peptide
mixtures using either MALDI or ESI revealed pairs of peaks separated by
8 Da, the relative intensities of which gave a direct measure of the relative
proportions of the proteins from which they were derived. Newer ICAT
reagents have employed 13C as the heavy isotope because this does not
cause the isotopically differentiated peptide pairs to separate in reversed
phase HPLC, unlike deuterium, and chemically cleavable links may be
incorporated to facilitate the removal of the heavy biotin affinity tag
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(Hansen et al., 2003). An alternative approach to chemical labeling is to
carry out stable isotope labeling in cell culture (SILAC) using an isotopi-
cally labeled amino acid such as arginine, which will tag every Arg‐contain-
ing peptide in a tryptic digest (Ong et al., 2003). Although MALDI has
been used to monitor biophysical characteristics of proteins, solution‐based
ESI is generally favored to observe the formation of non‐covalent com-
plexes of proteins with small ligands, metal ions, DNA, and even very large
multiple protein complexes (Loo, 1997; Sobott et al., 2005).
MALDI‐TOF Mass Spectrometers

MALDI forms predominantly singly charged ions, so for the analysis of
large molecules it requires a mass separation method having a high m/z
range, such as a TOF analyzer. Samples are dissolved in water and mixed
with a matrix dissolved in water alone or water mixed with an organic
solvent such as methanol or acetonitrile, and sometimes acidified with
formic acid or trifluoroacetic acid. A small drop of 1 �l or less is deposited
on a multiposition sample plate and allowed to dry. Each sample spot will
contain 1–5 �g of matrix, and for a typical unseparated digest of a protein,
something between a femtomole and a picomole per peptide (i.e., a molar
range of peptide:matrix in the region of 1:104–107. The sample plate is
loaded into the instrument through a vacuum lock without breaking vacu-
um. This can be viewed inside the vacuum chamber via a video camera, and
its position can be manipulated as each sample is irradiated. The sample
spot is normally larger than the focused laser beam and different regions of
the spot can be selected manually. For heterogeneous sample preparations,
it may be possible to select the regions of the target yielding higher ion
current (i.e., the sweet spots). However, protocols are available that give
relatively homogeneous sample preparations (Dai et al., 1999; Vorm et al.,
1994) that are preferable for automated data collection, in which the laser
is moved around the surface, either systematically or randomly.

Mass analysis by TOF has a long history, a commercial instrument
being manufactured by the Bendix Corporation more than 40 years ago.
The principle of linear TOF is straightforward, ions being pulsed into a
flight tube by an accelerating potential, resulting in ion velocities that are
inversely proportional to the square root of m/z. Thus, they become sepa-
rated in the flight tube and their time of arrival at a detector situated at the
opposite end can be converted to mass. However, the performance of the
early instruments was very modest, because of variations in initial ion
energies and ion positions before pulsing, compounded by the limitations
of the electronics and timing circuitry. TOF analysis enjoyed a renaissance
with the advent of MALDI, in which ions are formed in a pulse, the length
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of which is limited by the short pulse of the ionizing laser. Furthermore, by
holding the MALDI target plate at an elevated potential, the ions are
instantaneously accelerated toward a grounded aperture, so all ions
are pulsed into the flight tube in a narrow burst (Fig. 6B). This develop-
ment occurring in the late 1980s coincided with the availability of much
faster and more reliable digital electronics for pulsing and timing, allowing
the flight times to be measured with a precision and accuracy previously
unattainable. For a nitrogen laser, the pulses have a half‐width of 3 ns, so
all ions are formed within this short period. Typical flight times are tens of
microseconds, so the length of the initial pulse is relatively insignificant.

MALDI made possible the ionization of large biopolymers such as
proteins and DNA or RNA fragments up to 100‐mers, with TOF analysis
being particularly suited to heavier species because it has no theoretical
upper mass limit. Nevertheless, the typical RP of a few hundred for early
MALDI‐TOF mass spectrometers was inadequate and prevented accurate
measurement of ion mass values. Two developments led to enhanced
performance, namely delayed extraction (DE), described by a number of
authors in 1995 (Brown and Lennon, 1995; King et al., 1995; Vestal et al.,
1995; Whittal and Li, 1995) and the general adoption for MALDI‐TOF
instruments of the reflectron or electrostatic ion mirror that had been
described many years earlier (Mamyrin and Shmikk, 1979). In the initial
MALDI‐TOF ion sources without DE, ions were accelerated as soon as
they were desorbed by the laser pulse, with this acceleration occurring in a
relatively high‐pressure plume of desorbed ions and neutrals. This resulted
in scattering and dissociation of many ions during acceleration, with conse-
quent broadening of the mass spectral peaks. DE is achieved by placing a
grid in front of the MALDI target and applying a high potential to both the
target and the grid so the initial desorption occurs in a field‐free region. In
general, the ions of interest are heavy and slow moving, whereas most of
the neutrals are relatively light molecules formed by thermolysis of the
matrix and can diffuse away rapidly. After a delay period of perhaps 100 ns,
the grid voltage is instantaneously reduced, causing the ions to be acceler-
ated into the flight tube of the mass spectrometer, experiencing many fewer
collisions. The improvement in resolution obtained from the use of DE
is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the molecular ion of angiotensin, recorded in
linear mode.

The DE source also has a focusing effect for ions with different initial
velocities, as does the reflectron or ion mirror. In a linear TOF, ions of a
single mass accelerated through the same potential should all have the
same flight time and should arrive at the detector simultaneously. In
practice, the kinetic energy imparted by the accelerating voltage is super-
imposed upon a range of energies arising from the laser desorption process.



FIG. 8. Matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization–time‐of‐flight analysis of angiotensin

ions recorded in linear mode using (A) continuous extraction and (B) delayed extraction.
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Consequently, ions of a single mass have a distribution of arrival times at
the detector. A reflectron situated at the far end of the flight tube provides
a linear potential gradient from ground to just above the accelerating
voltage. This slows the ions and then reverses their direction of flight,
accelerating them back toward a detector situated at a slightly offset angle.
The fastest ions penetrate further into the reflectron and travel a longer
distance before reaching the detector than the slowest ions. Through a
suitable choice of geometry, it is possible to have all ions of each unique
mass arriving at the detector simultaneously, even though they have slight-
ly different velocities. With the combination of the DE source and the
reflectron, modern high‐performance MALDI‐TOF instruments easily at-
tain an RP of 10,000 or more, which with suitable calibration allows mass
measurements to be made with an accuracy of better than 10 ppm.

The layout of a modern high‐performance instrument is illustrated in
Fig. 9. Most such instruments have two detectors; with the reflectron
voltages turned off the so‐called linear detector may be used to detect
heavier species such as intact protein ions. Such species may be successfully
transmitted by the reflectron, but in general, they do not benefit from
higher resolution measurements but may benefit from the higher sensitivity
that can be achieved without the reflectron. The reflectron is predominant-
ly used to analyze smaller species such as peptides, for which increased



FIG. 9. A high‐performance matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization–time‐of‐flight mass

spectrometer.
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resolution and more accurate mass measurements represent a substantial
advantage (Clauser et al., 1999). To optimize the efficiency of ion transmis-
sion, there may be a guidewire running along the center of the flight path.
As ions enter the flight tube, a substantial fraction is likely to be diverging
and potentially could be lost from the beam before detection. A small
potential of opposite polarity to the charge on the ions applied to the
guidewire makes these ions spiral around the wire as they travel down
the tube, thereby maximizing the fraction of ions detected. However,
capturing the more divergent ions tends to degrade the RP, so there is a
trade‐off between sensitivity and resolution, consequently, the guidewire
may be replaced by focusing lenses. The low mass ions formed by the
matrix (i.e., the fastest moving ions) are often abundant and they may
saturate and temporarily degrade the detection system, but they provide
little useful information. A timed ion selector can be used to deflect
these out of the beam so that no ions are detected or recorded below a
preset mass.
Mass Spectrometers Optimized for ESI

From both a semantic and mechanistic point of view, the classification
of ESI as an ionization method for MS is questionable. More accurately, it
is a means of isolating preexisting ions in solution and transferring them to
the vacuum system of the mass spectrometer. Because it merely requires
the evaporation of the solvent from droplets of liquid that are sprayed
from a needle at atmospheric pressure, there is no requirement to impart
significant amounts of internal energy to the ions. Evaporative cooling
of the shrinking droplets is compensated for by gentle collisions with the
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high‐pressure gas, which in some source designs is heated. However, as
the ions are drawn through the mass spectrometer interface into regions
of lower pressure, they are accelerated by potentials that may cause
more energetic collisions with the remaining air molecules, converting
kinetic energy into vibrational energy. The exploitation of this feature for
structural analysis and compound class identification is described below.

Various forms of ESI allow operation over a wide range of flow rates,
from a few nanoliters per minute up to hundreds of microliters per minute.
The sample solution may be delivered via a syringe pump connected
directly to a needle through which the liquid is pumped. Alternatively,
the samples may be delivered directly in the eluent from an HPLC or
capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE). For a solution containing a fixed
concentration of analyte, the observed ion currents are largely independent
of flow rate (Cole, 2000). Most biomolecular analyses are carried out with
limited amounts of sample, so lower flow rates are favored, for example,
nanobore HPLC interfaced directly with ESI requires flow rates of approx-
imately 100–300 nl/min (Moseley, 2000). A version of ESI known as
nanospray that is optimized for very small amounts of sample uses flow
rates as low as 20–50 nl/min (Wilm and Mann, 1994). Here, 1–3 �l of
sample solution is introduced into a quartz capillary, one end of which
has been drawn out to a very narrow tip. The application of a high potential
to the tip and a small positive pressure of gas from the other end causes the
liquid to spray from the tip. Using micromanipulators and video cameras,
the operator adjusts the position of the tip with respect to the entrance
aperture of the mass spectrometer. The flow rate cannot be controlled
directly, but with experience, an operator may obtain good‐quality spectra
from 1 �l of sample for as long as 1 h.

ESI is carried out at atmospheric pressure, and the ions are then trans-
ferred into the vacuum system, an arrangement that is better suited to certain
instrument types than others. When it was first introduced, ESI was most
often used in conjunction with a quadrupole mass analyzer. Quadrupole
field mass separation technology, first developed in the 1950s by Wolfgang
Paul, was well established, and single and triple quadrupole instruments
were in widespread use. ESI has also become the commonly used ioniza-
tion method for the 3D quadrupole ion trap (QIT), although MALDI has
been employed as an ionizationmethod for theQIT (Krutchinsky et al., 2001)
and the hybrid quadrupole‐orthogonal acceleration TOF, described later
in this chapter, has employed MALDI ionization for protein discovery,
identification, and structural analysis (Baldwin et al., 2001). Compared with
a sector mass spectrometer, an advantage of both the linear quadrupole
and the QIT for an atmospheric pressure ionization method is the low
ion kinetic energy requirement; thus, there are no high accelerating
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voltages. Sector instruments use high voltages and high vacuum, both of
which introduce complications in interfacing with spraying liquids at atmo-
spheric pressure. Although quadrupoles were originally developed for
analysis of small organic molecules and the m/z range was usually limited
to about 2000, an upper limit of 3000–4000 is readily achievable, which is
adequate even for ESI of proteins, as proteins sprayed from acid solution
commonly give a distribution of multiply charged ions within them/z range
of about 700–2000. Despite the convenience and simplicity of linear quad-
rupoles, the resolution of such instruments is low. QITs can give superior
resolution over a narrow mass range, but when these instruments are
scanned over their full mass range, the resolution is also limited.

Much higher resolution can be achieved with a modified version of TOF
analysis. In a conventional MALDI‐TOF instruments, the ions generated
from a static solid sample within the vacuum system are accelerated into
the flight tube within nanoseconds of their formation. For an alternative
ionization method such as ESI, ions are generated externally and trans-
ferred into the vacuum system in a procedure that takes milliseconds. If
these ions were to be accelerated along the central axis of the ion source by
application of a pulsed potential, the new velocity would be added to their
previous component of velocity in the same direction. Furthermore, at the
moment of acceleration, the spatial distribution of ions along this axis
would further broaden the distribution of arrival times for ions of a given
mass, degrading the RP and making accurate mass determination impossi-
ble. However, the ion beam from an external source such as ESI can be
focused and constrained such that it has very little component of motion in
any direction orthogonal to its primary axis. At a point along the ion path, a
section of the beam passes between two parallel electrodes, one being solid
(the pusher) and the other a grid (the puller). The application of a pulsed
potential between these two electrodes accelerates the ions orthogonally
into a reflectron TOF (Dawson and Guilhaus, 1989; Dodonov et al., 1991;
Guilhaus et al., 2000; Verentchikov et al., 1994). Although the accelerating
voltage is typically much lower than in a MALDI‐TOF (e.g., 4 kV com-
pared with 20 kV), the resolution and mass measurement accuracy are
comparable. To achieve high sensitivity in an oaTOF, it is necessary to
maximize the fraction of the ions pulsed into the TOF. This requires that
the ion velocity into the orthogonal acceleration region be matched to the
duty cycle of the ion pulses, ensuring that most ions are pulsed into the
TOF and minimizing any fraction that passes through the accelerator
without experiencing acceleration. This is difficult to achieve for the whole
m/z range because ion velocities in the beam entering the accelerator
are likely to vary inversely with mass. The maximum pulsing rate is limited
by the flight time of the slowest ions through the TOF (highest m/z),
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otherw ise, the fastest ions from the subsequen t pulse (lowe st m/z ) mi ght
overta ke them before they reach the detect or. How ever, ion trappin g
before pulsing into the oa TOF can incr ease the sensitiv ity for the low
mass ions wi thout compro mising the performanc e for the high mass ions
(Che rnushevi ch, 2000). Typicall y, an oaTOF is operate d with a repetition
rate of about 10 kHz.

ESI of analyte molecules that contain multiple basic sites gives multiply
charged ions, so molecular weights are not revealed directly. However,
there is usually a distribution of charge states giving rise to a series of ions
in the mass spectrum. Because these are spaced nonlinearly, the charge
states can be determined by inspection and the molecular weight can be
calculated (Covey et al., 1988). All manufacturers of ESI instruments
provide software that does this automatically by a process known as
deconvolution, which displays a profile of the molecular species present.
This is shown in Fig. 10 for a recombinant insulin‐like growth factor (IGF)–
binding protein (IGFBP4). In this case, the deconvoluted spectrum reveals
the presence of two separate species, the lower mass component being
within 0.4 Da of the calculated molecular weight for IGFBP4 of 25,735.3
Da. The higher mass component is 16 Da heavier, most likely attributable
FIG. 10. The electrospray ionization mass spectrum of a recombinant protein, insulin‐like
growth factor–binding protein‐4.
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to partial oxidation of methionine to methionine sulfoxide. Note that in
this example the isotopic peaks are unresolved, which is typical of most
mass spectra of proteins, with Fourier transform MS (FTMS) being the
only technique able to resolve such species.

Ionization by ESI is very soft and does not usually result in fragment
ions, but as mentioned earlier, suitable strategies to increase internal
energy to induce fragmentation are possible. Within an intermediate pres-
sure region of the ESI interface is a plate with an aperture commonly
referred to as the skimmer or nozzle. A voltage applied to this plate can
be used to increase the ion kinetic energy. Collisions with neutral gas
molecules result in a fraction of the kinetic energy being converted to
vibronic energy, whereby otherwise stable molecular ions may be ener-
gized and may undergo unimolecular dissociation. Thus, in an HPLC‐MS
experiment, it is possible to use a single quadrupole to observe fragment
ions that are characteristic of particular compound classes. For example, by
monitoring m/z 79 for PO3

� anions throughout the HPLC separation,
phosphopeptides may be identified in a protein digest (Carr et al., 1996;
Huddleston et al.. 1993a). Similarly, sugar oxonium ions such asm/z 204 for
N‐acetylhexosamine may be monitored to characterize glycopeptides
(Huddleston et al., 1993b). More sophisticated methods for the study of
fragment ions providing substantially superior performance have been
developed, whatever ionization method is adopted. These are considered
later in the separate section on tandem MS.
Biophysical Studies by ESI‐MS

Because the multiply charged ions typical of ESI can be separated by an
analyzer designed for ions of relatively low m/z, it is not necessary to
employ a ‘‘high‐mass’’ instrument. An exception to this general rule is
the study of large protein complexes under native conditions by ESI, when
relatively few sites are accessible for proton attachment; consequently, the
required m/z range is significantly higher and may substantially exceed
10,000. The softness of ESI is a major advantage when studying non‐
covalent complexes, because these can be quite labile. Although the typical
ESI conditions are strongly denaturing, it is possible to use pH‐neutral
solutions and to include some salts and buffers in low concentration,
although these are likely to degrade the performance of the instrument
and necessitate frequent cleaning of the ESI interface. It is advantageous to
use volatile buffers if possible, such as ammonium formate or bicarbonate,
depending on the pH level required.

Using a mass spectrometer to monitor complexes formed in solution
requires that they can be transferred to the solvent‐free vacuum without
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dissociation. Non‐covalent interactions can be subdivided into those that
may be enhanced by the removal of the dielectric, water, and those that will
be weakened (Loo, 1997). Hydrophobic interactions are stabilized within
an ionic environment (i.e., in aqueous salt solution) and thus are generally
the most labile in the solvent‐free vacuum of the mass spectrometer. In
contrast, interactions between metal ions and peptides or proteins are
electrostatic in nature and are strengthened upon removal of water. This
makes the study of such interactions relatively straightforward, although
the occurrence of nonspecific interactions of no biological relevance must
be minimized by the use of suitable controls. It has also been demonstrated
that some very large protein complexes can be stabilized in the gas phase
by the presence of multiple solution‐derived small molecules and ions
(Sobo tt et al., 2005).

Hydrogen–deuterium exchange reactions occurring in solution and
monitored by ESI‐MS can be the basis for other biophysical studies. Of
the many hydrogen atoms in a protein, those that are bonded to carbon are
generally stable, whereas OH, NH, and SH bonds are polar and can
exchange in aqueous solution. However, the amide NH groups involved
in maintaining secondary structure are more stable and less prone to
exchange. For example, the geometry of the �‐helix requires each back-
bone carbonyl group to form a hydrogen bond with the spatially adjacent
NH group of the amino acid on the next turn of the helix, four residues
toward the C‐terminus. Such effects are revealed by dissolving the protein
in D2O rather than H2O, the rate at which deuterium exchanges with the
hydrogen atoms in the amide bonds of the protein backbone being indica-
tive of secondary structure maintained by hydrogen bonding. Furthermore,
deeply buried hydrophobic sections of a protein are less accessible to
water, so the rate of H/D exchange in such regions will be slower than
for solvent‐exposed regions. Consequently, increased or decreased rates of
isotopic exchange may correlate with tertiary structural differences.

Using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging, pioneering work in
this area has been carried out by Walter Englander for more than 20 years,
and this method continues to enjoy widespread use (Wand and Englander,
1996). However, an alternative is to employ MS to observe changes in
molecular mass caused by the introduction of the heavy isotope. Not only
can this technique monitor changes in the molecular weight of the intact
protein, but the protein can also be rapidly digested to smaller peptides
that are then analyzed by MS, usually using HPLC‐MS, and possibly
tandem MS. HPLC‐MS is viable because H/D exchange is catalyzed by
hydrogen ions at low pH (pH < 2) but by hydroxide ions at higher pH
levels (>3). Thus, for the pH region most likely to be of interest in protein
folding, pH 3–8, the rate of H/D exchange increases by one order of
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magnitude per pH unit. For example, the rate of exchange in an experi-
ment conducted at pH 7 can be slowed by a factor of 10,000 by reducing the
pH to 3, which is close to optimum for digestion by the nonspecific protease
pepsin and is the pH used for reversed phase HPLC separations. The rate
may be reduced further if the temperature is lowered from ambient to close
to 0�. Thus, further exchange is effectively ‘‘frozen’’ as soon as the pH and
temperature are reduced. By digesting the protein into relatively
small peptides, it is possible to isolate and identify the regions that show
the slowest exchange and thereby determine those residues involved in
maintaining the structure (Smith et al., 1997).

ESI‐MS requires only extremely small amounts of material for such
experiments (e.g., a few microliters of micromolar solution), whereas NMR
typically requires 0.5 ml of millimolar solution. Other advantages over
NMR include the relatively simple assignment of peptide masses to defined
regions of the sequence, whereas NMR requires a detailed assignment of
each of the amide protons. Further, the mass spectrometric method allows
experiments to be carried out rapidly over a wide range of pH levels. In
a refinement of the mass spectrometric method, it is possible to use colli-
sion‐induced dissociation (CID) and tandem MS to define the degree of
exchange at individual residues within a peptide (Deng et al., 1999).
The Need to Obtain Structural Information: Tandem
Mass Spectrometry

Early success with protein identification by automated database search-
ing was based on mass mapping of peptides derived by tryptic digestion of
the protein, usually separated by 2D sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and analyzed by MALDI‐TOF.
In 1993, several groups independently demonstrated that a MALDI mass
map of the peptides in an unseparated protein digest could correctly
identify a protein that was present in a database, even when only a subset
of the peptides was ionized and detected. Because every protein can poten-
tially give a unique pattern of peptides, this technique is often referred
to as peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF). However, the uniqueness of the
match depends on the fraction of potential peptides that is actually
observed and the accuracy with which their masses can be measured.
Because of the high level of activity in genomic sequencing and the com-
pletion of several genomes, databases have grown dramatically larger,
enforcing a requirement for more accurate mass measurement to increase
the selectivity and specificity of mass mapping. So now PMF is rarely
adequate and peptide sequence determination is virtually essential. This
is certainly the case for protein identification in complex mixtures when
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there are too many peptide signals and PMF returns an unacceptably high
number of candidates; to obtain protein sequence when no match is found
in a database; or to identify and localize posttranslational modifications.
Sequence information can be obtained readily by tandem MS, frequently
known as MS/MS, which is illustrated schematically in Fig. 11.

Conventional MS produces ions that are separated bym/z and analyzed
directly. If a soft ionization method is used (i.e., one that causes minimal
fragmentation), the mass spectrum will yield the molecular weight values
of compounds present in the analyte but little or no structural information.
In a tandem mass spectrometer, ions of a particular mass number selected
by the first mass analyzer (MS1) can be subjected to collisions with neutral
gas atoms or molecules that cause excitation of the ions, resulting in
unimolecular decomposition. This process is known as CID. The ionic
fragments are then separated in a second analyzer (MS2), yielding struc-
tural information such as the amino acid sequence of a peptide. Collision
conditions can be defined for two different regimens of CID, so either the
high‐velocity ions typical of sector instruments and MALDI‐TOF mostly
undergo a single collision that converts sufficient kinetic energy into inter-
nal energy for reaction to occur or the slower ions typical of quadrupoles,
QITs, and ion cyclotron resonance experience multiple collisions in a
higher pressure gas cell, each of which transfers a smaller amount of energy
but the aggregate effect of all collisions gives sufficient energy for reaction.
It is also possible to transfer sufficient energy in the ionization process for a
substantial fraction of ions to dissociate, even using a soft ionization
technique such as MALDI, by using higher than normal laser power and
using a relatively ‘‘hot’’ matrix such as �‐CHCA. High‐energy CID can
FIG. 11. The principles of (A) mass spectrometry and (B) tandem mass spectrometry.
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also be achieved in a MALDI‐TOF instrument equipped with a collision
cell (Stimson et al., 1997).

Although MALDI and ESI are described as soft ionization methods,
each will yield ions with a distribution of internal energies. Those with the
highest energies may dissociate before acceleration to appear as normal
fragments in the spectrum or in the time spent between acceleration and
analysis, in which case they are generally referred to asmetastable ions. The
initial internal energy also determines how much additional energy is
needed from the collision events for the dissociation of otherwise stable
ions to occur rapidly enough to yield fragment ions in the CID spectrum. It
is instructive to consider the factors affecting unimolecular ion fragmenta-
tion in tandem MS, in which the selected parent or precursor ion dissoci-
ates to yield a new lighter ion with the loss of a neutral fragment. Such
reactions are typical of all chemical processes in that they are controlled by
kinetic and thermodynamic properties. To express this in its simplest form,
the amount of internal energy of the primary ions, either with or without
collisional excitation, determines whether they can undergo dissociative
reactions within a certain time period, as defined by the geometry of the
mass analyzer (Levsen, 1978). In the positive ion mode, soft ionization
methods all form ions by cationization, giving inherently stable even‐elec-
tron ions. This contrasts with the earlier method of ionization by electron
impact that removed an electron from each molecule to form an odd‐
electron radical cation. Most of the reactions of odd‐electron ions involve
homolytic bond breaking, in which a neutral radical is lost to form an
even electron fragment ion. This is illustrated in reaction 1 of Fig. 12, for
a process that is sometimes described as �‐cleavage (McLafferty and
Turecek, 1993). (By convention, the movement of a single electron is
indicated by a fishhook arrow.) For those ions possessing sufficient internal
energy, these reactions that involve the dissociation of a single bond are
rapid. An alternative group of reactions involves the breaking of more than
one bond concurrent with the making of new bonds, thereby causing a
rearrangement in which a neutral molecule is eliminated, as in reaction 2.
An example of such a reaction that proceeds via a six‐membered transition
state is the McLafferty rearrangement, reaction 2b. The energy require-
ments for such reactions are often lower, but the entropic demands are
higher, so the reactions are slower and may be seen to give metastable ions
rather than conventional fragment ions. Because soft ionization gives even
electron ions, homolytic bond dissociation is unfavorable and most reac-
tions of ions formed by ESI or MALDI involve heterolytic processes,
frequently accompanied by hydrogen rearrangements, as shown in reaction
3. Unless the ions gain excess internal energy by a mechanism such as
collisional activation, these tend to be slow processes. The rates of fast



FIG. 12. Some reaction schemes for the unimolecular dissociation of ions.
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mass spectrometric reactions have been analyzed using the technique of
field ionization kinetics (FIK). Field ionization occurs in the vacuum in
close proximity to a very sharp point or edge of a metal emitter, and FIK
enables the study of fragmentation reactions that occur within the potential
gradient derived from such an emitter (Derrick, 1995).

The maximum amount of kinetic energy that can be converted to
internal energy in a single collision is defined by the center of mass energy
(ECM). Assuming the velocity of the target gas atom or molecule is negligi-
ble, the ECM depends on the original ion kinetic energy (KE) and the
masses of the ion (mi) and neutral target (mn).

ECM ¼ KE:mn=ðmi þmnÞ
Thus, the mass of the neutral target plays a major role (e.g., for an ion of

mass 1000 and KE of 1 keV): A neutral of mass 4 (helium) gives a
theoretical maximum ECM of �4 eV, whereas mass 40 (argon) gives �40
eV. Consequently, the nature of the dissociation reactions will be affected
significantly by the choice of neutral gas, and any dissociation that requires
higher internal energy will benefit from a heavier target gas. In practice, the
average amount of kinetic energy converted to internal energy will be less
than the theoretical maximum, a phenomenon known as inelastic scattering,
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so a distribution of energies will be transferred by the collisions. Note also
that conversion of kinetic energy to internal energy will result in the
incident ions traveling more slowly after collisions. For ions that undergo
CID, this will be seen as energy loss for the fragments, whereas fragment
ions formed by metastable dissociation will not experience this energy loss.
Ion fragmentation may also be accompanied by conversion of internal
energy into kinetic energy, giving rise to a broadening of the kinetic energy
distribution for the fragment ions, which will apply to both metastable and
CID fragments. This phenomenon was well documented for sector instru-
ments in experiments such as mass analyzed ion kinetic energy spectrosco-
py (MIKES), in which energy loss apparently shifts the peaks to lower mass
as slower ions experience greater deflection, a phenomenon that correlates
with the energy requirements of the dissociation reactions (Vachet et al.,
1996). Slowing the ions down in a linear TOF would appear to make the
ions heavier, but in theory a reflectron should compensate for this and the
net effect is likely to be modest.

As stated earlier, collisions between ions and neutrals cause excitation
of the ions with a distribution of elevated internal energies. The higher the
average internal energy, the greater the number of channels that will be
available for dissociation reactions, many possible reactions being accessi-
ble only to ions that are activated by high KE collisions. The differences
between high‐ and low‐energy CID of peptides are detailed elsewhere in
this volume (see Chapter 7). Briefly, fragmentation at an amide (or ‘‘pep-
tide’’) bond giving a b ion (N‐terminal fragment) or a y ion (C‐terminal
fragment) is a relatively low‐energy process involving hydrogen rearrange-
ments such as shown in reaction 3. Higher energy processes lead to cleav-
age elsewhere along the backbone, for example, between an �‐C and a
carbonyl‐C to give an a ion or simultaneous backbone and side‐chain
cleavage to give d or w ions that can distinguish leucine from isoleucine,
or formation of the low mass immonium ions that can characterize the
amino acids present. Thus, metastable ion spectra and typical low‐energy
CID spectra show sequence information in the form of b and y series ions,
but they are devoid of some of the more structurally informative ions. Also,
any particularly favorable amide cleavage such as at the N‐terminus of a
proline residue, where the secondary amino nitrogen can stabilize the
positive charge, may dominate the unimolecular spectrum at the expense
of other sequence ions. Consequently, if sufficient fragmentation is desired
to derive the sequence from first principles, high‐energy CID may be
essential. On the other hand, if fragment ions are being used to search
the database for a peptide sequence ‘‘tag’’ (Mann and Wilm, 1994), which
is a series of fragment peaks that defines a sequence of amino acids within a
peptide, low‐energy CID will often suffice.
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Previously, there were very few instruments other than multiple sectors
capable of providing high‐energy CID spectra, whereas there are numerous
alternatives for low‐energy CID, mostly using ESI interfaced to the triple
quadrupole, the QIT, the quadrupole interfaced to an oaTOF, or the FT‐
ion cyclotron resonance (FT‐ICR) spectrometer. QITs in particular have
achieved wide acceptance for ESI with HPLC‐MS and HPLC‐MS/MS,
taking advantage of their modest cost, fast scanning, ease of computer
control, and tandem MS and MSn capabilities. However, recent develop-
ments have blurred the differentiation between instruments optimized for
MALDI and ESI. MALDI ionization at relatively high pressure (0.01–760
Torr) and low accelerating voltage (5–10 V) gives ions that become ther-
mally equilibrated before being drawn into the higher vacuum region
required for any mass analyzer. Thus, the pulse nature of the ions illu-
strated in Fig. 6B becomes smeared out and more equivalent to a continu-
ous stream of ions. The overall result is that the ESI and MALDI methods
have become more interchangeable, and a number of instruments previ-
ously associated mainly with ESI are also available with MALDI as an
option (Baldwin et al., 2001; Krutchinsky et al., 1998, 2001; Laiko et al.,
2000; O’Connor et al., 2002).
Quadrupoles and QITs

Both QITs and linear quadrupoles constrain ions to circular orbits
under the influence of combined direct current (DC) and radiofrequency
(RF) potentials (see Chapters 2 and 4) (Todd and March, 1995). For any
combination of DC and RF fields, only ions of a selected m/z follow stable
orbits. The fundamental difference is that ions in a 3D QIT have virtually
no component of linear translation, whereas in a linear quadrupole made
up of four parallel rods, ions travel along spiral paths, emerging to be
detected or diverted into a further mass analyzer. Figure 13A illustrates a
simple linear single stage quadrupole analyzer with a channeltron detector.
Here, the four rods are cylindrical, although the theoretical optimum cross‐
section is hyperbolic. The detector is shown mounted on the central axis of
the analyzer, but improved signal/noise ratios can be achieved by deflecting
the ions into an offset detector. There is virtually no mass selectivity in a
linear quadrupole if the DC voltage is set to zero, but the RF voltage
constrains ions to spiral orbits within the ion beam, so an RF‐only quadru-
pole can make a very effective collision cell. This is used in the triple
quadrupole and in a hybrid tandem mass spectrometer that combines a
linear quadrupole for MS1, an RF‐only collision cell, and an oaTOF for
MS2, referred to here as a QqTOF.



FIG. 13. Two alternative designs of quadrupole mass spectrometers: (A) the linear

quadrupole and (B) the quadrupole ion trap.
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Although QITs were first described about the same time as linear
quadrupole analyzers, for many years their commercial development
lagged behind. Both linear quadrupoles and 3D QITs are relatively simple,
compact, and potentially inexpensive devices that are easily controlled by
computer. However, only in the last decade have QITs come to enjoy wide
popularity. Now, thanks in part to a vigorous program of improvement and
the realization that the QIT could be more versatile than either the linear
quadrupole or the triple quadrupole, they are in widespread use for a
variety of analytical applications. As seen in Fig. 13B, the 3D QIT has a
doughnut‐shaped ring electrode to which RF and DC voltages are applied,
as well as two end‐caps. Ions are usually formed externally and pulsed in
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through an aperture in one end‐cap, being constrained from further linear
motion by DC potentials applied to the end‐caps. They can also be pulsed
out through the opposite end‐cap to be detected externally. By application
of appropriate voltages, ions of a single m/z can be stored within the trap,
where they can be subjected to processes such as multiple steps of CID,
often referred to as MSn. Thus, despite having only a single analyzer of
modest proportions and cost, the QIT can be an extremely effective tan-
dem mass spectrometer (Hao and March, 2001). The most common appli-
cation of the ESI‐QIT is as a mass selective detector for HPLC‐MS and
MS/MS, for which it was a pioneer in the development of automated
CID analyses, often described as data‐dependent experiments (DDEs)
(Tiller et al., 1998). The simple and robust nature of the QIT makes it
ideal for unattended automated operation. There are a number of varia-
tions of this, but generally, in DDE mode the instrument carries out a
survey scan of the peptides eluting from the HPLC and then selects the
strongest peaks for CID. After each CID experiment, the next survey scan
selects new target peptides. If the same peptides as before continue to
give strong signals in adjacent scans, they are excluded from repetitive
analysis in favor of weaker peaks. Thus, this ensures that the maximum
possible number of peptides is sampled, potentially covering a wide dy-
namic range. Although the QIT enables such experiments to be performed
at modest cost compared with the QqTOF, its performance is inferior.
Most peptides ionized by ESI give multiply charged ions, the charge
states of which can be determined only if the RP of the instrument is
sufficient to separate the naturally occurring isotopes. Unlike the QqTOF,
the 3D QIT is unable to achieve this in full‐scan mode. The mass range for
CID is also limited, low mass ions including immonium ions and internal
dipeptides and tripeptides not being observed. Although it is possible for
proteins to be identified in a database search for sequence tags based only
on ions within the mid and upper mass ranges, the lower mass ions are
valuable for peptide sequencing. Note that DDE techniques are equally
applicable to much higher performance tandem mass spectrometers, po-
tentially yielding peptide spectra suitable for de novo sequencing (Lingjun
et al., 2001).

A new addition to the QIT family is the linear 2D ion trap, which
exploits elements of both the linear quadrupole and the 3D trap. A hybrid
tandem version, the Q‐trap, employs a linear quadrupole as MS1, an RF‐
only quadrupole as the collision cell, and the linear ion trap as MS2.
Compared with the 3D QIT, this offers certain performance advantages,
including less susceptibility to space charge effects and the ability to display
CID fragment ions throughout the entire m/z range.
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The QqTOF

Although the oaTOF has been employed as the sole mass analyzer in a
number of successful home‐built and commercial mass spectrometers,
probably its true strength is as the second analyzer in a hybrid tandem
mass spectrometer. A sector instrument with an oaTOF designed for ESI
or MALDI operation allowed high‐resolution separation in both MS1 and
MS2 (Bateman et al., 1995; Medzihradszky et al., 1996), but the reduced
sensitivity imposed by the narrow acceptance angle of the sector analyzers
and technical limitations of combining ESI and MALDI with a sector
instrument prevented this technique from achieving more general accep-
tance. However, the use of a quadrupole mass analyzer as MS1 and an
RF‐only quadrupole collision cell in combination with an oaTOF as
MS2 presents a very powerful combination in terms of sensitivity, reso-
lution, and mass range (see Chapter 2). Illustrated in Fig. 14, the QqTOF
is considered by many users to be the instrument of choice for
FIG. 14. A Qq‐time‐of‐flight tandem mass spectrometer.
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high‐performance HPLC‐MS/MS, giving resolution in the region of 10,000,
mass range in MS mode of 12,000 or more (RF‐only quadrupole), and mass
measurement accuracy of 10 ppm or better (Morris et al., 1996; Shevchenko
et al., 1997). For MS/MS operation, the mass range is limited by the
maximum m/z selectable by the quadrupole, typically 3000, but because
most CID experiments for biopolymer characterization are carried out on
smaller fragments, such as peptides from a digested protein, this is gener-
ally adequate. As described earlier, to improve the duty cycle and, there-
fore, the sensitivity of the QqTOF for low mass ions by up to 20 times, one
manufacturer has introduced a degree of mass‐dependent trapping imme-
diately before the accelerator. Ions are slowed down in a mass‐selective
fashion and then pulsed into the accelerator region immediately before the
accelerating voltage pulse is applied (Chernushevich, 2000). A further
innovation with some QqTOF instruments is the use of multiple reflections
in the oaTOF, which is part of a more general application of multiple
reflection MS (Casares et al., 2001). Instead of collecting the ions after
their first reflection, they are reflected back into the TOF for a second pass,
each ion following a W‐path rather than the V‐path of the conventional
oaTOF. This gives superior resolution of about 20,000 that starts to make it
competitive with FT‐ICR, though with an inevitable reduction in sensitivity
compared with single‐pass operation.
FT‐ICR

Of the available commercial mass spectrometers, the FT‐ICR is capable
of the highest performance in terms of resolution and mass accuracy (see
Chapter 4). It has been claimed that a mass measurement on a single
peptide can give an accurate mass tag that is sufficient to identify a protein
in a database (Conrads et al., 2000), although there have been few demon-
strated examples of this approach. For protein analysis, the performance
specifications of most high‐performance tandem mass spectrometers such
as the QqTOF are relevant only to the analysis of fragments (peptides) but
not to intact proteins. By contrast, the FT‐ICR is capable of isotopic
resolution of intact proteins. Ion activation can be induced by infrared
laser radiation, resulting in multiphoton dissociation, or by pulsed admis-
sion of CID gases. However, it is difficult to introduce sufficient energy
through collisions of large ions with light gases to achieve significant
fragmentation and only the lowest energy pathways are populated, so
conventional CID on large proteins is relatively uninformative. Electron
capture–induced dissociation (ECD) was introduced to provide more com-
prehensive sequencing of small to mid‐sized proteins, possibly with auto-
mated computer interpretation (Horn et al., 2000). This relied on capture of
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low‐energy electrons by multiply charged ions, which then fragment to
give c‐type ions (i.e., C‐terminal fragment ions formed by backbone cleav-
age between an amide nitrogen and the adjacent �‐carbon). Although
initial studies employed thermal energy electrons, higher energy electrons
(11 eV) produce radical cations such as z‐type ions, further fragmentation
of which gives w ions that, for example, can distinguish the isomeric amino
acid residues of leucine and isoleucine (Kjeldsen et al., 2003). There are
problems inherent in studies on larger ions, such as the difficulty of cor-
rectly assigning the monoisotopic mass due to the low abundance of this
ion. Nevertheless, protein identification and substantial sequence informa-
tion can be obtained in what have come to be known as ‘‘top‐down’’
experiments on multiply charged intact protein ions (Sze et al., 2002),
compared with the more commonly used ‘‘bottom‐up’’ approach based
on proteolysis and peptide analysis.

Although the FT‐ICR spectrometer can itself be used for MSn experi-
ments, ions are generally prepared externally and pulsed in via another ion
transmission device. This may another mass analyzer, such as a quadrupole,
giving an extra dimension of tandem MS (Lingjun et al., 2001). Remote
ionization allows different types of ionization techniques to be employed,
but ESI is clearly the most popular. Although FT‐ICR provides unique
opportunities to manipulate ions in MSn experiments, the electronic pulse
sequences are quite complex to set up and operate, and until recently it had
not been established that the FT‐ICR could be operated successfully in a
routine analytical environment without highly experienced and skilled
operators. Thus, it went against one trend in MS that seeks to make
sophisticated instrumentation more readily accessible to nonspecialist op-
erators, an increasingly important aim considering the mushrooming de-
mand for MS compared with the small number of people being trained in
this area. However, the Thermo Finnigan LTQ FTMS is a new hybrid
instrument that combines a linear ion trap with an FT‐ICR. As this comes
from a company that has supplied large numbers of ion traps with software
noteworthy for its ease of use, this instrument with a specification of 2 ppm
mass accuracy with external calibration and 500,000 RP may do much to
popularize FT‐ICR.
High‐Energy MALDI Tandem Mass Spectrometry

Despite a wide choice of instrument types and substantial differences in
their performance characteristics, all the instruments referred to in this
chapter give only low‐energy CID. By contrast, the ion kinetic energies in
conventional TOFs are in the kiloelectron volt range and should be ideal
for high‐energy CID. Furthermore, the MALDI process imparts more
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energy than ESI and may give ions that have sufficient internal energy
to undergo unimolecular decomposition without further collisional activa-
tion. Ions that decompose by unimolecular processes may give rise to
‘‘prompt’’ fragments and metastable ions. For prompt fragments, unimo-
lecular decomposition occurs before acceleration (i.e., within the �100 ns
residence time in the DE source), and the fragment ions give peaks at
the normal fragment m/z values. The metastable ions that dissociate later
(i.e., after acceleration) will give fragment ions having the same velocity
as the precursor ions and will arrive at the detector at the same time in a
linear TOF but will be filtered out in a reflectron TOF. As a result of
dissociation occurring during acceleration giving fragments with some-
what reduced velocities, some fragment ions are characterized by broader
peaks occurring at higher m/z values than the expected fragment mass.

The sector oaTOF, referred to earlier in this chapter, gave high‐resolution
tandem mass spectra but with the sensitivity limit of 1 pmol. Until recently,
post‐source decay (PSD) with a reflectron TOF instrument was the only
other widely available sequencing technique employing MALDI (Spengler
et al., 1992). This involves reducing the reflectron voltage in a series of
steps to allow fragment ions formed after acceleration and, therefore,
having reduced kinetic energies to be analyzed; thus, it is a means of
studying what were described earlier as metastable ions. For such experi-
ments, the laser is operated at higher intensity than usual to increase the
internal energy deposition and thereby increase the fraction of ions having
sufficient energy to dissociate within the time available, typically a few
microseconds. This rather cumbersome method that gives poor resolution
and low mass accuracy is becoming superseded by new MALDI‐TOF
instruments, including a tandem TOF/TOF design that gives high‐energy
CID spectra.

A MALDI‐TOF/TOF based on a conventional high‐performance DE‐
reflectron TOF has been described that can be operated in MS or MS/MS
modes (see Chapter 3) (Medzihradszky et al., 2000; Vestal et al., 2000). This
is illustrated in Fig. 15. If ionization is achieved with a high‐frequency YAG
laser operating at 200 Hz rather than the conventional nitrogen laser with a
maximum frequency of about 20 Hz, spectral data can be acquired very
rapidly. A typical YAG‐laser wavelength is 354 nm rather than 337 nm,
which has little effect on the spectra, although the laser power required for
DHB matrix is greater because of low absorption at this wavelength. The
resolution of the precursor ions in MS/MS mode (typically 0.5%) is defined
by the opening and closing of a timed ion selector. The ions are then
decelerated (e.g., to 1 keV) before entering an electrically floating collision
chamber. The chamber contains a collision gas at a pressure designed to
maximize the number of single collisions between ions and molecules but



FIG. 15. A time‐of‐flight (TOF)‐TOF tandem mass spectrometer.
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to minimize the number of ions experiencing multiple collisions. After
traversing the collision cell, any remaining precursor ions and the ionic
products of dissociation reactions traveling at the same velocity are accel-
erated by a high‐voltage pulse into MS2, which is a reflectron TOF. Unlike
PSD, this results in all fragment ions having almost the same high kinetic
energy, within �0.5 keV, allowing the whole mass range to be well focused
by the reflectron. Consequently, the resolution of the fragment ion spectra
is comparable to the separation of normal ions in a typical reflectron TOF.
This instrument can be used with a range of collision gases and with
different collision energies, although raising the collision energy results in
a greater spread of final kinetic energies that may cause some loss of
resolution in MS2.

For automated protein identification by the analysis of tryptic digests,
the throughput of such an instrument is dramatically enhanced compared
with manual operation of a more conventional tandem mass spectrometer.
With a laser operating at 200 Hz and assuming 500 laser shots are sufficient
to give a mass spectrum with good signal/noise ratios, an entire 96‐spot
plate can be scanned in 4 min. With real‐time database searching, the
majority of the proteins that have been digested to give multiple peptides
can be identified by peptide mass fingerprinting during this time. The
mass spectrometer can then be directed to carry out the further analysis
of each spot by CID, first by making measurements on selected ions to
confirm the previous assignments, and then to study peptides not assigned
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by mass mapping. The number of shots required per peptide and the total
number of peptides to be studied will determine the time required for a
complete analysis of all 96 spots, but it is likely to be completed within an
hour or two. The provision of a multiplate cassette to hold 24 or
more target plates enables unattended operation for as much as 24 h at a
time. Thus, the comprehensive analysis of several thousand samples per
day with a single instrument is becoming a realistic undertaking (Huang
et al., 2002).
Ion Detection

In an instrument that produces and transmits a continuous ion beam,
the ions arriving at a detector represent an electrical current. This current
can be amplified and recorded (e.g., as a function of m/z in a conventional
scan or at selected m/z values in a multiple ion monitoring experiment).
The first stage of amplification is usually achieved with an electron multi-
plier having either discrete dynodes, as in Fig. 16, or a continuous dynode.
The principle is based on emission of secondary electrons caused by an ion
or an electron striking a metal surface. The multiplier illustrated is set up
for positive ion operation as the first dynode is held at a negative potential
attractive to positive ions. Successive dynodes are then progressively less
negative, so the emitted electrons are accelerated between them. The
number of secondary electrons emitted per event depends on the bombard-
ing velocity at each dynode, which is controlled by the potential between
the dynodes. Rather than the small number of dynodes illustrated here, in
reality a discrete dynode multiplier may have 20 or more. If every impact
FIG. 16. The design and operating principles of a discrete dynode electron multiplier

operating in positive ion mode.
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releases an average of two electrons, the overall gain for a 20‐dynode
multiplier will be 220 (i.e., �106). A small increase in the voltage between
the dynodes that increases the yield to an average of 2.25 electrons/impact
will increase the gain to 2.2520 (i.e., 107). The typical electron energy
required to achieve this multiplication factor is about 100 eV, so a 20‐
dynode multiplier might be operated with an overall potential drop of
2 kV. Because there is a maximum output current that a multiplier can
provide, the overall gain is adjusted to prevent this from being exceeded for
the most abundant ions in the spectrum, so the output current is propor-
tional to the ion current. In this mode the response time or bandwidth of
the electronic amplifier is selected to give a continuous current that does
not reflect the pulsed arrival of the ions at the detector. This conventional
approach to ion detection and measurement in MS is best suited to ion
currents approximately within the range 1 � 10�12 to 1 � 10�16 A, but it is
generally unsuitable for very weak or intermittent ion currents or for
experiments in which the m/z values are changing very rapidly, such as in
a TOF mass spectrometer in which an entire spectrum may be obtained
within about 100 �s.

The alternative continuous dynode multiplier or channeltron made of
glass is less expensive to produce and is generally smaller, so its use was
pioneered in simpler and more compact instruments such as the quadru-
pole, as shown in Fig. 13A. A number of designs have been explored, but all
involve a hollow tube, usually curved, coated on the inside with a high‐
resistance material, down which the electrons travel. A voltage gradient
down the tube causes successive sections to act like the discrete dynodes in
Fig. 16. The gain is dependent on the ratio of length to width. In general, the
gain and lifetime of such a multiplier are likely to be less than those of the
discrete dynode variety. It is also possible to have a 2D array of channels in
a flat glass plate where the output electrons fall onto a phosphorescent
screen and the signal is detected by a photodiode array. This is referred to
as multichannel plate (mcp) detector. In an instrument that gives a spatial
separation of the ions of different m/z, such as a magnetic sector, an mcp
can be mounted at the focal plane of the analyzer. The position at which an
ion falls on the mcp will define itsm/z, so the signal from such a detector can
give a direct representation of the spectrum over a limited mass range. The
gain of a single plate is lower than the gain of a conventional multiplier, but
the plates can be stacked so that electrons emerging from the first plate can
be multiplied again by a second plate. The spacing of the channels within
the plate, which is typically 5–25 �m, defines the maximum resolution that
can be achieved. The advantage of such an arrangement is that ions of a
range of m/z values are detected simultaneously, increasing the sensitivity
compared with scanning the ion current across a slit.
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In most mass spectrometers, the multiplier/detector system acts as a tran-
sient recorder, the output current varying with the ion current. For experi-
ments that produce lower ion currents, it is possible to monitor the arrival
at the detector of individual ions, counting the number of ions arriving
within a certain time window. Here, the electron multiplier is operated
close to saturation, each ion falling on the detector giving an isolated pulse
that can be detected and stored. For example, in the MDS‐Sciex QSTAR
instrument, the ions fall onto any one of four anodes of a four‐anode
multichannel plate detector with a time‐to‐digital converter capable of
detecting single ions (Chernushevich et al., 2001). Such a detector can
record only one ion striking an individual anode within the counting
period, but the presence of four anodes decreases the likelihood of two
or more ions arriving at a single anode close enough in time to give only a
single pulse. However, high ion currents that result in multiple ions striking
a detector within the counting period will cause the stronger peaks to be
truncated and distorted. The width of the detector pulse may also exceed
the counting period, giving a dead‐time after the arrival of an ion that can
cause further signal distortion at high ion currents. The ion intensities are
recorded as ‘‘counts’’ for ions arriving within each timing period, which in
this instrument are 625‐ps wide, and accumulated in ‘‘bins.’’ The final mass
spectrum is plotted as a histogram of the ion counts in each bin. Even at a
resolution of about 10,000, each peak is several bins wide at lowm/z values,
the number of bins per peak increasing with mass as the square root ofm/z.
In normal MS mode the ion current is usually more than sufficient to
determine the mass of each ion accurately, but it may be necessary to
enhance the gain slightly for CID/MSMS experiments because the initial
precursor ion current is likely to be distributed across many fragments. The
threshold for ion detection is effectively adjusted by increasing the detec-
tor voltage for CID/MSMS, thereby increasing the average pulse height
per ion. Thus, the ‘‘counts’’ recorded for a given peak do not necessarily
constitute an absolute measure of the total number of ions of that mass
transmitted and detected by the oaTOF.
MALDI‐TOF is somewhat different as ion detection is intermediate
between the analog techniques typical of quadrupoles and sector instru-
ments and the pure pulse counting of oaTOFs. Relatively large numbers of
ions are formed in isolated pulses in MALDI so the multiplier is not
operated in saturated mode. Nevertheless, the response is nonlinear at
higher ion currents as the multiplier is easily saturated by multiple
ions arriving simultaneously (Westman et al., 1997). The output from the
detector is approximately proportional to the number of ions arriving
within a given time and is stored in a high‐frequency digital oscilloscope.
Thus, again the eventual output is a histogram of ion currents, which with a
500‐MHz oscilloscope would be recorded every 2 ns. Ions of high m/z
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values such as singly charged protein ions moving relatively slowly through
the mass analyzer may not strike the first dynode of the multiplier with
sufficient velocity to induce secondary electron emission. Thus, detection
efficiency drops off at higher m/z values. The sensitivity is usually
increased by the application of a conversion dynode held at a high poten-
tial of opposite polarity to the charge on the ions, toward which the ions
are accelerated. This is referred to as post‐acceleration detection and
is essential for negative ion operation, because the first dynode of the

electron multiplier is usually negative and would repel negative ions.
Only FT‐ICR measures ion currents by a completely different method.
At a fixed magnetic field, all ions of the same m/z value have the same
cyclotron frequency and move together in a coherent ion packet. This
cyclotron motion of ions is responsible for the induction of an electric
current in coils surrounding the cell, m/z being determined from the
cyclotron frequency. This is advantageous for weak currents because
the signal can be monitored for longer times to improve the signal/noise
ratio. Also the method is nondestructive, so the ions remain in the trap and
are available for further experiments.
Conclusions

The properties of ESI and MALDI induced a quantum leap in
biological MS, so that MS is now firmly established as an essential core
technology in much biological research. When the last volume of Methods
in Enzymology dealing with MS was published (McCloskey, 1990), ESI
and MALDI were just emerging as the ionization methods that would
finally allow MS to analyze virtually any biomolecule without chemical
derivatization or transformation. Since then, the methods for ion separa-
tion and detection have been refined to more fully exploit the character-
istics of these ionization methods. Thus, the tools available for biological
MS are the most sophisticated and versatile ever, even though new meth-
ods continue to emerge, such as selective binding and differential analysis
directly from protein chips (Fung et al., 2001). In many respects, further
improvements are now incremental and the current technology for
biological MS is in a mature state, although absolute sensitivity still does
and probably always will remain a challenge. Now MS is rapidly moving
from a regimen in which samples are handled singly to the point at which
automated systems are handling many thousands of samples per day. This
is important for the application of MS to proteomics, which requires the
identification of multiple proteins that are linked through their cellular
actions, defining their levels of expression in different tissues in normal and
abnormal states (e.g., during disease) and characterizing their posttransla-
tional modifications and their binding partners. Despite some valuable first
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steps in developing reliable quantitative methods in biological MS, this still
presents substantial difficulties. Thus, looking ahead the immediate chal-
lenges are to analyze larger numbers of samples within shorter periods of
time, achieve even higher sensitivity of detection, and improve the ability
to quantitate the molecules under investigation. This will require enhanced
data processing and interpretation, with validated scoring methods that will
allow automation to the degree that reliable results will be generated by
computerized methods with little or no human input.
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[2] Hybrid Quadrupole/Time‐of‐Flight Mass
Spectrometers for Analysis of Biomolecules

By WERNER ENS and KENNETH G. STANDING
Abstract

The basic principles of quadrupole/time‐of‐flight (TOF) mass spectro-
meters are discussed. These instruments can be used for ions produced
either by electrospray ionization (ESI) or by matrix‐assisted laser desorp-
tion ionization (MALDI). In the most common configuration, the functions
of collisional cooling, parent ion selection, and collision‐induced dissocia-
tion are carried out successively in three separate quadrupoles. The ions
are then injected orthogonally into a TOF spectrometer, which makes the
m/z measurement. Thus, these hybrid instruments benefit from the versa-
tile ability of quadrupoles to carry out various tasks and from the high
performance of TOF spectrometers in both simple mass spectrometry
(MS) and tandem (MS/MS) modes. Significantly, collisions in the initial
quadrupole decouple the instrument almost completely from the ion pro-
duction process, so the quadrupole/TOF spectrometer is a stable device
that is relatively insensitive to variations in the ion source.
Introduction

In recent years MS has emerged as a major analytical tool in biotech-
nology and biochemistry. Tandem MS (MS/MS) has become an especially
valuable means for determining biomolecular structure (Gross, 1990; Yost
and Boyd, 1990). In this technique, a ‘‘parent ion’’ derived from the analyte
of interest is selected in one mass spectrometer and then is broken up,
usually by collisions with the ambient gas in a collision cell (Hayes and
Gross, 1990). The resulting ‘‘daughter ions’’ are examined in a second mass
analyzer, yielding information about the structure of the parent. The triple
quadrupole spectrometer (Q1q2Q3) has been the most popular instrument
for such MS/MS measurements (Yost and Boyd, 1990). In this device, Q1

and Q3 are quadrupole mass filters, in which Q1 serves to select the parent
ion and Q3 scans the daughter ion spectrum. The daughter ions are pro-
duced in the collision cell enclosed in a quadrupole ion guide q2 (radio-
frequency [RF] excitation only), which focuses the ions toward the axis.

A complete mass spectrum can be obtained only from a quadrupole
mass filter by scanning; ion species in the spectrum are examined one at a
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
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time, discarding all others, which considerably reduces sensitivity (typically
by a factor �1000) if a complete mass spectrum is needed. In the most
common mode of operation of the triple quadrupole instrument, the first
quadrupole Q1 merely selects a given parent ion, so no scanning is involved.
Indeed, a quadrupole is well suited to this role, because it couples efficient-
ly to the collision cell. However, the entire mass spectrum of daughter ions
is often of interest, and it must be obtained by scanning. The consequent
reduction of sensitivity is a significant handicap when only a limited
amount of sample is available.

This suggests that it is worthwhile to replace the final quadrupole Q3 by
a TOF spectrometer, in which the complete daughter ion spectrum can be
measured in parallel (without scanning), yielding a large increase in sensi-
tivity. The TOF spectrometer also provides this maximum sensitivity at full
resolution, in contrast to the quadrupole, in which an increase in window
width, the usual method of increasing sensitivity, degrades the resolution.
Moreover, TOF mass analyzers have a number of other features that are
particularly useful for the high‐efficiency analysis of biomolecules. First,
their m/z range is effectively unlimited, apart from problems of ion pro-
duction and detection. Second, a TOF instrument contains no narrow slits
or similar restricting elements, which of course reduce sensitivity. Early
TOF spectrometers suffered from poor resolution, but the use of electro-
static reflectors (Mamyrin et al., 1973), and the rediscovery (Brown and
Lennon., 1995; Colby et al., 1994) of the benefits of delayed extraction
(Wiley and McLaren, 1955) created substantial improvements in resolving
power (Vestal et al., 1995). Moreover, developments in fast electronics
removed earlier limitations in the recording of TOF spectra, enabling the
rapid response of the instrument to be exploited more fully. A TOF
instrument, thus, provides in many cases an optimum combination of
resolution, sensitivity, and fast response, particularly under conditions in
which the whole mass spectrum is required (Cotter, 1997).

For these reasons, hybrid quadrupole/TOF instruments have been de-
veloped as alternative devices for MS/MS measurements (Chernushevich
et al., 2001). In one such configuration (QqTOF) (Shevchenko et al., 1997),
the first two sections (Qq) of a triple quadrupole spectrometer are coupled
to a TOF spectrometer. In another configuration (QhTOF) (Morris et al.,
1996), an RF hexapole h encloses the collision cell instead of the RF
quadrupole q. The functions of the first two sections of both the triple quad-
rupole and the hybrid instruments are the same—selection of the parent
ion in Q and its dissociation in the collision cell within q or h. The difference
appears in the final section, in which a TOF spectrometer replaces the final
quadrupole mass filter. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a QqTOF
instrument containing a single‐stage electrostatic mirror. In addition to



FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a quadrupole/time‐of‐flight (TOF) mass spectrometer,

showing the collisional damping RF quadrupole q0, the mass‐selecting quadrupole Q1, and the

collision cell enclosed in the RF quadrupole q2. Although the instrument was originally

configured with an electrospray ion source (Shevchenko et al., 1997), it has been used most

commonly with a matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) ion source, as shown.

The TOF section has a single‐stage mirror and a four‐anode detector, as described in the text.
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the mass‐selecting quadrupole Q1 and the collision cell q2, this instrument
includes another quadrupole q0 to provide collisional cooling of the ion
beam (see discussion later in this chapter). The mirror and the ion detector
are similar to those used previously in single‐MS measurements with
pulsed ionization sources (e.g., MALDI or pulsed Csþ bombardment)
(Tang et al., 1988).
Ion Production

As in other mass spectrometric applications for the study of biomole-
cules, the most effective ion production methods are ESI (Aleksandrov
et al., 1985; Cole, 1997; Yamashita et al., 1984) and MALDI (Hillenkamp
et al., 1991; Karas et al., 1988). Using these techniques, intact gas phase
molecular ions with molecular weights up to hundreds of kilodaltons can be
formed.
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Because the ion beams produced by ESI and MALDI have very differ-
ent characteristics, it has been customary to examine them in different
types of mass analyzer, but the hybrid quadrupole/TOF instruments have
the advantage that they can be adapted to use either type of ion source. We
first discuss the type of TOF instrument necessary for efficient use of an
ESI source, and then we discuss the problems and benefits of interfacing a
MALDI source to this device.
Coupling an ESI Source to a Quadrupole/TOF Instrument

Electrospray produces a continuous beam of ions. Like other continu-
ous ion sources, it is most compatible with mass spectrometers that operate
in a similarly continuous fashion, such as quadrupole mass filters. Indeed,
the combination of an ESI source and a quadrupole mass filter has become
a popular and satisfactory configuration, so there is no difficulty in coupling
an electrospray source to the initial quadrupole sections of the hybrid
quadrupole/TOF mass spectrometer. However, problems do arise in cou-
pling the beam leaving the quadrupoles to the TOF section, because a TOF
spectrometer requires a pulsed beam. The most straightforward coupling
technique is to chop the continuous electrosprayed beam into short packets
and to inject these along the spectrometer axis (the z axis in Fig. 1) as in
MALDI/TOF instruments. However, this procedure involves a tremen-
dous loss in sensitivity, because gating ions into the TOF analyzer in this
way to produce well‐separated ion packets imposes a serious reduction in
the fraction of the total beam injected into the TOF analyzer. At best, this
fraction then has the value ([length of packet]/[time between packets]).
For example, Pinkston et al. (1986) found that the need to extract short ion
packets with a small energy spread meant that only 0.0025% of the total
ion current contributed to the recorded spectra when they interfaced a
continuous chemical ionization source to a TOF mass analyzer.

Orthogonal Injection. Fortunately TOF instruments can tolerate a rela-
tively large spatial or velocity spread in a plane perpendicular to the
spectrometer axis, as illustrated by the large sources (up to �1 cm diame-
ter) typically used in fission fragment desorption (PDMS). This tolerance
can be exploited by injecting electrospray ions into the TOF instrument
perpendicular to the z axis (i.e., ‘‘orthogonal injection’’) (Chernushevich
et al., 1997, 1999; Guilhaus et al., 2000). This geometry provides a high‐
efficiency interface for transferring ions from a continuous beam to a
pulsed mode. Another advantage is the small velocity spread in the z
direction that is usually observed, making high resolution easier to obtain.

Such a configuration is illustrated in the QqTOF instrument shown in
Fig. 1. Here, the electric field direction in the single‐stage electrostatic
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ion mirror defines the spectrometer axis (the z axis). After leaving the
collision cell, ions are re‐accelerated along the �y axis to the desired
energy. This energy is usually less than 10 eV, so the ions still have
a relatively low velocity. They are then focused by ion optics into a parallel
beam that enters continuously into a storage region in the ion modulator of
the TOF analyzer, still perpendicular to the spectrometer axis. Initially, the
storage region is field free, so ions continue to move in their original
direction in the gap between a flat plate below and a grid above. When
a voltage pulse is applied to the plate, a sausage‐shaped ion packet is
pushed out of the storage region into an accelerating column (the second
stage of the modulator), in which the ions are accelerated to kiloelectron
volt energies. The longest flight time of interest determines the maximum
injection frequency, typically 4–10 kHz. Thus, a series of ion packets is
injected into the accelerating column at that frequency and, from there,
into a field‐free drift region of the TOF instrument, providing a maximum
flight time of about 100 �s or more between pulses.
Collisional Cooling

Both transmission and resolution in the TOF analyzer in QqTOF
instruments are very sensitive to the ‘‘quality’’ of the ion beam entering it
(much more so than the final q in triple quadrupoles). Thus, the application
of ‘‘collisional cooling’’ to TOF measurements (Krutchinsky et al., 1998)
has been an important development, because this technique can produce
significant improvements in beam quality. Such cooling was introduced
previously in quadrupole mass spectrometers, which have commonly used
an RF beam guide to couple the ion source to the mass selecting quadru-
pole q. This beam guide consists of a set of quadrupole (or other multipole)
rods to focus the ion beam onto the axis, and in early instruments, the beam
guide was operated at relatively high vacuum, based on the argument that
any gas in that region would cause beam attenuation. However, it was
demonstrated by Douglas and French (1992) and Xu et al. (1993) that a
higher pressure (0.01–1.00 torr) in the beam guide leads to collisional
damping of the ion beam, thus improving its beam quality and consequent-
ly increasing the ion transmission. For similar reasons such a beam guide
provides a useful interface to a TOF mass spectrometer, and Krutchinsky
et al. (1998) have reported calculations and measurements that illustrate
the collisional cooling obtained in that case (Fig. 2).

In the collisional cooling ion guide, the RF field in the quadrupole
focuses ions onto its axis while collisions with the molecules of the ambient
gas reduce the ion velocities to near‐thermal values (Krutchinsky et al.,
1998; Tolmachev et al., 1997). Thus, the beam leaving the ion guide has a



FIG. 2. Computer simulation of ion motion for myoglobin ions in a quadrupole ion guide

at a pressure of 0.1 torr (Krutchinsky et al., 1998). (A) Projection of ion trajectories on the yz

plane. (B) ‘‘Energy’’ Ez of the ions as a function of position along the quadrupole z axis,

where Ez ¼ mvz
2/2. (C) ‘‘Energy’’ Er of the ions as a function of position along the quadrupole

z axis, where Er ¼ mvr
2/2.
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greatly reduced spatial spread in the x‐z plane, and much smaller velocity
spreads in all three directions (x, y, and z), and these properties have no
observable dependence on the original parameters of the beam delivered
by the source. Indeed, collisional cooling decouples the mass measurement
almost completely from processes occurring in the ion source, that is, the
ions ‘‘forget’’ how they were formed.

The quadrupole/TOF instrument of Fig. 1 takes advantage of this
technique by sampling ions from the ion source through the additional
quadrupole q0, in which the ions produced by the ion source (the parent
ions) are cooled. In addition, radial and axial collisional damping of both
parent and daughter ion motions occurs in the collision cell q2, because this
cell also is operated in the RF‐only mode at a pressure of several millitorrs
or more. In both cases, the cooling results in better transmission through
the quadrupoles. Moreover, the ions retain their near‐thermal energy
spreads as they are reaccelerated to the desired energies after leaving the
quadrupoles, so the benefits of cooling are retained for the ions entering
the TOF analyzer.
Orthogonal Injection of MALDI Ions

The rationale for trying to couple MALDI to a TOF instrument by
orthogonal injection is not immediately obvious, because axial injection of
MALDI ions into a TOF spectrometer has often been described as an ideal
marriage between compatible techniques. In the usual geometry, ions are
ejected from the target along the axis of the TOF instrument (normal to the
sample surface) by bombardment with a pulsed laser. A TOF start signal is
supplied by the laser pulse or by the necessary extraction pulse if delayed
extraction is used. The rather long time between pulses (usually �100 ms)
gives plenty of flight time, even for very heavy ions. The initiation of
delayed extraction has provided excellent resolution, and equally excellent
mass accuracy (�10 ppm) can be obtained in favorable cases with suffi-
ciently careful calibration.

By contrast, direct orthogonal injection of MALDI ions into a TOF
spectrometer suffers from considerably greater difficulties than in the ESI
case, because of the larger velocity and angular spreads of theMALDI ions,
and because of the pulsed nature of the MALDI beam. Consequently,
attempts to provide this coupling by direct injection of MALDI ions
have usually yielded unimpressive results in single‐MS measurements
(Krutchinsky et al., 1998a; Spengler and Cotter, 1990). Additional problems
arise for MS/MSmeasurements in a hybrid instrument with a mass‐selecting
quadrupole, because the high‐velocity ions from MALDI may not spend
enough time in a short quadrupole to permit efficient mass discrimination.
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Nevertheless, axial injection of MALDI ions does have its own pro-
blems. Some peak broadening is produced by the energy spread of the ions
in the plume ejected from the target by the laser pulse, even with delayed
extraction. Delayed extraction itself complicates the mass calibration
and can be optimized for only part of the mass range at a time, so spectra
may have to be recorded in segments, and high mass accuracy may be
difficult to attain. Moreover, optimal focusing conditions, as well as the
mass calibration, depend to some extent on laser fluence, the type of
sample matrix and support, the sample preparation method, and even the
location of the laser spot on the sample. Finally, perhaps the most serious
handicap of the axial MALDI/TOF configuration is the difficulty in obtain-
ing structural information by MS/MS measurements. Such measurements
have normally been carried out by the so‐called post‐source decay tech-
nique in which a parent ion is selected by a gate in the flight tube and the
products of its metastable decay are observed after reflection (Chaurand
et al., 1999; Spengler, 1997). The capabilities of this method are seriously
restricted by the limited resolution obtained for parent ion selection
(�200) and the limited mass accuracy of the daughter ion measurement
(�0.2 Da), as well as the difficulties of controlling the fragmentation
process and interpreting the results.

The possibility of orthogonal injection of MALDI ions was revived by
the realization that conditions for it can be made much more favorable
by collisional cooling. Thus, a MALDI ion source can be coupled directly
to a TOF spectrometer through an RF‐quadrupole ion guide with collision-
al cooling (Krutchinsky et al., 1998a), similar to the one used for electro-
spray. For example, the MALDI source shown in Fig. 1 replaced the
electrospray source originally installed in this hybrid instrument (Loboda
et al., 2000a; Shevchenko et al., 2000). When MALDI ions are injected into
such a spectrometer, collisions in the ion guide damp the ion motion,
improving the m/z range and the resolution. Measurements with this con-
figuration give resolution and sensitivity comparable to axial MALDI
performance and have several additional benefits:

1. The collisions in the ion guide also spread the ion pulse out along
the quadrupole axis, producing a quasi‐continuous beam (as shown in
Fig. 3 [Krutchinsky et al., 1998]), which can then be treated just like an
electrosprayed beam. Although it might seem odd to produce a continuous
beam from the pulsed MALDI beam, only to pulse it again for injection
into the TOF instrument, the final beam has highly favorable properties
very different from those of the original one. In particular, the start time
for the TOF measurement no longer needs to be correlated with the laser



FIG. 3. Measured transit times through a collisional cooling quadrupole (Krutchinsky

et al., 1998). Note that for a 10‐kHz injection, the time between injection pulses is 0.1 ms, so

the beam entering the time‐of‐flight modulator is almost continuous.
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pulse, so the beam can be injected into the spectrometer at a high repetition
rate (up to 10 kHz) as in ESI/TOF, although the laser itself may run at
about 20 Hz or less. This reduces the number of ions in a single time
measurement by about the same factor (�500 ¼ 10,000/20) and, thus,
eliminates problems of peak saturation and detector shadowing from
intense matrix signals. As a result, the count rates obtained are compatible
with digital pulse‐counting methods (i.e., time‐to‐digital converters).

2. The residence time of ions in the guide is typically a few milliseconds
or more, as shown in Fig. 3 (Krutchinsky et al., 1998), so the plume of ions
has more time to expand and cool before it is injected into the flight tube,
eliminating much of the metastable decay otherwise taking place in this
region and, thus, simplifying the spectrum.
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3. The performance of the instrument is independent of ion source
conditions, as a result of the decoupling of the ion desorption event
from the flight time measurement by the ion guide and the collision cell.
Thus,there is much greater flexibility in the choice of different sample‐
preparation methods and different laser wavelengths, pulse widths, and
fluences. Even insulating target supports can sometimes be tolerated.

4. The optimum conditions for orthogonal injection are independent of
m/z, so the detailed adjustments required in axial MALDI are unneces-
sary. The detector is set for single‐ion counting and the laser is simply
set to any convenient fluence up to the maximum. The laser spot can be
moved to a different spot on the target without any readjustment. The
acquisition ofMALDI spectra is, therefore, extremely simple, requiring very
little operator expertise. The measured flight time has a simple quadratic
dependence on mass; a simple two‐point calibration gives optimum mass
accuracy over the entire mass range. We have found that such an external
calibration gives mass accuracies better than about 10 ppm in the instrument
of Fig. 1 if performed within an hour of the measurement, provided that
the room temperature is fairly stable.

5. Both ESI and MALDI sources can be used on the same instrument
with minimal changes in configuration (Krutchinsky et al., 1998a, 2000),
because the ion beam entering the spectrometer has similar properties in
both cases.

6. Perhaps most significant is the ability to carry out MS/MS
measurements on MALDI ions in the quadrupole/TOF instruments just
as on ESI ions, with similar high values of sensitivity (fmole) and control
over conditions for collision‐induced dissociation. Parent ions (up to a few
thousand daltons) can be selected with unit mass resolution in the mass‐
selecting quadrupole; high resolving power (�10,000) and mass accuracy
(�10 ppm or better) for the daughter ions are provided by the TOF
analyzer. For structural determination, both MS measurements (mass
mapping) and MS/MS measurements can be carried out interactively on
the same sample and in the same instrument, without breaking vacuum.

On the other hand, an orthogonal injection instrument with collisional
cooling is more complex than an axial‐injection MALDI instrument, even
though the quality of the data in the single‐MSmode is rather similar. More
seriously, there are losses associated with the orthogonal injection process
that are not found with axial injection, as discussed later, so sensitivity is
expected to be somewhat lower. Moreover, most existing orthogonal injec-
tion instruments use small accelerating voltages (�4 kV), so they have low
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efficiency for large singly charged ions (as produced by MALDI). The
report of an orthogonal injection TOF spectrometer with 20 kV accelera-
tion voltage (Ackloo and Loboda, 2005; Loboda et al., 2003) is encourag-
ing, but such a configuration is not yet available in a quadrupole/TOF
instrument. In addition, there still may be difficulties in transmitting high
m/z ions efficiently through the quadrupole ion guide, and problems
related to fragmentation and adduct‐formation for large singly charged
ions as a result of their long transit times.
Features of the Orthogonal Injection/TOF Configuration

Flight Tube High Voltage

In any TOF spectrometer, the need for DC acceleration of the ions
means that either the flight tube or the previous stage of the instrument
must be elevated to the DC acceleration potential, several kilovolts or
more. In axial MALDI/TOF spectrometers (and in an early ESI/TOF
instrument [Verentchikov et al., 1994]), the latter solution is adopted, that
is, the previous stage (the source itself) is run at high voltage. However, this
is not practical in quadrupole/TOF instruments because of the need to
couple the TOF section to the quadrupoles, which normally operate close
to ground potential. Thus, the former solution is chosen, raising the flight
tube to the accelerating potential. In this case, the ions are accelerated to
their final energy by the DC field produced by the potential Vz applied
across the acceleration column, and positive ions are accelerated from
ground to high negative voltages, rather than from high positive voltages
to ground as in axial MALDI/TOF mass spectrometers. The subsequent
motion is similar in both cases; ions of different m/z values are separated in
time as they pass down the flight tube and are reflected by the mirror.

However, it is usually impractical to put high voltage on the whole
vacuum chamber, so the flight tube must be built as a separate structure
within the vacuum chamber (i.e., the ‘‘conducting sheath;’’ shown in Fig. 1).
This structure is typically formed from a mesh because of the need for
efficient evacuation of the interior, and particular care must be taken to
avoid penetration of external electric fields through the mesh, which would
degrade the performance of the instrument. The difficulty of keeping this
rather large structure at high voltage is one reason that orthogonal injec-
tion TOF instruments have run at fairly modest accelerating voltages until
the model mentioned earlier was developed (Ackloo and Loboda, 2005;
Loboda et al., 2003).
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Directi on of Ent ry and m/z Range

When the electric field in the mirror has the correct value, the total
flight time t is 2L/ vz, wher e L is the z‐ compon ent of the effective flight path
( Tang et al., 1998 ). The distance that the ions move in the y direc tion during
this time is vyt ¼ 2L vy /v z, so the ratio vy /vz must ha ve the v alue D/2L if the
ions are to strike the detecto r, wher e D is the sep aration in the y directio n
betwe en the modul ator and the detector. Here, the axial veloc ity compo-
nent vz is determi ned by the energy provide d by the accel erating column
( mvz

2/2 ¼ q Vz), wher e Vz is the voltage across the accel erating colum n, m
is the ion mass, and q is the charge, that is, vz is pro portional to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q=m

p
.

Howe ver, in general the initial value of the y component of velocit y vy will
have a different form, usually some fraction of the velocity of the super-
sonic jet in which the ions enter the vacuum system (Beavis and Chait,
1991 ; Fenn, 2000). Unless this is modi fied, the ratio vy /vz, will depend on
mass and charge, resulting in a corresponding restriction in the m/z ratio
observable at a given setting of Vz.

Again collisional cooling makes an important contribution. If the ener-
gy of an ion is reduced to near‐thermal values by collisional damping, its
approximate energy mvy

2/2 on entering the storage region will be q Vy,
where Vy is the voltage difference between the collision cell and the
modulator. The ratio of velocities in the two orthogonal directions is then
vy=vz ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vy=Vz

p
, (independent of m and q), so the ratio of voltages can be

adjusted to satisfy the required relation (Vy/Vz) ¼ (D/2L)2 for ions of all
m/z values. Thus, all ions enter the field‐free drift region in a direction
making a small angle with the z axis (set by the ratio of accelerating
voltages), and in principle they all strike the detector. For example, colli-
sional cooling has made it possible to observe ions over a mass range from
about 1300 Da to more than 1 MDa at the same time (m/z range from �600
to more than 12,000) in an orthogonal injection TOF spectrometer
(Krutchinsky et al., 1998), as shown in Fig. 4. Note that this requires no
additional deflection in the drift region, which could degrade the mass
resolution (Dodonov et al., 1994; Mlynski and Guilhaus, 1996).

Time Focusing, Resolution, and Mass Accuracy

Factors limiting the resolution of orthogonal injection TOF spectro-
meters have been discussed in detail by Dodonov et al. (1994, 2000). Even if
the mechanical and electrical tolerances in the instrument are controlled
precisely, the TOF resolution is still limited by the initial spatial and
velocity spreads of the ions (z and vz) in the storage region of the mod-
ulator, emphasizing the importance of collisional cooling before the
ions enter this region. For example, a spread in the z coordinates of the



FIG. 4. The m/z spectrum of a mixture of four components in a water/0.08% acetic acid

solution (Krutchinsky et al., 1998): Substance P (1347 Da, 1 �M concentration), cytochrome C

(12,360 Da, 1 �M), soy bean agglutinin tetramer (116 kDa, 3 �M), and the tetramer (339

kDa), octamer (678 kDa), and 12‐mer of catalase HPII (5 �M).
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ions (typically a few millimeters), leads to variations in energy (and con-
sequently in velocity) of the ions leaving the modulator. The effect of these
variations on the flight time can be reduced in a linear spectrometer by
adjusting the fields in the modulator so that ions originating from different
z positions in the storage region arrive at the plane of the detector at about
the same time (Wiley and McLaren, 1955), thus improving the resolution;
the ions exchange their original spatial spread for a velocity distribution on
this plane. However, considerably better results can be obtained in a
reflecting spectrometer, like the one in Fig. 1. Here, the modulator fields
can be adjusted to place the time‐focus plane fairly close to the source
(Verentchikov et al., 1994), thus minimizing the axial dimension of the ion
packet. The plane then acts as an ‘‘object plane’’ for the mirror, and the
electric field in the mirror can be adjusted to correct the ion velocity
spread, as first shown by Mamyrin (1973). This greatly increases the flight
time and, therefore, the mass dispersion, without increasing the width of an
individual peak. A single‐stage mirror, such as the one shown in Fig. 1,
corrects the velocity spread in the object plane to first order, which is good
enough to give a resolving power of about 10,000 as long as the energy
spread in the plane is less than about 5% of the total energy.
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By using a tw o‐ stage mirror ( Dodo nov et al. , 2000 ; Loboda et a l., 2000;
Mamyrin et al., 1973), it is possible to adjust voltages to obtain second or
higher‐order time focusing; spectrometer designs have achieved a resolving
power between 15 ,000 and 20,000 ( Dodono v et al. , 2 000 ; Loboda et al. ,
2000). Impr ovements in resolving power can also be obt ained by increasin g
the length of the flight path (with a corresponding loss of sensitivity), in
which case the main factor limiting the resolution is the residual energy
spread in the beam. The flight path may be lengthened either directly
(Vestal et al., 1995) or by introducing additional reflectors (Piyadasa
et al., 1999; Wollnik and Przwloka, 1990). For example, a resolving power
of 20,000 has been specified for a commercial instrument that uses a second
mirror to increase the flight path (Hoyes et al., 2000).

Nevertheless, the combination of collisional cooling with the single‐
stage mirror and effective flight path approximately 2.8 m in the instrument
of Fig. 1 yields a resolving power (M/�MFWHM) between 8000 and 10,000
for peptides with masses 1000–6000 Da, as shown in Fig. 5A for a MALDI
UV source with a few nanoseconds pulse length. The same resolution is
achieved for other lasers and matrices, as shown in Fig. 5B for the molecu-
lar ion of insulin, using a glycerol matrix and an infrared laser with a 200‐ns
pulse width. The highest resolution obtained with a similar orthogonal‐
injection TOF geometry, but without collisional cooling (using an ESI
source) was about 5000 (Verentchikov, 1994). Note, however, that the
peak shape is determined mostly by the isotopic envelope for heavy ions
produced by electrospray ionization (m > 10,000 Da).

The approximate 10,000 resolution is sufficient to distinguish separate
isotopic peaks in ESI spectra for most peptides and, hence, determine their
individual charge states. Such capability is particularly useful when inter-
preting complicated spectra from mixtures such as tryptic digests or spectra
resulting from fragmentation of multiply charged ions. For smaller ions,
the resolution decreases, but it remains sufficiently high to partially resolve
two or more peaks within the same nominal mass, as shown in Fig. 5C
(Chernushevich et al., 1997). This is an advantage of TOF mass spectro-
meters over quadrupoles, where the resolution usually decreases linearly
with decreasing mass in this range.

The high resolving power delivered by the TOF section of the QqTOF
instrument is an important advantage of the quadrupole/TOF instruments
over triple quadrupoles, in which high resolution is difficult to obtain along
with adequate sensitivity. An even more important advantage is the high
mass accuracy (better than 10 ppm or 10 mDa) that can be obtained,
resulting from the combination of the high resolution and the decoupling



F IG. 5. (A) Positive ion spectrum of a mixture of dalargin (726 Da), substance P (1348 Da),

melittin (2846 Da), and bovine insulin (5733 Da) (Loboda et al., 2000a). (B) Spectrum of

bovine insulin with an infrared laser. (C) Small molecule mass spectra observed in an

electrospray/time‐of‐flight instrument (Chernushevich et al., 1997).
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of the ion production process from the mass measurement by collisional
cooling, which makes the ion beam insensitive to changes in ion source
conditions. For example, such accuracy has been crucial in identifying a
mutation in the coat protein of a particular brome mosaic virus isolate (She
et al., 2001). In that case, the measured mass of a particular tryptic fragment
differed from the predicted value by 99.074 Da, most obviously achieved by
deletion of valine 27 (99.068 Da) in the predicted sequence. However, the
differences � between measured and calculated values for the b ions are
all negative on this assumption, with an average � ¼ �11 mDa (Table I),
suggesting a search for other possibilities. Instead, replacement of Arg 26
by Gly (genetic code change AGG to GGG) gives almost the same calcu-
lated mass change (�99.080 Da), but considerably better agreement for the
b ions (� ¼ �0.4 mDa), as shown in Table II. This stimulated a more
careful search of the MS/MS spectrum (Fig. 6), which showed that there
were very small peaks (initially not assigned) corresponding to b3 and y15 in
the latter peptide, confirming the substitution of Arg by Gly.
TABLE I

COMPARISON OF CID FRAGMENTATION OF THE SINGLY-CHARGED ION (m/z 1734.98) FROM THE

BMV‐W PEPTIDE (RESIDUES 24–41) WITH MASS VALUES CALCULATED ASSUMING
27VAL

DELETION (i.e., FROM TARQPVIVEPLAAGQGK)a

b ion m/z (Obs.) MHþ (Calc.) � (mDa)

b1 — 102.056 —

b2 173.091 173.093 �2
b3 329.180 329.194 �14
b4 457.246 457.252 �6
b5 — 554.305 —

b6 653.361 653.373 �12
b7 766.441 766.458 �17
b8 865.511 865.526 �15
b9 991.566 994.569 3

b10 — 1091.621 —

b11 1204.700 1204.705 �5
b12 — 1275.743 —

b13 1346.764 1346.780 �16
b14 — 1403.801 —

b15 1531.843 1531.860 �17
b16 1588.857 1588.881 �24
b17 1716.973 1716.976 �3

aValues listed are monoisotopic masses (MHþ).



TABLE II

COMPARISON OF CID FRAGMENTATION OF THE SINGLY‐CHARGED ION (m/z 1734.98) FROM THE

BMV‐W PEPTIDE (RESIDUES 24–41) WITH MASS VALUES CALCULATED ASSUMING A

MUTATION OF R TO G AT POSITION 26 (i.e., FROM TAGVQPVIVEPLAAGQGK)

b ion m/z (Obs.) MHþ (Calc.) � (mDa)

b1 — 102.056 —

b2 173.091 173.093 �2
b3 230.118 230.114 þ4
b4 329.180 329.182 �2
b5 457.246 457.241 þ5
b6 — 554.294 —

b7 653.361 653.362 �1
b8 766.441 766.446 �5
b9 865.511 865.515 �4
b10 994.566 994.557 þ9
b11 — 1091.610 —

b12 1204.700 1204.694 þ6
b13 — 1275.731 —

b14 1346.764 1346.768 �4
b15 — 1403.790 —

b16 1531.843 1531.849 �6
b17 1588.857 1588.870 �13
b18 1716.973 1716.965 þ8
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Duty Cycle and m/z Discrimination

As remarked earlier, all ions are recorded in parallel in a TOF analyzer,
so the overall efficiency is much larger than in scanning instruments. This
advantage is possessed by both orthogonal injection TOF instruments and
axial TOF spectrometers. However, the axial spectrometers are usually
more efficient, because all of the output of their pulsed ion sources can
be injected into the flight tube.

On the other hand, orthogonal injection normally involves losses and
some m/z dependence associated with the duty cycle, defined here as the
fraction of the beam entering the TOF spectrometer that is available for
acceleration into the flight tube. To avoid spectral overlap, an injection
pulse cannot be applied until the slowest ion from the previous pulse has
reached the detector. For instruments without deflection, the velocity
component vy of an ion in the flight tube is the same as its velocity in the
storage region. Thus, the slowest ions (the ions of highest mass) entering
the storage region would cover the distance between the modulator and the
detector (D) by the time the next injection pulse arrives, if the storage
region were long enough. However, only a finite slice of this beam of length



FIG. 6. MS/MS spectrum of the parent ion with m/z ¼ 1734.98 from a tryptic digest of

brome mosaic virus. (A) overall spectrum, (B) expanded views of the above spectrum near

230 and 1506 Da.
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�l can be accelerated and detected, where �l is determined by the size of
the apertures in the detector and/or the modulator. This sets an upper limit
on the duty cycle for this m/z value as �l /D.

If the incoming beam is monoenergetic, vy is proportional to 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=z

p
,

so lighter ions will cover a distance larger than D between TOF pulses.
Thus, the duty cycle is proportional to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=z

p
and there is systematic

discrimination against low‐m/z ions:

DutyCycleðm=zÞ ¼ Dl
D

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=z

ðm=zÞmax

s
; ð1Þ
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where (m/z)max corresponds to the ion in the spectrum with the largest m/z
value to be measured. Nevertheless, this discrimination is predictable, and
signals at low m/z values are normally stronger than at high m/z values, so
in most cases this defect is preferable to the decrease in transmission at
high m/z that is characteristic of quadrupole mass filters.

In most reflecting TOF instruments with orthogonal injection, the duty
cycle is between 5% and 30%, depending on the m/z value of the ion
and the instrumental parameters. Whitehouse et al. (1998) demonstrated
an improvement in the duty cycle by trapping ions in a two‐dimensional
ion trap (an RF octopole with electrostatic apertures at each end), and
then gating them in short bursts into the TOF spectrometer. These results
have been extended by Chernushevich (2001); by varying trapping and
gating parameters, different modes of operation were achievable, from
100% duty cycle over a narrow m/z range to <50% duty cycle over a wider
mass range, although ions outside of these ranges were lost partially or
completely. In spite of the reduced m/z range, this technique can be very
useful when applied in certain MS/MS modes of operation, where only
selected fragment ions have to be monitored, as discussed later in this
chapter.

Ion Detection

The TOF detector normally consists of two large area microchannel
plates in a chevron configuration. Signals may be recorded by either digital
or analog techniques, each of which has advantages, depending mainly on
the maximum intensity of the ion signal (Ens et al., 1993). In the digital
technique used in the instrument of Fig. 1, the detector signal passes to a
preamplifier and a constant‐fraction discriminator and is then registered in
single ion counting mode by a time‐to‐digital converter (TDC). This has
the advantage that the time measurement is independent of the detector
pulse width, so this parameter does not limit the resolution.

The TDC can record hundreds of stops for each injection pulse, but
only one stop per injection pulse for a given m/z species (i.e., within the
‘‘dead time’’ of the TDC, about a few nanoseconds). To avoid spectral
distortion, the count rate for an individual ion species has an effective limit
somewhat less than the frequency of the injection pulse. For axial MALDI,
this frequency is the laser repetition rate, usually less than 20 Hz, so TDCs
are not very useful for such measurements. In the configuration of Fig. 1,
on the other hand, collisional cooling spreads the ions from a single laser
pulse over tens of milliseconds, so typical injection frequencies of 4–10 kHz
can be used. Thus, the limitation is much less severe than in axial MALDI,
and in most cases, spectral distortion is negligible, even for the highest laser
fluence obtainable from the usual 20 Hz laser. However, for higher average
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power lasers, and especially for simple spectra, where the total ion current
is concentrated in a few peaks, distortion will be observed, and it limits
ultimate throughput for orthogonal MALDI.

The problem is more severe for electrospray because the average ion
currents can be considerably higher and are more difficult to control. The
problem is particularly acute in LC/MS experiments, where the spectra are
simple, and the maximum count rate determines the available dynamic
range.

The most straightforward solution to the distortion problem, when
using a TDC, is to divide the anode into a number (n) of sections, each
connected to an independent TDC channel. Assuming a uniform distribu-
tion of ions over the anode, this gives an n‐fold increase in the allowed data
rate. For example, the instrument of Fig. 1 employs a four‐segment anode
and a four‐channel TDC (both from Ionwerks, Inc., Houston, Texas). In
principle, n can be increased to any value needed, and up to 256 segments
have been reported (Bouneau et al., 2003), but cross‐talk becomes a serious
problem beyond about four or eight channels, and the expense of the TDCs
soon becomes significant. An alternative solution is to use anode segments
of different sizes (Gonin et al., 2000). In this case, only the small anode is
used for high count rates, and the intensity is scaled up according to the
geometry.

For count rates that are not significantly greater than one ion per
injection pulse per species per anode segment, it is possible to correct for
the distortion using simple software algorithms (Chernushevich et al.,
2001). Other strategies are also possible, such as measuring weaker peaks
(e.g., a 13C isotope peak) to scale intense peaks or introducing dynamic
current limiting procedures.

Ions may also be recorded by an analog device such as an integrating
transient recorder, which is better suited to high‐intensity signals, and can
run at the maximum repetition rate (reciprocal of the maximum flight
time). However, such devices are limited in resolution by the width of the
detector pulse (Coles and Guilhaus, 1994), and they require much more
careful matching of the detector and recorder gains, which depend on
signal intensity. Moreover, because of inherent noise in the analog‐to‐
digital conversion, they are poorly suited to low count rates, such as the
measurement of pulses caused by single ions striking the detector. Note
that existing transient recorders are well suited for conventional (axial
injection) MALDI because that technique typically operates at a much
lower repetition rate (a few hertz), and high instantaneous current, whereas
a high repetition rate in the range of several kilohertz is critical for obtain-
ing a reasonable duty cycle in TOF instruments with orthogonal injection
of continuous beams.
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Sensitivity

The sensitivit y of the QqT OF ge ometry for electros pray ions has been
considered alre ady. In single ‐ MS mod e, or for daughter ion scann ing, the
parallel detection of the TOF system gives a 10–100 ‐ fold improvem ent in
sensitivity over a triple qua drupole instrum ent, in spite of the duty ‐ cycle
losses associat ed with orthogonal TOF. For parent ‐ ion scans, using appro-
priate trappi ng strategi es, the QqTOF sen sitivity approaches that of the
triple quad rupole, as disc ussed lat er.

The situation is somewhat different when comparing orthogonal MALDI
with conventio nal axial ‐ injection MALDI. In axial inj ection MALD I,
essentiall y all desorbed ions are inj ected directly into the TOF analyz er. In
orthogonal MALD I, there are intrins ic duty cycle losses, as well as losses
associat ed with the trans missio n of the quad rupole ion guides . Moreove r,
the TOF analyz er in ortho gonal TOF uses at least one additional grid, and
the voltage is typi cally lower, although this is not a disadv antage in princ iple.

In spite of these intrins ic losses associat ed wi th orthogon al MALDI,
there are some features that provide compen sation. The single ‐ ion cou nt-
ing meth od is more sensiti ve than analog detection, particul arly when weak
signals a re presen t toget her with strong signals. In a ddition, because the
quality of the spectru m in orthogonal MALD I is indepen dent of the target
conditions , it is possible to make more efficien t use of the deposited sample
by increasi ng the lase r fluence an d irradiat ing the sample until it is essen-
tially all remov ed from the targe t.

Thus , in practice , the sensitivit y of orthogonal MALD I a pproaches that
of axial MALD I. Usi ng the simplest type of dried dro plet sampl e prep ara-
tion with 0.5 �l sample deposited on the target, about 70 amole substance P
yields a usab le mass spect rum (L oboda et al., 2000). Significan tly cleaner
spectra can be achieved by using smaller spots deposited from smaller
volumes. In experiments with Karger et al. to test an off‐line interface for
CE MALDI (Ens et al., 2001), we deposited a mixture of four angiotensin
peptides as a 100‐�mwide strip. A single portion of this strip corresponding
to the width of the laser beam (�100 �m) contained about 80 amoles of
each of the peptides. Figure 7 shows a spectrum obtained from such a spot
using 40 laser shots and with one laser shot. These spectra still provide
excellent signal/noise ratios, suggesting the lower limit of sensitivity is well
below 80 attomoles.

Throughput

TheQqTOFmass spectrometer does not itself determine the throughput
in most electrospray experiments, because the throughput is usually limited
by the flow rate of the ion source. There has been some development of



FIG. 7. Spectra of a mixture of four angiotensin peptides deposited as a 100‐�m wide strip,

using 40 laser shots (top) and a single laser shot (lower), incident on a single portion of this

strip corresponding to the width of the laser (about 100 �m) containing about 80 attomoles of

each of the peptides.
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multi‐spraying technologies, but these have not yet gone beyond the
existing capability of the QqTOF instrument.

The situation is different in orthogonal MALDI, because there is usu-
ally no direct coupling between the target preparation and the MS mea-
surement. If separation is carried out off‐line, as in the example mentioned
earlier (Ens et al., 2001), the time scale of the separation is independent of
the time scale of the MS measurement, and multiple separations can be
carried out at the same time. Under such conditions, particularly in the
high volume applications that have become the focus of several proteomics
projects, the mass spectrometer itself may well be the bottleneck.

As mentioned earlier, the ultimate limit in throughput for a QqTOF
instrument with single‐ion counting is presented by the data system. For
a repetition rate of 10 kHz and a 4‐anode detector, the maximum count
rate for a single ion species is about 40,000 ions/s, making use of software
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correctio ns for spectral distortio n. Then for a dynami c range of 1000,
assuming 40 ions is sufficient to define a pe ak (see Lobod a et al. , 2000,
for examples in which this is more than adequate), spectra can be acquired
at the rate of 1/s. For a dynamic range of 100, the rate is 10 spectra/s.

In principle, these rates can be reached in any experiment by simply
increasing the repetition rate of the laser, assuming sufficient sample is
available to sustain the count rate for the duration of the acquisition. In
practice, for single‐MS experiments, the limit is often reached using a
simple nitrogen laser with 150 �J pulses up to 20 Hz. Indeed, even
for weak signals such as those shown in Fig. 5, a spectrum like the one in
Fig. 5A can be acquired in 2 s, and the one in Fig. 5B at the rate of 20/s. For
these data, the extraction pulse rate was 4 kHz, so the highest count rate
was about 10% of the maximum.

However, optimum acquisition of MS/MS spectra requires much more
initial ion signal, because only one parent ion is selected, and the daughter
ions are divided over all the peaks in the final spectrum. As a result, a 20‐Hz
nitrogen laser will not normally reach the limiting count rate, and good‐
quality MS/MS spectra typically take a minute or more to obtain using
this laser. Again, the time required can be reduced to the aforementioned
limits by using higher repetition rate lasers. Reasonably inexpensive kHz
Nd‐YAG lasers are now available, although the energy per pulse is only
in the tens of microjoules range, so the laser beam must be focused to a
smaller spot on the target. We have demonstrated that such a laser, appro-
priately focused, brings the required time to acquire good MS/MS spectra
in the instrument of Fig. 1 into the range of a few seconds (Loboda et al.,
2000a). At such high repetition rates, the sample is consumed rather
quickly, so sample rastering becomes necessary.
Quadrupole Operation

When used as a mass filter, quadrupole rods have both RF‐ and DC‐
voltage components applied, and the reduced Mathieu parameters qM and
aM characterize the amplitudes of both components (Dawson, 1995):

qM ffi 4eV

ðm=zÞo2r20
aM ffi 8eU

ðm=zÞo2r20
; ð2Þ

where e is the charge of the electron, V and ! are the amplitude and angular
frequency of the RF voltage, U is the value of the DC voltage, and r0 is the
inscribed radius of the quadrupole. WhenU¼ 0, the quadrupole acts simply
as an ion guide.
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Single MS Mode

As just mentioned, the simplest mode of operation of the QqTOF
instrument (single MS or TOF MS) occurs when the mass filter Q is
operated in the RF‐only mode (U ¼ 0, aM ¼ 0), so the quadrupole sections
simply act as transmission elements that deliver ions to the TOF spectrom-
eter. This mode of operation is applicable, for example, to the measure-
ment of the proteolytic fragments produced from enzymatic digestion of a
protein (peptide mass mapping). The resulting spectra benefit from the
high resolution and mass accuracy of the TOF instrument, as well as its
ability to record all ions in parallel without scanning, as pointed out earlier.
Such single‐MS spectra can be acquired either with or without a collision
gas in q. In the former case, the collision energy is kept below 10 eV to
avoid fragmentation, and both sensitivity and resolution benefit from the
additional collisional damping provided by the gas in the collision cell.

In this RF‐only operational mode (aM ¼ 0), quadrupoles serve as high‐
mass filters: Ions are rejected if they have m/z values below a cutoff value
corresponding to qM ¼ 0.908. Although there is no such sharp cutoff for
ions with high m/z values, their transmission suffers because of poorer
focusing, because the depth of the effective potential well is inversely
proportional to m/z (Gerlich, 1992). Ions can be lost in any one of the
three multipoles on their way to the TOF section. The resulting effective
bandpass within which ions are transmitted simultaneously into the TOF
instrument normally covers approximately an order of magnitude inm/z. If
a widerm/z range is required, the RF voltage can be switched between two
or more RF levels during spectrum acquisition, but in this case, light ions
are lost when the RF voltage is ‘‘high,’’ and heavy ions are poorly focused
in a shallow potential well when the RF voltage is ‘‘low.’’

Tandem MS Mode

For tandem MS in the instrument shown in Fig. 1, Q is operated in the
mass filter mode, so ions are transmitted only within a narrow m/z window,
corresponding to qM ¼ 0.706 and aM ¼ 0.237. A monoisotopic parent ion of
interest may be selected or the window may be widened to increase the
sensitivity by transmitting the corresponding full isotopic cluster. Note that
a measure of the distribution of isotopes selected by Q is provided by the
distribution actually observed for the undissociated ions in the MS/MS
spectrum.

After selection in Q, the parent ion is accelerated to an energy between
20 and 200 eV before it enters the collision cell q, where it undergoes
collision‐induced dissociation during the first few collisions with neutral gas
molecules (usually argon or nitrogen). The resulting daughter ions (as well
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as the rema ining paren t ions) are collisional ly cooled and focuse d as they
pass throu gh the rest of the collis ion cell, thus im proving the qua lity of the
ion beam entering the TOF spectro meter.

The maximum m/ z trans mitted through a quadrup ole mass filter with
reasonable efficiency de pends on the cho ice of pa rameters in Eq. (1) . In
most commerc ial triple quad rupole or qua drupo le/TOF spect rometers ,
these param eters have be en cho sen to give a maximum m/z value of 4000
or less . Thus , tandem meas ureme nts can be carried out in these inst ruments
on ions of very high mass pro duced by elec trospr ay (in corres pondin gly
large charge stat es), but only up to mass es of a few thousan d dalto ns on the
singly charged ions produ ced predomi nantly by MALDI. This mass range
is usually adeq uate for sequen cing appli cations, though in severa l instru-
ments, the quad rupoles have been modifi ed to give a larg er m/z range for
examinat ion of ions with higher values of m/z ( Col lings and Dougl as, 1997;
Sobott et al., 2002; Whiteh ouse et al., 1998 ), and the most recent quadru-
pole/TOF commerc ial instru ments also have an extended m/z ran ge as a
result of the need to an alyze MALD I ions.

In general , the problems of tuning the quad rupoles in the quad rupole/
TOF inst ruments are similar to those encounter ed with trip le quadrup oles,
as described in some detai l by Yost and Boyd (1990) . How ever, the higher
pressures nor mally use d for co llisional co oling lead to long residence times
in the collision cell, which tends to prod uce add ucts and make it diffic ult
to switch rapidly from one parent ion to another, as required in some types
of measurement. Consequently, a weak axial electric field in the collision
cell has been found to be beneficial, and various methods of producing such
a field have been implemented (Loboda et al., 2000b; Thomson et al., 1996).
The presence of the axial field means also that optimal collisional cooling
can be attained for ions of allm/z values with the same buffer gas pressure.
However, it is important that the method of producing the axial field does
not restrict them/z range transmitted, because the quadrupole/TOF instru-
ment detects ions of all m/z values in the same measurement. The most
recent design (Loboda et al., 2000b) appears to provide a satisfactory
solution to this problem.
Parent Ion Scans in the Quadrupole

The most common mode of measurement in triple quadrupole mass
spectrometers is the daughter (or product) ion scan that measures the
daughter ion spectrum that results from collision‐induced dissociation of
a selected parent ion. As discussed earlier, quadrupole/TOF hybrid instru-
ments have considerable advantages over triple quadrupoles for this type
of measurement.
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However, in sequencing unknown samples, it is helpful to be able to
identify relevant parent ion peaks that may be obscured by chemical noise.
For this purpose, an alternative mode of triple quadrupole operation can
be used. This is the parent (or precursor) ion scan, in which the final
quadrupole setting is fixed and the first quadrupole is scanned. This mea-
sures the spectrum of parent ions, giving rise to selected daughters, such
as the immonium ions that characterize particular amino acid residues
(Papayannopoulos, 1995) or phosphotyrosine (Steen et al., 2001). Such
parent ion scans are useful tools for identifying components of a mixture
that lose a particular diagnostic fragment. Here, the simple arguments for
preferring a TOF spectrometer as a final stage in a composite instrument
do not apply, because only a single daughter is being monitored, and
a similar scanning function is carried out in the first quadrupole in both
the triple quadrupole and the quadrupole/TOF hybrid instrument. More-
over, the efficiency for measuring the products of collisional‐induced
dissociation is between one and two orders of magnitude lower in
the quadrupole/TOF hybrid than in the triple quadrupole, because of the
reduced duty cycle in the former instrument, as discussed earlier, and
because of losses at grids and in the detector. Thus, there are advantages
in doing parent ion scans in triple quadrupoles.

Nevertheless, the duty cycle losses in the quadrupole/TOF instrument
can be largely removed by trapping ions in the collision cell (Chernushevich,
2001), as described earlier. This reduces the m/z range, but in this case
the range often needs only to encompass the desired daughter ion, so there
is no disadvantage to trapping. The higher resolution obtainable in the TOF
spectrometer is also helpful in discriminating between the diagnostic daugh-
ter ions and background. For example, there are 21 possible ions from
unmodified peptides that are within 0.1 Da of the phosphotyrosine immo-
nium ion at 216.043 Da (Steen et al., 2001). The final quadrupole in a triple
quadrupole instrument will not likely resolve them, resulting in false‐posi-
tive identifications of phosphotyrosine, but the TOF instrument easily dis-
criminates between the possibilities (Steen et al., 2001).

Another report describes a second important application of trapping in
the collision cell—‘‘peptide end sequencing’’ (Nielsen et al., 2002). If
MALDI mass mapping fails to identify a protein unambiguously after a
proteolytic digestion, an MS/MS measurement is carried out in which the
intensity of low mass daughters (e.g., 120–500 m/z) is accentuated by
trapping. Typically the N‐terminal b2 and b3 ions, as well as the y1 and y2
C‐terminal daughters, can be observed, and such end sequencing of one or
two tryptic peptides is usually sufficient to provide unique identification of
any protein included in the database.
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In addition, the TOF instrument can check for the presence of multi-
ple diagnostic fragments at the same time, provided they are within the
m/z range trapped. Thus, quadrupole/TOF instruments are becoming
increasingly useful for parent ion scans.
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Abstract

A new tandem time‐of‐flight (TOF–TOF) instrument has been devel-
oped by modifying a standard matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization
(MALDI)‐TOF instrument to make high‐performance, high‐energy colli-
sion‐induced dissociation (CID) MALDI tandem mass spectrometry (MS)
a practical reality. To optimize fragment spectra quality, the selected
precursor ion is decelerated before entering a floating collision cell and
the potential difference between the source and the collision cell defines
the collision energy of the ions. Standard operating conditions for tandem
MS use a 1‐kV collision energy with single‐collision conditions and
increased laser power for ion formation. Hence, both high‐ and low‐energy
fragments are observed in MALDI TOF‐TOF spectra. On standard pep-
tides, sensitivities down to 1 fmol are demonstrated. On a mixture of two
solution tryptic digests at the 25‐fmol level, 23 spectra were sufficient to
result in proper database identification.

Introduction

It is generally accepted that MS is essential for protein identification
and characterization. MALDI‐TOF is typically the first method employed
for protein identification, used for the determination of accurate masses of
peptides formed by enzymatic digestion, and MS‐MS in various forms is
used both as a more definitive method for identification and as the princi-
pal means for protein characterization (Eng et al., 1994; Mann and Wilm,
1994). Two‐dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis is by far the most widely
accepted technique for high‐resolution separation of protein mixtures, and
alternatives such as micro–high‐performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) and capillary electrophoresis have only recently been seriously
considered ( Davis et al., 1995 ; Olivar es et al ., 1987). Advanc es in MALDI ‐
TOF MS combined with advances in 2D gel electrophoresis and other
separation techniques promise to revolutionize the speed and sensitivity
of the separation, quantitation, identification, and characterization of
proteins in complex mixtures (Shevchenko et al., 1996).

Tandem MS is now established as the method of choice for characte-
rizing proteins, although no single MS‐MS instrument or technique has
established dominance (Ducret et al., 1998; Shevchenko et al., 1997; Wilm
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
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et al., 1996). In these techniques, peptide mixtures are introduced into the
mass spectrometer either as a continuous flow of a liquid solution, such
as in nanospray, or as described later for MALDI‐TOF. A molecular ion of
interest is selected by the first MS, ions are caused to fragment, usually by
collision with a neutral gas, and the fragment ion masses and intensities are
measured using the second MS. Most MS‐MS applications employ triple
quadrupoles (Yost and Enke, 1978), hybrid quadrupole‐TOF systems
(Morris et al., 1996) or ion traps, either quadrupole (Louris et al., 1987)
or magnetic (as in Fourier transform–ion cyclotron resonance [FT‐ICR])
(Cody and Frieser, 1982). These techniques employ low‐energy CID in
which the ions are fragmented by a large number of relatively low‐energy
collisions. An alternative technique is high‐energy CID in which the colli-
sion energy is sufficient to cause fragmentation as the result of a single
collision, and the possible number of collisions that the ions undergo is
small (i.e., <10). Before the present work, high‐energy CID was available
only on tandem magnetic sector instruments (Sato et al., 1987) or a hybrid
of a magnetic sector with TOF (Medzihradszky et al., 1996). These instru-
ments are complex and expensive and are not readily interfaced with
sensitive ionization techniques such as MALDI and electrospray.

Description of the Instrument

The new TOF‐TOF instrument is derived from a standard high‐
performance MALDI‐TOF instrument (Vestal et al., 1995) that has been
modified to make high‐performance, high‐energy CID MALDI‐TOF‐TOF
MS‐MS a practical reality. An earlier version of the TOF‐TOF system
was based on a very large MALDI‐TOF instrument (Vestal et al., 2000a).
The instrument described here is based on concepts similar to those
described earlier, but several modifications have been made to improve
sensitivity and to achieve better resolution and mass accuracy in a smaller
format. The ion source optics and electronics are essentially unmodified
from those employed on the commercial instrument, except that the high‐
voltage pulse circuit providing the delayed extraction pulsed voltage has
been modified to operate at higher repetition rates. The construction of
the ion mirror is similar to that used earlier except that the single‐stage
mirror has been replaced with a two‐stage mirror to provide higher re-
solution over a broad energy range. The additional elements required
for MS‐MS operation are installed in the field‐free region between the
ion source and the ion mirror. These include a set of deflection electrodes
for precursor selection, a deceleration lens, an electrically isolated collision
cell, a second pulsed ion accelerator, a set of deflection electrodes
for metastable suppression, and additional focusing and beam‐steering
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electrodes. An additional 250‐L/s turbo molecular pump was added to the
system to evacuate the housing surrounding the collision cell. Similar
pumps are employed on the source and mirror housing as in the original
MALDI‐TOF instrument.

A schematic diagram of the TOF‐TOF instrument is shown in Fig. 1. For
peptide mass fingerprinting or other applications of MALDI‐TOF, no volt-
age is applied to the elements added for MS‐MS, and the system perfor-
mance in both linear and reflector modes is equal to or better than the
conventional system described earlier (Vestal et al., 1995). By applying
appropriate direct current (DC) and pulsed voltages to the added elements,
the system is converted to a tandem combination of a linear delayed ex-
traction MALDI‐TOF system for producing and selecting a precursor ion, a
collision cell for energizing the selected ions to fragment, and a second
reflecting TOF system for focusing and detecting the fragment ions.
A field‐free space is provided between the collision cell and the second
analyzer to allow time for the ions to fragment before they are reaccelerated.

Ions produced in the source are focused in space and time at the timed‐
ion‐selector (TIS in Fig. 1). A time delay generator is programmed to open
the gate of the selector at the time the lightest mass of interest reaches the
gate, and the gate is closed when the highest mass of interest passes
through the gate. Ions outside the selected mass window are deflected away
from the collision cell. Selected ions are retarded by the deceleration lens
and enter the collision cell with the selected laboratory collision energy,
defined by the potential difference between the source and the collision
cell. The laboratory collision energy may be varied by adjusting the ion
FIG. 1. Instrumental apparatus. See text for details of operation.
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source potential relative to that of the collision cell. Fragment ions produced
in the collision cell or in the adjacent field‐free region continue to travel with
essentially the same velocity as the precursor ions until they reach the
second pulsed accelerator. After the ions enter the pulsed accelerator, a
high‐voltage pulse is applied to accelerate the selected precursor and frag-
ment ions, and the amplitude of the pulse and the voltages applied to the ion
mirror are adjusted to produce optimum resolution at the detector.With the
apparatus illustrated in Fig. 1, excellent resolution is obtained over the full

mass range of the fragment spectrum with a single set of parameters.
Fragmentation may also occur in the field‐free region between the
source and the selector or in the region between the pulsed accelerator
and the mirror. Fragments produced in the first region are rejected by the
deceleration lens, but fragments occurring in the second region may pro-
duce broad unfocused peaks similar to those observed in conventional
MALDI–post‐source decay (PSD) (Kaufmann et al., 1994). These ‘‘meta-
stable’’ peaks may be removed by applying a deflection pulse to the second
ion deflector (labeled ‘‘metastable suppressor’’ in Fig. 1) at the time that
the remaining precursor ions and fragments produced in this field‐free
region reach the vicinity of the deflector. This deflector can be adjusted
to completely remove the precursor ion, but generally the applied voltage
is set to allow about 3–4% of the precursor ions to be transmitted. This
lower voltage reduces the noise due to metastables to an acceptable level
while still allowing the transmitted precursor ions to be used as reference
peaks for calibration of the fragment spectra.

The TOF‐TOF system may employ any ultraviolet (UV) laser appro-
priate for conventional MALDI. Our earlier work employed a nitrogen
laser (337 nm) at pulse rates between 2 and 20 Hz (Medzihradszky et al.,
2000). A diode‐pumped Nd:YAG laser operating at 355 nm has been used
at rates between 20 Hz and 2 kHz (Vestal et al., 2000b). Most of the results
presented here were obtained at a laser rate of 200 Hz. Although operating
parameters may need to be slightly altered as the laser rate is changed,
there is no effect of the acquisition speed on the performance of the
instrument. It should be noted, however, that higher laser rates allow data
to be obtained more rapidly, and the ability to store and process the data
may become limiting.
Performance Data

Precursor Selection

The selected ions, along with fragments produced (either by uni-
molecular dissociation or CID) in this field‐free region, pass through
the collision cell, enter the pulsed ion accelerator (labeled ‘‘2nd Source’’
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in Fig. 1), and are accelerated into the second MS by applying a high‐
voltage pulse (typically 7 kV). The timed ion selector is located in the field‐
free space between the ion source and the collision cell, and the time that
the selector is opened and the later time when the acceleration pulse is
applied are calculated, as has been described previously (Vestal and
Juhasz, 1998). If the timed ion selector is not used, then ions arriving at
the accelerator after the pulse is applied do not enter the second MS. A
spectrum obtained with the selector off and the accelerator pulse timed to
focus the matrix trimer ion, nominal mass 568, is shown in Fig. 2A. The
sharp peaks at lower mass are due to fragments formed both in the collision
cell and in the field‐free region between the collision cell and the accelera-
tor, and the broad peaks are due to lower mass matrix ions, which are
formed in the source and are transmitted, with relatively low efficiency,
through the second source and into the second MS before application of
the acceleration pulse. With the selector off or set to transmit a relatively
wide window, the mass range for precursor ions that can be reaccelerated
and focused spans about 5% of the nominal mass chosen. Precursor ions
and their fragments within this mass range are focused and the masses of
the fragments of all transmitted precursors can be accurately determined.
Thus, it is possible to determine the relative intensities of fragment ions
from nearby precursors. This feature may be useful for quantitation using
isotopic labeling techniques such as isotope‐coded affinity tags (ICATs)
(Gygi et al., 1999).
The spectrum obtained with precursor set to transmit only the matrix
trimer ion is shown in Fig. 2B. Laser intensity and other parameters are
identical to those used in Fig. 2A. As can be seen from comparing Fig. 2A
and B, them/z 568 is transmitted unattenuated, the isotope peak atm/z 569
is attenuated by about an order of magnitude, and only the focused frag-
ment ions are detected at lower mass. This resolving power for precursor
selection is about 500 using a 10% valley criterion or about 1000 FWHM.
The former value accurately represents the ability to select a particular
precursor with minimal contamination by adjacent precursor masses. This
resolution is sufficient to allow selection of the isotopic envelope of pep-
tides throughout the mass range of interest but is not adequate for selecting
a single isotope at higher mass. A single isotope can be selected up to m/z
1000, but the sensitivity is significantly reduced. The current design of the
timed ion selector provides higher resolving power for fragments than for
the precursor; this ensures that the relative contribution from fragment
ions resulting from precursors with masses similar to the selected ion that
are not completely suppressed is always less than that of the selected ion
itself. As is discussed below, in many cases the ability to transmit and focus
neighboring ions allows more than one peptide to be identified even if they



FIG. 2. MS‐MS spectrum of the trimer ions of CHCA recorded (A) without and (B) with

the timed ion selector being operated. The insets highlight the precursor region of the spectra.
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have the same nominal mass or differ by an amount that is insufficient to
allow complete separation by the precursor selector.

Sensitivity

Under ideal conditions, the ionization efficiency of MALDI is very
high. In peptide mass fingerprinting, absolute ionization efficiency is not a
primary concern because chemical noise from matrix components and
impurities is usually the major factor limiting sensitivity. In MS‐MS, the
quality of the fragment spectrum is determined by the total number of ions
accumulated in that spectrum; only at very low sample concentrations is
the chemical noise the limiting factor. Using �‐cyano‐4‐hydroxycinnamic
acid (CHCA) matrix, we have measured overall efficiencies of about 1%
for peptides loaded at low concentrations by desorbing all of the sample
loaded and integrating the total number of ions detected. These efficiency
measurements include the transfer efficiency of the analyzer (estimated to
be �40% when operated in MS‐MS mode). Efficiencies for other popular
matrices (e.g., 2,5‐dihydroxybenzoic acid [DHB]) may be as much as an
order of magnitude lower. Examples of some results showing the sensitivity
in MS‐MS mode that is routinely achieved on simple mixtures of peptides
are shown in Figs. 3–5. These results were obtained from a mixture of three
peptides (des‐Arg1 bradykinin, angiotensin I, and Glu1 fibrinopeptide B) at
equimolar concentrations. These samples were loaded at total amounts
ranging from 1 pmol to 1 fmol each in 3‐mm diameter sample spots using
a standard dried droplet method. The resulting average surface concentra-
tions range from approximately 1 fmol/100 micron diameter laser spot
down to 1 attomole/laser spot. At the laser intensities used for these
measurements, about 1000 laser shots can be accumulated from each laser
spot before that portion of the sample spot is depleted, and the relative
response from each laser spot within the sample spot varies by about a
factor of five.

The result shown in Fig. 3B represents the accumulation of 1000 shots
on a ‘‘good’’ laser spot from the 10 fmol sample. Figure 3C shows the result
of 10,000 shots accumulated from several laser spots from the 1 fmol
sample, and Fig. 3A is the accumulated spectrum from 5000 shots from
the 1 pmol sample. In each case, a spectra from all laser shots fired
were averaged into the final result; selective averaging was not employed.
Approximately 10 attomoles of sample was consumed in obtaining the
spectra shown in Fig. 3B and C, and 5 fmol was consumed to obtain
spectrum A. In all spectra, internal fragment ions are indicated by asterisks,
and neutral losses from the labeled ions are indicated by plus signs. These
spectra were obtained with the metastable suppressor in operation, thereby



FIG. 3. MS‐MS spectra of Glu1 fibrinopeptide B (EGVNDNEEGFFSAR) recorded with

the laser operated 20% above threshold, N2 as a collision gas, and single‐collision conditions

for (A) 5000 shots from a 1 pmol sample spot, (B) 1000 shots from a 10 fmol sample spot, and

(C) 10,000 shots from a 1 fmol sample spot.
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reducing the precursor ion intensity by about a factor of 30. The total
integrated ion intensity of the precursor ion (before attenuation) is approx-
imately equal to the total integrated fragment ion intensity in these spectra.
The total number of fragment ions integrated in Fig. 3C is approximately
50,000; about 100,000 in Fig. 3B; and 5,000,000 in Fig. 3A. At the highest
concentration, the ionization efficiency is lower by about a factor of 10



FIG. 4. Expansion of the m/z 70–200 region of Fig. 3. In all spectra, internal fragment ions

are indicated by asterisks, and neutral losses from the labeled ions are indicated by plus signs.
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because of depletion of the matrix ions. Reliable detection and mass
measurement of a fragment ion requires collection of at least 10 ions in
the two or three digitizer channels that define the peak. The relative
intensities of several of the structurally significant y and w ions (e.g., 8,
10, 11, and 12) in this particular case are in the range of 1–3% of the most



FIG. 5. Expansion of the m/z 650–1100 region of Fig. 3.
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intense fragment peak. Nevertheless, these ions are detectable and the
dominant fragment masses can be determined with an uncertainty of
less than 50 ppm. Portions of the spectra are expanded in Figs. 4 and 5 to
better illustrate the quality of the spectra. A representative set of masses,
intensities, and mass errors is summarized in Table I.



TABLE I

MASS ACCURACIES FOR THE GLU
1 FIBRINOPEPTIDE B SPECTRUM SHOWN IN FIGS. 3–5, PANEL Aa

m/z Observed Height � (Da) � (ppm)

V 72.0813 72.0973 2517 �0.0160 �221.7
L 87.0558 87.0708 908 �0.0150 �172.3
F 120.0813 120.0946 3735 �0.0133 �110.9
R 129.1140 129.1190 1078 �0.0050 �38.8
y1‐NH3 158.0930 158.1003 1067 �0.0073 �46.4
y1 175.1195 175.1194 8039 0.0001 0.9

y2‐NH3 229.1301 229.1310 833 �0.0009 �4.0
y2 246.1566 246.1540 1639 0.0026 10.6

y3‐NH3 316.1621 316.1512 1411 0.0109 34.5

y3 333.1886 333.1801 1171 0.0085 25.4

y4 480.2571 480.2445 1168 0.0126 26.3

y6 684.3469 684.3455 4810 0.0014 2.0

y7 813.3895 813.3967 2122 �0.0072 �8.9
w8 867.4001 867.4621 856 �0.0620 �71.4
w9 996.4427 996.5135 1195 �0.0708 �71.0
y9‐NH3 1039.4485 1039.4786 830 �0.0301 �29.0
y9 1056.4750 1056.4893 7817 �0.0143 �13.5
y13 1441.6348 1441.7113 1411 �0.0765 �53.1

aColumns denote the identity of the fragment, the theoretical mass of the peptide, the

observed mass using default instrumental calibration, the height of the peak, and mass

errors in m/z and in ppm.
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The minimum measurable peak in these examples ranges from 0.02%
of total fragment intensity in Fig. 3C, 0.01% in Fig. 3B, and 0.0002% in
Fig. 3A. The more intense peaks in the fragment spectra are typically 1–2%
of the total fragment intensity; thus, the dynamic range in the spectra
obtained at low sample levels is about 100. By accumulating a large number
of laser shots, the dynamic range may exceed 10,000 at sample concentra-
tions above approximately 1 fmol/laser spot. Unfortunately, as the dynamic
range exceeds about 1000, a peak is observed at virtually every possible
fragment mass, and these additional peaks may be of little utility in eluci-
dating structure. At very low concentrations, increasing the number of ions
integrated beyond about 100,000 may not improve the quality of the
spectra significantly, because ions due to chemical noise from matrix com-
ponents and impurities within the selected precursor mass window may be
the limiting factor.

The total number of laser shots that must be accumulated to achieve a
particular result depends on several factors. If the goal is to measure
the masses of only the most intense peaks for peptide identification by
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database searching, then accumulation of a few thousand ions may be
sufficient. For samples containing fewer than 10 peptides at surface con-
centrations higher than about 10 attomoles/laser spot, this requires only
about 100 laser shots. On the other hand, acquiring the same number of
ions from a particular component present at this concentration in a mixture
of 100 peptides requires 10 times as many laser shots. If the goal is de novo
sequencing or determination of posttranslational modifications, then a
larger number of ions and laser shots is required. Accumulation of 10,000
shots is usually sufficient for even the most demanding case. As several
hundred thousand shots are generally required to significantly deplete the
sample with standard dried droplet sample preparation, there is no prob-
lem recording several high‐quality MS‐MS spectra from each sample spot.
Fragmentation

The fragmentation processes occurring in the TOF‐TOF instrument are
closely related to those occurring in the PSD process (Kaufmann et al.,
1994) employed in most MALDI‐TOF mass spectrometers equipped with
reflecting analyzers. Ions may be excited sufficiently in the MALDI source
to spontaneously decay after extraction, or they may fragment as the result
of an energetic collision with a neutral molecule. This technique has been
useful, but its utility has been limited by a number of instrumental factors.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, these limitations on speed, sensitivity,
resolution, and mass accuracy, as well as ease of use, have been overcome
in the TOF‐TOF system.

Fragmentation of peptide ions in various MS‐MS instruments has been
extensively reviewed (Shulka and Futrell, 2000). The energy imparted to
the ions during the formation process, which leads to unimolecular frag-
mentation, is strongly dependent on the ionization method. In MALDI,
both the laser intensity and the properties of the matrix affect the distribu-
tion of internal energy in the peptide ions. Near threshold for ionization,
little fragmentation is observed, but as the laser intensity is increased above
threshold, significant unimolecular fragmentation may occur. More frag-
mentation is generally observed for ‘‘hot’’matrices such as CHCA than for
‘‘cooler’’ matrices such as DHB. At modest laser intensities (�10–20%
above threshold), the unimolecular fragmentation is dominated by simple
peptide bond cleavages to yield the y and b ions observed in low‐energy
CID and in PSD. At high laser intensities, the fragments due to small
neutral losses (e.g., ammonia and water) from these y and b ions predomi-
nate, and a ions may also increase with laser intensity. In general, immo-
nium ions and internal fragments are weak in the unimolecular spectra
even at high laser intensity. Increasing the laser intensity beyond 20–30%
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above threshold rapidly increases the rate of sample consumption, but the
observed ion intensities tend to approach a saturation value, indicating
reduced ionization efficiency under these conditions. Spectra recorded
in the TOF‐TOF when no gas is added to the collision cell are very similar
to those obtained in low‐energy CID experiments on singly charged ions in
other MS‐MS instruments such as hybrid quadrupole TOF (Anderson
et al., 1998) or quadrupole ion traps (Doroshenko and Cotter, 1996).

Fragmentation in the TOF‐TOF instrument may also be produced by
high‐energy collisions with a neutral gas. This approach is similar to that
employed in the tandem magnetic sector instruments, and the results
obtained are comparable even though fast atom bombardment ionization
was employed in the earlier work (Johnson et al., 1988). The major differ-
ences appear to be that the TOF‐TOF provides much higher detection
efficiency and resolution over the entire mass range of the fragments, while
the sector instruments detected the low mass ions with rather low efficien-
cy. In high‐energy collisions, the possible internal energy gain after the
collision is determined by the laboratory kinetic energy of the ions, the
mass of the neutral partner, and the number of collisions that occur. This
energy is added to that imparted by the ionization process. The effect from
all of these variables has been studied over limited ranges, but most of the
routine work has employed a laboratory collision energy of 1 kV, argon,
neon, or nitrogen as collision gas, and collision gas pressures corresponding
to average collision numbers between zero and three. These conditions
appear to be satisfactory for a wide range of peptides observed in protein
digests, but there are some indications that either higher laboratory energy
or higher mass collision partners may be desirable for producing more
extensive fragmentation of peptides with masses above m/z 3000. A few
selected examples of results of these studies on fragmentation are given
below; the complete results are published elsewhere (Campbell, 2003).

The fragment spectra obtained at different collision gas pressures for
Glu1 fibrinopeptide B (EGVNDNEEGFFSAR), a typical pseudo‐tryptic
peptide with a C‐terminal arginine and no other basic residues, are shown
in Figs. 6–10. The spectrum in Fig. 6A was obtained with no collision
gas added, Fig. 6B at a pressure corresponding to about one collision,
on average, and Fig. 6C to about two collisions. Because Poisson statistics
apply, for the condition used for recording Fig. 6B, about 37% of the
ions undergo one collision, and 26% two or more. In Fig. 6C, 27% of
the ions undergo one collision, and 59% two or more. With no collision
gas, the observed intensities of immonium ions and internal fragments are
very weak, and no v and w ions due to side‐chain cleavages are observed.
As collision gas is added, the pattern of the y ions is only slightly affected,
with the low mass ions increasing in intensity relative to the higher masses.



FIG. 6. MS‐MS spectrum of Glu1 fibrinopeptide B (EGVNDNEEGFFSAR) recorded

with the laser operated 20% above threshold and with (A) no gas added to the collision cell,

and N2 added to the collision cell such that the average number of collisions was (B) one and

(C) two.
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FIG. 7. Expansion of the m/z 10–200 region of Fig. 6.
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In contrast, the immonium ions, internal fragment ions, and side‐chain
cleavage ions all increase approximately in proportion to the average
collision number. This behavior appears to be independent of the peptide
sequence and can be used to determine whether a proposed assignment of
a fragment peak is plausible. In these measurements, the dynamic range is



FIG. 8. Expansion of the m/z 225–275 region of Fig. 6.
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greater than 1000, and in the range where dipeptide and tripeptide internal
fragments are observed (Figs. 8 and 9), a detectable peak is observed at
each nominal mass. These peaks of low relative intensity are generally not
useful for determining structure. On the other hand, the intensities of
several of the y, v, and w ions in the high mass region (Fig. 10) are 1% or



FIG. 9. Expansion of the m/z 350–400 region of Fig. 6.
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less of the most intense fragment peaks, and these peaks, which are essen-
tial for determining the sequence, may not be reliably measured if the
dynamic range is less than 100.

Substance P (RPKPQQFLM‐NH2) has been studied using a wide vari-
ety of ion‐activation methods, including surface‐induced (Nair et al., 1996),
photo‐induced (Barbacci and Russell, 1999), and electron capture–induced



FIG. 10. Expansion of the m/z 1075–1500 region of Fig. 6.
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(Axelsson et al., 1999) dissociations. Additionally, Substance P has been
widely adopted as a ‘‘test molecule’’ for CID, and several studies describ-
ing the fragmentation of substance P in sector instruments are available
(Hayes and Gross, 1990). With arginine at the N‐terminus, lysine at residue
3, and no basic residue near the C‐terminus, the positive charge tends to
reside on the N‐terminal fragments, in contrast to the previous example,
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and the fragment spectrum is dominated by a, b, and d ions. An extensive
study of the fragmentation of substance P has been completed to quan-
titatively determine the dependence of fragmentation in TOF‐TOF
on operating parameters (Campbell, 2003). Results from that study are
selected to demonstrate some specific attributes.

Total fragmentation efficiency as a function of gas pressure in the
housing surrounding the collision cell is shown for laboratory collision
energies of 1 and 2 kV in Fig. 11. The pressure in the collision cell is
estimated to be about three orders of magnitude higher but is not measured
directly, and the ionization gauge readings are uncorrected for its response
to a particular gas relative to air. In this example, neon was the collision
gas, but qualitatively similar results were obtained for all of the gases
studied including He, Ar, and Kr. These results were obtained by integrat-
ing the total fragment ion intensity, and separately, the total precursor ion
intensity over the isotopic envelope. For all the experiments, the laser
was operated near threshold; thus, the contribution of unimolecular reac-
tions to the total fragment ion intensity is minimal. Although there is
considerable scatter in these data, it is clear that fragmentation efficiency
FIG. 11. Fragmentation efficiency as a function of collision cell housing pressure for MS‐
MS of substance P using near‐threshold laser intensity, Ne as a collision gas, and 1 kV (s) and

2 ktV (�) laboratory frame collision energies.
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in the 1–2 collision pressure regimen is enhanced at the higher collision
energy. Inspection of the spectra shows that most added fragment ion
intensity is observed as immonium ions and internal fragments. This trend
is further illustrated in Fig. 12, where the total immonium and the total
precursor ion intensities relative to total ion intensity are plotted as a
function of housing pressure for neon at 2 kV. In this case, the total ion
intensity is confined to those peaks that are assigned to expected fragments
of the peptides. As a result, the low‐intensity peaks that are not assigned
are neglected in this example.

A portion of the substance P fragment spectrum obtained under three
operating conditions is shown in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13A, a sample spectrum
from the data of Fig. 11, the laser was operated near threshold, and the gas
pressure was adjusted so that the precursor was attenuated by about 70%.
The data in Fig. 13B were obtained under identical conditions except that
the laser intensity was increased by about 20%, and the data in Fig. 13C
used the same high laser intensity, but the collision gas was removed.
Except for the higher relative intensity of the a‐17 ions, the spectrum in
Fig. 13A is virtually identical to that obtained by high‐energy CID in a
four‐sector instrument (Hayes and Gross, 1990). Clearly, the b ions are
FIG. 12. For the data of Fig. 11, 2‐kV laboratory frame collisions, the fraction of total

assigned ion intensity that is observed as immonium (�) and precursor (s) ions.



FIG. 13. The expansion of the m/z 550–900 portion of the MS‐MS spectra of substance P

recorded with (A) a threshold laser and gas pressures operating such that 70% of the

precursor ion was suppressed, (B) laser intensity 20% above threshold with the same gas

pressure as (A), and (C) laser intensity as in (B), with no gas in the collision cell.
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primarily due to excitation in the ion source, whereas the d ions are only
produced by high‐energy collisions. The a ions are produced by both
processes, as are some of the internal fragments, whereas the immonium
ions are primarily produced by high‐energy collisions.
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Applications to Protein Identification and Characterization

Although the TOF‐TOF system is relatively new, applications to iden-
tification and characterization of proteins have been reported (Juhasz et al.,
2002). One example is presented here to demonstrate the current perfor-
mance of the technique. For this experiment, 5 pm each of �‐galactosidase
(Escherichia coli) and glycogen phosphorylase (rabbit muscle) were di-
gested with bovine trypsin and lyophilized. One‐hundred microliters of
CHCA was added to the separate dry samples, and 0.5 �l of each resulting
solution were mixed on a 3‐mm diameter sample spot. Thus, the nominal
sample loading on the MALDI plate, assuming no losses and complete
digestion, is 50 fmol total, or about 50 attomoles/laser spot. The peptide
mass fingerprint obtained from this sample is shown in Fig. 14. At least 100
peptides are observed that can be assigned to these two proteins. As noted
earlier, the ionization efficiency for any component in such a complex
mixture is substantially reduced by competition for the available protons;
FIG. 14. Peptide mass fingerprint of a mixture of tryptic digests of 25 fmol of

�‐galactosidase (Escherichia coli) and 25 fmol of glycogen phosphorylase (rabbit muscle)

on a 3‐mm sample spot.
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nevertheless, 50 fmol of sample loaded onto a single 3‐mm spot is sufficient
to allow excellent fragment spectra to be obtained on a large number of
these peptides. For this example, 10,000 laser shots were accumulated for
each of 22 selected mass peptides, as indicated by the mass numbers in
Fig. 14. The region between m/z 1050 and 1090 is expanded in the inset
showing the presence of at least six peptides in this mass range; the four
labeled peaks were selected for MS‐MS analysis. Spectra obtained for these
peaks are shown in Fig. 15. These spectra were adequate for unambiguous
identification of the peptide via database searching. Only the most intense
peaks are labeled in Fig. 15, and the number of fragment peaks matching
expected fragments of the peptide found is indicated in Table II.
No fragment peaks from adjacent precursors were observed, and the
unassigned masses were plausible low mass fragments not included in the
set used in the database searching program.

All of the more intense peaks in the region below m/z 2500 provided
MS‐MS of sufficient quality to allow de novo sequencing, although in this
FIG. 15. MS‐MS spectra for each of the four peptides labeled on the inset of Fig. 14.

Results of the database search for these spectra are shown in Table II.



TABLE II

DATABASE SEARCHING RESULTS FROM THE PEPTIDES NOTED ON FIG. 14a

m/z

Unmatched/

submitted

Immonium

ions? Rank

Sequence of

peptide

869.45 1/11 Yes 1 FAAYLER

1053.57 0/15 Yes 1 VIFLENYR

1067.49 3/9 Yes 1 WVGYGQDSR

1072.54 1/9 Yes 1 EIWGVEPSR

1083.52 1/10 No 1 GDFQFNISR

1299.62 9/35 Yes 1 ELNYGPHQWR

1355.67 0/16 Yes 1 DYYFALAHTVR

1394.73 2/36 Yes 1 LPSEFDLSAFLR

1428.68 10/32 No 1 DWENPGVTQLNR

1440.73 9/21 No 1 LLSYVDDEAFIR

1442.70 1/9* No 1 VLYPNDNFFEGK

1550.77 0/13 Yes 1 IGEEYISDLDQLR

1566.79 5/13 No 2 DFNVGGYIQAVLDR

1689.88 2/20 Yes 1 ARPEFTLPVHFYGR

1742.90 1/33 Yes 1 LSGQTIEVTSEYLFR

1776.11 8/30 No 1 IENGLLLLNGKPLLIR

1787.73 2/10 No 1 HSDYAFSGNGLMFADR

1886.90 6/24 No 1 GYNAQEYYDRIPELR

2265.20 2/26 Yes 1 DVSLLHKPTTQISDFHVATR

2465.19 0/13 Yes 1 IDGSGQMAITVDVEVASDTPHPAR

2522.23 2/20 Yes 1 VVQPNATAWSEAGHISAWQQWR

2847.41 0/26 Yes 1 VTVSLWQGETQVASGTAPFGGEIIDER

3292.61 2/40 Yes 1 GVNRHEHHPLHGQVMDEQTMVQDILLMK

aThe MS‐Tag (version 3.6) portion of the Protein Prospector package was used to search

the Swiss Prot. 5.10.2001 protein database. The columns denote the calibrated mass of the

peptide in MS mode, the portion of unmatched to submitted fragment ions (with m/z >

140), whether or not the detected immonium ions were used in the search, and what rank

MS‐Tag gave to the known sequence of the ions (shown in the last column).
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case, the fragment masses alone were sufficient to tentatively assign the
sequence. One example is shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The masses submitted
the database search are shown in Table III. Of the 36 fragment peaks with
m\z values more than 150 that were submitted, 34 matched known frag-
ments of the tryptic peptide LPSEFDLSAFLR from �‐galactosidase within
the specified mass error of 100 millimass units. It should be noted that both
unmatched peaks were of relatively low intensity and that the peak at m/z
1184.68 can be assigned to y11 , although its mass error is greater than 100
millimass units. The fragment ions provide complete coverage of the amino
acid sequence of the peptide, so it would be possible to use the spectrum
for de novo sequencing. At higher mass (e.g., m/z 3292 shown in Fig. 18),
sequence coverage is incomplete, but the spectrum is sufficient to un-
ambiguously identify the peptide from the database. The arginine at posi-
tion 4 due to the missed cleavage causes the spectrum to be dominated
by a and b ions, with particularly intense ions due to cleavage at the



FIG. 16. Exemplary MS‐MS spectrum of the peptide of mass 1394 from Fig. 14.

FIG. 17. Expansion of the m/z 150–300 region of Fig. 16.
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TABLE III

DETAILS OF THE MS‐TAG DATABASE SEARCH FOR THE SPECTRUM OF THE PEPTIDE

LPSEFDLSAFLR (m/z 1394) SHOWN IN FIG. 16 AND 17a

Assignment m/z

�

(millimass units)

PS‐28 157.1 �2.4
PS‐18 167.08 2.5

y1 175.12 �2.6
a2 183.14 �9.9
LS 201.11 �11.3
b2 211.15 6.8

wa2 229.13 �0.4
FL‐28 233.16 �8.8
FD 263.11 10.6

y2‐17 271.18 2.9

LSA 272.16 0.9

y2 288.19 �11.4
b3 298.16 �14.7
SAF 306.14 �0.8
PSE 314.15 13

v3 343.22 7.1

a4 399.24 16.1

y3‐17 418.24 �7.5
b4 427.23 9.2

y3‐17 433.25 �10.2
PSEF‐28 435.27 37.4

PSEF 461.22 15.2

y4 506.33 19.4

a5 546.34 51.3

y5‐17 576.26 �52.8
y5 593.33 �8
wa6 647.39 40.1

b6 689.36 �38.8
y6 706.46 33.7

a7 774.43 29.2

y7‐17 804.46 35.8

y7 821.49 33.7

y8 968.59 71.9

y10 1184.68 80.8

1227.75

1281.76

aColumn denotes the identity of the fragment ion, the submitted mass, and the

calculated mass error in millimass units.
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FIG. 18. Sample high‐mass MS‐MS spectrum of peak with m/z 3292 from Fig. 14.
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C‐terminal side of aspartic acid (b16 and b23) and at the N‐terminal side of
proline (b8).

One of the more difficult examples is illustrated in Fig. 19, cor-
responding to a region of the peptide mass fingerprint containing a number
of relatively weak peaks close together as indicated in Fig. 14. It was
not possible to separate the two components at nominal masses 1440
and 1442 in the precursor selection without sacrificing too much intensity;
nevertheless, it was possible to identify both peptides by database search-
ing as indicated in Table II. The major fragments corresponding to each
are indicated in Fig. 19. A total of 21 fragments were submitted for
the search, and all except 9 matched the component at m/z 1440. Eight
of the nine remaining fragments matched the peptide with molecular
weight 1442.

The results of the database search on the 23 peptides are summarized in
Table II. At least one MS‐MS spectrum was obtained on each of these
masses, and 10,000 laser shots were summed for each. For the more intense
peaks, a few hundred laser shots were sufficient for identifying the peptide



FIG. 19. MS‐MS spectrum recorded for m/z 1440 from Fig. 14. Inset of precursor region

demonstrates that fragments are formed from two equally abundant precursor ions.

Fragments from LLSYVDDEAFIR are shown in bold type.
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by searching the database, but the signal/noise ratio and dynamic range is
improved by summing more shots. In most cases, all of the more intense
peaks in the spectra were assigned to expected fragments from the peptide
found. In cases in which a significant number of unassigned fragments are
observed, the peptide mass fingerprint is rather congested and it appears
that several relatively low‐intensity peptide peaks may also be present
within the selected precursor window.

Conclusion

Work has established the MALDI‐TOF‐TOF system as a useful tool
for protein identification using database searching, as well as for protein
characterization and de novo sequencing. This system is now available
commercially. Further work on software for automatic interpretation of
the spectra is required to make the high‐throughput promise a reality.
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[4] Tandem Mass Spectrometry in Quadrupole
Ion Trap and Ion Cyclotron Resonance

Mass Spectrometers

By ANNE H. PAYNE and GARY L. GLISH
Abstract

Instruments that trap ions in a magnetic and/or electric field play a very
important role in the analysis of biomolecules. The two predominant instru-
ments in the category of trapping instrument are the quadrupole ion trap
mass spectrometer (QIT‐MS) and the ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) MS.
The latter is also commonly called Fourier transformMS (FT‐MS). TheQIT
is an inexpensive, simple, and rugged MS used for various routine applica-
tions. The ICR‐MS is an expensive, high‐performance instrument with
figures of merit for resolution and mass accuracy surpassing all other mass
spectrometers. This chapter covers the basic principles of operation of these
instruments, including the trapping/manipulation/detection of ions and var-
ious approaches used to activate ions to perform tandemmass spectrometry
experiments.
Introduction

The world of mass spectrometers can be divided into two general types
of instruments: ion‐trapping instruments and beam instruments. The major
distinguishing characteristic of ion‐trapping instruments versus other types
of MSs is that tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is performed via a
tandem‐in‐time method, rather than tandem in space. This means that each
stage of mass spectrometry is performed in the same analyzer, sequentially
in time. In contrast, a beam instrument, such as a triple quadrupole, has
each step of MS/MS performed in different analyzers that are sequentially
separated in space, one analyzer for each stage of MS/MS. In beam instru-
ments, each subsequent stage requires the addition of another reaction
region and mass analyzer. An immediately obvious advantage of trapping
instruments is that multiple stages of MS/MS (MSn) can be performed
without instrumental modifications. The number of MS/MS stages possible
in a trapping instrument is limited only by the ion intensity (Louris et al.,
1990). An added benefit of trapping instruments is that 80–90% of MS/MS
product ions can be trapped, whereas in linear quadrupole instruments,
MS/MS efficiencies are typically an order of magnitude lower (Johnson
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
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et al., 1990), and efficiencies in other beam instruments are even worse
(Yost et al., 1979). The high MS/MS efficiency allows ion traps to perform
even more stages of MS/MS. In our laboratory, for example, up to MS8 has
been performed to provide a great deal of information about the sequence
of peptides (Lin and Glish, 1998).

There are two common types of ion‐trapping mass analyzers: the QIT‐
MS and the ICR instrument. These two instruments operate using very
different principles but have some similar characteristics. This chapter
discusses the basic principles of operation of these two instruments and
the variety of approaches to MS/MS that are available. It will start with the
QIT, which is much less expensive and, thus, much more commonly found
in bioanalytical laboratories. It is worth noting, however, that the ICR is a
much more mature technology and that many of the methods used with the
QIT have been adapted from ICR experiments.
Quadrupole Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer

Overview

Although the QIT was patented in 1960 (Paul and Steinwedel, 1960), it
was not widely used until the 1980s. Today, interest in and applications for
the QIT‐MS have dramatically expanded. The versatility and availability of
this instrument can make the QIT‐MS the workhorse of a laboratory.
Typical operation of commercial ion traps gives a resolution of about
2000 and a mass range of 4000–6000 Da/charge, although the QIT‐MS is
capable of resolutions of more than 106 and a range of 70,000 Da/charge
(Kaiser et al., 1991; Londry et al., 1993). Whereas the figures of merit of
commercial QITs are significantly lower than those for an ICR, the QIT‐
MS is operationally and mechanically much simpler. In addition to the
inherent advantages of a trapping instrument, the QIT‐MS also boasts
relatively simple vacuum requirements, a small footprint, fast analysis,
and ruggedness, and it is relatively inexpensive. The QIT‐MS can be inter-
faced with a wide variety of ionization methods, including continuous
sources such as electrospray ionization (ESI) (VanBerkel et al., 1990) and
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) (Kaiser et al., 1989), as well as
pulsed methods like laser desorption (LD)(Glish et al., 1989) and matrix‐
assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) (Chambers et al., 1993;
Jonscher et al., 1993). The QIT‐MS also has the greatest sensitivity of any
MS (Cooks et al., 1991). These features make the QIT‐MS a valuable tool
for analysis of biological molecules.
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Trapping Ions in a QIT‐MS

Apparatus. The QIT‐MS operates analogously to a linear quadrupole,
but in three dimensions rather than two. A QIT‐MS is composed of three
hyperbolic electrodes: two end‐caps and one ring (Fig. 1). In a linear
quadrupole mass filter, certain combinations of alternating current (AC)
and direct current (DC) voltages allow an ion to have a stable trajectory,
which means they pass through the filter and strike a detector. In the QIT‐
MS, those ions with stable trajectories are trapped in the volume encom-
passed by the electrodes. The donut‐shaped ring electrode takes the place
of one pair of poles. The end‐caps replace the other pair of poles. The
dimensions of the QIT‐MS are described in terms of the distance from the
center of the trap to the closest point on each of these electrodes. The ring
electrode defines the radial direction, ro. The end‐cap electrodes define the
axial direction, zo. One end‐cap electrode will usually have a hole in it to
allow ions to enter the trapping volume. In rare instances, ions may also be
injected through the ring, in which case the ring electrode would have an
entrance hole. Ions are typically detected by ejecting them so they will
strike a standard electron multiplier detector. The detector is located
FIG. 1. Cross‐sectional view of the quadrupole ion trap. The entrance end‐cap has one

larger hole for ion injection of focused ions while the exit end‐cap has several smaller holes to

allow ejection.
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beyond the end‐cap opposite of where the ions are injected, and thus, this
end‐cap also has holes, to allow the ions egress.

To generate the trapping field, an AC voltage is applied to the ring
electrode, the end‐cap electrodes or both the ring and the end‐caps. In the
latter arrangement, the voltage applied to the ring is 180 degrees phase
shifted relative to the voltage applied to the end‐cap. An optional DC
voltage may be applied to either the ring or the end‐caps. The movement
of an ion in the trapping field is described by a second‐order differential
equation. A general solution to this type of differential equation was
discovered by Mathieu more than a century ago. From this solution, the
combinations of AC and DC voltages that result in a stable trajectory for
an ion can be found (March and Londry, 1995). From Mathieu’s solution,
the Mathieu parameters, au and qu, are used to describe the stability of an
ion in both the axial (z) and the radial (r) direction, where

az ¼ �2ar ¼ �16eU
mðr20 þ 2z20ÞO2

ð1Þ

and

qz ¼ �2qr ¼
8eU

mðr20 þ 2z20ÞO2
: ð2Þ

These equations incorporate the ions’ characteristics of mass (m) and
charge (e), the trap dimensions both radial (ro) and axial (zo), the AC
frequency (�), and the AC (V) and DC (U) amplitudes. The AC voltage
used is in the radiofrequency (RF) range and, thus, is commonly referred to
as RF. The combinations of au and qu values that result in a stable trajec-
tory in both the axial and the radial direction are shown in the stability
diagram in terms of the axial (z) direction (Fig. 2). For practical reasons, ro,
zo, and � are fixed, and ion stability is controlled by changing the magni-
tudes of the RF and DC voltages.

Higher Order Fields. Electric trapping fields are generated by the
applied RF voltage, which creates a three‐dimensional (3D) trapping field.
With prescribed dimensions of r0 and z0 (r

2
0 ¼ 2z20), and a specific hyperbol-

ic shape of the electrodes, the trapping field exerts a restoring force that
increases linearly as ions move away from the center of the trap. This force
pushes the ions back to the center of the ion trap when they move away and
results in their trapping. However, because of field imperfections such as
those caused by the entrance and exit holes and intentional distortions in
zo, higher order fields are also present (Doroshenko and Cotter, 1997b;
Wang et al., 1993).



FIG. 2. Stability diagram. Ions with az and qz values that fall in the shaded region will

have a stable trajectory and, thus, be trapped within the quadrupole ion trap mass

spectrometer.
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The electric field is the first derivative of the electric potential. Thus, the
quadrupole potential, which is quadratic, provides a linear field, whereas a
hexapole potential, which is cubic, provides a quadratic field as shown in
Fig. 3. These fields affect the motion and stability of the ions in the trap.
Higher order fields are weakest at the center of the trap but become more
significant toward the edges (greater slope). Therefore, ion motion can
most easily be described when the ions are close to the center of the trap,
where they experience mostly linear fields.

Resonance. An ion is trapped in the QIT‐MS by maintaining stable
periodic motion induced by the applied voltages. Eachm/z ion has a unique
periodicity of its motion, known as the secular frequency. The frequency in
the axial direction (!z) can be approximated (qz < 0.4) in terms of the ion’s
az and qz parameters by



FIG. 3. Magnitude of restoring forces from higher order fields as a function of distance

from the center of the ion trap.
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oz ¼
ða2z þ q2z

2 Þ1=2O
2

: ð3Þ

This characteristic frequency can be used to increase the kinetic energy
of selected ions via resonance with a supplementary AC voltage applied
across the end‐cap electrodes. An ion moving at the frequency of the
supplementary AC voltage will gain kinetic energy in the axial direction.

Bath Gas. In contrast to the ICR and most other mass analyzers, the
QIT‐MS benefits from a somewhat higher background gas pressure than is
typically used for mass spectrometry (Stafford et al., 1984). This is another
advantage to the QIT‐MS in that pumping requirements are not as strin-
gent, and bath gas molecules are already present for use in CID. Bath gas
molecules provide collisions with the trapped ions. These low‐energy colli-
sions damp the kinetic energy of the ions and restrict their movement to
closer to the center of the trap. This is referred to as collisional cooling. At
the center of the trap, the ions form a smaller cloud, and contributions of
higher order fields are less. By condensing the ions to the center of the
trapping volume, ion loss is reduced, and ions are ejected more coherently.
Both sensitivity and resolution are improved by the presence of the bath
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gas (Louris et al., 1989). Generally, helium is the gas used, as collisional
scattering is lower than with more massive gas molecules. The helium is
typically added to a level of approximately 1 m Torr.

Ion‐Trapping Capacity and Space Charge. The QIT‐MS electrodes
define a finite trapping volume. Because like charges repel each other, a
finite number of ions can be trapped. It has been estimated that 105 ions
can be trapped at once (Cooks et al., 1991). Whereas this capacity is more
than sufficient for detection of an analyte, problems can arise if the trap
‘‘fills up’’ with extraneous ions. If the trapping limit is reached by extrane-
ous ions, the dynamic range for analyte detection will be reduced, and in
the worst case, analyte ions may not be observed at all.

The presence of a large number of ions results in an effective DC
charge, known as space charge. Space charging is the result of overfilling
the ion trap and begins to have an effect on performance long before the
ion‐trapping capacity is reached. Beyond a certain point, not only will
increasing the ion accumulation time not increase the signal, but an over-
filled trap also detrimentally affects the resolution of the QIT‐MS. Resolu-
tion in the QIT‐MS depends on ejecting all ions of the same m/z as a
coherent packet to a detector. Ions in a space‐charged trap will be forced
by coulombic repulsions to spread out into a larger cloud. As the ion packet
becomes more spread out, the resolution suffers. Because the m/z is deter-
mined by the RF level at the time the ions strike the detector, if the ions are
spread out over time, the signal intensity of a single m/z is read over a
longer time. This results not only in degradation in resolution but also as
reduced signal current at the detector. The observation of broader than
normal peaks is often indicative of a space‐charged trap. Solutions include
lowering ionization times or ejecting extraneous ions, either resonantly or
by increasing the RF amplitude before mass analysis.

Ion Injection

All discussion up to this point has involved analysis and manipulation of
ions. However, ions must first be formed, injected, and successfully trapped
before they can be analyzed (Doroshenko and Cotter, 1997a; Louris et al.,
1989). Previous chapters have discussed ionization techniques. Pairing
these with the QIT‐MS, however, is not entirely straightforward. The
complication is that these ions must have sufficient kinetic energy to enter
the trap, overcoming the fringing fields created by the RF voltage that
obscure the entrance. However, when ions have sufficient kinetic energy to
enter the trap, they have sufficient energy to also exit the trap.

Trapping Ions. There are two possible solutions to this problem: in-
creasing the trapping field strength or decreasing the ions’ kinetic energies,
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once the ions have entered the trapping volume. Ions can be injected
through a hole in either an end‐cap electrode (axially) or the ring electrode
(radially). For methods in which the RF is increased, injection through the
ring is superior (O and Schuessler, 1981c). When the RF is constant,
injection through an end‐cap is preferred (O and Schuessler, 1981a).

If the RF is changed as the ions are injected, it can either be pulsed on
(Kishore and Ghosh, 1979; O and Schuessler, 1981b,c) or ramped to higher
voltages once the ions are inside the trap (Doroshenko and Cotter, 1997a).
For practical reasons, ramping up the RF voltage is the easier technique to
implement. However, only those ions in the trapping volume at the instant
the RF is raised will be trapped. Therefore, these methods are ill‐suited for
pairing with continuous ion sources such as ESI because the duty cycle is
very poor. However, these methods have seen use with MALDI, a pulsed
ionization source. By timing the laser pulse with the RF, significant ion
trapping can be achieved.

The more common method for trapping ions is to remove kinetic
energy from ions in the trap so that the trapping fields are sufficient to
hold them. Although the trapping process is not well understood, signifi-
cant increases in trapping efficiencies are seen when a bath gas is present in
the ion trap. In this case, ions are given sufficient kinetic energy to enter the
trap. These ions are then thought to lose energy due to collisions with the
gas molecules in the trapping volume (Quarmby and Yost, 1999). Sufficient
kinetic energy is removed from the ions so that they are effectively trapped.
This method requires a balance so that the RF level is low enough to admit
the ions but high enough that the field can trap the ions once they have lost
some of their kinetic energy through collisions. With a helium pressure of 1
mTorr, an RF level corresponding to a lower trapping limit of 40–50 Da/e is
appropriate.

A potential problem with ion injection is that the population of ions
trapped can be biased (Louris et al., 1989). There appears to be some
correlation between the injected ions’ m/z and the RF level of the trap
during injection. By using a higher RF level during ion injection, the lighter
ions are either no longer stable in the trap or not able to pass the fields at
the trap entrance while the heavier ions are more effectively trapped by the
stronger field. The ion population can be shifted to favor heavier ions in
this way. In general, this effect is small and a single RF level during
injection is generally acceptable, but caution should be used when deduc-
ing the relative solution concentrations of species, keeping in mind this
potential m/z bias.

Selective Accumulation. One strength of the QIT‐MS is that ions can be
accumulated over long periods of time to increase the number of ions
present when they are ejected to the detector. However, once the trap is
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full, extend ing accum ulation times will not impro ve the signa l an d can even
be detrime ntal (see the sect ion ‘‘Ion ‐ Trap ping Capacit y and Space Char ge,’’
earlier in this chapter ). If the ana lyte of inte rest is a small compon ent of a
mixture , this can be problemat ic, as the trap will fill up with the extra neous
ions. However, if the extraneo us ions cou ld be ejec ted dur ing ion accum ula-
tion, the trap woul d not fill up, and the analyte popul ation could be
increased. This can be done by reson antly ejectin g the unwant ed ions.

Selec tive accumu lation can most e asily be achie ved using store d wave-
form inver se FT (SWIF T) (see the section ‘‘ Ion Mani pulation,’’ in the
section ‘‘Ion Cyclotron Res onance’’ sect ion) because a large band of
frequencies can be used to eject the unwanted ions. The waveform does
not include those frequencies corresponding to the analytes so that these
ions are not ejected. This technique can be particularly useful with
MALDI, which produces a great excess of matrix ions that can quickly fill
up the QIT‐MS. Selective accumulation works best when the analyte ions
are significantly different in m/z than the unwanted ions because at the RF
levels used for injection, the higher mass ions have closely spaced secular
frequencies. When the secular frequencies are too closely spaced, it is
difficult to eject ions of unwantedm/z that are near the analytem/z without
also ejecting analyte ions. In such cases, ions can be injected for a period of
time, the RF level raised to increase the spacing of the secular frequencies,
and then the unwanted ions ejected. After ejection of the unwanted ions,
another accumulation period can be used and the cycle repeated.

Ion Detection

Methods of Detection. In the first couple of decades after the invention
of the QIT, the main mode of operation was a method termed mass
selective stability. In this mode, the QIT‐MS is operated analogous to the
linear quadrupole; the parameters are set so that one m/z at a time has a
stable trajectory. The trapped m/z is then ejected to the external detector.
The next m/z is then trapped and ejected, and the process continues until
the mass spectrum is acquired. This mode of operation offers little or no
advantage over a linear quadrupole. Alternative modes of operation offer
advantages over linear quadrupoles. When these modes became routine,
the use of the QIT‐MS was greatly increased.

MASS SELECTIVE INSTABILITY. The first commercial QIT‐MSs were op-
erated in a mode known as mass selective instability. In this mode of
operation, the DC ¼ 0 V (az ¼ 0) and an AC voltage is applied to the
ring electrode while the end‐caps are grounded, so all ions lie along the qz
axis (Kelley et al., 1985) (Fig. 4). All ions with qz < 0.908 (the boundary
of the stability diagram) are trapped. Becausem/z1 1/qz (Eq. [2]), smaller



FIG. 4. Mass‐selective instability mode. All ions lie along the qz axis with smallest ions at

the highest qz values. By raising the radiofrequency level, each ion’s qz value will shift up. The

ions will sequentially become unstable at qz ¼ 0.908 from smallest to largest.
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m/z ions have a larger qz and are closer to the boundary of the stability
diagram. Them/zwhich corresponds to qz¼ 0.908 is the lowestmass trapped
and is typically referred to as the cutoff mass. The amplitude of the RF
determines this cutoff mass, so often the RF level is given in terms of the
cutoff mass rather than by the voltage amplitude. Mass analysis can be
achieved by increasing the amplitude of the RF. As the amplitude increases,
each ion’s qz value increases. When an ion’s qz value becomes just greater
than 0.908, that ion’s trajectory becomes unstable, and it is ejected from the
trap. Lowm/z ions will be ejected first, followed by higherm/z ions. An exit
hole in one end‐cap allows the ions to escape from the trap and strike the
detector. By correlating the resulting signals at the detector to the RF
amplitude, the m/z of the ions can be determined. This is known as the
mass selective instability mode of operation (Stafford et al., 1984).

RESONANCE EJECTION. The operation mode known as resonance ejection
has made the QIT‐MS a practical instrument for the analysis of biological
molecules. In the mass selective instability mode of operation, the mass
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range is limited to ab out 650 Da/e because of pract ical limitat ions in the
amplitud e of the RF ach ievable without electrical break down. However,
the resonanc e e jection mode of detection can circumv ent this prob lem
(Kaiser et al., 1989). By app lying a suffici ently larg e or long supplem ental
voltage a t the resonant freque ncy, the ion gains enoug h kinet ic energy to
exit the trap. The first use of resonanc e ejec tion involve d scann ing the
resonanc e frequenc y and holdi ng the RF voltage con stant ( Ensbe rg and
Jefferts, 1975 ). The most common implem entation now invol ves ap plying
a supplem ental voltage at a fixed frequenc y and rampi ng the RF amplit ude.
Because secular frequen cies are depend ent upon the RF amplitu de
(Eqs. [2] and [3] ), the secul ar freque ncies of the trapped ions change as
the RF ampl itude ch anges. As the ions’ frequenc ies come into resonanc e
with the supplem ental vo ltage, from lower m/ z to higher m/z , they will
be ejected. Res onance ejection can provide superi or resolu tion an d sensi-
tivity compar ed to mass sele ctive instab ility (as discussed in the section
‘‘Resolut ion’’). More im portantly, reson ance ejec tion can be used to in-
crease the mass range. Bec ause of these featu res, resonanc e ejection is used
on most current comm ercial QITs.

N ONLINEAR R ESONANCE EJECTION . As ment ioned previ ously, higher
order fields are natural ly present in the QIT, and they are also intenti onally
induced by changes in the geometry from the mat hemat ically ideal ge ome-
try. The higher order fields induce nonlin ear resonanc es at speci fic loca-
tions in the stability diagr am. One such location, due to hexapole
resonanc e, is at a secular frequen cy, !z, equ al to one ‐ third the RF trappi ng
frequenc y, �. The stre ngth of this resonan ce can be increa sed by incre asing
the hexapola r contrib ution. This is done by distortin g the geomet ry of the
trapping electrodes in a nons ymmetr ical mann er.

The nonlin ear resonanc es have little effe ct on the ions if they are at the
center of the trappi ng volum e; howeve r, as the ion motion moves further
from the center , the nonlin ear resonanc es can cause rapid ejec tion of
the ions from the trap ( Fran zen et al. , 1995 ). Thus, by applying a sup ple-
mentary voltage at a frequency of !z, ¼ {1/3}�, very rapid ejection of the
ions can be achieved. This nonlinear resonance ejection provides improved
performance such as faster scan rates and better resolution. At least one
commercially available QIT operates using nonlinear resonance ejection.

IMAGE CURRENT DETECTION. Another mode of detection is also possible
in the QIT‐MS. Image current detection is the type of detection used
in ICRs (see the sect ion ‘‘Ion Dete ction’’ in the ‘‘ Ion Cyclot ron Reso-
nance’’ sect ion for details ). Bec ause each m/z has a charac terist ic secular
frequency, the image current is a function of the secular frequencies of the
trapped ions. The secular frequencies (and thus the m/z) in the image
current can be determined via FT. This type of detection has particular
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advantages in that it is nondestructive, can detect very high m/zs, and ion
populations can be remeasured to either detect a change in the ions or
achieve better sensitivity.

Image current detection is not currently used in commercial QIT‐MS
instruments but has been demonstrated (Badman et al., 1999; Goeringer
et al., 1995; Soni et al., 1996). A complication of this mode of detection is
isolating the detector electrodes from the RF on the ring electrode. The
trapping RF is large enough to obscure the ions’ image currents if not
properly shielded. Ions can be excited either resonantly (Goeringer et al.,
1995) or by a high‐voltage DC pulse (100 V, 1 �s) applied to one end‐cap
(Badman et al., 1999; Soni et al., 1996) to cause them to move coherently.
Both of these methods function analogously to the broadband excitation
used before detection in an FT‐ICR. FT detection enables ICRs to provide
vastly improved resolution and sensitivity, and this detection method could
potentially enhance these performance characteristics in the QIT‐MS as
well. However, the best resolutions achieved thus far have been approxi-
mately 1000 (Badman et al., 1999). Complications such as RF interference
and space‐charge–induced frequency shifts (covered in the section ‘‘Space
Charge’’) will have to be overcome before image current detection will see
widespread use.

Resolution. Resolution in the QIT‐MS in either mass selective instabil-
ity or resonance ejection mode depends on how quickly and coherently a
packet of ions can be ejected to the detector. In both of these modes, the
RF amplitude is increased at a constant rate. As the ions are ejected and
strike the detector, the resulting signals can be correlated to an RF level at
which the ions were ejected and the mass can be determined. Resonance
ejection not only increases the mass range of the QIT‐MS but can also
provide higher resolution spectra (Goeringer et al., 1992).

Scan rate is also related to resolution in resonance ejection. A faster
scan rate results in lower resolution. A small amount of time is necessary
for ions to become unstable and be ejected as they come into resonance
with the ejection frequency. If the RF amplitude increases too quickly, all
ions of a given m/z do not all have time to become destabilized equally and
are not ejected together. Normal scan rates for unit mass resolution are
5000–13,000 Da/s. Slower scan rates are used to obtain higher resolution.
Ion Manipulation

Once ions have been trapped, analysis via MS/MS can follow. This is
accomplished in three steps: isolation of the desired parent ion, activation
of that ion, and detection of the product ions. Isolation of an ion is achieved
using resonance ejection, which has already been discussed as a mode of
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ejection and detect ion. To isolate a pa rent ion, ions of both lower and higher
m/z must be ejected. Lower m/z ions can be ejec ted by simp ly ramping the
RF to a suffici ent volt age so low m/z ions are ejec ted at qz ¼ 0.908. However,
higher mass ions can be simultan eously ejected by app lying a supplem ental
frequenc y corres ponding to an m/z just higher than the parent ion’s. As the
RF ampl itude incr eases, sequenti ally higher m/z ions will be resonan tly
ejected while those masses lower than the parent ion are ejec ted via mass
selective instability. Ions can also be isolated using SWIFT in the same
manner describ ed in the section ‘‘Selecti ve Accu mulatio n.’’

Ion Activation

Collisional Activation. Several methods can be used for ion activation,
each with different advantages and limitations. The most common form of
activation is by collision with a neutral target gas as part of the overall
process known as collision‐induced dissociation (CID), which is discussed
in more detail in Chapter 5. There are several methods to cause ions to
undergo energetic collisions where kinetic energy is converted into internal
energy. The excess internal energy then induces the parent ions
to dissociate to product ions, from which structural information can be
deduced.

The type of dissociation products seen with these collisional activation
methods in ion traps can be different from those seen in other mass analy-
zers. There is a dramatic difference in the collision energies accessed in a
sector instrument, typically in the 3–10 keV range, versus the 10s of electron
volts in a QIT‐MS. (It should be noted that the collision energy in a QIT‐MS
is ill‐defined because the ions’ kinetic energy is constantly changing due to
the dynamic nature of the electric trapping field.) This difference in magni-
tude of the collision energy in a sector versus a QIT‐MS leads to substantial
differences in the amount of internal energy deposited and the internal
energy distribution, with the result being notable differences in MS/MS
spectra.

Although the collision energies in triple quadrupole instruments can be
similar in magnitude to those in the QIT‐MS, two other differences often
lead to different MS/MS spectra being observed. First, helium is typically
the collision gas in the QIT‐MS, whereas argon is more commonly used in
triple quadrupoles. With argon as the collision gas, much more kinetic
energy can be converted to internal energy per collision, again leading to
a different internal energy distribution. The second difference between the
QIT‐MS and triple quadrupole (and sector instruments) is the time frame
for the reaction. Ions must dissociate (react) in 100 ms or less in the triple
quadrupole instrument to be observed in the next stage of analysis.
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However, in the ion trap, the times are two to three orders of magnitude
longer. This longer time frame allows low energy, but kinetically slow
reactions to occur, and can significantly favor such reactions.

RESONANCE EXCITATION. The first and most common method for colli-
sional activation is resonance excitation (Charles et al., 1994; March et al.,
1990; Splendore et al., 1996; Williams et al., 1993). This method employs the
same phenomenon of resonance as the resonance ejection method dis-
cussed previously. When a supplemental AC voltage is applied across the
end‐cap electrodes at an ion’s secular frequency, that ion’s kinetic energy
increases. The difference between excitation and ejection is one of degrees.
By judiciously choosing the amplitude of the supplementary voltage and
the time it is applied, the ion’s kinetic energy can be increased without
supplying sufficient energy for ejection. A typical excitation voltage would
be 300–500 mVp‐p and 10–40 ms long. Because the ions are manipulated by
changing the amplitude of the RF, the sequence of events, or scan function,
can be shown in terms of the RF amplitude. A scan function including
isolation and resonance excitation is shown in Fig. 5.

Unfortunately, determining the frequency needed for resonance excita-
tion is not always straightforward. The equation for determining the secu-
lar frequency of an ion (Eq. [3]) is not exact. The resonant frequency can be
affected by higher order fields and can change as the ions gain kinetic
FIG. 5. Scan function for MS/MS using resonance excitation collision‐induced dissociation.
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energy (Franzen, 1991). The number of trapped ions also affects the secular
frequencies of those ions (Vedel and André, 1984). The space charge of the
ions acts as a DC potential. The effective az value no longer equals zero,
and the secular frequency changes (Eq. [3]). To address this problem, some
commercial QITs try to carefully control the number of ions trapped.
Another approach is to use a narrow range of frequencies rather than a
single frequency for resonance excitation.

Controlling the number of trapped ions is especially problematic if the
ion source output fluctuates significantly, as can be the case with MALDI.
This may be one reason that no commercial QITs offer MALDI as
an ionization option. Frequency shifts caused by the number of trapped
ions are part of the motivation for finding other means of dissociation,
although resonance excitation CID is still the most common method for ion
dissociation.

Once the appropriate frequency is determined, the ion’s kinetic energy
can be increased. However, one must be cautious of the competition
between ejection and excitation (Charles et al., 1994). If too much energy
is supplied, a significant fraction of the parent ion population can be lost
through ejection. The MS/MS efficiency is then decreased.

MS=MSEfficiency ¼
P

(production ion intensitiesÞ
ðinitial parent ion intensityÞ : ð4Þ

This not only hampers the identification of the product ions but
also limits subsequent stages of MS/MS due to an insufficient number
of ions.

To weight the experiment in favor of excitation over ejection, the parent
ion should be trapped as strongly as possible. The ions can be thought of as
being held in an energy well, called the pseudo‐potential well. The depth of
this well is the maximum kinetic energy the ion can have and still remain
trapped. The deeper this well, the more kinetic energy the ion can
gain before it is ejected. Ions in deeper wells can, thus, undergo more
energetic collisions and a greater number of collisions. This allows the ion
to gain enough internal energy to dissociate before it is ejected. The depth
of the well, D, is related to the qz parameter and can be approximated by
the Dehmelt pseudo‐potential well model for qz values less than 0.4:

D ¼ ðq
2
zmr

2
0O

2Þ
32e

ð5Þ

This equation shows that ions trapped with higher qz values reside in a
deeper well and can be excited to higher kinetic energies without being
ejected. By increasing the RF amplitude, an ion’s qz value can be increased
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(Eq. [2]) However, at higher qz values, lower m/z ions are not stable, so the
smaller product ions are not trapped. To balance between the well depth
and trapping the product ions, a qz of 0.2–0.4 is generally chosen. Thus,
product ions less than about one‐third the m/z of the parent ion are
generally not observed.

HEAVY GAS CID. A variation on typical resonant excitation CID
involves the use of heavy gases (Ar, Xe, Kr) as the collision gas. Heavy
gases offer the benefit of higher energy deposition per collision. The
maximum amount of kinetic energy (Ek) that can be converted to internal
energy through a collision (Ecom) is given by

Ecom ¼ Ek
Mn

Mn þMp

� �
; ð6Þ

where Mp is the mass of the parent ion and Mn is the mass of the neutral
molecule. For a parent ion with a given Ek, a heavy gas provides a higher
Mn and a greater percentage of energy deposition than helium. The addi-
tion of heavy gas molecules to the QIT‐MS allows higher energy deposition
and a greater degree of dissociation via CID. Also, the frequency range for
efficient excitation is wider with heavy gases, reducing the required preci-
sion of the secular frequency (Vachet and Glish, 1996). In addition, qz
values as low as 0.05 can be used, allowing low m/z products to be detected
(Doroshenko and Cotter, 1996). However, the heavy gas also deteriorates
the resolution and sensitivity of the QIT‐MS due to greater scattering upon
collision. Pulsing in the heavy gas for CID and allowing it to pump away
before detection can alleviate these problems at the cost of increased time
per scan (reduced duty cycle).

BOUNDARY‐ACTIVATED DISSOCIATION. Methods of activation other than
resonance excitation have also been explored to circumvent some of the
problems. One such technique is boundary‐activated dissociation (BAD)
(March et al., 1993; Paradisi et al., 1992; Vachet and Glish, 1998). In this
technique, a DC pulse is applied to the end‐caps instead of an AC voltage.
This causes a change in ions’ az values. As the az value becomes large
enough, the ion’s a and q values approach the boundary of the stability
diagram (Fig. 6). The az value is chosen so that the ion is not ejected, but its
trajectory increases in amplitude. As the ions’ motions become larger in
amplitude, there is greater force acting upon the ions, causing their kinetic
energy to increase. Collisions with the bath gas molecules can then induce
dissociation just as with resonance excitation. Only the magnitude of the
DC must be adjusted to optimize the dissociation. As in resonance excita-
tion, the ion must reside in a sufficiently deep well that the large‐amplitude
oscillations do not result in ejection. So, again, the qz values used are



FIG. 6. Boundary‐activated dissociation (BAD). The application of a direct current (DC)

pulse changes the ion’s az value. As the az value approaches the boundary, the ion gains

kinetic energy.
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typically between 0.2 and 0.4, and low m/z product ions are not observed.
However, the secular frequency is irrelevant in BAD, so no tuning
is required, and any fluctuations in frequencies are inconsequential. There-
fore, BAD is particularly useful for MS/MS when the ion intensity
fluctuates significantly from scan to scan, as is common with MALDI.

RED‐SHIFTED OFF‐RESONANCE LARGE‐AMPLITUDE EXCITATION. Another
activation technique that has been shown to be particularly useful for
larger ions (m/z > 1000) is called red‐shifted off‐resonance large‐amplitude
excitation (RSORLAE) (Qin and Chait, 1996a,b). Larger ions often
require a large amount of energy before dissociation is induced due to
the number of degrees of freedom. Because of the competition between
ejection and excitation, it can be difficult to increase the ions’ kinetic
energy to allow more energetic collisions without sacrificing MS/MS effi-
ciency due to ion ejection. RSORLAE involves first increasing the RF
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amplitude over a period of about 10 ms, immediately dropping the RF
level, and applying an excitation voltage. This voltage has a very large
amplitude (21 Vp‐p compared to �400 mV in resonance excitation). How-
ever, the ions are not ejected because the frequency is shifted from the
secular frequency by approximately 5% to lower frequencies (red shifted).
The excitation times are variable from 30 ms to as long as 1 s.

The reason this technique can deposit larger amounts of energy in an
ion without ejection lies in the higher order fields in the trapping field.
These higher order fields get stronger closer to the edges of the trapping
volume. The secular frequencies are affected by these higher order fields by
being shifted to higher frequencies (blue shifted) as the ion moves out from
the center of the trap. The initial ramping and drop in the RF amplitude
serves to first compress the ions to the center of the trap under the stronger
trapping field. Then, when the amplitude is dropped, the cloud expands,
and the higher order fields have more effect on the ions. The excitation
frequency is red shifted, so the ions are further excited to the edges of
the trap, the blue‐shifting secular frequencies move further off resonance.
This allows the ions to experience a more sustained excitation period,
building up internal energy, without gaining enough kinetic energy to be
ejected.

RSORLAE results not only in a greater degree of dissociation than
resonance excitation, but also a slightly lower qz value can be used (qz �
0.15). Thus, somewhat smaller product ions can be trapped than those seen
with resonance excitation or BAD. RSORLAE is of particular value when
paired with MALDI. Because MALDI produces predominantly singly
charged ions, ions of m/z values more than 1000 are common. Also,
because the excitation frequency does not have to exactly match the
secular frequency, fluctuations in the secular frequency are not as problem-
atic. RSORLAE has been used to dissociate MALDI‐produced ions up to
m/z values 3500 with significant improvements over resonance excitation.

NONRESONANCE EXCITATION. One other activation technique using CID
also involves a non‐resonant approach (Wang et al., 1996). Non‐resonance
excitation is capable of increasing an ion’s kinetic energy to 40 eV and can
do so in only a few microseconds. Like RSORLAE, the ion remains
trapped even with a higher kinetic energy than can be achieved via reso-
nance excitation. Thus, the internal energy deposition can also be greater.
This non‐resonance excitation involves applying a low‐frequency square
wave (50–500 Hz) to the end‐caps. Because this frequency is so low in
comparison to the secular frequencies of the ions (�100,000 Hz), this
square wave can more reasonably be thought of as a series of DC pulses.
The square wave causes the trapping field to change instantaneously. The
ions will accelerate quickly to compensate for this change. While doing so,
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collisions with the bath gas convert the kinetic energy to internal energy.
This process is repeated as the square wave cycles. Non‐resonance excita-
tion does not result in ejection because the kinetic energy added to the ions
does not continuously increase the ions’ periodic stable motions as each of
the previously discussed methods does. Instead, the ions change from one
periodic motion to another very quickly. The kinetic energy is gained as the
ions adjust from one motion to the other, not as a periodic motion is
increased in amplitude.

Non‐resonance excitation differs from resonant excitation in that it is
not selective for any one species of ions. All trapped ions will be excited
simultaneously. This can be desirable or not, depending on the application.
Also, because more energy can be deposited quickly by non‐resonance
techniques, higher energy dissociation channels can be accessed. Thus,
non‐resonance excitation can form a different group of product ions from
those seen with resonance excitation.

SURFACE‐INDUCED DISSOCIATION. A final type of ion activation that uses
collisions to increase the internal energy of ions is surface‐induced dissoci-
ation (SID) (Lammert and Cooks, 1991). However, this method differs
from CID in that the collisions do not involve gas molecules. Rather, the
collision is between the ion and a surface such as the ring electrode. SID
has several advantages including larger energy deposition and the non‐
resonant nature of the excitation. Resonance excitation has been estimated
to increase the average kinetic energy to around 9 eV (Williams et al.,
1993), although depending on the experimental conditions, this can
vary somewhat. RSORLAE and non‐resonance excitation techniques
can increase the kinetic energy somewhat more, to tens of electron volts.
In contrast, SID kinetic energies are estimated to be in the hundreds of
electron volts. The combination of such large kinetic energies and colli-
sions with a massive surface, as opposed to light He atoms, allows SID
to form products with very high threshold energy levels. The excitation is
achieved via a very large DC pulse, typically 300–400 V, lasting 1–4 �s,
applied to the end‐caps. This pulse causes the ions to strike the ring
electrode. The DC pulse must be carefully timed with the phase of the
trapping RF frequency. The position of the ions upon acceleration must be
such that the product ions are reflected into the trap and can subsequently
be detected. Although this technique does show the aforementioned ad-
vantages, it also has drawbacks. Besides the experimental difficulty of
implementing the fast, large, carefully timed DC pulse, SID has shown
very poor efficiencies. The most abundant product ions observed are less
than 5% that of the parent ion. And, as in most of the previously men-
tioned techniques, qz values must be raised somewhat, to 0.2–0.4 in this
case, which prevents the observation of low m/z product ions.
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Infrared Multiphoton Dissociation. Another method for inducing disso-
ciation differs from all the previously discussed techniques in that it does
not use collisions. Instead of increasing the kinetic energy of ions and then
using collisions to convert that to internal energy, infrared multiphoton
dissociation (IRMPD) uses photons to deposit energy into the ions (Boué
et al., 2000; Colorado et al., 1996; Stephenson et al., 1994). IR wavelength
photons are sent into the trapping volume where they can be absorbed by
the trapped ions. An IR‐transparent window in the vacuum housing allows
access to the trap. A laser beam can then be directed into a hole drilled
through the ring electrode. An intense laser beam is used because multiple
photons must be absorbed before an ion gains enough energy to dissociate.
Either a 25‐ or a 50‐watt CO2 laser can be used, and irradiation times of
approximately 100 ms are usually sufficient. IRMPD offers several advan-
tages over other dissociation techniques. First, it is not a resonant tech-
nique, and any ion in the path of the laser will be excited. This can be used,
for example, to dissociate multiple analytes simultaneously. The laser beam
will also excite product ions. These ions will subsequently dissociate and
can provide a richer product ion spectrum. However, the spectrum can also
be more complicated and hide the genealogy of the ions. The order in
which product ions are formed in this type of MS/MS is not as clear as in
stepwise MSn. These relationships can be revealed but require additional
steps to the experiment (Colorado et al., 1996).

One very important advantage of IRMPD is that low qz values can be
used. All other excitation methods described rely on increasing the kinetic
energy to increase the internal energy of ions. Therefore, the ions must be
able to absorb that kinetic energy without being ejected, which requires
higher qz values. IRMPD has no such restrictions, and lowm/z product ions
are easily trapped and observed. However, a complication with IRMPD in
the QIT‐MS is that collisions with the bath gas molecules between absorp-
tion events can remove energy from the ions. If collisions occur quickly
enough compared to the rate of photon absorption, the ions will not reach
the critical energy for dissociation. As the bath gas pressure is increased
from 1 to 4� 10�5 Torr, dissociation rates decrease. Almost no dissociation
is seen at bath gas pressures above 8 � 10�5 Torr, even with a 50‐Watt
laser pulse lasting hundreds of milliseconds. Heating the ion trap/bath gas
to 160	 allows typical bath gas pressures to be used (Payne and Glish,
2001). This technique, termed thermally assisted IRMPD, can improve
sensitivity by more than an order of magnitude versus IRMPD at ambient
temperature and reduced bath gas pressure.

Gas‐Phase Reactions. Another type of MS/MS reaction for which
trapping instruments are particularly useful involves gas‐phase ion–
molecule and ion–ion reactions. The QIT‐MS is particularly versatile for
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these types of analyses because of the combination of controlled timing of
the reactions, mass‐selecting capabilities for both reactants and products,
and MSn for both the formation of the reactants (McLuckey et al., 1991)
and the examination of the products (Donovan and Brodbelt, 1992). Often,
these reactions are between the trapped ion and a volatile neutral intro-
duced to the vacuum chamber. However, reactions between two ions have
also been reported (Herron et al., 1996a,b; Stephenson and McLuckey,
1996a,b, 1997a). Ion traps allow the reaction to be controlled by holding
the reactants together for a variable time before ejection and detection.
Therefore, studying the kinetics is straightforward, and the extent of the
reaction can be well controlled.

ION–MOLECULE REACTIONS. One very useful type of ion–molecule
reaction for biological molecules involves hydrogen‐deuterium exchange.
A protonated analyte reacts with a deuterated species such as CH3OD,
D2O, or ND3. As active hydrogens are exchanged for deuteriums, the
m/z of the analyte is seen to increase because deuteriums are more massive
than hydrogens. The number of exchangeable hydrogens can then be
determined. This is of particular interest in evaluating the conformation
of the analyte. For example, if a protein or peptide is folded in the gas
phase, some hydrogens will be protected from exchange within the interior
of the protein. However, if the same species is unfolded, more hydrogens
are exposed, and the degree of exchange will be greater. H/D exchange can
also be used to determine when exchangeable hydrogens are obscured by
an adduct. This structural information is then used to deduce the analyte’s
nature in solution and how the structure is affected upon transfer to the
gas phase.

Ion–molecule reactions that are specific for a certain functional group
or structure can also be used to provide information about an analyte. For
example, multiply charged peptides can be reacted with HI (Stephenson
and McLuckey, 1997b). The basic groups of the N‐terminus, Arg, His, and
Lys, will each gain an HI adduct. By monitoring the change in m/z, the
number of HI adducts can be determined and the number of basic sites
deduced.

Deprotonation reactions have been used with multiply protonated
protein ions. These ions can be held in an ion trap in the presence of a
basic reagent such as dimethylamine. The dimethylamine molecules will
extract protons from the protein, reducing its charge. The rate of deproto-
nation changes as the charge state changes. The change in rate reflects the
different structures of the multiply charged proteins (McLuckey et al.,
1990). Further, deprotonation reactions between 1,6‐diaminohexane and
CID product ions have been used to determine the charge states of these
ions by observing the m/z shift as z is changed (McLuckey et al., 1991).
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ION–ION REACTIONS. Reactions between two oppositely charged species
can also be used. A QIT‐MS is particularly useful for these types of
reactions, as both positively and negatively charged ions can be trapped
simultaneously under normal operating conditions (this is not true for ICR
instruments). Ion–ion reactions provide greater control in that ions are
injected as needed, while neutral reactant molecules are usually present
at a constant pressure. As with the ion–molecule reactions, deprotonation
can also be achieved via ion–ion reactions. Ion–ion reactions have an
advantage over deprotonating ion–molecule reactions in that anions are
much stronger bases than neutral compounds. Anions can completely
deprotonate multiply charged proteins and peptides in ion–ion reactions,
whereas neutral compounds used in ion–molecule reactions typically can-
not. Ion–ion deprotonation reactions have been useful to determine charge
states and to de‐clutter charge‐state convoluted spectra. By decreasing the
charge on trapped ions, the m/z values shift. Where multiple charge states
of proteins overlap, shifting to a lower charge state for each protein can
separate the overlapping signals. Ion–ion deprotonation of multiply
charged proteins can be done using fluorocarbon anions (Stephenson and
McLuckey, 1996b). A similar reaction involving protonated pyridine ions
allowed determination of the charge states of negative CID product ions
(Herron et al., 1996b). Electron‐transfer reactions have also been used to
these ends (Stephenson and McLuckey, 1997a).
Ion Cyclotron Resonance

Overview

The modern era of ICR has its beginning in the work of Marshall and
Comisarow (1974). By applying FT techniques, improved performance in
numerous aspects of the experiment became possible. Today the ICR may
be the most powerful mass spectrometer available. It is renowned for its
unparalleled mass resolving power and provides accurate mass measure-
ments as good as or better than any other type of mass spectrometer. The
performance capabilities of the ICR have been steadily improving over the
years as computers have become more powerful and as stronger magnetic
fields have been obtained. Many of the performance characteristics, such as
mass range and mass resolving power, are related to the strength of the
magnetic field. As magnet technology has evolved, ICR instruments have
gone from magnetic field strengths on the order of 1 Tesla, generated by
electromagnets, to 3.0, 4.7, 7.0, and now 9.4 Tesla fields available with
superconducting magnets. The desire for high magnetic fields provides
two of the major contrasts between ICR and QIT‐MS instruments—size
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and cost. Whereas the QIT‐MS is a benchtop instrument, an ICR requires
significant laboratory floor space.

As mentioned, the performance characteristics are a function of the
magnetic field strength. Current state‐of‐the‐art instruments with 9.4‐Tesla
magnets can reach resolving powers in excess of 106 for ions ofm/z of 1000.
The theoretical mass range exceeds 105 Da/e and mass accuracies can be in
the sub–part‐per‐million range. Like the QIT, most any type of ionization
technique can be coupled with an ICR. In many ways, the QIT‐MS and
ICR complement each other, and although QIT‐MS instruments are found
in a wide variety of laboratories, ICR is becoming an indispensable tool in
state‐of‐the‐art MS facilities involved in biotechnology‐related areas.

Trapping Ions in Ion Cyclotron Resonance

Principles. The main trapping force in ICR is the magnetic field. How-
ever, unlike the QIT in which the RF electric field traps ions in all three
dimensions, the magnetic field traps the ions only in two dimensions, the
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. The ion motion in this plane is
the cyclotron motion and is simply described by the basic equation of
motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field:

mv2

r
¼ Bev: ð7Þ

in which m is the mass of the ion (kilograms), r is the radius of the ion
motion (meters), v is the ion velocity (meters/s), e is the charge on the
ion (coulombs), and B is the magnetic field strength (Tesla). Equation (7)
can be rearranged to give:

m

e
¼ Br

v
¼ Boc; ð8Þ

in which !c is the angular velocity (radians/s) at which the ion is orbiting in
the magnetic field. The angular velocity is related to cyclotron frequency by

fc ¼ 2poc: ð9Þ
In most ICR instruments, the magnetic field is fixed, so each mass‐to‐

charge ratio has a unique cyclotron frequency (fc). It is worth noting that
the cyclotron frequency of a given mass‐to‐charge ratio is independent of
the velocity (kinetic energy) of the ions.

Because the magnetic field traps ions only in two dimensions, an elec-
tric field is used to trap the ions in the third dimension, the axis of the
magnetic field. A potential of the same polarity as the charge of the ions
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being trapped is applied to trapping plates, which are mounted perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field. Ions with axial kinetic energies less than the
potential applied to the trapping plates move in a potential as well as
simple harmonic oscillators. This trapping motion is independent of the
cyclotron motion.

In addition to cyclotron and trapping motion of the ions in an ICR
instrument, there is also a motion termed the magnetron motion. The mag-
netron motion results from the combined effect of the magnetic and electric
fields. Like the cyclotron motion, the magnetron motion has a frequency
associated with it. However, the magnetron frequency is independent of the
mass‐to‐charge ratio of the ions. Also, whereas the cyclotron frequency is
typically in the range of a few kilohertz to a few megahertz, the magnetron
motion frequency is typically less than 100 Hz and is given by

fm ¼ aV
pa2B

; ð10Þ

where V is the magnitude of the trapping potential, B is the magnetic field
strength, a is the distance between the trapping plates, and � is a constant
related to the analyzer cell geometry. Thus, the magnetron motion depends
not only on the magnetic and electric fields, but also on the analyzer cell
geometry. The magnetron motion can be thought of as coupling with the
cyclotron motion and displacing the center of the cyclotron motion.

Apparatus. Although many analyzer cell geometries have been used in
ICR, the most common is the cubic cell (McIver, 1970). This cell, as the
name implies, is a six‐sided cube. The two sides that are orthogonal to the
magnetic field are the trapping plates discussed previously. The plates on
the other four sides of the cube are not important in the trapping of the ions
but are used for the ion manipulation and detection processes, which are
discussed below. While the cube is the simplest arrangement, a cylinder cut
in quarters along the magnetic field axis is also a common geometry. Again,
the main purpose of the individual sections of the cylinder is to provide the
means to manipulate and detect the ions that are trapped in the cell. There
have been many variations of these two basic designs, typically implemen-
ted to shim the electric field to improve various aspects of performance.
Schematics of these two basic cells are shown in Fig. 7.

Ion‐Trapping Capacity and Space Charge. As with QIT‐MS, there is a
limit to the number of charges that can be trapped in an ICR analyzer cell
due to the coulombic repulsion between the ions. The QIT‐MS can hold
slightly more ions than an ICR, but the difference is not great. And just
like the QIT‐MS, performance is degraded in the ICR before the space
charge limit is reached. Shifts in the cyclotron frequency along with peak



FIG. 7. Schematics of (A) cubic and (B) cylindrical ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) cells.
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broadening can occur. If ions of similar mass are present, the two peaks can
coalesce into a single peak.

Ion Injection

Ion Sources. Since the early days of ICR, a common means to get ions
into the trapping region is to form them by electron ionization within the
trapping cell. A filament to generate the ionizing electrons is located just
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outside the cell, within the magnetic field. This arrangement allows efficient
ionization and trapping of volatile compounds. Most biological com-
pounds, however, are involatile and require a desorption ionization tech-
nique. Desorption ionization techniques require that the sample be
external to the cell. Thus, the ions formed must be injected into the cell.

For MALDI, it is possible to locate a sample probe just outside the
analyzer cell and let the ions diffuse into the cell after being formed by the
laser pulse (Hettich and Buchanan, 1991; Koster et al., 1992). However, the
kinetic energy of the MALDI‐desorbed ions, which increases with mass,
limits the trapping efficiency of this approach and can cause discrimination
based on the ion mass.

Coupling ESI with ICR has increased challenges due to the vast
pressure differences between the source and the analyzer. ESI is an atmo-
spheric pressure technique and optimum ICR performance is at very low
pressures (e.g., 10�9 Torr or less), a pressure differential of 11–12 orders of
magnitude. This can only be achieved through a number of stages of
differential pumping. Although there has been one example of an ESI
probe with multiple stages of differential pumping that can be inserted
into the magnetic field near the cell (Hofstadler and Laude, 1992), all
commercial instruments have the source located outside of the magnetic
field, typically at least a meter away from the cell (Henry et al., 1989).

Trapping Ions. Injecting ions into the analyzer cell is not a trivial task.
Not only do ions have to penetrate a large magnetic field, but they also
must be slowed down enough to be trapped in the axial dimension. Several
approaches have been used to help the ions traverse the magnetic field
gradient. The earliest and probably most common approach is use of an
RF‐only ion guide (McIver et al., 1985). In addition to RF‐only ion guides,
DC wire ion guides have also been used (Limbach et al., 1993).

After traversing the magnetic field, the next issue is trapping the ions in
the cell. To get the ions into the cell, the potential on the front trapping
plate (closest to the ion source) must be lower than the kinetic energy of
the ions. To keep the ions from going straight through the cell, there must
be either a higher voltage on the rear trapping plate (i.e., the one farthest
from the ion source), or the axial kinetic energy must be decreased after
the ions enter the cell. By having the axial trapping plates at different
voltages, ions that have kinetic energies lower than the potential on the
rear trapping plate will be turned around and head back in the direction of
the source. If there is no change in the ion kinetic energy, the front trapping
plate potential must be raised to a level greater than the kinetic energy of
the ions. When this is done, no more ions can enter the cell. The time it
takes a given ion to travel from the front plate to the maximum distance
toward the rear plate (depending on the potential applied to the rear plate)
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and back to the front plate will be a function of the mass of the ion (smaller
ions will have larger velocities). For a continuous beam of ions, this limits
the number of ions that can be trapped but will not discriminate based on
mass. However, for pulsed beams of ions, mass discrimination may occur.
The gating period (i.e., the length of time that the trapping potential is
lowered on the front plate to allow ions in) can be varied to optimize the
trapping of a particular mass‐to‐charge ratio relative to the rest of the
species present (Dey et al., 1995).

Another method for trapping ions is to decrease the kinetic energy of
the ions through collisions with a background gas. This can allow longer ion
accumulation times. However, the analyzer cell pressure is increased so
that there is loss of resolution (Beu and Laude, 1991). A gas can be pulsed
into the analyzer cell, but this substantially increases the duty cycle because
of long pump‐out times (20–120 s) to return to the low pressure needed for
optimal resolution (Beu et al., 1993). As an alternative to the gated
trapping or the use of collisions to trap ions, ions can be deflected off‐axis
in a technique known as ‘‘sidekick’’ (Caravatti and Allemann, 1991). The
sidekick method provides the ability to accumulate ions in the analyzer cell
for longer periods with reduced mass discrimination, increasing the number
of ions that are trapped.

Whereas MALDI naturally forms a pulse of ions, ESI generates a
continuous beam of ions. However, a common mode of operation of ESI
is to accumulate the ions in an RF‐only multipole external to the magnetic
field and then inject the ions as a pulse (Senko et al., 1997). Because the ion
injection portion of the ICR experiment is typically only a small fraction of
the overall cycle time, accumulating the ions externally and injecting them
in a pulse can greatly increase the effective duty cycle. One point of caution
concerning external ion accumulation in an RF‐only multipole is that it
has been shown that above a certain space‐charge value, dissociation of the
ions can occur. This leads to a mass spectrum that is not representative
of the ion species being formed in the ion source (Sannes‐Lowery and
Hofstadler, 2000).

The ability to inject ions from external ionization (EI) sources
makes the combination of almost any ionization technique with ICR feasi-
ble. Although MALDI and EI can readily be performed in the magnetic
field near the analyzer cell, it is now common to have these ionization
sources external to the field. This allows ready access to many ionization
techniques on a given instrument. In some designs, it is possible to rather
quickly switch from one ionization method to another. This ability is
facilitated by the fact that mass calibration is dependent only on the
magnetic field, and thus, the same calibration applies regardless of the
ionization technique, in contrast to many types of mass spectrometers. It
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is also possible to form ions via EI with a filament within the magnetic field
and, at the same time, inject ions from an external source. This allows even
more accurate mass measurements to be obtained.

Ion Detection

Image Current. ICR is unique among MS techniques in that the ions can
be readily detected without impinging them on an electron multiplier
detector or any other type of detector external to the mass analysis region.
They are detected inside the cell without destroying them, and therefore,
after the ions have been detected, they can be manipulated further to
perform more sophisticated mass spectrometric experiments. Two steps
are involved in the ion‐detection process: ion excitation and subsequent
detection of the current induced on the analyzer cell plates by the ions
(image current).

In the basic scheme, two of the four plates parallel with the magnetic
field are used to excite the ions (excitation plates), and the other two are
used to detect the ions (detection plates). The excitation involves applying
a broadband signal to the excitation plates that spans the cyclotron fre-
quency range of ions that are trapped. This excitation signal will cause the
ions to gain kinetic energy. Because the cyclotron frequency remains
constant, the ions will increase the radius of their orbit. By judicious choice
of the excitation signal parameters, the orbit radius can be increased to just
slightly less than the dimension of the cell. The excited ions are coherent in
their motion (i.e., ions of each individual mass‐to‐charge move together in
a packet).

If the ions are positively charged, as they approach a detection plate,
electrons are attracted to that plate. As the packet of ions continues its
orbit and approaches the opposite detection plate, electrons are attracted
to that plate. A current that oscillates at the same frequency of the cyclo-
tron motion of the ions can be detected in an external circuit between the
two detection plates. This current is called the image current and is de-
tected as a function of time. The current can then be mathematically
processed using the Fourier equation to change from a time‐domain signal
to a frequency‐domain signal. This process gives the technique its com-
monly used name, FT‐ICR or FT‐MS, although it should be noted that
Fourier processes have been used with other types of mass spectrometers
and are not unique to ICR. After the cyclotron frequency of the trapped
ions has been determined, the mass‐to‐charge ratio can be obtained from
Eqs. (8) and (9). Figure 8 shows theoretical time‐domain signals and the
corresponding frequency‐domain spectra.



FIG. 8. Examples of Fourier Transform. (A) Long time domain signal gives high resolution

in frequency domain. (B) Time domain is exponentially damped (as by collisions) to give a

lower frequency resolution. (C) Several frequencies convoluted in time domain are separated

into frequencies by Fourier transform.
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Resolution. The high‐resolution capabilities of the ICR are based on the
capability to measure the image current for a relatively long period (sec-
onds). The longer the time‐domain signal can be measured, the more
precisely the cyclotron frequency can be determined. The higher the preci-
sion is, the better the resolution (i.e., the separation between two peaks)
unless peak coalescence occurs due to space charge. In addition to scaling
with the acquisition time, the resolution increases linearly with increasing
magnetic field and decreases linearly as a function of m/z.
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The main limit on the resolution is the pressure in the system. The
image current is damped (Fig. 8B) as ions undergo collisions with neutral
molecules in the vacuum system. Several effects are responsible for the
decreased signal due to ion–molecule collisions. First, the ions’ velocity is
decreased, reducing their cyclotron radius, moving them farther from the
detection plate. Thus, there is less charge induced on the detection plate.
Also, as the cyclotron radius decreases, the magnetron radius increases,
which can cause the ions to be lost from the cell. Finally, scattering result-
ing from the collisions dephases the coherent ion motion, again reducing
the charge induced on the detection plates.

The effect of pressure on resolution (higher pressure, poorer resolu-
tion) leads to one of the biggest contrasts between the operation of an ICR
and a QIT‐MS. In an ICR experiment, pressures in the analyzer cell are
typically in the 10�9 Torr pressure range (or lower), whereas the QIT‐MS is
typically operated in the range of 10�3 Torr. Thus, as noted earlier, the ICR
requires significantly more vacuum pumping, especially when ionization
techniques at atmospheric pressure are used.

Ion Manipulation

Stored Waveform Inverse Fourier Transform. A unique characteristic of
the ion‐trapping instruments is the ability to selectively manipulate the ions
that are trapped. This is a result of the fact that each different mass‐to‐
charge ratio has a unique frequency of motion in the trapping field. In the
ICR, this motion is the cyclotron motion, discussed earlier. By appropriate
application of an RF potential to the analyzer cell, the cyclotron motion
can be resonantly excited, analogous to resonant excitation in a QIT‐MS.
The cyclotron motion is excited for ion detection but can also be excited for
other purposes. A standard means for manipulating ions is known as
SWIFT (Marshall et al., 1985). In SWIFT, a frequency‐domain waveform
is generated to achieve the desired purpose of the ion manipulation (e.g., to
eject all ions except those of a selected m/z that will be the parent ions
for an MS/MS experiment) (Fig. 9). Then, an inverse FT of the frequency
domain spectrum is performed to obtain a time‐domain signal that can
be applied to the appropriate (excitation) cell plates. This time‐domain
signal will then cause all the ions in the analyzer cell to increase in radius to
the point at which they strike a plate and are lost. Very complex ion
manipulation can readily be performed by this method.

Quadrupolar Axialization. Another technique used for ion manipula-
tion is quadrupolar axialization (Bollen et al., 1990). This technique in-
volves converting magnetron motion to cyclotron motion by electronic
manipulation of the ions. The conversion of magnetron to cyclotron motion



FIG. 9. Stored Waveform Inverse Fourier Transform (SWIFT). The frequency domain

waveform shown here will excite all ions except those with frequencies corresponding to those

notched out. An inverse Fourier transform is performed to obtain a time domain signal to be

applied to the excitation cell plates. The phases are modulated to stagger the phases of the

frequencies to spread the power more evenly over the waveform.
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decreases the magnetron radius while increasing the cyclotron radius. The
cyclotron radius can simultaneously be decreased by collisions, as de-
scribed previously. The net effect is to focus the ions to the center of the
analyzer cell. This improves the performance of an ICR instrument for a
number of different parameters and experiments, such as mass resolution
and accuracy, MS/MS, and ion remeasurement (Speir et al., 1993).

Ion remeasurement is another unique feature of ion‐trapping instru-
ments. Because the ions are not destroyed when they are detected via
image current measurement, they can be refocused to the center of the
analyzer cell using quadrupolar axialization. Once in the center of the cell,
the ions can be efficiently excited and detected again. This cycle, detection
followed by axialization, can be done many times. This process can sub-
stantially improve the signal‐to‐noise ratio of a spectrum and the MSn

efficiency.

Ion Activation

Like the QIT‐MS, there are numerous methods to increase the internal
energy of ions to cause them to dissociate. Some of the techniques are
identical, and others are similar in principle. In addition, just like the QIT,
multiple stages of MS/MS can readily be performed.

Collisional Activation. As with all other instruments capable of
performing MS/MS experiments, collisions of the selected parent ions with
neutral gas molecules is by far the most common means of ion activation in
ICR. However, a major drawback to this approach is the conflict between
the need for a collision gas to be present to effect collisional activation and
the need to have ultralow pressures to obtain the high mass resolution
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charac terist ic of ICR ana lysis. Two app roaches ha ve been taken to address
this con flict. The simplest approa ch involves pulsin g the collision gas into
the analyz er cell dur ing the time period of the collisional a ctivation and
then delayin g the detect ion seq uence severa l seconds to allow the collis ion
gas to pump out an d the pressur e to retur n to a level allo wing the desired
resolu tion to be obtained ( Car lin and Freiser, 1983 ).

As an alternat ive to pulsing a co llision gas into the vacuum syst em, a
different ially pumped dual cell geomet ry can be used (Littl ejohn and
Ghader i, 19 86). In this arrange ment , two cubic ‐ trapping cells are used with
a comm on trappi ng plat e betwee n them . This commo n plat e separates
regio ns of the vacuum system with a conducta nce ‐ limitin g ap erture in the
center of the plate. This apertur e allows ions to be trans ferred back and
forth between the two cells while keeping a pre ssure diff erential of ov er
two orders of magni tude be tween the two cells. Thus , co llisional activa-
tion can be performed at a higher pressur e an d then the product ions
trans ferred to the low ‐pr essure cell for high ‐ resolu tion mass ana lysis.

The physical aspects of collis ional activat ion in an ICR are the same as
in the QIT ‐ MS (see the sect ion ‘‘ Surface ‐ Ind uced Dissociat ion’’). One
differenc e in the experi ment implem entation is the nature of the collis ion
gas. Typi cally, heliu m is used in the QIT ‐ MS, mostly be cause it is alread y
present ; for other pur poses, a rgon is more commo nly used in the ICR
experi ment, and thus, a greater frac tion of kinet ic energy can be converted
to intern al ene rgy in the ICR. On some occasions, this may lead to different
MS/M S sp ectra being obt ained from the two inst ruments.

GAS ‐ PHASE C OLLISIONAL A CTIVATION . As in the QIT ‐ MS, the ions
trapped in the ICR analyz er cell have low kinetic en ergies. Thus, some
means to incr ease their kinet ic en ergy to effect collis ional activat ion must
be used. There are a number of ways in which this can be done. The
original collisional activation involved dipolar resonant excitation of the
cyclotron motion (Cody et al., 1982), analogous to the resonant excitation
that is the most common method used with the QIT‐MS. The maximum
kinetic energy that the ions can obtain during excitation is a function of the
magnetic field strength and can be hundreds of electron volts. The actual
kinetic energy can be calculated for this and other forms of resonant
excitation (Schweikhard and Marshall, 1993).

A problem with resonant excitation in ICR is that product ions are
formed with significant cyclotron radii, which complicates detection
(and transfer between cells in a dual‐cell system). There are alternative
methods to standard resonant excitation that are currently used: sustained
off‐resonance irradiation (SORI) (Gauthier et al., 1991), very low energy
(VLE) excitation (Boering et al., 1992), and multiple excitation collisional
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activation (MECA) (Lee et al., 1993). The most common of these methods
is SORI. This is a non‐resonant technique in which a frequency slightly
different than the ion cyclotron frequency is used to excite the ions. This
difference in frequency causes the ion motion to be alternatively acceler-
ated and then decelerated. This allows long excitation periods while
keeping the ions near the center of the cell.

VLE also provides alternating periods of acceleration and deceleration.
Resonant excitation is used to accelerate the ions for a period of time, after
which the resonant frequency is phase shifted 180	, causing the ions to be
decelerated. This sequence can be repeated many times, providing a very
similar result as SORI. MECA is similar to VLE except collisional cooling
is used to decelerate the ions rather than doing it electronically.

SURFACE‐INDUCED DISSOCIATION. Another activation method that
avoids the use of a collision gas is SID. In this technique, the ions are
forced to collide with a surface in the mass spectrometer. In the ICR, that
surface is typically one of the trapping plates (Ijames and Wilkins, 1990;
Williams et al., 1990). A voltage pulse is applied to one trapping plate,
accelerating the ions so that they strike the opposite plate. The amplitude
and duration of this voltage pulse are the important parameters. Although
in theory this technique is probably the easiest of all the techniques to
implement, requiring the least amount of modification or extra equipment,
it is not commonly used. This is probably because of the relatively low
efficiency with which product ions are collected and because the modified
surfaces, which can enhance SID, are difficult to use. However, work has
been focused toward these issues (Danell and Glish, 2000; Zhong et al.,
1997), so SID may become a more widely used technique.

Photodissociation. Photodissociation is a logical combination with ICR.
It obviates the need to add a collision gas to the instrument, and because
the ions are trapped in a well‐defined region and at low energy, relatively
good overlap between the laser beam and ions can be achieved. Both UV
and IR photodissociation have been used to dissociate biological ions in
ICR experiments. UV photodissociation was the first method tried for
biomolecules (Bowers et al., 1984; Hunt et al., 1987). Extensive dissociation
is observed, in fact so much that it is difficult to interpret the resulting MS/
MS spectra. As an alternative, infrared multiphoton photodissociation
(IRMPD) has been explored (Little et al., 1994). This activation method
is somewhat similar to the SORI method in that the ions gain internal
energy relatively slowly, so the lower energy dissociation pathways
predominate.

Blackbody Infrared Radiative Dissociation. A relatively new method to
dissociate ions that also relies on photons to energize the ions is termed
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blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD) (Price et al., 1996). This
method basically involves heating the trapped ions by absorption of IR
photons emitted (blackbody radiation) from the analyzer cell plates/
vacuum chamber. By heating the vacuum system up significantly above
room temperature (typically 150–200	), trapped ions can be energized to
levels sufficient for dissociation to occur at observable rates. The IR pho-
ton absorption (heating) process of the ion is in competition with IR
emission, which cools the ions. It often takes tens to hundreds of seconds
to effect dissociation by the BIRD technique. Obviously, BIRD is not a
high‐throughput method. However, fundamental properties of biomole-
cules, such as activation energies, can be determined under appropriate
experimental conditions.

Ion–Molecule Reactions. Though sometimes not thought of as such,
isolation of ions of a specific m/z and reaction of those ions with a neutral
gas to form products is a classic MS/MS experiment. One of the main
strengths of ICR from the outset has been the ability to use ion–molecule
reactions. For many years, the main application of ICR was the study of gas
phase bimolecular chemistry. As the instrumentation has improved and
matured, ion–molecule chemistry has played a reduced role behind the
high‐resolution and accurate mass measurement capabilities. However, it is
becoming apparent that using ion–molecule reactions for fundamental
studies of biomolecules will be a great strength of ICR because of its
resolution capabilities. In particular, H/D exchange of peptides and pro-
teins to probe gas‐phase conformations of these species is emerging as a
major tool (McLafferty et al., 1998). Insight into the effect of parameters
such as charge state can be obtained from comparing the number of
exchangeable protons and the rate of exchange. A related experiment
involves the stripping of protons from multiply charged peptides and
proteins (Gross and Williams, 1995). Being able to control the reaction
time allows kinetic measurements to be made, which provide yet another
piece of data in the analysis of biomolecules.

Electron‐Capture Dissociation. The newest activation technique that
is unique to the ICR is electron‐capture dissociation (Zubarev et al.,
1998). In this method, low‐energy electrons (<0.2 eV) are captured by
multiply charged ions (typically proteins) in the analyzer cell. An intriguing
feature of the electron‐capture–induced dissociation is that the product
ions formed are c and z ions that results from cleavage of the backbone
amine bond, not b and y ions typically observed with other methods as
a result of the peptide bond cleavage. In addition, dissociation is observed
at more sites along the protein backbone relative to other activation
methods.
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Abstract

The most commonly used activation method in the tandem mass spec-
trometry (MS) of peptides and proteins is energetic collisions with a
neutral target gas. The overall process of collisional activation followed
by fragmentation of the ion is commonly referred to as collision‐induced
dissociation (CID). The structural information that results from CID of a
peptide or protein ion is highly dependent on the conditions used to effect
CID. These include, for example, the relative translational energy of the
ion and target, the nature of the target, the number of collisions that is
likely to take place, and the observation window of the apparatus. This
chapter summarizes the key experimental parameters in the CID of pep-
tide and protein ions, as well as the conditions that tend to prevail in the
most commonly employed tandem mass spectrometers.

Introduction

Evidence for the gas‐phase CID of molecular ions is apparent in the
first mass spectra recorded by Sir J. J. Thomson with his parabola mass
spectrograph, and the phenomenon was a subject of study throughout
the development of MS during the first half of the twentieth century. A
summary of the early work on CID has been published (Cooks, 1995). The
modern application of CID to the detection, identification, and structural
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analysis of organic molecules, to complex mixture analysis, and to biopoly-
mer sequencing can be traced to multiples works (Beynon et al., 1973;
Futrell and Tiernan, 1972; Jenning s, 1968; McL afferty et al., 1973 ; Wachs
et al., 1972) on CID itself and on the closely allied topic of metasta ble ion
dissociation (Cooks et al., 1973). Detailed study of CID during the latter
half of the twentieth century has resulted in an understanding of the energy
transfer mechanisms and dissociation chemistry of small ions (<500 Da)
(Cooks, 1978; McLafferty, 1983, 1992; Shukla and Futrell, 2000; Turecek
and McLafferty, 1996). Tandem mass spectrometers, which use gas‐phase
collision regions to produce product ions from precursor ions, have proven
extremely useful for the identification and characterization of ions and for
complex mixture analysis. This usefulness is due to several factors, includ-
ing the ease of implementation of CID (relative to alternative methods
such as photo‐ or surface‐induced dissociation [SID]), the fact that CID is
universal (i.e., all ions have a collision cross section), and the fact that CID
cross sections are typically high.

The last 20 years has seen a revolution in the application of MS and
tandemMS to biological problems, due to the advent of ionization methods
such as matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) (Hillenkamp
and Karas, 2000; Karas et al., 1985) and electrospray ionization (ESI)
(Cole, 1997; Whitehouse et al., 1985), capable of producing ions from
biologically derived samples such as peptides, proteins, and nucleic acids.
Given the popularity and wide application of CID for use in tandem MS of
small ions, it is not surprising that CID has been extended to the tandem
MS of these larger biological ions (Biemann and Papayannopoulos, 1994;
Hunt et al., 1986). Indeed, tandem MS with CID has become an important
tool in the growing field of proteomics, the effort to elucidate the protein
complement for a given species as a function of physiological conditions
(Aebersold and Goodlet, 2001; Larsen and Roepstorff, 2000; Yates, 1998).
As is often the case in science, the application of the technique has out-
paced the understanding of the underlying phenomena that dictate the
appearance of the resulting data. The energy‐transfer mechanisms that
operate during collisions of large (>1000 Da) possibly multiply charged
ions with small target gas atoms or molecules are not as well understood as
they are for smaller ions. The dissociation chemistry of large multiply
charged biological ions upon activation by collisions is also the subject of
continuing study. The intent of this chapter is to describe the important
experimental variables that affect the CID of biologically derived macro‐
ions and to describe what is known about how such ions behave as a
function of those variables, with reference to examples from the literature.
The discussion is largely focused on the behavior of peptide and protein
ions, as these species constitute by far the most widely studied biological
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ions by CID. The ranges of the relevant variables that can be accessed with
available instrumentation is discussed. Note that in terms of instrumenta-
tion, the discussion is kept narrowly focused on CID behavior; other
characteristics of tandem mass spectrometers, such as precursor and prod-
uct mass resolution, efficiency of ion transfer between mass analysis stages,
sensitivity, and others, are not discussed. The reader should be aware that
although a given instrument may access a range of CID variables, which
yields useful tandem mass spectra in terms of the dissociation that occurs,
other instrument criteria must also be considered when evaluating the
applicability of a tandem mass spectrometer to a particular problem.
Experimental Variables that Influence the CID Behavior of
Biological Ions

A wide variety of conditions has been used to effect CID of biological
ions as new types of tandem mass spectrometers have been developed or as
existing types have been fitted with ion sources capable of producing
biological ions. Some activation methods have been developed specifically
to improve the quality of tandem MS data for biological ions. A set of
figures of merit for CID are outlined here to aid in the discussion of how
peptides and proteins dissociate as a function of the CID conditions used:

1. The time over which the activation occurs relative to the time for
unimolecular dissociation or rearrangement.

2. The amount of energy that can be deposited during the activation.
3. The distribution of the deposited energy.
4. The variability of the deposited energy.
5. The form of the deposited energy (vibrational vs. electronic).
6. The time scale of the instrument used (the kinetic window within

which dissociation reactions must occur in order to be observed).
7. The efficiency of the CID process, in terms of cross section or rate

constant.

The first figure of merit, the time scale of the activation, refers to how
fast energy is deposited in the ion relative to how fast energy equilibrates
through the degrees of freedom of the ion, how fast the ion dissociates or
rearranges, and how fast energy is removed by cooling processes such as
deactivating collisions or photon emission. McLuckey and Goeringer
(1997) have distinguished three time regimens for activation methods used
in tandem MS, including collisional methods: fast, slow, and very slow
(slow heating). Figure 1 illustrates typical ranges of activation times for a
number of activation methods, with the collision‐based methods of interest
here highlighted.



FIG. 1. Activation time scale (time between activating events, e.g., gas‐phase collision or

photon absorption) for a wide variety of methods used to dissociate biological ions, with the

gas‐phase collision–based methods highlighted in bold. (Reproduced with permission from

McLuckey and Goeringer, 1997.)
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Fast methods are those in which the input of energy occurs rapidly
relative to unimolecular dissociation, such as single‐collision CID at kilo-
electron volts or electron volts (in the laboratory frame of reference)
kinetic energy. Slow CID methods are those in which multiple collisions
can occur, with long (tens to hundreds of microseconds) intervals between
individual collisions. In this regimen, chemistry can occur between colli-
sions, meaning that ions can dissociate or isomerize during the activation.
This type of CID is effected in collision cells, such as the central collision
quadrupole of triple quadrupole tandem mass spectrometers and other
instruments that use multipole collision regions, which are operated at
pressures of a few millitorr to as high as a torr (Dodonov et al., 1997).
Very slow activation methods, or slow heating methods, are distinguished
from slow methods by the fact that deactivating processes, such as cooling
collisions or photon emission, can occur between activation events. In this
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regimen, a steady state between activation and deactivation can be
achieved. If the dissociation rate is low relative to the activation/deactiva-
tion rate (i.e., if the ions are in the so‐called ‘‘rapid energy exchange’’
condition), then the ion internal energy can be described with Boltzmann
statistics. To a good approximation, the ions can be considered to have
an internal temperature, and ion dissociation can be described by the
Arrhenius theory. Quadrupole ion trap collisional activation in approxi-
mately 1 millitorr of helium bath gas (Goeringer et al., 1999; Louris et al.,
1987) and sustained off‐resonance irradiation (SORI) (Gauthier et al.,
1991) in Fourier transform–ion cyclotron resonance (FT‐ICR) MS are
examples of slow heating CID methods. Direct heating of the helium bath
gas is another form of slow heating that can be used for CID in quadrupole
ion traps (Asano et al., 1999a; Butcher et al., 1999). Multiple excitation
collisional activation (MECA) (Williams and McLafferty, 1990) and very‐
low‐energy collisional activation (VLE‐CA) (Boering et al., 1992a,b) are
other forms of slow heating that have been used in FT‐ICR. Slow heating
methods lead to similar protein and peptide dissociation as slow methods,
although an important difference is that for slow heating methods, the
product ions are generally not subject to further activation, and hence less
sequential dissociation is observed.

The amount of energy that can be deposited in an ion depends on the
relative collision energy of the colliding ion/neutral pair. Most CID experi-
ments can be roughly categorized into one of two energy regimens: ‘‘high‐
energy’’ CID with kiloelectron volt kinetic energy in the laboratory frame
of reference and ‘‘low‐energy’’ CID with 1–100 eV kinetic energy in the
laboratory frame. It bears mentioning here that as discussed throughout
this section, there are many variables that determine the amount, distribu-
tion, form, and so on, of internal energy deposited into the ion, and further,
there are a number of variables in addition to those pertaining to the
internal energy that determine the appearance of a CID spectrum. Hence,
the historic distinction between ‘‘high’’‐ and ‘‘low’’‐energy CID based only
on the laboratory kinetic energy is an oversimplification that should prob-
ably be avoided. Some statement regarding the collision energy, together
with an indication of the number of collisions, the mass of the collision
partner, and the activation time is probably a minimum in describing a
particular CID experiment.

The kinematics for collisions of small ions with neutrals have been
carefully described (Cooks, 1978; McLuckey, 1992; Shukla and Futrell,
2000) and show that it is the relative kinetic energy of the collision partners
that is available for transfer to internal energy of the ion. This center‐of‐
mass collision energy, KEcom, is a fraction of the laboratory kinetic energy,
KElab, as given by Eq. (1) if the velocity of the neutral is ignored:
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KEcom ¼ N

mp þN

� �
KElab; ð1Þ

where N is the mass of the neutral target and mp is the mass of the ion.
Equation (1) shows that the energy available for transfer into internal
modes for a collision of a high m/z ion with a small neutral is very low
and suggests that CID of highm/z ions should be very inefficient. However,
Marzluff et al. (1994a) have shown that at least for low center‐of‐mass
kinetic energy, the energy transfer process in collisions of large ions with
small targets can be extremely efficient. In this study, a homologous series
of deprotonated peptides, which all dissociate via the same well‐character-
ized mechanism (Marzluff et al., 1994b), was used to study the efficiency of
dissociation as a function of peptide size. The results indicate that the
extent of dissociation of these peptides upon SORI‐CID in an FT‐ICR
using nitrogen collision gas increased with the size of the peptide. Rice‐
Ramsperger‐Kassel‐Marcus (RRKM) statistical dissociation rate calcula-
tions (Forst, 1973; Holbrook and Robinson, 1972; Lorquet, 1994) for one of
the peptides studied, gly‐gly‐ile, show that at the observed dissociation rate,
approximately 55% of the available kinetic energy was transferred to
internal energy during each collision. Trajectory calculations conducted
with a molecular mechanics force field support this experimental observa-
tion and indicate that for a larger system such as bradykinin (nine amino
acid residues and 444 internal degrees of freedom), as much as 90% of the
available kinetic energy could be transferred.

Douglas (1998) has developed an approximation for the internal energy
deposited into large ions upon electron volt collisions in a linear quadru-
pole, which supports the observations described earlier. Using experimen-
tal dissociation cross sections (see discussion of efficiency below) measured
as a function of center‐of‐mass collision energy, Douglas showed that
electron volt collisions of bromobenzene cations with nitrogen lead to
approximately 70% conversion of center‐of‐mass energy to internal ener-
gy. Further work by Douglas aimed primarily at measuring collision cross
sections for protein ions in a triple‐quadrupole instrument provided further
evidence for the efficiency of energy transfer (Chen et al., 1997). The
collisions of large ions with small target gas atoms were shown to be most
accurately modeled with a diffuse scattering model, wherein a small target
atom collides with the ion at the center‐of‐mass collision energy, and then
leaves with a thermal energy distribution; the result is that 90–95% of the
collision energy is converted to internal energy of the ion during the
relatively long interaction between the ion and the neutral. Experimental
measurement of the dissociation threshold for the loss of heme from
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holomyoglobin supported this large energy transfer of more than 90%
(Douglas, 1998).

A number of authors have developed an impulsive collision theory
(ICT) to describe the energy‐transfer process for collisions of large ions
with small neutrals (Cooper et al., 1993; Uggerud and Derrick, 1991). In
this model, direct momentum transfer between a constituent atom of the
ion and the collision partner occurs, resulting in much larger transfer of
internal energy to the ion than would be predicted based only on consider-
ation of the overall mass of the large ion (Eq. [1]). Such binary collisions
between portions of a large ion and the small target have been examined by
other researchers (Boyd et al., 1984; Douglas, 1982; Futrell, 1986). Bradley
et al. (1994) compared the energy transfer to large organic ions consisting
of many small atoms (C, N, O, H) with that to ions of similarm/z consisting
of large atoms (CsI clusters) and showed that the behavior was consistent
with the prediction of the ICT, viz. more energy transfer to the organic ion
during collisions with helium, due to the closer similarity in mass between
the small atoms of the organic ion and the helium atoms. The reverse was
found to be true for collisions with argon, because of a closer mass match
between the Cs and I atoms of the cluster and the argon target atoms.

Turecek (1991) has shown that in principle, the center‐of‐mass limit on
the amount of energy deposited can be overcome by invalidating the
assumption made in Eq. (1), viz. that the velocity of the neutral collision
partner is zero. By colliding ions with fast (kiloelectron volts) rather than
thermal targets, much more energy is available for transfer to internal
energy during the collision. However, the practical difficulties of crossing
a fast beam of ions with a fast beam of neutrals or of colliding a fast beam
of neutrals with a small stationary ion cloud, with sufficient cross section to
yield measurable product signals may limit the analytical applicability of
this form of CID. Note that crossed beams have been used for fundamental
studies of ion–molecule reactions at very low kinetic energy (Futrell, 2000).

The number of collisions occurring during the activation period also
determines the amount of energy deposited. Most analytical applications of
CID use collision regions operated at pressures high enough to ensure that
multiple collisions occur to increase internal energy and hence yield exten-
sive dissociation. The disadvantage to using higher pressure is that
increased scattering may result in a loss of sensitivity; however, Douglas
and French (1992) have shown that in quadrupole transmission devices
used to carry ions from an ESI source to the mass analyzer, collisional
cooling of ions at elevated pressure (�8 millitorr) leads to improved
sensitivity and resolution (by removal of kinetic energy spread in the ions).
This concept has also been applied to quadrupole collision cells of tandem
mass spectrometers, leading to improved product ion collection efficiency
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and resolution when the cells are operated at 8 millitorr compared to the
1–2 millitorr normally used (Douglas et al., 1993; Thomson et al., 1995).

This discussion relates to the magnitude of the energy that can be
deposited; the third and fourth figures of merit relate to the distribution
of energies that can be deposited and the variability of the energy distribu-
tion. The distribution of energies plays an important role in determining
the appearance of CID spectra (Vekey, 1996). Ideally, the energy distribu-
tion is narrow, well defined, and variable over a wide energy range,
so dissociation channels having a wide range of critical energies can be
accessed. CID methods lead to energy distributions that are typically fairly
broad and ill defined, at least for fast and slow CID methods. In kilo-
electron‐volt collisions, a distribution having a maximum at only a few
electron volts, with a long tail out to higher energy (tens of electron volts),
is often obtained for small ions, allowing some high critical energy channels
to be observed. For electron‐volt collisions, the maximum of the distribu-
tion is similar, but the high‐energy tail is not present, so that only lower
critical energy processes are accessed. Douglas (1998) has presented a
method for estimating the internal energy distribution for multiple collision
CID in a quadrupole from a measure of the dissociation cross section as a
function of collision energy. For ion trap collisional activation, it has been
shown that the internal energy distribution can be modeled as a Boltzmann
or truncated Boltzmann distribution, depending on the relative rates of
activation/deactivation and dissociation (Goeringer et al., 1999). Schnier
et al. (1999) have shown that for FT‐ICR SORI, leucine enkephalin and
bradykinin ions achieve effective temperatures of between 500 and 700 K,
although the authors state that actual distribution of internal energy is not
well characterized and may not be Boltzmann. As discussed earlier, the
maximum of the internal energy distribution can be varied to some extent
by varying the collision energy; CID spectra acquired at low laboratory
kinetic energies (electron volts) typically show greater sensitivity to
changes in energy than spectra acquired at kiloelectron‐volt energy (Busch
et al., 1988).

The fifth figure of merit relates to whether the internal energy is present
in the activated ion in electronic or vibrational modes. Statistical theories
of activated ion dissociation assume that internal energy equilibration
through all vibrational degrees of freedom is faster than dissociation (Forst,
1973; Holbrook and Robinson, 1972; Lorquet, 1994). Experimental evi-
dence shows that this holds for most small organic ions; however, excep-
tions where dissociation from an electronic excited state is faster than
relaxation of energy into vibrational modes have been reported (Shukla
et al., 1990). There is little evidence for or against the statistical hypothesis
for large peptide and protein ions. However, it seems reasonable, at least
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under multiple collision conditions where energy is deposited in small
increments at a variety of collision sites on the ion, that collisional activa-
tion effectively gives rise to a statistical ion energy distribution.

The sixth figure of merit relates to how fast the dissociation reactions
must occur in order to be observed on the time scale of the instrument
used. The kinetic window varies widely across different instrument types
from a few tens to hundreds of microseconds for magnetic sector–based
instruments operating at kiloelectron‐volt ion kinetic energies, milli-
seconds in triple‐quadrupole and quadrupole‐TOF instruments, and from
hundreds of milliseconds up to seconds in trapping instruments. The length
of the kinetic window is important for large biological ions, because disso-
ciation of these ions may be relatively slow because of their large number
of degrees of freedom. The amount of energy above the critical energy for
dissociation required to drive a dissociation reaction at a rate that is
observable on the time scale of the instrument used is called the kinetic
shift and may be very large (up to or even exceeding 100 eV) for large
biological ions. This obviously makes the previous discussion regarding the
amount of energy that can be deposited into the ions upon collisional
activation very important (e.g., at kiloelectron‐volt kinetic energies, disso-
ciation rates must be driven to at least 104 s�1 in order to be observed), and
hence inherently slow processes may not be observable in this regimen, due
to an inaccessibly high kinetic shift.

The efficiency of the CID process relates to how much of the avail-
able precursor ion is converted to product ions. For beam‐type instruments,
such as sectors and triple quadrupoles, this is most conveniently
represented with a Beer’s law type of relationship, as shown in Eq. (2):

½Mþp � ¼ ½Mþp �0e�nsl; ð2Þ
where ½Mþp �0 is the precursor ion flux without collision gas, ½Mþp � is the
precursor ion flux after the introduction of collision gas, l is the path length,
n is the target number density, and � is the total ion loss cross section. If
no processes for precursor ion loss other than CID operate, then � repre-
sents the cross section for CID. For trapping instruments, an analogous
expression in terms of rate constant and reaction times can be used:

½Mþp �t ¼ ½Mþp �0e�nkt; ð3Þ
where ½Mþp �0 is the precursor ion abundance before any reaction, ½Mþp �t is
the precursor ion abundance after reaction time t, and k is the rate constant
for all precursor ion loss processes. If no precursor ion loss processes other
the CID operate, then k represents the rate constant for CID. Equation (2)
shows that the only variable available to increase the efficiency of CID in
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beam‐type instruments is n, the number density of the neutral collision
partner (increasing the path length is possible but is usually not straightfor-
ward over a wide range). The advantages and disadvantages of operating at
higher collision gas pressure were discussed earlier. At higher pressure, ion
loss processes such as scattering may degrade sensitivity, although in quad-
rupole collision cells, the collisional cooling afforded by higher collision gas
pressure has been shown to give the opposite effect. It is easier to increase
the efficiency of CID in ion‐trapping instruments by increasing the reaction
time, t. Reaction times as long as seconds can be used to completely drive
precursor ions to product ions. Note that operation at either higher colli-
sion gas pressure or longer activation time increases the likelihood
of multiple collisions occurring and, hence, implies that the activation is
either slow or very slow (slow heating), with the attendant possibility for
chemistry to occur during the activation, as discussed earlier.
Summary of Commonly Used CID Conditions

The values for any individual figure of merit discussed earlier may vary
widely with the type of instrument used and the design of the experiment,
and the various figures are not independent but influence one another. In
this section, three commonly used regimens for effecting CID of gas‐phase
biological ions are described in terms of the figures of merit outlined
earlier. Table I summarizes the information given in this section with
typical ranges of values used for the operating parameters and figures of
merit for the three regimens. CID spectra for a common ion, the doubly
protonated ion of the nine residue peptide bradykinin (RPPGFSPFR), are
used throughout this section to illustrate the influence of the figures of
merit on CID behavior.

High‐Energy CID (Fast Activation)

As discussed earlier, the collision energy is only one of a number of
variables that must be specified to adequately describe a CID regimen. The
term ‘‘high‐energy’’ CID is usually used to describe CID effected at kilo-
electron‐volt precursor ion kinetic energies, with a target gas pressure that
is low enough that only single or at most a few (fewer than five) collisions
can occur. Because of the high kinetic energy of the ions, the time scale
for dissociation is usually on the order of a few microseconds. The vast
majority of CID experiments under this regimen have been carried out
using sector‐based instrumentation. However, kiloelectron‐volt collisions
are seeing increasing use in tandem time‐of‐flight (TOF) instruments, as
discussed later in this chapter.



TABLE I

SUMMARY OF TYPICAL PARAMETERS FOR THREE COMMONLY USED CID REGIMENS

Figure of merit ‘‘High‐energy’’ CID (fast activation) ‘‘Low‐energy’’ CID (slow activation) Trapping CID (very slow activation)

Instruments used Magnetic/electric sectors, TOF/TOF Tandem quadrupoles, quadrupole

hybrids (e.g., QqTOF)

Quadrupole ion traps, FT‐ICR traps

Collision energy 2–10 keV 1–200 eV 1–20 eV

Collision number 1–5 10–100 100 s

Activation time scale 1–10 �s 0.5–1 ms 10–100 ms

Instrument time scale (kinetic

window)/minimum

observable reaction rate

10–100 �s /106–104 s�1 0.1–1 ms/104–103 s�1 10 ms–1 s/102–1 s�1

Distribution of internal energy Centered at a few electron volts, high‐
energy tail to tens of electron volts

Centered at few eV, no high energy tail Centered at a few electron volts, may

be Boltzmann or Boltzmann‐like
Variability of internal energy Relatively invariable, scattering angle

provides some energy resolved info.

Readily variable with collision energy

to obtain energy resolved info.

Some variability with collision energy

and number

Efficiency <10% 5–50% 50–100%

General results High‐energy channels may be accessed

together with lower energy pro‐
cesses, sequential dissociation

observed

Lower energy processes only, isomeri-

zation of precursor may occur,

sequential dissociation observed

Low‐energy processes only, extensive

isomerization of precursor, very slow

processes can be observed, typically

little sequential dissociation
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Double‐focusing mass spectrometers based on magnetic and electric
sectors were the first instruments used for CID studies of small organic ions
(Beynon et al., 1973; Futrell and Tiernan, 1972; Jennings, 1968; McLafferty
et al., 1973; Wachs et al., 1972), and were among the first used for CID of
peptide ions approximately a decade later (Biemann and Papayannopoulos,
1994). Two‐sectorMS instruments may be used to recordMS/MS spectra by
using a variety of linked scans (Busch et al., 1988) of the magnetic (B) and
electric (E) fields, albeit with relatively poor precursor ion or product ion
resolution, depending on the type of scan. A number of three‐sector instru-
ments were constructed to help overcome this limitation (Gross, 1990).
Four‐sector instruments, true tandem mass spectrometers that combine
two double focusing instruments for high resolution of precursor and prod-
uct ions, were also constructed and were commercially available from a
number of manufacturers (Gross, 1990). The use of these instruments for
tandem MS of biological ions was demonstrated throughout the 1980s and
early 1990s, but they have now been largely superseded by tandem quadru-
poles, hybrid quadrupole/TOF instruments, ion‐trapping instruments, and
increasingly TOF/TOF instruments.

Readily obtainable field strengths for sectors are such that these instru-
ments must operate on ion beams accelerated to kiloelectron‐volt kinetic
energies; hence, most CID work with sector instruments is done with
collisions in this regimen. As discussed earlier, kiloelectron‐volt collisions
deposit on average a few electron volts of internal energy, but the distribu-
tion can include a tail to higher internal energies, so that higher critical
energy or lower rate processes (requiring large kinetic shifts) can be
observed. High‐energy CID spectra are relatively insensitive to changes
in the kinetic energy of the precursor ion, and so obtaining energy‐resolved
CID spectra with high‐energy CID is difficult. However, it has been shown
that higher energy collisions lead to larger scattering angles, so recording
MS/MS data as a function of angle (angle‐resolved MS [ARMS]) yields
information on dissociation as a function of internal energy (McLuckey
and Cooks, 1983). It is possible to decelerate and then reaccelerate the
beam to also access low‐energy collisions; however, high‐energy CID spec-
tra are very reproducible on a given instrument and even between instru-
ments of different configuration, and this is often cited as a major
advantage so that operation at low energy is usually not considered to be
a desirable alternative.

The transit time of a 10‐keV beam of ions at m/z 1000 through a 10‐cm
collision cell is 2.3 ms, and 23 ms along a 1‐m flight path from the collision
cell to the detector. The former value establishes the maximum amount of
time between activating collisions, if the cell is operated at a pressure at
which multiple collisions in this time frame are likely. High‐energy CID is
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normally performed using pressures chosen to yield a given attenuation of
the ion beam, which is related to the number of collisions. Single or at most
a few (5–10) collisions are typically used; beyond this, scattering of the
beam leads to unacceptable losses in sensitivity. Increasing the number of
collisions, of course, increases the energy deposited. At least for small ions,
internal rearrangements can occur on a time scale of nanoseconds or less,
hence isomerization can occur between collisions even at high kinetic
energy (Holmes, 1985). The transit time through the whole instrument of
some tens of microseconds establishes a lower limit on the observable rates
of approximately 104 to 106 s�1.

For peptides, the figures of merit described lead to CID spectra, which
differ from those obtained using other commonly employed conditions
primarily in that abundant dissociation of amino acid side chains is
observed in addition to peptide bond cleavage. This is illustrated in Fig.
2, the MS/MS spectrum of þ2 bradykinin (Downard and Biemann, 1994)
obtained on a four‐sector instrument using 8‐keV collisions with helium at
a pressure at which the primary beam intensity reduced by 70%,
corresponding to between two and four collisions (Holmes, 1985). The ions
labeled wn and dn correspond to side‐chain cleavage (Biemann, 1988;
Roepstorff and Fohlman, 1984). It has been suggested that these cleavages
are charge remote and, hence, require higher critical energies to be
accessed, implicating the high‐energy tail of the internal energy distribu-
tion as the cause for these cleavages. This is supported by the absence of
FIG. 2. Collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum of the (M þ 2H)þ2 of bradykinin

collected on a four‐sector tandem mass spectrometer using 8‐keV collisions with helium at a

pressure that reduced the primary beam intensity by 70%, corresponding to between two and

four collisions. Note the abundant side‐chain cleavage ions (labeled wn and dn) and the

immonium ions of individual amino acids (labeled with capital letters). (Reproduced with

permission from Downard and Biemann, 1994.)
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side‐chain cleavages in CID spectra collected at electron‐volt collision
energy (see later discussion). These side‐chain cleavages have been shown
to be useful for the distinction of isomeric and isobaric amino acids in
peptide‐sequencing applications (Biemann and Papayannopoulos, 1994).
The upper limit for CID at high energy is approximately m/z 3000, beyond
which dissociation is not readily observed, probably because of the large
kinetic shift required to drive dissociations at a rate of at least 104 s�1. The
efficiency of high‐energy CID is typically only a few percent even for
smaller molecules because of this short time scale and because of the
product ion collection efficiency.

The advantages of CID conducted at kiloelectron‐volt energy and low
collision numbers, viz. reproducibility and access to side‐chain cleavages
for isomeric and isobaric ion distinction, are driving interest in an alterna-
tive instrument, the tandem TOF (TOF/TOF), for accessing this regimen.
An advantage of the TOF/TOF over sector‐based instruments is the well‐
established compatibility of TOF with the MALDI source. A number of
forms of TOF/TOF have been described for CID and photodissociation of
small molecules and cluster ions (Cornish and Cotter, 1993a; Hop, 1998;
Jardine et al., 1992). At least two groups have demonstrated the use of
TOF/TOF instruments to dissociate peptide ions with kiloelectron‐volt
collisions (Cornish and Cotter, 1993b; Medzihradszky, 2000). Figure 3
shows a CID spectrum for a tryptic peptide dissociated using 3‐keV colli-
sions with argon (pressure unspecified) (Medzihradszky, 2000). The abun-
dant immonium ions of individual amino acids and the wn ions resulting
from side‐chain cleavage are characteristic of the high collision energy used
and were helpful in establishing the peptide composition and distinguishing
the isomeric leucine and isoleucine residues, respectively.
Low‐Energy CID (Slow Activation)

The term ‘‘low‐energy’’ CID is typically used to refer to CID conducted
in quadrupole or other multipole collisions cells and is characterized by
collision energy of up to 100 eV, target gas pressures selected to allow
multiple (tens to hundreds) collisions, and a time scale on the order of a
few hundred microseconds to a few milliseconds. For simplicity, through-
out this discussion the term quadrupole, represented with the letter q, will
be used to describe a multipole collision cell that passes allm/z ratios above
a certain lower limit, with the understanding that higher multipoles such as
hexapoles and octapoles are in some cases used instead of quadrupoles.
The electron‐volt energy regimen is used in tandem quadrupole instru-
ments (usually referred to as triple quadrupoles [QqQ], where Q is a mass‐
resolving quadrupole) and in hybrid instruments that combine quadrupole
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collision cells with other types of mass analyzers for precursor selection
and/or product mass analysis (Yost and Boyd, 1990). A hybrid instrument
that is increasing in popularity is the quadrupole‐quadrupole‐TOF
(QqTOF) (Morris et al., 1996; Shevchenko, 1997), where precursor selec-
tion is done with the first quadrupole, CID occurs in the second quad-
rupole, and the products are mass analyzed via TOF. The attractive
mass analysis characteristics of orthogonal acceleration, reflectron TOF
are driving interest in this instrument, and two commercial versions are
available.

The advantage of using a radiofrequency (RF) quadrupole (or other
multipole) as a collision cell is that the RF field provides a strong focusing
force toward the ion optical axis, so that losses of precursor and product
ions are minimized, even at relatively high collision numbers. However, to
enjoy this advantage, ions must move through the quadrupole slowly
enough to be influenced by the rapidly changing RF field; hence, kinetic
energies less than 100 eV are typically used. For small organic ions, low‐
energy collisions lead to internal energy distributions that have a peak at a
few electron volts of internal energy, but without the long tail to higher
energy, which characterizes kiloelectron‐volt CID. The observed differ-
ences between electron‐volt and kiloelectron‐volt dissociation of peptides
is that electron‐volt CID lacks the side‐chain cleavage peaks often
observed at higher energy. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the MS/MS
spectrum of þ2 bradykinin collected on a triple‐quadrupole instrument
using electron‐volt collisions (between 70 and 200 eV) with argon at a
pressure that yielded a target‐gas thickness of 2–5 � 1014 atoms/cm2 (Tang
et al., 1993), where target‐gas thickness is equal to the product of the number
density of the gas and the length of the collision cell (Thomson et al., 1995).
The absence of w‐ and d‐type ions in this electron‐volt kinetic energy
spectrum supports the suggestion that side‐chain cleavages leading to these
ions are high‐energy processes. Some sequential dissociation, leading to
internal fragments (e.g., y7b5) and immonium ions (P and F), is observed.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, Douglas (1998) has estimated that
collisions of large ions with small targets can be very efficient for the
transfer of available kinetic energy to internal energy; therefore, provided
that sufficient collisions occur, even large proteins having many degrees of
FIG. 3. Collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum for an 16O/18O–labeled tryptic

peptide (DLEEGIQTLMGR) collected on a tandem time‐of‐flight (TOF)/TOF instrument

using 3‐keV collisions with argon (pressure unspecified) for activation. Peak intensities in the

full spectrum (lower panel) were multiplied eight times relative to the immonium ion

spectrum (upper left panel). (Reproduced with permission from Medzihradszky et al., 2000.)



FIG. 4. MS/MS spectrum of þ2 bradykinin collected on a triple‐quadrupole instrument using electron volt collisions (between

70 and 200 eV) with argon at a pressure that yielded a target‐gas thickness of 2–5 � 1014 atoms/cm2. Note at this lower collision

energy, only b‐ and y‐type ions were formed, and that sequential dissociation led to ammonia loss (e.g., y13‐17) and internal

dissociation (e.g., y7b5). Ammonium ions were observed for proline (P) and phenylalanine (F). (Reproduced with permission

from Tang et al., 1993.)
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freedom, and hence large kinetic shifts can be driven to dissociate at
observable rates. This is illustrated in the data in Fig. 5, which shows the
dissociation of the (Mþ 20H)þ20 ion of apomyoglobin collected on a triple‐
quadrupole instrument at 2‐keV collision energy using collisions with
argon at a pressure that yielded a target‐gas thickness of 1 � 1014 atoms/
cm2 (Smith et al., 1990).

Note that this experiment is at the interface between the low‐energy
and high‐energy regimens, highlighting the danger of describing an experi-
ment based only on the collision energy. Because the force acting on an ion
is proportional to the charge on the ion, a higher collision energy can be
used for this highly charged protein ion while still enjoying the focusing
advantages of the linear quadrupole discussed earlier in this chapter. At the
pressure used in this study, multiple collisions were likely, so the experi-
ment was a slow activation experiment with ample time for rearrangement
before dissociation. Dissociation of this large precursor was aided by the
fact that the ions were already ‘‘heated’’ in the electrospray interface
by use of large potential differences between the lenses used to transport
ions into the mass spectrometer (see the discussion of ‘‘nozzle/skimmer’’
dissociation below).
FIG. 5. Collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum of (M þ 20H)þ20 ions of horse heart
apomyoglobin collected on a triple‐quadrupole instrument at 2‐keV collision energy using

collisions with argon at a pressure that yielded a target‐gas thickness of 1 � 1014 atoms/cm2.

(Reproduced with permission from Smith et al., 1990.)
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CID spectra collected at electron‐volt collision energy can be more
sensitive to changes in the collision energy than CID at kiloelectron‐volt
energy, allowing the effects of internal energy on ion dissociation to be
probed in this regimen. This technique is referred to as energy‐resolved MS
(ERMS) (McLuckey and Cooks, 1983). ERMS is used to generate break-
down graphs, or plots of the relative contributions of ion dissociation
channels as a function of ion internal energy. Such graphs can be useful for
elucidating reaction mechanisms and for distinguishing isomeric species.

At 100 eV, an m/z 1000 ion will travel through a 20‐cm quadrupole in
approximately 1.5 ms. This time scale means that extensive isomerization
of the ion of interest may occur between collisions if multiple collision
conditions are used. Processes with rate constants of 103 s�1 or greater can
be observed in this relatively slow CID regimen. Collision gas pressures of
1–2 millitorr, leading to some tens of collisions, have traditionally been
used to effect CID in a quadrupole. However, a major innovation in the use
of quadrupoles for CID of larger biological ions is the demonstration that
collisional damping of radial motion in the quadrupole allows higher
pressures, and hence more collisions, to be used without excessive ion
losses due to scattering (Douglas and French, 1992). Operation at approxi-
mately 8 millitorr has been shown to improve the efficiency of triple‐
quadrupole MS/MS from only a few percent to 30–50% (Thomson, 1995).
Note that much of this improvement is due to the improved collection and
transmission of product ions by the mass analyzing quadrupole (Q3) after
the collision cell due to the removal of the spatial and kinetic energy spread
of the products. At higher pressure, transit times through collision cell can
be very long (tens of milliseconds) unless an additional electric field in the
direction of ion motion through the quadrupole is added to ‘‘pull’’ the ions
through the gas. When such a field is added, pressures of tens to hundreds
of millitorr and as high as 3 torr may be used to effect CID (Dodonov et al.,
1997; Javahery and Thomson, 1997; Lock and Dyer, 1999; Mansoori et al.,
1998). Under these conditions, dissociation reactions with rates as low as a
few tens per second can be accessed.

Another form of CID conducted at electron‐volt collision energy is the
so‐called ‘‘in‐source,’’ ‘‘cone‐voltage,’’ or ‘‘nozzle/skimmer’’ CID effected
in the interface region of ESI sources (Bruins, 1997; Katta et al., 1991; Loo
et al., 1998). The lens voltages that guide ions through the intermediate
pressure region between the atmospheric pressure source and the high
vacuum of the mass analyzer region may be manipulated to cause ions to
undergo collisions with residual background gas at collision energies up
to a few hundred electron volts. The time scale for this type of dissociation
is on the order of a few hundred microseconds to a few milliseconds.
Although this is not a true MS/MS experiment because there is no prior
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selection of the precursor ion, nozzle/skimmer CID can provide efficient
dissociation of peptides and proteins on simple instruments. For example,
the nozzle/skimmer CID spectrum of þ2 bradykinin collected at 520 eV in
the approximately 1–10 torr region of an ESI source interfaced to a single
quadrupole is shown in Fig. 6 (bottom panel) (Katta et al., 1991). The
spectrum is similar to that collected via true MS/MS with a triple‐quadru-
pole instrument (Fig. 4), in that only b‐ and y‐type ions are observed.
Nozzle/skimmer dissociation has also been demonstrated for whole protein
ions. Figure 7 shows the dissociation of multiply charged carbonic anhy-
drase B cations in an electrospray source interfaced to an FT‐ICR instru-
ment (Senko et al., 1994a). Nozzle/skimmer CID has also been used for
ERMS of small peptides, with comparable results to those obtained for
quadrupole ERMS (Dono et al., 1997; Harrison, 1999).
FIG. 6. Spectra of bradykinin recorded as a function of the potential difference between

interface lenses of the electrospray source. (A) The potential difference was 80 V, and only

the (M þ 2H)þ2 ions and (M þ 2H)þ2 with solvent molecules attached were observed. (B) The

potential difference was increased to 160 V, so that the (M þ 2H)þ2 was efficiently desolvated.
(C) The potential difference was further increased to 260 V, and abundant b‐ and y‐type
product ions were observed due to nozzle/skimmer collision‐induced dissociation (CID).

(Reproduced with permission from Katta et al., 1991.)



FIG. 7. Nozzle/skimmer dissociation of multiply charged carbonic anhydrase B cations in

an electrospray source interfaced to an Fourier transform–ion cyclotron resonance (FT‐ICR)

instrument, with a potential difference of 165 V across the ion source. The inset from m/z

1161.5 to 1162.5 shows the (M þ 25H)þ25 precursor ion. The squares designate protonated

precursor ions, the open circles designate b‐type products, and the filled circles designate

y‐type products. (Reproduced with permission from Senko et al., 1994a.)
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Ion‐Trapping CID (Very Slow Activation, Slow Heating)

The two forms of ion traps used in MS, electrodynamic quadrupole
ion traps and electrostatic/magnetic ICR ion traps, vary in the mechanism
by which they store ions and perform mass analysis; however, their behav-
ior with respect to CID is quite similar. CID in both instruments is
characterized by many collisions (hundreds) at a few electron‐volt
(tens) collision energy and, as such, is qualitatively similar to the
‘‘low‐energy’’ quadrupole CID discussed in the previous section. An im-
portant difference is that the trapping nature of these instruments means
that very long time scales can be used to achieve very high dissocia-
tion efficiency (75–100%) and to access very slow dissociation channels.
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Another consequence of the long time scale accessible with trapping in-
struments is that deactivating processes can also occur, so that a steady‐
state internal energy can be achieved. Details of CID in a quadrupole ion
trap are discussed first in this section, followed by discussion of CID in an
FT‐ICR trap.

Quadrupole Ion Trap CID. Quadrupole ion traps store ions in the
rapidly changing potential well generated by the application of an RF
voltage to the trap electrodes. Ion motion in the field depends, inter alia,
on the frequency and amplitude of the RF voltage and on ion m/z. For a
given RF frequency and amplitude, a selected precursor m/z will have a
characteristic frequency of motion in the trap, normally referred to as the
secular frequency. Application of a supplementary voltage matching this
secular frequency will excite the precursor ions, causing them to undergo
energetic collisions with background gas or deliberately added collision gas
(usually helium, see below), thereby increasing their internal energy. This
process, commonly called resonance excitation, was first demonstrated by
Louris et al. in 1987. The depth of the trapping potential well is such that
the ions can only be excited to a few electron volts of kinetic energy before
they are ejected from the trapping volume by the supplementary resonant
voltage. For this reason, multiple collisions over a relatively long time (tens
to hundreds of milliseconds) are required to build up sufficient internal
energy to lead to dissociation. Clearly, extensive rearrangement of the
precursor ion can occur during the activation and before dissociation.
Another consequence of this long slow buildup of internal energy is that
deactivating processes such as IR emission and/or cooling collisions can
also occur. Goeringer and McLuckey (1996a,b) have developed a collision-
al energy‐transfer model for resonance excitation, which shows that com-
petition between activation and deactivation leads to a steady‐state
internal energy that can be characterized by a Boltzmann distribution
and an internal temperature, provided the dissociation rate is low com-
pared to the activation/deactivation rate. If dissociation is rapid enough to
deplete the high‐energy tail of the distribution, a truncated Boltzmann
distribution results and the temperature is more correctly described as an
‘‘effective’’ internal temperature (Vekey, 1996). For small peptides (e.g.,
leucine enkephalin, 556 Da), effective temperatures of approximately 650
K can be achieved (Goeringer et al., 1999). The available temperature
decreases with increasing m/z as the difference between the mass of the
ion and the collision partner increases. Another factor that limits the
temperature to which high m/z ions can be raised is that for a given RF
amplitude, higher m/z ions are stored in shallower potential wells and so
must be excited with lower resonance voltage amplitudes to avoid ion
losses through ejection from the trap. Current instrumentation limits
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the protein ionm/z on which CID can be performed to approximately 8600
Da/charge (þ1 ubiquitin) (Reid et al., 2001), although the upper limit for
newer ion traps (e.g., the Finnigan LCQ, Bruker Esquire, or Hitachi M‐
8000) has not yet been evaluated. Note that this limitation is stated in terms
of mass/charge. Proteins with masses greater than ubiquitin can be readily
dissociated with quadrupole ion traps as multiply charged ions with
m/z lower that 8600 Da/charge; for example, a study of the dissociation
of (M þ 2H)þ2 to (M þ 21H)þ21 ions of apomyoglobin (mass 16,950 Da)
has appeared (Newton et al., 2001).

Shown in Fig. 8 is a CID spectrum for þ2 bradykinin acquired with 200
ms of resonance excitation in an ion trap having a background pressure of 1
millitorr of helium. Note that only b‐ and y‐type ions are formed, in similar
fashion to the electron‐volt collision CID performed in a quadrupole
collision cell (Fig. 4) and in an ESI interface (Fig. 6). Whole‐protein ions
can also be dissociated via resonance excitation in a quadrupole ion trap.
Figure 9 shows the CID spectrum of (M þ 8H)þ8 ion of ubiquitin. The
precursor ion was excited for 300 ms in the presence of 1 millitorr of helium
FIG. 8. Collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum for þ2 bradykinin acquired with

200 ms of resonance excitation in a quadrupole ion trap having a background pressure of 1

millitorr of helium. Note that only b‐ and y‐type ions are formed, in similar fashion to the

electron‐volt collision CID performed in a quadrupole collision cell (Fig. 4) and in an ESI

interface (Fig. 6). The abundance scale was multiplied three times relative to the abundance

of the remaining precursor ion.
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(Reid et al., 2001). Although the internal temperature accessed during ion
trap CID of this large ion is relatively low, the trapping nature of the
instrument allows for long reaction times and hence low reaction rates, so
relatively efficient dissociation is observed. An important point about
quadrupole ion trap CID is that all product ions below a certain low‐mass
cutoff (LMCO), determined by the RF amplitude, are not trapped. For
CID of large ions, it is desirable to employ a relatively high RF amplitude
to maximize the potential well depth and avoid ion losses by ejection;
however, a high RF amplitude means that low m/z products are not
trapped and so are not observed.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, ion trap CID is always carried out
under multiple collision conditions, hence extensive rearrangement can
occur during the activation period and before dissociation. The collision
gas used is almost always helium, because helium bath gas is necessary to
improve the resolution of ion trap mass analysis (Stafford et al., 1984) and
so is already present in the system at a static background pressure of 1
millitorr. The effect of adding higher mass collision gas has been studied,
and it has been shown that the deposited internal energy is increased
(Charles et al., 1994; Gronowska et al., 1990; Morand et al., 1992), as
predicted by Eq. (1). Several groups have reported that addition of a small
fraction (5%) of, for example, argon, krypton, or xenon can improve the
CID efficiency of peptide ions by allowing higher internal energy deposi-
tion (Vachet and Glish, 1996). This has the effect of increasing the extent
of dissociation and accessing higher critical energy dissociation channels
(Vachet and Glish, 1996). Addition of heavy gases also allows CID to be
carried out at lower RF‐trapping voltages, which helps to overcome the
LMCO limitation discussed earlier (Doroshenko and Cotter, 1996a).
Note that the upper m/z limit for CID in the ion trap given earlier (8600
Da/charge) was probably achieved at least in part because of the significant
background pressure of air (�1.5 � 10�4 torr) present in the ion trap (Reid
et al., 2001).

An alternative to raising the internal temperature of the ions in a
quadrupole ion trap by increasing the kinetic energy of the ions via reso-
nance excitation is to increase the kinetic energy of the neutral collision
partner by heating the helium bath gas. Asano et al. (1999a) have shown
that ions reach thermal equilibrium with the bath gas, so if the temperature
of the bath gas is known, and if the rate of activation/deactivation is large
relative to the rate of dissociation, then Arrhenius activation parameters
can be derived from measurements of ion dissociation rate as a function
of bath gas temperature. In addition, they have demonstrated the
measurement of Arrhenius parameters for leucine enkephalin and



FIG. 9. Collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum of (M þ 8H)þ8 ubiquitin ions

excited in a quadrupole ion trap for 300 ms in the presence of 1 millitorr of helium. (A) The
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bradykinin (Butcher et al., 1999) and have used leucine enkephalin as a
thermometer ion to derive the temperature achieved via resonance excita-
tion (Goeringer et al., 1999) and boundary‐activated dissociation (BAD)
(Asano et al., 1999b). Figure 10 shows the CID spectrum obtained for
þ2 bradykinin at a bath gas temperature of 486 K and pressure of 1 milli-
torr, with a reaction time of 10 s (Butcher et al., 1999). At this temperature,
the facile cleavage at the N‐terminal of proline dominates, with loss of a
water molecule and formation of one other complementary pair also
observed at low abundance.

A number of other alternatives for ion heating in quadrupole ion traps
have also been demonstrated, such as direct current (DC) pulse activation
FIG. 10. Collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum for (M þ 2H)þ2 bradykinin

obtained by storing the ions in quadrupole ion trap at a helium bath gas temperature of 486 K

and pressure of 1 millitorr for 10 s. (Reproduced with permission from Butcher et al., 1997.)

product ions shown have charge states ranging from unity to þ8. (B and C) Ion/ion proton

transfer reactions with anions of perfluorodimethylcyclohexane have been used after CID to

reduce the charge states of the product ions largely to þ1 to simplify interpretation of the

spectrum. Only b‐ and y‐type ions are formed, and 50% sequence coverage is obtained from

this single charge state. (Reproduced with permission from Reid et al., 2001.)
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(which yields a mixture of CID and SID products) (Lammert and Cooks,
1992); low‐frequency square‐wave activation (Wang et al., 1996);
irradiation with broadband waveforms such as filtered noise fields
(FNFs) (Asano et al., 1995; Volmer and Niedziella, 2000), stored wave-
forms generated with inverse Fourier transforms (SWIFT) (Doroshenko
and Cotter, 1996b; Soni et al., 1995), and random white noise (McLuckey
et al., 1992); BAD (Creaser and O’Neill, 1993; Glish and Vachet, 1998;
Paradisi et al., 1992); and off‐resonance activation with a single frequency
selected to be lower than the secular frequency of the precursor by approx-
imately 5% (Qin and Chait, 1996). The last two techniques have been
studied fairly extensively for their applicability to CID of peptide ions.
The BAD technique involves applying a DC voltage to the ion trap
electrodes to move ions close to the boundaries of stability in the trap,
thereby increasing the amplitude of their oscillations and causing them to
undergo energetic collisions with the bath gas. Glish and Vachet (1998)
have shown that BAD can be used to dissociate peptides with the advan-
tage that it is not necessary to tune the excitation to the exact frequency of
ion oscillation to achieve maximum efficiency. However, the BAD tech-
nique suffers from relatively poor overall efficiencies due to the competi-
tion between ion ejection and dissociation. This limitation can be overcome
somewhat by the combination of BAD with heavier collision gases (Glish
and Vachet, 1998). Asano et al. (1999b) used leucine enkephalin to esti-
mate that BAD can elevate ions to an effective internal temperature of
approximately 700 K during collisions with helium, comparable to that
obtained via normal resonance activation. Qin and Chait (1996) have
shown that irradiating ions with a large‐amplitude (21 Vpp) alternating
current (AC) voltage at a frequency approximately 5% below the secular
frequency of the ion could more efficiently dissociate large peptides than
normal on‐resonance excitation. They attributed the increase in efficiency
to the ability to deposit larger amounts of internal energy without ion
ejection from the trap.

Fourier Transform–Ion Cyclotron Resonance CID. FT‐ICR MS uses
the combination of a high magnetic field (from 3 to as high as 20 Tesla)
with small DC potentials to trap ions. Ion motion in the magnetic field
exhibits a characteristic frequency, the cyclotron orbital frequency, which is
m/z dependent; hence, a resonance excitation method analogous to that
described earlier for quadrupole ion traps can be employed in FT‐ICR
traps to increase ion kinetic energy and thus cause internal energy deposi-
tion via energetic collisions (Cody and Freiser, 1982). However, it has been
shown that irradiating trapped ions at frequencies slightly (<1%) above or
below the cyclotron frequency greatly improves the efficiency of CID in
FT‐ICR traps (Gauthier et al., 1991), because the ions can be held at
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elevated kinet ic energy for long pe riods withou t ejec tion from the trap.
This techni que is referred to as SORI. The mecha nism for SORI essent ially
involves elevatio n of the exci ted ions to a steady ‐ state kinet ic energy after
the first 10–20 ms of excitation due to dephasi ng of the ion motio n with
respect to the ap plied excitat ion. Ion kinetic energies are compar able to
those achie ved via qua drupole ion trap resonanc e excitat ion (i.e ., some few
electron volts a nd hence many mul tiple collis ions are required to increase
ion inte rnal energy enou gh to cause dissocia tion). The maxi mum kinet ic
energy acces sible dep ends on the stre ngth of the trapping magnetic field.
Schnier et al. (1999) have used Arrh enius activa tion param eters meas ured
via blackbody infrared radia tive dissocia tion (BI RD) for leucine enkep halin
and bradyki nin ions to show that effe ctive temperat ures of be tween 500
and 700 K are achie ved during SORI using nitr ogen as the collis ion gas.
However, the authors are carefu l to state that the actual distri bution
of internal en ergy is not well charac terized and may not be Boltzm ann
(Sch nier et al. , 1999 ). Las kin and Fut rell (2000) have sho wn that smaller
organic ions, such as bro monapht halene, ach ieve effective temp eratures
from 1300 to 4000 K during SOR I ( Laskin and Futrel l, 2000 ). Preliminar y
attempt s to use mast er equatio n model ing to develop a therma l model
of SORI analogous to that develope d for quad rupole ion trap CID have
shown that the initial inte rnal energy of the ions before activat ion
and radia tive relaxatio n dur ing activat ion both play significant ro les in
determi ning the ion inte rnal tem perature ( Marz luff and Beauc hamp, 1996 ).
FIG. 11. Collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum of (M þ 2H)þ2 bradykinin

obtained via Fourier transform–ion cyclotron resonance (FT‐ICR) sustained off‐resonance
irradiation (SORI) with irradiation for 500 ms at a nitrogen pressure of between 1 and

8 � 10�6 torr. Note the similarity between this spectrum and those shown in Figs. 8 and 10 for

quadrupole ion trap resonance excitation and bath gas heating to 486 K, respectively.

(Reproduced with permission from Schnier et al., 1999.)
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Figure 11 shows the CID spectrum of þ2 bradykinin obtained via SORI
with irradiation for 500 ms at a nitrogen pressure of between 1 and 8� 10�6

torr (Schnier et al., 1999). Note the similarity between this spectrum and
those shown in Figs. 8 and 10 for quadrupole ion trap resonance excitation
and bath gas heating to 486 K, respectively.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, Marzluff et al. (1994a) has shown
that transfer of available kinetic energy to internal energy is efficient at the
kinetic energies accessed via SORI. Therefore, provided that sufficient
collisions occur, even large protein ions can be made to dissociate. Figure 12
shows the SORI‐CID spectrum of (M þ17H)þ17 ion of apomyoglobin
FIG. 12. Sustained off‐resonance irradiation (SORI)–collision‐induced dissociation (CID)

spectrum of (M þ 17H)þ17 apomyoglobin obtained by exciting the ions for 2 s in the presence

of nitrogen. (A) The activation was shifted to the low m/z side of the precursor ion, and (B) it

was shifted to the high m/z side. Product ions having m/z ratios that cause them to be on

resonance with the applied activation voltage may be further dissociated or ejected from the

ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) cell, so that dissociation on both sides of the precursor ion is

necessary to observe all dissociation channels accessed by the precursor. (Reproduced with

permission from Senko et al., 1994b.)
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obtained by exciting the ions for 2 s in the presence of nitrogen (pressure
unspecified) (Senko et al., 1994b). In analogy to quadrupole ion trap CID,
the internal temperature of the ions is expected to be relatively low, but the
trapping nature of the ICR instrument allows for very long excitation
times, so processes with rates as low as 10/second or less can be observed.

The effects of the pressure and nature of the collision gas used in SORI‐
CID have not been widely studied. FT‐ICR operates at very low (10�9 torr)
pressure during mass analysis to achieve ultrahigh resolution; therefore,
collision gas for CID is pulsed into the cell. Because the collision gas is not
present at a constant pressure during the CID event, characterization of
pressure effects is difficult. Gorshkov et al. (1999) have presented a model
for estimating the average laboratory‐frame kinetic energy, which accounts
for the presence of collision gas, which can cool the ions if the pressure is
too high. They have shown that there is an optimum gas pulse length and,
hence, pressure peak during the CID event, which yields maximum internal
energy deposition and CID efficiency. At shorter pulse times (lower pres-
sure), an insufficient number of collisions occurs, and CID yields are
reduced; at longer pulse times (higher pressure), collisional damping low-
ers ion kinetic energy, again limiting internal energy deposition and
subsequent CID yields.

Two other methods for exciting ions for CID in an FT‐ICR trap are also
used, both with the same goal as SORI to increase ion kinetic energy
without causing ion ejection from the trapping cell. MECA (Williams and
McLafferty, 1990) relies on a number (hundreds) of low‐amplitude on‐
resonance excitation periods, each of which increases ion kinetic energy,
but not to the extent that ions are ejected. Ion kinetic energy decreases
between each activation period, but internal energy does not (at least not
all the way back to the starting point), and so by using several excitation
periods, internal energy can be increased until ions dissociate without
causing ion injection. VLE‐CA also uses on‐resonance activation (Boering
et al., 1992a,b), but with rapid 180� phase shifts of the applied excitation
voltage. These phase shifts prevent the applied voltage from increasing the
ion kinetic energy to the ejection point. Senko et al. (1994b) have evaluated
the applicability of SORI, MECA, and VLE‐CA (and the related resonant
amplitude modulated collisional activation [RAM‐CA]) to the dissociation
of protein ions in an FT‐ICR cell.

An important distinction between CID in both types of ion traps and
the other types of CID discussed above is that because of the resonant
nature of the excitation in ion traps, the product ions are not themselves
subject to further activation after their formation. Product ions are formed
with the same internal energy as the precursor, on a ‘‘per degree‐of‐free-
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dom’’ basis, and so they may still undergo further dissociation if the dissoci-
ation rate is faster than the rate of deactivation; however, they will not
receive any further internal energy from the resonance excitation voltage,
unless they have m/z values that place them very near the precursor ion or
on‐resonance with the excitation voltage in off‐resonance excitation experi-
ments such as SORI. For example, in Fig. 12, the yþ16149 , y

þ16
147 , y

þ10
93 , and yþ14126

ions are abundant products having m/z values above that of the precursor
ion. These products are observed when the activation is shifted below the
m/z of the precursor (Fig. 12A) but are dissociated or ejected from the trap
when the activation is shifted above the m/z of the precursor (Fig. 12B). In
the quadrupole ion trap, Goeringer et al. (1999) have shown that the helium
bath gas actively cools product ions at a fairly high rate so that further
dissociation is minimized in the quadrupole ion trap. Vachet and Glish
(1996) and Doroshenko and Cotter (1996a) have reported an increase in
sequential dissociation when heavier bath gases such as argon, krypton, or
xenon are added to the helium during CID. The general lack of sequential
dissociation observed in ion trap CID may or may not be regarded as
a positive result. In terms of peptide and protein sequencing, the absence
of internal fragments from the amino acid chain makes deduction of the
sequence from the MS/MS dissociation easier. On the other hand, some use
has been made of the immonium ions of individual amino acids that appear
from sequential dissociation of the precursor to help determine the amino
acid content of the peptide under study (Biemann and Papayannopoulos,
1994; Hunt et al., 1986).
Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has focused exclusively on the effects of experimental
variables, described in terms of the set of figures of merit, on CID. At least
an equal amount could be said about the effects of ion structure on CID
behavior, even if the discussion were limited to what is known about
peptides and proteins. An exhaustive summary of what is known about
biological ion structural effects is beyond the scope of this chapter. The
interested reader is referred to the literature on the effects of primary
structure, secondary structure and conformation, and charge state on the
dissociation reactions of peptides and proteins (O’Hair, 2000; Polce et al.,
2000; Schlosser and Lehmann, 2000; Tsaprailis et al., 1999, 2000; Wysocki
et al., 2000). The reader should also note that MS and tandem MS is seeing
increasing use in the study of other important biological molecules such as
nucleic acids (Hofstadler and Griffey, 2001), lipids (Murphy et al., 2001),
and carbohydrates (Harvey, 2001).
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CID is a widely applicable technique that can be used to obtain
sequence and structural information from biologically derived ions. A wide
variety of activation conditions lead to complementary information from
different CID methods. CID conducted on sector or TOF/TOF instruments
with kiloelectron‐volt collision energy and low collision numbers leads to
efficient dissociation of the amide bonds in peptides to yield sequence
information, while also accessing amino acid side‐chain cleavages to aid
in the distinction of isomeric and isobaric amino acids. Dissociation spectra
recorded in this high‐energy regimen are extremely reproducible. A disad-
vantage of operation in this regimen is that dissociation rates must be
driven at 104–106/s, which has proven to be very difficult for ions more
than approximately 3000 Da. Lower energy CID in the electron‐volt regi-
men is effected in collision quadrupoles, where time scales can be greater
by at least three orders of magnitude than at high energy. This, coupled
with the high efficiency of energy transfer for collisions at lower energy,
allows efficient dissociation of large ions, but without the side‐chain clea-
vages observed at higher energy. Ion‐trapping instruments can use even
longer dissociation times (up to several seconds) to access very slow (1/s or
less) dissociation processes. This allows ion trap slow heating methods to
efficiently dissociate biomolecules of increasing size, even up to very large
proteins.
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[6] Peptide Sequencing by MALDI 193‐nm
Photodissociation TOF MS

By JOSEPH W. MORGAN, JUSTIN M. HETTICK, and DAVID H. RUSSELL
Abstract

Ultraviolet photodissociation time‐of‐flight (TOF) mass spectrometry
(MS) is described as a method for determination of peptide ion primary
structure. Monoisotopic selection and bond‐specific activation, combined
with the rapidity of TOF MS analysis, render this technique invaluable to
the rapidly expanding field of proteomics. Photofragment ion spectra of
model peptides acquired using both post‐source decay (PSD) focusing and
TOF‐TOF experimental methods are exhibited. Advantages of 193‐nm
photodissociation for de novo sequencing of peptide ions are discussed.
Introduction

Advances in ionization methods and instrumentation that have oc-
curred over the past decade enable MS to play a key role in the emerging
area of proteomics. For example, matrix‐assisted laser desorption ioniza-
tion (MALDI) (Karas et al., 1987; Tanaka et al., 1988) and electrospray
ionization (ESI) (Whitehouse et al., 1985) are now routinely used to
ionize peptides and proteins (Pandey and Mann, 1985), which can then
be aimed at sequencing peptides and=or proteins (Chaurand et al., 1999;
Cotter, 1997), determination of posttranslational modifications (Lennon
and Walsh, 1999), or to study protein–protein complexes (Dikler, 2001;
Young et al., 2000). Although various instrument platforms can be used
for the mass analysis, over the past decade great strides have been made
in the development of TOF instrumentation. Advances in instrument
geometry and electronics used for TOF MS allow us to interrogate large
gas‐phase ions with improved resolution and mass accuracy (Cotter, 1999;
Mamyrin et al., 1973; Wiley and McLaren, 1955). Two extremely impor-
tant TOF mass spectrometric techniques to the field of proteomics are
peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF)=protein database searching (Henzel
et al., 1993) and peptide sequencing, and both methods owe their wide-
spread acceptance to the versatility and user friendliness of modern TOF
instruments.

PMF, combined with genomic database searching to identify proteins, is
now widely used, and PMF based on accurate mass measurement is now a
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
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routine TO F analys is ( Clauser et al., 1999; Edmo ndson and Russ ell, 1996;
Jensen et al., 1996; Russ ell and Edmo ndson, 1997 ). Pep tide identifi-
cation based on PMF =pro tein databas e searc hing is especi ally power ful
when combi ned with pep tide sequenci ng by tande m MS. For e xample,
determi ning a partial peptide sequence or ident ifying a speci fic posttran-
slationa lly modified a mino acid dramati cally incr eases the con fidence level
of ident ification.

For proteins that a re not listed in a databas e, pep tide sequ encing is
essential for protein ident ification. Pe ptide sequenci ng using MS is based
on fragment ation of the gas ‐ pha se ion. For example, fragmen tation
along the peptide backb one yields a series of ions separated in mass
by an amoun t equal to the mass of the elimi nated resi due (Bieman n,
1990a). Conseq uently, the ions must be formed with sufficient internal
energy to unde rgo unimolec ular diss ociation (metast able ion decay or
PSD), or ions formed with very little initial inte rnal en ergy (i.e ., by ESI)
must be activat ed to en ergies abo ve the diss ociation thres hold. The
most comm only used ion ‐ activat ion meth ods for pe ptide sequenci ng are
collision ‐ induced disso ciation (CID) (Russ ell and Edm ondso n, 1997 ) and
surface ‐ induced dissocia tion (SID) ( Cooks and Mill er, 1999; Nikolae v
et al. , 2001 ; Stone et al., 2001 ); howeve r, phot odisso ciation has conside rable
potential for pep tide seq uencing , especi ally for pep tide seq uencing involv-
ing TOF instrum ents ( Barbacci , 2000; Bar bacci and Russ ell, 1 999; Het tick,
2003 ; Het tick et al., 2001a; Hunt et al., 1987; Thomp son et al., 2004 ).

The physic s of CID are not compat ible with pepti de sequen cing via
PSD focusi ng using the standar d tandem TOF instrum ent. For instance,
high‐ en ergy CID ( Chaur and et al., 1999; Yer gey et al ., 2002 ) tend s to
enhance the yield of low m =z fragmen t ions at the expense of higher mass
(e.g., more structura lly =sequen ce informat ive) fragmen t ions. Pe rhaps
most troubl esome for tandem TOF is the phy sics of convert ing kinet ic
energy into internal energy. CID yield s ions ha ving a range of veloc ities
and a br oad dist ribution of arri val times, which limits both m =z resolu tion
and mass meas ureme nt accura cy of the TOF measu remen t (Hettick et al.,
2001a). Anothe r impo rtant con sideratio n for CID of large ions is the effe ct
of center ‐ of ‐ mass collis ion energy. In virtual ly all tande m TOF experi-
ments, the mass of the ion undergoi ng CID is much larg er than the target
atom. Conse que ntly, only a very small frac tion of the labora tory energy can
be partiti oned as inte rnal energy of the ion, an d as the mass of the analyte
ion increases , energy de position become s even less efficien t ( Shukl a and
Futrell, 1994; Ugger ud et al ., 1989 ).

To circumv ent some of the limi tations of CID, severa l grou ps began
investigati ng SID as an a lternative method of ion activat ion ( Mabud et al.,
1985; McCorm ack et al., 1992 ). Under opt imized conditions , SID yields
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very good fragment ion intensities; however, at higher collision energies,
SID produces primarily low m=z ions, for example, immonium ions
(Riederer et al., 2000; Stone et al., 2001). As the translational energy of
the peptide ion is decreased, surface sticking, or ‘‘soft‐landing,’’ becomes
competitive with fragmentation processes (Cooks et al., 2004; Grill et al.,
2001). Also, because fragment ions in SID leave the surface with a range
of velocities and angles, careful attention must be paid to instrument
geometry. A comprehensive review of SID has been published by Grill
et al. (2001).

Several years ago we began evaluating 193‐nm photodissociation as a
method to circumvent some of the limitations of CID. Radiation from an
ArF excimer (193‐nm, 6.43 eV=photon) laser is particularly well suited to
photodissociation of peptide ions, because the amide linkage is a natural
chromophore (lmax � 210 nm), and the photon imparts sufficient energy to
cleave the bond.

Relatively few tandem TOF photodissociation experiments have been
report ed (Gi mon ‐ Kinsel et al., 1995; Seeter lin et a l., 1993 ; Wille y et al .,
1994) This is in pa rt due to logisti cal iss ues that must be ad dresse d in a
tandem TOF photodissociation experiment. First, the timing for the trigger
pulse for the excimer laser with respect to the ionization=desorption event
is critical. In order to intersect the ion beam with a pulsed laser beam, both
the delay generator output and the intrinsic time delay in the laser trigger
must be stable to �2 ns. (Gimon‐Kinsel et al., 1995), Second, the ions
should be irradiated in a region where they are spatially separated and
well defined, in terms of m=z. Third, they must be given sufficient time to
undergo unimolecular decay in the field‐free region before entering the
reflectron.

Several years ago we began a series of studies to evaluate photo-
dissociation of peptide and protein ions (Gimon‐Kinsel et al., 1995). The
instrument consisted of two collinear TOF mass analyzers, with a photo-
dissociation region positioned between the two analyzers. The instrument
used for the preliminary studies was specifically designed to investigate
photodissociation of MALDI‐generated peptide and protein ions; howev-
er, the instrument did not include a reflectron to mass analyze the resultant
photofragments. These studies allowed us to differentiate between frag-
ment ions and neutrals produced by photodissociation of the peptide and
protein ions. We also showed that photodepletion of [M þ H]þ ions is a
single‐photon process, whereas photodepletion of fragment neutrals, F0

n,
formed by photoionization of the [MþH]þ is a two‐photon process. Finally,
based on the observation that photodepletion occurred within 1 �s of irradi-
ation, it was determined that the rate constant for photodepletion was at
least 106 s�1.
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Ear ly photo dissocia tion studi es wer e aimed at small organic mol ecules,
and many of these studies wer e carried out using Fourier transform
mass spectrome ters (FT ‐ MSs). The FTM S photod issociati on experiment
is relati vely simp le; a defocus ed light source is passed throug h the cell and
the phot ofragment ions are trapped and detected using con ventional meth -
ods ( Dunbar, 1989 ). The long trappi ng times (millisecond s to hundr eds of
seconds) an d density of neutral molecul es (baseline vacuum of 10 � 6 to 10 �9

torr) is suffici ent for the an alyte ion and=or photofr agment ions to unde rgo
ion–molec ule react ions, which can compl icate the photofr agment ion spec-
trum ( Willey et al ., 1994 ). Due to the ions being trappe d in the FT‐ MS ion
cell and ba thed in a conti nuous rad iation field, it is diffic ult to con trol the
photoexcita tion process (e.g., single vs. multip hoton exci tation). Mu lti-
photon excitation deposits very large amount s of energy to the molecu le,
resulting in extens ive fragmen tation. In addit ion, photofr agment ions
can also abso rb a photon and yield second ‐ generat ion phot ofragment
ions. Thes e compl ications do not ap ply to TO FMS photod issocia tion
experiment s.
Instrumentation

The resul ts from our prelim inary experiment s de monstrat ed efficient
photodis sociation of protonat ed pepti de=protein ions and motivat ed us to
design an d constru ct an instrum ent for mass analyz ing the phot ofragment
ions. The instrum ent used for these studi es is shown in Fig. 1, and it consi sts
of a li near TOF ‐ 1 and a refl ectron that can be us ed as TOF ‐ 2. The effective
flight ‐ path lengt h of TO F‐ 1 is 0.5 m and TOF ‐ 2 is 3.4 m. Two turbo
molecul ar pump s main tain baseline pressur e of ap proximat ely 2 � 10 � 8
torr. It is impo rtant that such a high vacuum be maintai ned to elimin ate the
possibilit y of ion collis ions with backgrou nd gases, which contribu te ‘‘back-
ground fragmen tation’’ to the experi ment.

Ions are gen erated in the ion sou rce by MALDI (337 nm) and extracted
by pulsin g the e xtraction grid potenti al to ground ( Ingendo h et al ., 1994 ).
Ions of inte rest are selected by the timed ‐ ion selector and subsequ ently
photodis sociated by the ex cimer lase r ( Fig. 2). The output of the exci mer
laser is directed to the mass spectrometer via three reflective mirrors (front
surface specific to 193 nm), and laser beam size is controlled by a mechani-
cal iris positioned between the final mirror and the vacuum window. The
laser output energy is controlled by the laser control panel, and fine control
is achieved by passing the laser output through a sample cuvette filled with
a met hanol =water solut ion (Het tick et al ., 20 01b). Cont rol of the laser
photon density output is important, because at high laser beam energy,
the photofragment ion spectrum is dominated by low m=z immonium ions,



FIG. 1. Schematic of the MALDI Photofragment Tandem TOF Instrument (A) Source

plate; (B) extraction grids; (C) reflectron; (D) stage manipulator; (E) timed ion selector; (F)

quartz window; (G) reflected ion detector; (H) linear ion detector; (I) 170‐L=s turbo

molecular pump; (J) 330‐L=s turbo molecular pump; (K) roughing pumps; (L) 1‐GHz digital

oscilloscope.

FIG. 2. Expanded view of the laser–mass spectrometer interface.
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and at lower laser beam energy, the abundance of structurally informative
backbone and side‐chain cleavages are increased. Precautions are taken to
ensure that the laser beam does not strike the surface of the vacuum
chamber because this causes photoejection of electrons and neutral species
that can enhance abundances of CID fragment ions.
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Photofragment ion spectra are calibrated using methods commonly
employed for PSD spectra (Spengler, 1997). Briefly, photofragment spectra
are taken at a number of PSD reflectron ratios and then are truncated to
include only that portion of the spectrum within a few microseconds of the
arrival time of the parent ion. The truncated spectra are spliced together to
create a complete photofragment ion spectrum.

A limitation of PSD experiments is the relatively low mass resolution of
the timed‐ion selector (MS1). Currently, the timed‐ion selector is limited to
a 300‐ns pulse. Thus, all ions that arrive at the timed‐ion selector within the
300 ns window are allowed to continue toward the reflectron, and any
fragment ions formed by dissociation of these ions are observed in the
photofragment ion spectrum. Although the mass resolution of the timed‐
ion selector is low enough that [M þH]þ peptide ions ofm=z 1000 (20‐keV
translational energy) and [M þ Na]þ ions are not resolved, it is possible to
selectively photoexcite only the [M þ H]þ or [M þ Na]þ ion (Fig. 3). For
example, as the ions approach the laser‐ion beam intersection, the [MþH]þ

and [M þ Na]þ ions are separated by 6.0 mm, and during a single excimer
laser pulse (17 ns), the ions travel approximately 1.0 mm. Thus, even if the
FIG. 3. Spatial separation of ions at the laser–mass spectrometer Interface Isotopes of a

theoretical peptide [M þ H]þ of m=z 1000 (a, b, and c) are separated by approximately 0.3

mm, whereas the [M þ Na]þ ion (d) is approximately 6.0 mm behind. The excimer laser is

fired at time tL when the [M þ H]þ isotopic distribution reaches the point dL. At time tL þ 17

ns, the excimer laser beam exits the instrument. All ions have advanced approximately 1.05

mm, and only the isotopic distribution of the theoretical peptide [M þ H]þ ion, having

traversed through point dL, has absorbed 193‐nm photons.
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[M þ Na]þ ions are allowed to pass the TIS to the photodissociation
region, they are not irradiated, and their fragment ions should not appear
in the photofragment ion spectrum. It is important that fragmentation from
ions such as [M þ Na]þ be eliminated, because they produce product ions
shifted in mass (þ23 Da), making spectrum analysis significantly more
difficult.

Using the PSD method to analyze photofragment ions has limitations as
well. Metastable ions that are formed within the first field‐free drift region
(TOF‐1) have the same velocity as their respective parent ions. The meta-
stable ions arising from the ion of interest are activated by the photodisso-
ciation laser, giving rise to small‐neutral loss ions, which complicate the
photofragment ion spectra. Our previous work also showed that metastable
neutral species can be ionized by 193‐nm irradiation (Gimon‐Kinsel et al.,
1995). The most significant drawback to the photodissociation experiment
using PSD focusing is the time required for data acquisition and calibra-
tion. As with most PSD experiments, the reflectron voltage must be low-
ered in increments to acquire the entire fragment ion spectrum, so data
acquisition must be repeated n times, where n represents the number of
segments needed to stitch the spectrum. To circumvent this limitation,
nonlinear reflectron fields have been proposed and used with some success
(Cordero et al., 1996; Cornish and Cotter, 1993). Alternatively, ions could
be activated ‘‘in‐source’’ so that all fragment ions are accelerated to the
same final kinetic energy. In this case, acquisition of the photofragment ion
spectrum would have the same duty cycle as a conventional TOF mass
analysis.

Our most recent photodissociation experiments used an instrument
design that negates the limitations described earlier. A four‐grid deceler-
ation=acceleration cell (10 cm in length) was added, centered about the
photodissociation window. The MALDI source potential for these experi-
ments was 15 kV, and 8 kV was applied to the central element of the
photodissociation cell, and the outside cell grids are held at ground poten-
tial. Ions are separated from their metastable decay products as they
traverse the decelerating electric field, and consequently, only the ions of
interest are irradiated at the center of the cell. A fraction of photoexcited
ions dissociate within 0.5 �s as they traverse the remaining field‐free region
of the photodissociation cell. As ions exit the photodissociation cell, they
are then accelerated to near‐uniform kinetic energies and m=z analyzed by
TOF‐2. Because differences in final kinetic energies between parent and
product ions are small, a complete photofragment ion spectrum is acquired
at a single reflectron voltage. Variation in final kinetic energies between
photofragment ions is dependent on parent ion mass‐to‐charge ratio and is
accounted for in a new calibration equation:
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TOF ¼ a
mf

bmf þ c

� �1
2

þ t0

Parameters a and c are constant for given mass spectrometer dimensions
and source and cell potentials, and parameter b is inversely proportional
to the m=z of the parent ion.

The [M þ H]þ ions for a mixture of five known peptides (HLGLAR,
des‐Arg9 bradykinin, angiotensin III, bradykinin, and substance P) were
sequenced by both PSD focusing and TOF‐TOF photodissociation tandem
MS methods. All mass spectra and photofragment ion spectra were
acquired using sample preparation methods that reduce the abundance
of PSD fragment ions (e.g., near‐threshold laser power for MALDI)
and using fructose sample preparations (Beavis et al., 1988; Castoro and
Wilkins, 1993 ; Het tick et al ., 2001 a; Kö ster et al ., 19 92 ). CID sp ectra
were acquired using an Applied Biosystems 4700 Proteomics Analyzer
(Framingham, MA) (Medzihradsky et al., 2000). Instrument condi-
tions used for CID included 1‐kV accelerating voltage and medium gas
pressure.
Mechanism of Photodissociation

Absorption of ultraviolet radiation by a gas‐phase ion yields an elec-
tronically excited ion (Fig. 4), and the photoexcited ion may dissociate
directly or decay by radiative and=or nonradiative channels. Although
radiative decay of gas‐phase ions is an important route for rigid molecules
(Maier, 1982), nonradiative decay is a much higher probability process for
peptide ions. Because the gas‐phase ion is an isolated system (i.e., energy
cannot be transferred to solvent or the local environment), the photoexcited
ion may partition the electronic energy to vibrational modes, and the vi-
brationally excited ion can then undergo dissociation, provided sufficient
energy and time are available. According to RRK theory (Steinfeld et al.,
1999), the rate for unimolecular dissociation for a vibrationally activated ion
having s degrees of freedom and internal energy E is calculated using the
following equation:

kðEÞ ¼ V
E� E0

E

� �s�1

Rates of dissociation are directly proportional to the amount of excess
energy required for bond cleavage (E�E0) and the frequency of the critical
oscillator (�). The process of electronic excitation of a specific oscillator via



FIG. 4. Vibrational predissociation mechanism absorption of a photon of 193 nm is

sufficient to induce a Franck‐Condon transition to the upper electronic state. The ion may

then relax via internal conversion to the lower electronic state and fragment.
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single‐photon absorption may increase the rate of dissociation for fragmen-
tation pathways that are not accessible for lower energy activation methods
(Tecklenburg et al., 1989). Photofragment ion spectra of peptides activated
by 157‐nm radiation also provide evidence that photodissociation can occur
promptly at bonds that are near the chromophore (Thompson et al., 2004).
Peptide Sequencing

For peptide sequencing experiments, it is important to accurately de-
termine the m=z values of fragment ions. Most tandem TOF sequenc-
ing experiments have average mass errors in the range of 0.1–1.0 Da
(Kaufmann et al., 1996). Although the mass difference between most of
the amino acids is more than 1 Da, there are several cases in which mass
differences are much less. Leu and Ile have identical masses (113.084 Da)
and cannot be distinguished based solely on fragmentation along the pep-
tide backbone. Gln and Lys differ by only 0.036 Da (128.059 and 128.095
Da, respectively), so a mass measurement accuracy of �0.01 is required to
distinguish these residues. Table I lists fragment ion mass measurements



TABLE I

FRAGMENT ION MASS ACCURACY DATA FOR THE HEXAPEPTIDE HLGLAR ACQUIRED

ON THE MALDI PHOTOFRAGMENT TOF INSTRUMENT

TOF (ns) PSD ratio Ion identity Meas. m=z Calc. m=z Error

49235.53 1.000 [M þ H]þ 666.405 666.405 0.000

47248.32 0.870 y5 529.395 529.346 �0.049
49195.00 0.770 y5‐NH3 512.286 510.304 0.034

49110.40 0.770 b5 þ H2O 510.387 492.293 �0.083
49192.09 0.740 b5 492.275 492.293 0.018

47897.94 0.740 a5 464.347 464.299 �0.048
47016.22 0.700 b4 421.262 421.256 �0.006
48858.32 0.635 y4 416.284 416.262 �0.022
47941.37 0.635 y4‐NH3 399.302 399.236 �0.066
47616.95 0.635 a4 393.294 393.261 �0.033
48375.26 0.560 y3 359.259 359.241 �0.018
48517.89 0.530 y3‐NH3 342.232 342.214 �0.018
47509.16 0.500 b3 308.163 308.172 0.009

47372.89 0.410 b2 251.110 251.151 0.041

47149.81 0.378 y2‐NH3 229.071 229.130 0.059

48868.05 0.340 a2 223.116 223.156 0.040

46084.94 0.240 b1 138.073 138.067 �0.006
47695.02 0.180 R 112.082 112.087 0.005

48541.49 0.170 A1(H) 110.074 110.072 �0.002
49028.12 0.130 L 86.088 86.097 0.009

Average 0.028

Std. Dev. 0.024
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for the peptide HLGLAR acquired during a PSD focusing photodissocia-
tion experiment. The average mass measurement error of 0.028 Da is
sufficient to elucidate the composition of this peptide (with the exception
of differentiating between Leu and Ile) from either terminus. Both
mass accuracy and resolution are higher for photodissociation TOF‐TOF
experiments.

The utility of photodissociation tandem TOF for peptide sequencing is
illustrated by the photofragment ion spectra of bradykinin. Figure 5 con-
tains the PSD focusing photofragment ion spectrum of bradykinin
(RPPGFSPFR) taken from a five‐peptide mixture. As in the previous
example, immonium ions corresponding to proline, phenylalanine, and
arginine are observed, and a complete set of a‐type ions (except a7) are
observed. In addition, several b‐type ions are observed as well, notably
the b8þH2O ion atm=z 904. Ions corresponding to charge retention by the
C‐terminus are prominent in this spectrum, as evidenced by several promi-
nent y‐type ions. Because there are arginine residues at either terminus of



FIG. 5. Post‐source decay (PSD) focusing photofragment ion spectrum of bradykinin

(RPPGFSPFR) taken from the five peptide mixture.
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this peptide, it is reasonable to expect significant populations of fragment
ions exhibiting C‐terminal charge retention from this peptide. In addition
to simple backbone cleavage products, numerous side‐chain cleavage pro-
ducts are observed in this spectrum, notably d6, d9, and w3. We also observe
internal fragmentation in this spectrum, which is typical for proline‐con-
taining peptides (Breci et al., 1963). Internal fragmentation is highly useful
in reconstructing peptide sequence when a complete series of backbone
cleavage products is not observed. For instance, using just the a‐type ions
observed in this photofragment ion spectrum, the sequence would be
assigned ‘‘RPPGFSXXR,’’ where XX can be either FP or PF, but knowl-
edge of one of the internal cleavage ions such as FSP, GFSP, or PGFSP
indicates the sequence must be RPPGFSPFR. Alternatively, this informa-
tion could be extracted from C‐terminal sequence information given by the
y‐type ion series. In this case, we are able to assign the sequence as
XPXXXSPFR from the observed y‐ions. Thus, in the case of bradykinin,
the information obtained from the a‐ and y‐type fragment ions is sufficient
to unambiguously assign the complete sequence.

Figure 6 contains the TOF‐TOF photofragment ion spectrum of brady-
kinin. Note that contributions from multiple fragmentations, such as inter-
nal cleavage ions and small neutral losses, are in much lower abundance
in this spectrum. Products of prompt photodissociation, such as a‐type



FIG. 6. Time‐of‐flight (TOF)‐TOF photofragment ion spectrum of bradykinin

(RPPGFSPFR).
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sequence informative ions and d‐type side‐chain cleavage ions, are now the
major contributors to the photofragment ion spectrum. The CID spectrum
of this species is shown in Fig. 7. Note the appearance of several ion types
having charge retention on either side of the dissociating bond and internal
fragment ions and other unidentified species. Although much information
is contained within this spectrum, its utility for de novo sequencing is low
because of difficulties in the assignment of peaks to fragment ions.

Figure 8 contains the photofragment ion spectrum of des‐Arg9 bradykinin
(RPPGFSPF) obtained from a five‐peptide mixture using the PSD focusing
method. The immonium ions for proline, phenylalanine, and arginine
verify the presence of these three amino acids in the peptide. A number
of a‐ and b‐type fragment ions are also observed in the spectrum, which we
attribute to charge retention at the N‐terminus of the peptide ion. We also
observe sequence ions that arise by loss of NH3 from either the primary
photofragment ions or the activated metastable ions, and these are labeled
Fi‐NH3 ions. Also present are fragment ions that result from charge re-
tention at the C‐terminus of the peptide ion or at a basic amino acid side
chain near the C‐terminus. For example, y1, y2, and y3 are observed. In
addition to simple backbone cleavage reactions (e.g., a‐, b‐, and y‐type
ions), we also observe side‐chain cleavage ions. For instance, v4 and w6

arise by side‐chain cleavage products in which the charge is retained by the



FIG. 7. Collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum of bradykinin (RPPGFSPFR).

FIG. 8. Post‐source decay (PSD) focusing photofragment ion spectrum of des‐Arg9

bradykinin (RPPGFSPF) taken from the five peptide mixture. (Used, with permission, from

Medzihradsky et al., 2000.)
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C‐terminus. In addition to the v‐ and w‐side‐chain cleavage ions, side‐chain
cleavage product ions corresponding to N‐terminal charge retention, d2, d3,
and d6 are also observed.

The TOF‐TOF photofragment ion spectrum of des‐Arg9 bradykinin is
shown in Fig. 9. Photofragment ions arising from multiple dissociations
and=or fragmentation of metastable ions are in much lower abundance.
C‐terminal charge retention products such as phenylalanine immonium ion
and y‐type ions are observed in lower abundance also. Analysis of these
promptly formed photofragment ions provides evidence that N‐terminal
charge retention is dominant in the initial population of MALDI formed
ions. Through comparison with results from the PSD focusing method, we
postulate that b‐ and y‐type ions are more likely to be formed from lower
energy, longer‐lived dissociating ions, as they appear in much lower rela-
tive abundance when the time allotted for observation of photofragment
ions is decreased from 10 �s to 0.5 �s.

Figure 10 contains the CID spectrum of fibrinopeptide A (ADSGEGD-
FLAEGGGVR). The spectrum consists of mostly y‐type sequence ions
and w‐type side chain cleavage ions. Note the dominance of the y‐type ions
corresponding to backbone cleavage at acidic residues. These same domi-
nant ions are observed in the PSD focusing photofragment ion spectrum
FIG. 9. Time‐of‐flight (TOF)‐TOF Photofragment ion spectrum of des‐Arg9 bradykinin.



FIG. 10. Collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum of fibrinopeptide A (ADSGEGD-

FLAEGGGVR).
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shown in Fig. 11 . When phot oactivat ion is used, side‐ chain cleav age pr oduct
w8a become s more pr ominent in the tandem mass spect rum. The TOF ‐TOF
photo fragment ion spect rum is shown in Fig. 12 . Strong signa ls from y‐ type
ions are no longer obs erved, rather x‐type sequence ions are the most
comm on. Side ‐cha in cleavage prod ucts in this spect rum are observed in
abun dance similar to that of the other seq uence informat ive ions. Comp ari-
son of these spect ra further confirm s that y‐ type ions are formed subseq uent
to internal energy reorgani zation, requir ing a great er fragment atio n time
scale. Through compar ison of the PSD focusi ng an d TOF ‐ TOF metho ds,
we observe that photo activation using 193 ‐ nm radiati on causes both prompt
fragmen tations at the sites of the chrom ophores, as well as rotat ionally and
vibra tionally excited speci es, which diss ociate ov er longer time scales.

Although the isomass resi dues leucin e and isoleucin e cannot be distin-
guishe d on the basis of m =z, these residues can be distingui shed by side ‐
chain clea vages. For exa mple, leucine exhibits a loss of 42 Da and isoleu-
cine loses 28 (Biem ann, 1990b ) Side ‐ chain cleavage produ cts are rarel y
observed by low‐energy activation or in PSD spectra of MALDI‐formed
ions; however, side‐chain cleavage reactions are frequently observed
by high‐energy CID and photodissociation (Barbacci and Russell, 1999;
Johnson et al., 1988; Yergey et al., 2002) The TOF‐TOF photofragment ion
spectrum of peptide HLGLAR is shown in Fig. 13. Because the most basic



FIG. 11. Post‐source decay (PSD) focusing photofragment ion spectrum of fibrinopeptide

A (ADSGEGDFLAEGGGVR).

FIG. 12. Time‐of‐flight (TOF)‐TOF photofragment ion spectrum of fibrinopeptide A

(ADSGEGDFLAEGGGVR).
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FIG. 13. Time‐of‐flight (TOF)‐TOF photofragment ion spectrum of HLGLAR.
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residue in this peptide is arginine, primarily C‐terminal charge‐retaining
photofragment ions are observed. Side‐chain cleavage ions w3a and w5a

appear in similar abundance to other sequence informative ions, which can
be used to unambiguously assign leucine to the second and fourth amino
acid residues. A complete x‐type ion series is observed, as well as other
sequence informative ions. The TOF‐TOF photofragment ion spectra of
HLGLAR, fibrinopeptide A, and des‐arg9‐bradykinin serve to further
illustrate the analytical utility of de novo peptide sequencing using
193‐nm photoactivation. Peptides that are most basic at the N‐terminus
produce predominantly a‐type ions. C‐terminal charge‐carrying peptides,
such as peptides that result from protein digestion with trypsin, photodis-
sociate into x‐type ions. Interpretation of tandem MS data is simplified
when a single complete sequence ion series dominates the mass spectrum.
Further sequence information is obtained in the form of side‐chain
cleavage ions for both N‐ and C‐terminal charge carriers.

To further evaluate the photodissociation tandem TOF for peptide
sequencing, we analyzed a tryptic digest of the protein cytochrome C.
A‐1 �l aliquot of the tryptic digest (0.5 mg=ml) was mixed with matrix
and spotted on the MALDI sample stage. It should be stressed that
no sample pretreatment was performed; all buffers, salts, and all other
impurities present in the digest solution are present in the MALDI sample



FIG. 14. Matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)–time‐of‐flight (TOF) mass

spectrum of cytochrome C tryptic digest.
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spot. Figure 14 contains the MALDI mass spectrum of this sample. Two
peptides were selected, those at m=z 1633 and 1168. We previously as-
signed the sequence of the peptide at m=z 1633 to a heme‐containing
peptide (CAQCHTVEK þ heme) based on accurate mass measurements
of the parent ion (Edmondson et al., 1996), and this assignment is consis-
tent with the photofragment ion spectrum (Fig. 15). Note that the domi-
nant photofragment ion is the heme at m=z 616. Both a‐ and b‐ type
cleavages are observed in the spectrum, but there are too few fragment
ions to completely sequence this peptide. However, confirmation of the
presence of the heme group supports our earlier assignment.

Figure 16 contains the PSD focusing photofragment ion spectrum of the
m/z 1168 peptide ion (TGPNLHGLFGR) of cytochrome C. This spectrum
contains signals that correspond to the immonium ions of asparagine
and phenylalanine. On the basis of a‐, b‐, and y‐type fragment ions, the
sequence of this peptide is assigned as TGPNXHGXFGR, where X is
either leucine or isoleucine. This spectrum also contains a number of
internal and side‐chain cleavages. Of particular interest are the d8 and
w7a ions, both of which correspond to leucine residues. Thus, we can assign
positions 5 and 8 to leucine and the sequence can be unambiguously
assigned to TGPNLHGLFGR.

The TOF‐TOF photofragment ion spectrum of phosphorylated angioten-
sin II (DRVpYIHPF) is displayed in Fig. 17. Complete amino acid sequence
information is obtained from a‐ and y‐type ion series. The isoleucine at the
fifth position is unambiguously identified using the d5a ion. The identity of



FIG. 15. Post‐source decay (PSD) focusing photofragment ion spectrum of m=z 1633

tryptic peptide (CAQCHTVEK þ heme).

FIG. 16. Post‐source decay (PSD) focusing photofragment ion spectrum of m=z 1168

tryptic peptide (TGPNLHGLFGR).
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FIG. 17. Time‐of‐flight (TOF)‐TOF photofragment ion spectrum of phosphorylated

angiotensin II (DRVpYIHPF).
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the modified amino acid is revealed by the phosphorylated tyrosine im-
monium ion, and its position is clearly denoted by the a‐type ion series.
Photofragment ion spectra of phosphorylated peptides acquired using the
PSD focusing method include ions identified as peptide fragments with loss
of phosphoric acid. It was uncertain as to whether these fragment ions arise
from photodissociation of the phosphorylated peptide ion or its phosphate‐
loss metastable ion. In the TOF‐TOF photodissociation experiments, se-
quence ions with phosphate loss are not observed since the phosphate‐loss
metastable ions are not activated.
Conclusions

Photodissociation of MALDI‐generated peptide [M þ H]þ ions with
193‐nm excimer radiation results in significant fragmentation. Current
results demonstrate that this fragmentation may be used to reconstruct
peptide sequences. In addition, photodissociation results in significant
numbers of high‐energy side‐chain cleavages, which are particularly useful
for differentiating between isomass residues. Our results demonstrate
the ability to select peptides of interest from a digest solution and sequ-
ence them in the mass spectrometer with no prior sample treatment.
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Also, photodissociation is a reliable method for probing posttranslational
modification.
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[7] Peptide Sequence Analysis

By KATALIN F. MEDZIHRADSZKY

Abstract

In mass spectrometry (MS)–based protein studies, peptide fragmentation
analysis (i.e., MS=MS experiments such as matrix‐assisted laser desorption
ionization [MALDI]–post‐source decay [PSD] analysis, collision‐induced
dissociation [CID] of electrospray‐ and MALDI‐generated ions, and elec-
tron‐capture and electron‐transfer dissociation analysis of multiply charged
ions) provide sequence information and, thus, can be used for (i) de novo
sequencing, (ii) protein identification, and (iii) posttranslational or other
covalent modification site assignments. This chapter offers a qualitative
overview on which kind of peptide fragments are formed under different
MS=MS conditions. High‐quality PSD and CID spectra provide illus-
trations of de novo sequencing and protein identification. The MS=MS

METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
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By KATALIN F. MEDZIHRADSZKY
Abstract

In mass spectrometry (MS)–based protein studies, peptide fragmentation
analysis (i.e., MS=MS experiments such as matrix‐assisted laser desorption
ionization [MALDI]–post‐source decay [PSD] analysis, collision‐induced
dissociation [CID] of electrospray‐ and MALDI‐generated ions, and elec-
tron‐capture and electron‐transfer dissociation analysis of multiply charged
ions) provide sequence information and, thus, can be used for (i) de novo
sequencing, (ii) protein identification, and (iii) posttranslational or other
covalent modification site assignments. This chapter offers a qualitative
overview on which kind of peptide fragments are formed under different
MS=MS conditions. High‐quality PSD and CID spectra provide illus-
trations of de novo sequencing and protein identification. The MS=MS
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
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behavior of some common posttranslational modifications such as acetyla-
tion, trimethylation, phosphorylation, sulfation, and O‐glycosylation is also
discussed.
Introduction

Within the last decade, MS has become the method of choice for
protein identification. Whole cell lysates, components of protein com-
plexes, and proteins isolated by immunoprecipitation or affinity chroma-
tography are now being routinely studied using this technique (Aebersold
and Mann, 2003; Chalmers and Gaskell, 2000; Dreger, 2003; Gygi and
Aebersold, 2000; Ong et al., 2003; Roberts, 2002). The key element in this
success derives from the ease of peptide sequence determination based on
interpretation of peptide fragmentation spectra. Similarly, these techniques
are also used for recombinant protein characterization and for structure
elucidation of biologically active small peptides, such as toxins, hormones,
and antibiotics (Brittain et al., 2000; Grgurina et al., 2002; Igarashi et al.,
2001; Ishikawa et al., 1990; Siegel et al., 1994; Yuan et al., 1999). Peptide
sequence and structural data can be obtained by collisional activation of
selected singly or multiply charged precursor ions. The principles of high‐
energy collisional activation have been established in combination with fast
atom bombardment (FAB), liquid secondary ion MS (LSIMS) ionization
on four‐sector instruments (Johnson et al., 1988), also with MALDI on
sector‐orthogonal‐acceleration‐time‐of‐flight (TOF) hybrid tandem instru-
ments (Medzihradszky et al., 1996a), and on a TOF‐TOF tandem mass
spectrometer (Medzihradszky et al., 2000). Low‐energy CID spectra are
acquired on all the other hybrid tandem instruments, for example, quadru-
pole‐orthogonal‐acceleration‐TOF (QqTOF) instruments, by triple‐quad-
rupole mass spectrometers and ion traps regardless of the ionization
method applied (Alexander et al., 1990; Hunt et al., 1986; Jonscher and
Yates, 1997; Qian et al., 1995). The unimolecular decomposition of peptide
ions generated by MALDI may be detected and recorded by PSD analysis
in MALDI‐TOF instruments equipped with reflectron (Kaufmann et al.,
1994). Besides traditional CID, Fourier transform MS (FT‐MS) instru-
ments also used sustained off‐resonance irradiation (SORI) (Senko et al.,
1994) and infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) (Little et al., 1994)
to generate MS=MS spectra of larger multiply charged molecules, and
electron‐capture dissociation (ECD) has been introduced for struc-
tural characterization of multiply charged ions (Axelsson et al., 1999). A
novel version of this MS=MS method is hot ECD (HECD), when multiply
charged polypeptides fragment upon capturing approximately 11‐eV
electrons (Kjeldsen et al., 2002). Another novel MS‐MS technique,
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electron‐transfer dissociation (ETD) can be performed in radiofrequency
(RF) quadrupole linear ion traps (Syka et al., 2004). In ETD, singly charged
anions transfer an electron to multiply charged peptide ions and induce
fragmentation analogous to that observed in ECD. In general, in all kinds
of MS=MS experiments, the mass spectrometric detection sensitivity is
high, and sequence information is obtainable in peptide mixtures, even
for peptides containing unusual or covalently modified residues. Peptides
yield a wide array of product ions depending on the quantity of vibrational
energy they possess and the time window allowed for dissociation. The ion
types formed and the abundance pattern observed are influenced by the
peptide sequence, the ionization technique, the charge state, the collisional
energy (if any), the method of activation, and the type of the analyzer.
In this chapter, a comprehensive list of common peptide product ions is
presented, and the fragmentation differences observed in different MS=MS
experiments are discussed in a qualitative manner (for nomenclature, see
Biemann, 1990). Examples are shown on how the MS=MS data are used for
de novo sequence determination, protein identification, and assignment of
covalent modification sites.
Peptide Fragmentation Processes

Peptides produce fragments that directly provide information on their
amino acid composition: immonium (and related) ions and ions that are the
products of side‐chain losses from the precursor ion.

Amino acids may form immonium ions with a structure of þNH2 ¼ CH‐
R, where the mass and the stability of the ion depend on the side‐chain
structure. Immonium ions sometimes undergo sequential fragmentation
reactions yielding ion series characteristic for a particular amino acid. In
high‐energy CID experiments, these fragments are usually very reliable
and offer a wealth of information (Table I) (Falick et al., 1993). PSD
spectra also feature relatively abundant immonium and related ions
(Chaurand et al., 1999), especially when the decomposition is enhanced
by collisional activation (Stimson et al., 1997). Low‐energy CID experi-
ments on singly or multiply charged precursors generated by FAB or
electrospray ionization (ESI) usually yield some information on the amino
acid composition of the peptide (Hunt et al., 1989), whereas MALDI low‐
energy CID spectra acquired on QqTOF instruments (or FT‐ion cyclotron
resonance [ICR]) feature very few and very weak immonium ions (Baldwin
et al., 2001). This compositional information is usually completely lost
when the CID experiment is carried out using an ion trap, in which frag-
ments below approximately one‐third of the precursor ion mass are not



TABLE I

IMMONIUM AND RELATED IONS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 20 STANDARD AMINO ACIDS
a

Amino acid Immonium and related ion(s) masses Comments

Ala 44

Arg 129 59, 70, 73, 87, 100, 112 129, 73 usually weak

Asn 87 70 87 often weak, 70 weak

Asp 88 Usually weak

Cys 76 Usually weak

Gly 30

Gln 101 84, 129 129 weak

Glu 102 Often weak if C‐terminal

His 110 82, 121, 123, 138, 166 110 very strong

82, 121, 123, 138 weak

Ile=Leu 86

Lys 101 84, 112, 129 101 can be weak

Met 104 61 104 often weak

Phe 120 91 120 strong, 91 weak

Pro 70 Strong

Ser 60

Thr 74

Trp 159 130, 170, 171 Strong

Tyr 136 91, 107 136 strong, 107, 91 weak

Val 72 Fairly strong
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detected (Jonscher and Yates, 1997). Immonium ions are not formed at all
in ECD experiments (R. A. Zubarev, personal communication).

The other ion type that provides information on the amino acid compo-
sition of the peptide is formed from the precursor ion via side‐chain loss.
This dissociation process is very characteristic in high‐energy CID spectra
obtained on four‐sector mass spectrometers with FAB or LSIMS ionization
(Medzihradszky and Burlingame, 1994) but plays a far less significant role
in other CID experiments, even in MALDI high‐energy CID spectra
(Medzihradszky et al., 1996a). However, some residues usually undergo
this kind of fragmentation, so their presence will be indicated. Met‐contain-
ing peptides may feature a loss of 47 Da (CH3S) from the precursor ion.
When this residue is oxidized, even the sequence ions containing the
methionine‐sulfoxide undergo an extensive fragmentation via neutral loss
of 64 Da (CH3SOH) in most MS=MS experiments (Swiderek et al., 1998).
UponMALDI ionization, due to the cleavage of the �, �‐bond, Phe and Tyr
may lose 91 and 107 Da, respectively (K. Vekey, personal communication).
Side‐chain losses and side‐chain fragmentation also have been reported
in ECD experiments. Basic amino acids produce the most significant
fragmentation: His‐containing peptides display an 82 Da loss (�C4H6N2),
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whereas Arg ‐co ntaining molecul es may lose 101, 59, 44, and 17 Da
correspo nding to C4H11 N 3, CH5N3, CH4N 2, and NH 3, respec tively ( Cooper
et al ., 2002 ). Othe r residues exh ibiting such fragment atio n in ECD experi-
ments were Asn and Gln: � 45 Da (CH3NO ), Lys: � 73 Da (C 4H11 N), Met:
�74 (C3H6S) ( Cooper et a l., 2002 ), Trp: � 130 Da (C 9H 8N), and �116 Da
(C8H 6N), Phe: � 92 Da (C 7H8), and � 77 Da (C 6H5); and Val =Leu: � 42 Da
(C3H 6), and � 43 Da (C 3H7) (Leymar ie et al ., 2003 ).

While the ions discussed abo ve pro vide compo sition infor mation, all
the other signa ls in MS =MS spectra provide informat ion on the ami no acid
sequence. All primary cleavages occur along the peptide backbone (for a
review on peptid e fragment ation pathways, see Paizs an d Suhai, 2004).
Most frequently the dissociation reaction occurs at the peptide bonds.
When the proton (charge) is retained on the N‐terminal fragment, b ions
are formed with the structure: H2N‐CHR1‐CO‐. . .‐NH‐CHRiCO

þ (rules
for the calculation of major fragment ion masses are presented in Table II).
TABLE II

RULES FOR THE CALCULATION OF FRAGMENT ION MASSES

Mass calculation

Fragment Using residue weights From other fragments

ai �residue weights �27 bi � 28

bi �residue weights þ1 MHþ þ 1 � yn�i
ci �residue weights þ18 bi þ 17

di �residue weights �12 � side chain ai � (Ri � 15)

for Ile �residue weights �55 or �41 ai � 28 or �14
for Thr �residue weights �43 or �41 ai � 16 or �14
for Val �residue weights �41 ai � 14

vi �residue weights �side chain þ18 xi�1 þ 29

wi �residue weights �side chain þ17 xi�1 þ 28

for Ile �residue weights �side chain þ31 or þ45 xi�1 þ 42 or þ56
for Thr �residue weights �side chain þ31 or þ33 xi�1 þ 42 or þ44
for Val �residue weights �side chain þ31 xi�1 þ 42

xi �residue weights þ45 yi þ 26

yi �residue weights þ19 MHþ þ 1 � bn�i
Yi �residue weights þ17 yi�2
zi �residue weights þ2 yi�17
Internal

fragments

b‐type �residue weights þ1
a‐type �residue weights �27
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These sequence ions (and all the other N‐terminal fragments) are num-
bered from the N‐terminus. Normally, fragment b2 is the first member of
this series (Yalcin et al., 1995). However, the presence of N‐terminal
modifications, for example, acetylation leads to the formation of stable
b1 ions (Yalcin et al., 1995). If the proton (charge) is retained on the
C‐terminal moiety with H‐transfer to that fragment, a y sequence ion is
formed with the structure þNH3‐CHRn�i‐CO‐. . .‐NH‐CHRn‐COOH. This
ion series (and all other C‐terminal ions) is numbered from the C‐terminus.
High‐energy CID spectra may also display Y fragments formed by H
transfer away from the C‐terminal fragment, with the structure {NH ¼
CRn�i‐CO‐. . .‐NH‐CHRn‐COOH}Hþ. Pro residues often produce abun-
dant Y ions (i.e., they feature a doublet separated by 2 Da). Alternative
sequence ion series a and x are formed when cleavage occurs between the
�‐carbon and the carbonyl‐group, with structures H2N‐CHR1‐CO‐. . .‐þNH
¼ CHRi and {CO ¼ N‐CHRn�i‐CO‐;. . .‐NH‐CHRn‐COOH}Hþ, respec-
tively. Alternatively, when the fragmentation occurs between the �‐carbon
and the amino group c and z or z þ 1 ions are generated, with structures
H2N‐CHR1‐CO‐. . .‐NH‐CHRiCO‐NH3

þ, {HC( ¼ CR0n�iR00n�i)‐CO‐. . .‐
NH‐CHRn‐COOH}Hþ, and {.CHRn�i‐CO‐. . .‐NH‐CHRn‐COOH}Hþ, re-
spectively. Obviously, the only imino acid, Pro, cannot undergo this type
of bond cleavage, so this residue will not yield z fragments and amino acids
preceding Pro residues will not form c ions.

The product ions that are observed in any given spectrum are usually
controlled by the basic groups present, such as the amino terminus itself,
the "‐amino group of Lys, the imidazole‐ring of His, and the guanidine side
chain of Arg. This is because these groups are protonated preferentially
(i.e., the charge is localized on the basic residues) and fragments containing
them retain the charge and tend to dominate the spectrum. For example,
tryptic peptides usually exhibit abundant C‐terminal sequence ion series.
However, when a tryptic peptide with C‐terminal Lys contains a His
residue close to its N‐terminus, the ion series observed may be controlled
by the latter, and in such a case, the spectrum will be dominated by
N‐terminal sequence ions. In general, Arg overcomes the influence of other
amino acids (van Dongen et al., 1996), while His and Lys represent similar
basicity in the gas phase (Gu et al., 1999).

Certain other amino acids may also promote fragmentation reactions.
For example, the presence of Pro in a sequence facilitates cleavage of the
peptide bond N‐terminal to this residue, because of the slightly higher
basicity of the imide nitrogen, yielding very abundant y fragments. Similar-
ly, cleavage at the C‐terminus of Asp residues is favored because of
protonation of the peptide bond by the amino acid side chain (Yu et al.,
1993). This latter effect is especially profound in MALDI‐CID and PSD
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experiments in which abundant y fragments are generated via Asp‐Xxx
bond cleavages. It has been reported that in MALDI low‐energy CID of
Arg‐containing peptides when using laser energies below a threshold acti-
vation level, these bonds will be cleaved exclusively (S. J. Gaskell, personal
communication).

In addition, the types of ions observed in MS=MS experiments strongly
depend on how the unimolecular dissociation processes are induced. In
general, fragments a, b, and y are observed in all kinds of CID experiments
and in PSD spectra. Additional backbone cleavage product ions are mostly
detected only in high‐energy CID experiments. Low‐energy CID and PSD
spectra almost never feature x and z þ 1 ions, and some data suggest that
the ions at m=z y � 17 observed in these experiments are the result of
ammonia loss from amino acid side‐chains (Arg, Lys, Asn, or Gln) rather
than from the newly formed N‐terminus. Occasionally, low‐energy CID
and PSD spectra may feature c ions, mostly when the charge is preferen-
tially retained at the N‐terminus. Interestingly, it has been reported that
low‐energy CID spectra acquired on a QSTAR (QqTOF) instrument
always feature an abundant c1 fragment if the second amino acid is a
glutamine residue (Lee and Lee, 2004).

Electron capture leads to entirely different dissociation chemistry
(Kjeldsen et al., 2002). Thus, ECD and ETD spectra display almost exclu-
sively c and z þ 1(z.) ions, although some a þ 1 (a.) and y fragments may
also be detected (Axelsson et al., 1999; Syka et al., 2004; Zubarev et al.,
2000). For reasons discussed earlier in this chapter, there is usually no
cleavage at the N‐terminus of Pro residues in ECD and ETD experiments
(Cooper et al., 2002; Syka et al., 2004).

The ‘‘major’’ sequence ions, a, b, and y may undergo further dissocia-
tion reactions, usually via the loss of small neutral molecules. As men-
tioned already, satellite ions at 17 Da lower mass are produced via
ammonia loss from Arg, Lys, Asn, or Gln side chains or at a much lower
extent via cleavage of the N‐terminal amino group. A loss of 18 Da
indicates elimination of a water molecule from the structure. Hydroxy
amino acids Ser and Thr, as well as acidic residues Asp and Glu, normally
undergo this type of reaction. However, it has been reported that in ion
traps, peptides lacking these residues may lose water via a rearrangement
reaction. Arg‐containing fragments may produce satellite ions at 42 Da
lower mass, most likely corresponding to the loss of NH ¼ C ¼ NH as
a neutral moiety. In addition, any fragment that contains methionine
sulfoxide may feature abundant satellite ions at 64 Da lower mass, as
mentioned earlier (Swiderek et al., 1998). Peptide fragments containing
more than one residue capable of undergoing such dissociation reactions
frequently yield series of satellite ions because of the various combinations
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of multiple neutral losses. In addition, in some cases, especially with
multiple Arg residues, the relative intensity of sequence ions may diminish
or they may completely ‘‘disappear’’ while satellite ions of high abundance
are detected. These satellite ions can be observed in all kinds of MS=MS
experiments, except in ECD and ETD.

Some satellite fragments are characteristic to high‐energy CID, al-
though w ions (definitions below) also have been observed in HECD
experiments (Kjeldsen et al., 2002, 2003) and in conventional ECD
spectra of some peptides (Kjeldsen et al., 2003). HECD of renin substrate
also yielded two d ions (definition below), so far a unique observa-
tion (Kjeldsen et al., 2003). Fragments d: {H2N‐CHR1‐CO‐. . .‐NH‐CH ¼
CHR0i}H

þ, and w: {CH( ¼ CHR0n�i)‐CO‐. . .‐NH‐CHRn‐COOH}Hþ are
formed when the fragmentation occurs between the �‐ and �‐carbons
of the side chain of the C‐terminal amino acid of an a þ 1 ion or the
N‐terminal amino acid of a z þ 1 fragment, respectively (Johnson et al.,
1987). These satellite fragments permit the unambiguous differentiation of
isomeric amino acids Leu and Ile. The d and w ions (!) of Ile are 14 and 28
Da higher than those of the Leu residue, depending on whether the methyl
or the ethyl group is retained on the �‐carbon, with the lower mass product
ion being dominant. Aromatic amino acids usually do not produce these
fragment ions because of the strong bond between the aromatic ring and
the �‐carbon, but sometimes the cleavage may occur in the side chain of the
adjacent amino acid. It has been reported that w‐type product ions may
form this way (Johnson et al., 1987, 1988; Kjeldsen and Zubarev, 2003).
Obviously, Pro, the only imino acid, also cannot undergo this cleavage, but
it usually yields an abundant w ion that is formed via a different mechanism
(Johnson et al., 1987). High‐energy CID experiments may also yield anoth-
er set of C‐terminal ions, the v‐fragments: þNH2 ¼ CH‐CO‐NH‐CHRn�1‐
CO‐NH‐CHRn‐COOH (Johnson et al., 1987, 1988). Pro cannot yield this
product ion. In general, the presence of a basic residue in the fragment (i.e.,
preferential charge retention at the C‐terminus) is essential for the forma-
tion of v and w ions. Similarly, the formation and further dissociation of
a þ 1 ions requires preferential charge retention at the N‐terminus. This
can be accomplished by the presence of a basic amino acid, or sometimes
the basicity of the N‐terminus itself is sufficient for d ion production
(Medzihradszky and Burlingame, 1994). The formation of another N‐ter-
minal satellite ion, the b þ H2O fragment, is also dependent on the
presence of a basic amino acid at the N‐terminus. These ions are formed
via a rearrangement reaction; ‘‘peeling off’’ the C‐terminal amino acids one
by one (Thorne and Gaskell, 1989). Usually, a one or two amino acid
‘‘loss’’ can be detected. These fragments are typical of all CID experiments
and PSD spectra. ECD‐generated fragments do not feature most of the
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satellite ions discussed already. However, they may display side‐chain
losses and ‘‘losses of some low‐molecular‐weight species such as H2O,
.CH3.,

.C3H6,
.CONH2’’ (Leymarie et al., 2003).

Peptides may undergo dissociation processes in which both termini are
removed and two or more internal residues form a b‐type ion. These
species may also yield satellite ions losing carbon monoxide, ammonia, or
water, just like the sequence ions. These product ions are called internal
ions and are labeled with the one‐letter code of the amino acids included.
Abundant internal ions can be observed in all MS=MS experiments, with
the exception of ECD and ETD spectra, which usually lack these ions
completely. Pro residues tend to promote this type of dissociation process;
complete series of internal fragments are frequently observed in CID and
PSD spectra featuring Pro at their N‐termini. Acidic residues Asp and Glu
also appear to stabilize internal fragments.

In general, high‐energy CID offers the most comprehensive informa-
tion on peptide sequences. It features all the ions listed earlier in this
chapter and gives reliable composition information in form of immonium
ions and side‐chain losses, as well as sequence and satellite ions that permit
the differentiation of isomeric Ile and Leu residues. This wealth of infor-
mation makes high‐energy CID spectra much more complex than their
low‐energy counterparts or PSD data. Such detailed information may not
be necessary when the purpose of the study is protein identification by
database searching; and MS=MS methods that yield fewer fragments and,
thus, divide the limited signal less could be advantageous for low‐level
sample analysis. However, high‐energy CID data may prove essential for
de novo sequence determination and structure elucidation, as well as site
assignment of covalent modifications. ECD may provide complete
sequence coverage for large peptides (Axelsson et al., 1999; Zubarev
et al., 2000), as well as differentiate between isomeric Ile and Leu (Kjeldsen
et al., 2002, 2003; Kjeldsen and Zubarev, 2003). Importantly, ECD’s and
ETD’s unique fragmentation process also permits the localization of labile
posttranslational modifications (Kelleher et al., 1999; Syka et al., 2004).
De Novo Sequence Determination

A PSD spectrum of a tryptic peptide was selected as the first example to
illustrate the sequencing process. These data show that even this most
fastidious method, with relatively low resolution and mass measurement
accuracy for the fragment ions, may yield sufficient information for de novo
sequence determination. The interpretation process discussed here also
applies to low‐ and high‐energy CID spectra. Obviously, in CID experi-
ments, the fragmentation will be somewhat different, as discussed already.
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Furthermore, both the resolution and the accuracy of the mass measure-
ment should be significantly better in spectra obtained with tandem instru-
ments such as the QqTOF hybrid instrument or the MALDI‐TOF‐TOF
tandem mass spectrometer.

Figure 1 shows the PSD spectrum of a tryptic peptide with MHþ atm=z
1187.6 (1188.3 MHþ average), isolated from an in‐gel digest of the 50‐kDa
subunit of the DNA polymerase � of Schizosaccharomyces pombe.
The immonium ions unambiguously identified the presence of Arg (m=z
70, 87, 112), Ile=Leu (m=z 86), His (m=z 110 and 166), Phe (m=z 120), and
Tyr (m=z 136). These residue weights added together plus the water and
the additional proton account for 735 Da, and the ‘‘leftover’’ 452 Da could
correspond to 65 theoretically possible amino acid compositions. Thus,
determining the amino acid composition was not possible, but iden-
tifying the terminal amino acids was straightforward. This was a tryptic
peptide, featuring a y1 ion at m=z 175, revealing a C‐terminal Arg, and
the corresponding bn�1 ion was also detected atm=z 1014. Complementary
b and y ions are related, and their masses can be calculated using the
yi þ bn�i ¼ MHþ þ 1 formula. There was a very abundant ion at m=z
1073 that corresponded to a 115‐Da loss from the molecular ion. Consider-
ing the above discussed correlation, this mass difference is consistent with a
b1 mass of 116 Da, which identifies the N‐terminal residue as Asp. It has
been observed that cleavage at the C‐terminus of Asp residues is preferred
during PSD fragmentation processes, yielding abundant y‐ions (Gu et al.,
1999). The next step is to find other sequence ions, perhaps by looking
for ions that exhibit neutral losses characteristic of particular ion types.
Carbonyl losses could identify b‐type ions, both sequence or internal frag-
ments. This spectrum shows some abundant ions that are good b‐type
candidates, such as m=z 253, 285, 398, 416, 535, 640, and 787. The last
two are 147 Da apart, corresponding to a Phe residue, and the y ion
complementary to the 640 b ion occurs atm=z 548. The ion at 535 obviously
does not fit in the series as there is no amino acid with a 105‐Da residue
weight. However, there is an abundant ion atm=z 503, displaying water loss
that is also characteristic of b ions (when containing hydroxy or acidic
amino acids). The mass difference between this ion and the b ion at m=z
FIG. 1. Matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) post‐source decay (PSD)

spectrum of m=z 1187.6, a tryptic peptide of the 50‐kDa subunit of DNA polymerase � from

S. pombe. The in‐gel digest was high‐performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

fractionated, and fractions were manually collected and concentrated to a few microliters.

The spectrum was acquired on a Voyager DE STRMALDI‐TOF (Applied Biosystems) mass

spectrometer in 10 steps. 4‐OH‐�‐CN cinnamic acid was used as the matrix. The sequence

was determined from these data.
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640 is 137, corresponding to a His, and the complementary y fragment is
indeed detected at m=z 685, along with an ion at m=z 668 due to ammonia
loss from the y ion. By continuing to ‘‘peel off’’ the amino acids, the next b‐
ion is at m=z 416 (i.e., 87 Da apart), indicating a Ser residue and explaining
the water loss from the b ion. In addition, the corresponding y‐ion is
detected at m=z 772. The ion at m=z 398, the next candidate, does not fit
in the series but may be formed via water loss from m=z 416. The ion at
m=z 285 is 131 Da lower than the already identified b ion atm=z 416, which
may indicate a Met residue. However, there is no other ion (i.e., immonium
ion, side‐chain loss, y ion), supporting this conclusion; thus, this ion was
classified as an internal fragment (see discussion below). The adjacent
residue to the Ser is a Tyr as revealed by the mass difference between
the b ions at m=z 416 and 253. Because the N‐terminal residue has already
been established as Asp, and 253–116(b1) ¼ 137, the second amino acid
must be a His residue. Thus, the N‐terminal sequence was determined as
Asp‐His‐Tyr‐Ser‐His‐Phe. Considering these amino acids, plus the C‐ter-
minal Arg, the gap that has to be filled is 226 Da. Because it is known from
the immonium ions that the sequence contains a Leu=Ile with a residue
weight of 113, the other missing amino acid must also be either a Leu or an
Ile. Indeed, there is a y2 ion at m=z 288, a y2‐NH3 ion at m=z 271, and the
corresponding b ion at m=z 900. Thus, the sequence of this peptide is Asp‐
His‐Tyr‐Ser‐His‐Phe‐Leu‐Leu‐Arg. Note that PSD fragmentation does not
allow differentiation between the isomeric Leu=Ile residues. The b‐type
ions listed above that were not identified as sequence ions, such asm=z 285,
398, and 535, are internal fragments corresponding to HF, HFL, and YSHF
sequences, respectively. Similarly ions at m=z 301 (HF), 372 (SHF), and
672 (HYSHF) are b‐type internal fragments; only the a‐type fragments
formed by the carbonyl loss were not detected. The presence of basic His
residues ‘‘justifies’’ why more abundant b and internal ions than C‐terminal
fragments were observed.

The second example (Fig. 2) is a low‐energy CID spectrum acquired
by LC=MS=MS analysis on a QqTOF (QSTAR) mass spectrometer in an
information‐dependent fashion (i.e., the precursor ion was computer‐
selected), and the collision energy was automatically adjusted according to
its charge state and m=z value. The precursor ion was m=z 666.266(2þ).
FIG. 2. Low‐energy collision‐induced dissociation (CID) data of m=z 666.266 (2þ)
acquired on a QSTAR mass spectrometer during an information‐dependent LC=MS=MS

analysis of a tryptic digest. The precursor ion was selected by the computer and the collision

energy was also automatically adjusted. The sequence was determined from these data as

Asn‐Gly‐Ser‐Tyr‐Phe‐Glu‐Glu‐Pro‐His‐Asp‐His.
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From the low mass region, one could predict the presence of Ser, Asn, Asp,
His, Phe, and Tyr immonium ions at m=z 60, 87, 88, 110, 120, and 136,
respectively. The immonium ion for Asn m=z 87 also may indicate an Arg
residue (see Table I), but as we will see, this particular peptide did not
contain that amino acid. The next step is to determine the C‐terminus.
Because this peptide belonged to a tryptic digest, one would expect to see
y1 at m=z 147 or 175, indicating C‐terminal Lys or Arg, respectively. This
CID spectrum does not contain either. However, there is an ion at m=z
156.08 instead suggesting a C‐terminal His. We may be dealing with the C‐
terminus of the protein or with the result of a nonspecific cleavage. Fortu-
nately His is also a basic amino acid, preferentially retaining the charge;
thus, the fragmentation pattern is similar to that displayed by ‘‘real’’ tryptic
peptides. The abundant higher mass ions, m=z 1217.55, 1160.54, 1073.44,
910.44, 763.32, 634.25, and 505.24 represent y fragments and reveal mass
differences as follows: 57, 87, 163, 147, 129, and 129 Da, corresponding to a
GSYFEE sequence. Remember, we are reading the sequence backward
from the y fragments! Fragments y7 – y10 were detected also as doubly
charged ions; the instrument afforded more than sufficient resolution for
charge state determination from the isotope spacing. (The potential pres-
ence of multiply charged fragment ions complicates data interpretation
when working with low‐resolution CID data of multiply charged ions.)
The identity of the N‐terminal amino acid(s) can be determined from the
mass difference between theMHþþ1 value and themass of the highest y ion
(see Table II). From this calculation, the missing b ion should be atm=z 115.
If there were two Gly residues at the N‐terminus indeed, we should observe
a b fragment at this mass. However, if the N‐terminus is an Asn residue
(identical elemental composition to twoGlys), we will not detect b1 because
it is not stable (Yalcin et al., 1995). The first N‐terminal ions, m=z 172, 144,
and 127 (i.e., b2, a2, a2 NH3), indicate that the latter is the case and our
working sequence by now is NGSYFEE. . .H. The lowest y fragment identi-
fied (m=z 505) is very abundant, suggesting that it was formed via a cleavage
at the N‐terminus of a Pro residue. Indeed, there is a fragment atm=z 408.19
that mass is 97 Da (Pro residue weight) lower. Thus, the mass still unac-
counted for is 252 Da (yi‐y1 ¼ 408‐156). From the immonium ions, we
established that the sequence should contain an aspartic acid that would
account for 115 Da and the leftover 137 Da corresponds to a second His.
Thus, the options for the C‐terminal sequence are PHDH or PDHH. The
expected y2 fragment for the first variation should be at m=z 271. The
presence of Pro residues usually leads to the formation of abundant internal
ions too. PH should be detected atm=z 235, and the carbonyl loss from this
fragment would yield an ion atm=z 207. All these ions were detected in the
spectrum. The other variant should yield a y2 fragment at m=z 293 and
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internal fragmen ts at m =z 213 and 185. From these three only m=z 213.09
was detect ed, which cou ld a lso repres ent a3 H 2O. Thus, the full work-
ing sequen ce is NGSYFEE PHD H. To confirm this assignme nt, most of
the rema ining ions have to be assigned . As illustrat ed by Fig. 2, the spectrum
contains a n extens ive b ion series: at m =z 172, 259, 422, 569, 698, and 827
(b 2‐b 7), accompan ied by satell ite ions formed via ‐ 28 (CO) or multiple 18
(H2O) loss es. There are fou r residu es in the sequence that may unde rgo the
latter ne utral loss. So, the y ions also feat ure satell ite ions due to this pro cess.
Quite a few inte rnal ions were also detected in this spect rum; some of them
are six to seven resi dues long, a feature frequent ly observed in QSTAR CID
experiment s.
Protein Identification Using MS =MS Data

For protein identifica tion, a ha ndful of sequen ce ions, toget her with the
precurso r ion, may be sufficient ( Nielse n et al ., 2002 ). Thus , PSD analys is
and low‐ an d high ‐ energy CID experiment s may be and have be en used for
this purpose ( Aeber sold and Mann , 20 03; Chal mers and Gaske ll, 2000;
Dreger, 2003; Gygi an d Aebersold, 2000; Ong et al., 2003; Roberts, 2002).
Software packages provided by the MS instrument manufacturers and by
different research groups and software compan ies are available and can be
used for da ta inte rpretati on ( Fenyo, 2000). Hi gher mass accura cy leads to
more reliabl e protei n ident ification even if the MS =MS analys is yields only
a few ions ( Nielsen et al., 20 02 ).

Figure 3 illustrat es the importanc e of pepti de sequence analysis in
proteomics research. The unfractionated in‐gel tryptic digest of a yeast
protein yielded only a few peptide masses by MALDI TOF MS analysis.
Although the yeast genome is known, a database search with these
masses specifying a mass accuracy of 150 ppm (external calibration) proved
inconclusive. (For all the database searches discussed in this chapter,
ProteinPro spector ( www.prosp ector.ucs f.edu ) was used.) The ion at m =z
1596.63 was subjected to MALDI CID analysis performed on an ABI 4700
TOF‐TOF tandem mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems, Framingham,
MA) (Huang et al., 2002; Medzih radszky et al ., 1996a ). One of the most
abundant fragments in its CID spectrum is an ion that corresponds to
MHþ‐64 Da, indicating that the peptide contains a Met sulfoxide. Such
peptides can be identified by using the MS‐Tag feature of ProteinProspec-
tor in homology mode. However, this time this search was not successful.
Manual interpretation of the CID data revealed a C‐terminal YAAYM(O)
FK sequence. An MS‐Pattern search with this sequence identified the
protein unambiguously as glyceraldehyde 3‐phosphate dehydrogenase.
The missing N‐terminal amino acids were PFITND, and the peptide was

www.prospector.ucsf.edu
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formed via an Asp ‐ Pro clea vage, which is not an exp ected hydroly sis site
for trypsin. Onl y four of the pe ptides de tected proved to co rrespond to
predicted trypt ic produ cts for this protei n: m=z 8 11.41, 1297.63, 1752.79,
and 2591.30.

In addit ion to nons pecific proteas e cleavages and coval ent modifi ca-
tions, CID an alysis of the component s in unfrac tiona ted digests may be
complicated by the presenc e of peptid es of identica l or similar mol ecular
mass. The resol ution of pr ecursor ion sele ction has to be consi dered.
While the mass wi ndow for precurs or ion selectio n is abo ut � 5% for
PSD e xperiment s, the MALD I ‐ TOF ‐ TOF uses an approxi mately 5–10
Da wide window, trip le quadrup oles, hybrid inst ruments, and ion traps
usually operate with a 2–3 Da wide wind ow, and four ‐ secto r inst ruments
allow monoiso topic precu rsor selection . When analyzing unf ractionat ed
digests, it frequent ly hap pens that tw o or more different pe ptides are
fragment ed and analyz ed simultaneo usly in a single experi ment.

Figure 4 sho ws the elec trospray low ‐ energy CID spectrum of precurs or
ion at m =z 724.34 (2 þ). An unfrac tionated protein digest was analyz ed
using na nospray sampl e introdu ction on a QqTOF tand em mass spect rom-
eter. The analysis yield ed a few high ‐qua lity CID spectra suitable for
protein ident ification. The theoretic al trypt ic diges t of the pro tein sug-
gested this particul ar spect rum might corresp ond to an oxidized met hio-
nine‐ con taining pep tide, ITSPLM(O )EPSSI K (MH þ 14 47.67), which was
confirm ed by the CID data. Aft er ‘‘filteri ng’’ out the ions that were
expected for this sequence, several abu ndant fragm ents rema ined un-
account ed for an d readi ly revealed an N‐ termina l seque nce of
PFGVALL F. This seq uence belongs to the same pro tein, corres ponding
to a pepti de, PFGV ALLFGG VDEK form ed by an Arg ‐ Pro clea vage,
giving a pro tonated monoi sotopic molecul ar weight of 1448.78. The isot ope
peaks in the molecul ar ion clus ter were indeed slightl y higher than it would
be expect ed for pepti des in this mass ran ge. However, isot ope ratios may
FIG. 3. Mass spectrometry (MS)‐based identification of a yeast protein. The upper panel
shows the matrix ‐ assis ted la ser de sorpti on ion izatio n (MALDI) MS sp ectru m of the

unfractionated in‐ gel digest acquired on a Voyager DE STR MALDI‐TOF (Applied

Biosystems) mass spectrometer in reflectron mode (T indicates trypsin autolysis products).

MS‐ Fit (www.prospector.ucsf.edu) search with these data was inconclusive. The lower panel
shows the collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum of one of the peptides obtained on an

ABI 4700 MALDI‐TOF‐TOF (Applied Biosystems) tandem instrument. The C‐ terminal

sequence, YAAYM(O)FK, was determined by manual data interpretation. The protein was

identified as glyceraldehyde 3‐phosphate dehydrogenase using this sequence in an MS‐Pattern
search (www.prospector.ucsf.edu). Four additional masses, m=z 811.41, 1297.63, 1752.79, and

2591.30 corresponded to predicted tryptic peptides of this protein.

www.prospector.ucsf.edu
www.prospector.ucsf.edu
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not be reliable as multiply charged peptide ions in unfractionated in‐
gel digests may not raise significantly above the noise level, and overlap-
ping precursor ions may be masked by other more abundant species,
possibly of different charge states. Overlapping isotope clusters do occur
even in LC=MS experiments, especially when very complex mixtures are
analyzed.

Figure 5 shows the MALDI low‐energy CID of m=z 960.4 in a tryptic
digest of a human heat shock protein. These data were also acquired on a
QqTOF tandem mass spectrometer. In this case, the isotope pattern of the
precursor ion clearly indicates that a mixture was analyzed. Such an isotope
pattern frequently indicates the hydrolysis of Asn or Gln residues, either as
a common posttranslational modification or as potential byproduct of the
isolation=digestion=storage, giving a partial 1 Da mass increase. However,
in this protein, the components were two unrelated peptides and the
presence of both could be confirmed unambiguously.
Altering the Dissociation Processes by Chemical Derivatization

De novo sequencing of peptides and protein identification would be
accomplished much faster, and at higher sensitivity if one could simplify
peptide fragmentation, exclusively generating a single ion series. Of the
MS=MS techniques discussed in this chapter, only ECD and ETD fulfill
this description (Axelsson et al., 1999; Syka et al., 2004; Zubarev et al.,
2000). However, it has been reported that generating fixed charges in
peptides by chemical derivatization (i.e., introducing positively or nega-
tively charged groups at a terminal position) will lead to an altered gener-
ally more simplified fragmentation pattern. First Johnson (1988) showed
that peptides that featured a Lys residue converted to a 2,4,6‐trimethyl-
pyridinium cation exhibited a series of N‐terminal or C‐terminal ions
depending on where the charged residue was located. A series of other
derivatizations followed (Roth et al., 1998), and it has been established that
a fixed positive charge is beneficial for controlling the peptide fragmenta-
tion in high‐energy CID (Stults et al., 1993; Wagner et al., 1991). However,
most of these derivatizations cannot be performed reproducibly at the
FIG. 4. Low‐energy CID spectrum of m=z 724.34 (2þ) from the unfractionated tryptic

digest of a two‐dimensional gel‐purified rat protein. The data were acquired on a QqTOF

mass spectrometer (QSTAR, MDS Sciex) using nanospray sample introduction. The protein

was identified from other data as proteasome subunit zeta. This CID spectrum confirmed the

identity of a predicted tryptic peptide and revealed the presence of another peptide with MHþ

1448.78, from the same protein. The insert shows the precursor ion.
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picomole level or below, may lead to side react ions, and may requ ire
purificati on steps . It was repo rted that one of the best deriv atives,
‘‘C5Q,’’ an N‐ termina l trimet hylammon ium group with a five ‐ carbon linker
(i.e., [CH 3] 3N

þ [CH 2] 5CO modi fication), could be intr oduced in 10 min, at
the femtom ole level and the derivati zed pepti de was readily detecte d by
MALDI (Bar tlet ‐ Jones et al ., 1994 ). However, to gen erate only N ‐ termina l
fragment ions, modifi cation of Lys and Arg side chains was recom mended
to reduce thei r basicity ( Spengler et al., 1997 ). Earlier, Burlet et al. (1992a)
reported ‘‘that the form ation of N ‐ or C ‐ termina l prechar ged derivativ es is
detrime ntal to the form ation of sequ ence ‐ specific produ ct ions following
low ‐ energy collisional activat ion.’’ In addit ion, they found that ‘‘proton-
ation of pre ‐ charged derivative s (yieldin g doubl y charged ions) restores
favorab le fragment atio n propert ies.’’ This e ffect was attr ibuted to the
additional proton being ab le to move freely, occupy any site, and induce
charge ‐direc ted fragment atio n. This effect also explains the ‘‘y ‐ ladder ’’
formation of doubly charged tryptic pe ptides, especi ally with C ‐ termina l
Arg residues (Burlet et al ., 1992a ). The same gro up discovered that the
introductio n of negativel y charged resid ues by Cys oxidat ion to cysteic acid
in Arg ‐ ended tryptic pe ptides also promot ed unifor m fragment ation (i.e.,
compreh ensive y‐ ion seri es form ation even in singly charged ions) . This
finding was consi stent wi th their hy pothesis ‘‘that increased heterog eneity
(with respec t to locali zation of charge) of the protonat ed pepti de precurs or
ion populat ion is be neficial to the gen eration of high yield product ions via
several charge ‐ directed, low energy fragm entation pathw ays’’ (Burlet et al.,
1992b). Bas ed on these obs ervations, a new higher sensi tivity derivati zation
was develope d in which a sulfo nic acid group was ad ded to the N ‐ termini of
the pep tides (Keough et al ., 1999 ). Thi s deriv atization with 2‐ sulfoben zoic
acid cyclic anhydri de is simple and effici ent a nd may be perfor med direc tly
on target. By dona ting a proton, this acidic group promot es the charge ‐
directed fragm entation of the pe ptide bonds and, with a ba sic ami no acid
such as Arg at the C‐ terminus , yields y‐ ions alm ost exclu sively. Figure 6
illustrates how this N ‐term inal mod ification alt ers peptid e fragm entation
in PSD.
FIG. 5. Low‐energy CID of m=z 960.43 from an unfractionated tryptic digest of a two‐
dimensional gel‐ purified human protein. The data were acquired on a QqTOF mass

spectrometer (QSTAR, MDS Sciex) with MALDI, using 2,5‐ dihydroxy‐benzoic acid as the
matrix. The insert shows the precursor ion. Its isotope distribution clearly indicated the

presence of another component with a 1 Da higher molecular weight. The CID data revealed

the presence of two non‐related peptides of the same heat shock protein that was identified

from another CID spectrum by MS‐Tag search (www.prospector.ucsf.edu).

www.prospector.ucsf.edu


FIG. 6. Matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)‐TOF‐TOF (Applied

Biosystems) post‐source decay (PSD) spectra (acquired without collision gas in a single step)

of cholecystokinin fragment 10Ile‐Lys‐Asn‐Leu‐Gln‐Ser‐Leu‐Asp‐Pro‐Ser‐His20. The upper

panel shows the spectrum of the peptide without modification. The lover panel shows data

acquired from the N‐terminally 2‐sulfobenzoylated molecule.
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MS=MS Analysis of Covalently Modified Peptides

MS can detect the presenc e of e ven unanti cipated coval ent modifi ca-
tions an d can provide infor mation on thei r struc ture and location. This is
one of its great est advan tages over other pro tein analytic al techni ques. The
presenc e of coval ent modi fication s is usuall y detect ed on the pe ptide level
in the form of mass es that do not mat ch the pred icted diges tion produ cts.
Obviousl y the covalent modi fications can be the resul ts of in vivo pro cesses
such as postt ranslatio nal or xenobiot ic mod ifications , as well as the pro-
ducts of inte ntional label ing or fort uitous chemical react ions (for revi ew,
see Hunyadi ‐Gul yas and Medzihrads zky, 2004 ). Common mass differenc es
are listed, for example, at ‘‘Deltam ass’’ at http: == www .abrf.or g=index.
cfm =dm.hom e . How ever, mass measurem ent alone doe s not provide
unambigu ous informat ion on the struc ture and the exact site of the cova-
lent modifi cation. To prove the structure , suspected pe ptide fragm entation
information has to be obtai ned. Since for an y known sequ ence the masses
of the expect ed fragm ent ions can be calculated , the presenc e of covalent
modificatio ns shou ld be de tected by the obs erved mass shifts betw een the
predicted an d observed fragment mass es. Some struc tures indeed are very
stable upon collisional activat ion, and the site of the modificati on can be
established readi ly from CID data. For exampl e, acety l grou ps on the N‐
terminus or on the "‐ amino group of a Lys residu e wi ll not fall off during
any MS =MS expe riment. Acetyl ation is indicate d by 42Da shif ts in all the
fragment masses that contai n the modi fied resi due. In ad dition, when the
N‐terminus is modified, the b1 ion can be detected because it is stable with
acyl mod ification (Ya lcin et al ., 1995). When the Lys side chain is modi fied,
immonium ions at m=z 126.092 and 143.119—much weaker—can be de-
tected. A good illustration of both options is shown in Fig. 7.

In addition to acetylation, the most frequently observed stable modifi-
cations are the carboxymethylation, carbamidomethylation, and acryl-
amide modification of Cys side chains, because these modifications are
routinely used to block the �SH groups. These derivatizations result in
58‐, 57‐, and 71‐Da mass increase of the Cys‐containing fragments, respec-
tively. Vinyl pyridine also can be used for sulfhydryl protection. This
modification is also stable in that one can observe the expected mass shift
and the modified immonium ion; however, because of the basic structure in
it, S‐ethyl‐pyridyl Cys‐containing peptides will also display an abundant
and characteristic fragment formed via fragmentation of the protecting
group: m=z 106.066 (CH2 ¼ CH‐C5H4NHþ). The fact that covalent mod-
ifications yield abundant fragment ions can be beneficial. If the produced
fragment masses are unique enough, they may serve as diagnostic markers
and aid the identification of modified molecules. This approach has been

http://www.abrf.org/index.cfm/dm.home
http://www.abrf.org/index.cfm/dm.home
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used, for example, in the localization of glycopeptides (Carr et al., 1993;
Huddleston et al., 1993), xenobiotically modified species (Burlingame et al.,
1996), and ICAT‐modified molecules (Baldwin et al., 2001). However, if
the modifying group is too successful in retaining the charge at the expense
of the other parts of the peptide, it may prevent the assignment of
the modification site or even obtaining just sequence confirmation
(Medzihradszky et al., 2002). Charged modifications may interfere with
the fragmentation in other ways too. As was presented earlier in this
chapter, introducing a positive or negative charge may lead to simplified
but definitely altered fragmentation pattern. Trimethylation of amino
groups is a known posttranslational modification contributing 42 Da to
the MHþ value. The mass difference between acetylation and trimethyla-
tion is 36 mmu. However, trimethylation differs from acetylation in other
aspects, too. It also alters the fragmentation pattern. For example, one
cannot observe a shifted immonium ion for a trimethylated Lys residue or
b1 fragment if the N‐terminus is modified. Instead trimethyl‐modified
Lys residues tend to lose 59 Da, that is, N(CH3)3, as was reported for
MALDI analysis (Hirota et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004) and shown
for low‐energy CID in this chapter (Fig. 8). In addition, in high‐energy
CID experiments, the presence of such a modification may lead to unex-
pected d and w ion formation. For example, normally a tryptic peptide with
an Arg residue at its C‐terminus will yield only w ions. However, the
presence of a trimethyl‐lysine close to the N‐terminus will trigger d ion
formation.

Characteristic neutral losses like the one mentioned earlier also may
serve as diagnostic markers. The 64 Da loss from methionine‐sulfoxide
has been mentioned already. Interestingly, posttranslational modifications
of Ser and Thr residues, namely, phosphorylation, O‐glycosylation, and
sulfation, also display such preferred fragmentation.

Phosphorylation has been studied extensively by MS (for reviews, see
Kalume et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2002; McLachlin and Chait, 2001).
Depending on the site of phosphorylation, the modified peptides behave
very differently. Tyr‐phosphorylated peptides retain the modification un-
der most MS and MS‐MS conditions. The modified Tyr displays an appro-
priately shifted immonium ion at m=z 216 (Steen et al., 2001), and the site
of modification also can be established unambiguously from the modified
FIG. 7. Low‐energy collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectra of differently acetylated

peptides acquired from the tryptic digest of an acetylated bovine RNase (P07849). The

abundant b1‐ion in the upper panel clearly establishes N‐terminal acetylation, while the

shifted immonium ion in the lower panel indicates that not the N‐terminus itself, but the

"‐amino group of the N‐terminal Lys residue was acetylated.



FIG. 8. Low‐energy collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum of tryptic peptide 300Asn‐Val‐Ser‐Val‐Lys(Me3)Glu‐Ile‐
Lys307 from an elongation factor 1� of Plasmodium falciparum.
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fragment ions present ; 80 Da loss es have been report ed only in MALDI ‐
PSD experiment s ( Bonewal d et al ., 1999 ). At the other extreme, His ‐
phospho rylated peptid es unde rgo extensive fragment atio n ev en unde r
MS cond itions ( Medzi hradszky et al., 1997 ). Se r‐ and Thr ‐ modi fied pep-
tides are stable during MS acquis ition, but the favore d fragmen tation step
upon co llisional activation is the �‐ elimi nation of phosph oric acid (H3PO 4)
(i.e., 98 ‐Da loss from the mol ecula r ion). Bas ed on this observation, phos -
phoryla tion sites are regula rly assigned based on the presenc e of ions that
are assumed to be the products of such �‐elimination (Gronborg et al.,
2002 ). For example, this is the way Masc ot ( www.matri xscience .com ) as-
signs phosphorylation sites. Unfortunately, hydroxy amino acids, as well as
Glu and Asp residues, readily lose water upon the fragmentation process
from all kinds of sequence ions. Such a fragment derived from an unmodi-
fied ion will have the same structure (and mass) as the product of phospho-
ric acid �‐elimination from a modified species. Most of the phosphopeptide
analysis is done online, usually in a data‐dependent manner, when the
collision energy is set automatically. Although this approach serves quite
well the protein identification studies may not be optimal for some post-
translational modification assignments. Figure 9 shows the CID data of a
phosphopeptide acquired from its more abundant, 3þ ion (upper panel)
automatically and from the less abundant doubly charged ion, after some
manual adjustments of the collision energy. The �‐elimination products—
both due to water or phosphoric acid losses—are very abundant in the
spectrum that was taken under preset conditions suitable for the ‘‘mean-
ingful’’ fragmentation of most triply charged ions. From these data—when
only the �‐elimination products are considered—one easily could assume
that the Ser residue is modified because every single N‐terminal ion de-
tected, starting from a3, carries the telltale double bond. However, y4
shifted by 80 Da is the ion that reveals the real phosphorylation site. The
CID spectrum of the doubly charged ion displays intact b5 and b6 ions,
indicating that the first six residues are not modified, whereas y3 shows the
presence of modification. Interestingly, the elimination of water from b3
still produces as abundant an ion as that derived from the phosphoric acid
loss from modified b7 and b8.

In weaker spectra, or under less fortunate circumstances, this preferen-
tial fragmentation (i.e., the lack of modified fragments) may prevent the
site assignment. However, because this fragmentation also can be triggered
in the source during MS acquisition even under relatively mild conditions,
it may be taken advantage of. The product of �‐elimination can be selected
as precursor ion and the dehydro‐alanine, formed from the modified Ser or
the dehydro‐butyric acid, product of �‐elimination from Thr readily can be
identified from the 69 and 83 Da residue weights, respectively. Similarly,

www.matrixscience.com


FIG. 9. Low‐energy collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectra of a phosphopeptide
248ESRLEDT(p)QK256 isolated from an endoproteinase Lys C digest of human P450 3A4.

The upper panel shows CID data acquired from the triply charged ion, the lower panel shows

CID data acquired from the doubly charged ion.
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FIG. 10. Low‐energy collision‐induced dissociation (CID) spectrum of 303LAPVSASVSP

S(GlcNAc)AVSSANGTVL323 from a chymotryptic digest of serum response factor. These

data were acquired by online LC=MS=MS on a Q‐TOF (Micromass) mass spectrometer,

precursor ion at m=z 1059.01(2þ). See fragment assignments in Table III. (Reprinted, with

permission from Chalkley and Burlingame, 2003.)
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products of the �‐elimination generated in MS=MS experiments in ion
traps can be subjected to subsequent MS3 analyses. The �‐elimination also
can be accomplished chemically before the MS analysis (Jaffe et al., 1998).
Sulfated or glycosylated Ser and Thr residues are also susceptible to
chemical �‐elimination at about the same extent as their phosphorylated
counterparts (Medzihradszky et al., 2004; Wells et al., 2002). However,



TABLE III

MASS ASSIGNMENTS FOR IONS DETECTED IN FIG. 9a,b

Peak Match Peak Match Peak Match

126.07 GlcNAc Fragment 725.47 b8 1253.70 b14

138.06 GlcNAc Fragment 748.45 y8 1288.74 y12G‐NH3

168.08 GlcNAc Fragment 794.47 b9‐H2O 1305.74 y12G
186.10 GlcNAc Fragment 812.52 b9 1340.81 b15

204.11 GlcNAc 833.492þ y19‐H2O 1369.80 b13G
231.18 y2 842.492þ y19 1375.77 y13G‐NH3

282.18 b3 847.52 y9 1392.76 y13G
337.27 PVSA‐H2O 883.002þ b20‐H2O 1411.90 b16

353.27 a4 892.012þ b20 1525.78 b17

381.28 b4 948.532þ MH2
2þ‐H2O 1553.84 y17

389.28 y4 957.582þ MH2
2þ 1578.83 y15G

503.30 b6‐2H2O 984.582þ b20G‐H2O 1683.94 b19

521.36 b6‐H2O 1040.492þ 1729.94 y19

539.33 b6 1050.122þ MGH2
2þ‐H2O 1736.90 y17G

574.37 y6 1059.062þ MGH2
2þ 1765.07 b20‐H2O

626.39 b7 1067.66 b12 1783.02 b20

661.42 y7 1102.63 y12 1896.04 MHþ‐H2O

689.44 b8‐2H2O 1166.70 b13 1914.12 MHþ

707.45 b8‐H2O 1189.69 y13

aFrom Chalkley and Burlingame (2003).
bThe subscript ‘‘G’’ indicates that the fragment listed retained the GlcNAc residue.
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the favored fragmentation step in the CID fragmentation of sulfo‐ and
O‐linked glycopeptides is a rearrangement reaction that eliminates
the modification from the amino acid side chain without a trace
(Medzihradszky et al., 1996b, 2004). Although some of the glycopeptide
fragments may retain the sugar (Alving et al., 1999; Chalkley and
Burlingame, 2003; Medzihradszky et al., 1996b), the sulfate is always elimi-
nated completely (Medzihradszky et al., 2004). Thus, while the site of
glycosylation may be determined from CID data, CID‐based site assign-
ment is impossible for sulfopeptides: their fragmentation pattern is identi-
cal to that of the unmodified peptides. Figure 10 and Table III illustrate the
typical low‐energy CID fragmentation of peptides modified by O‐linked
carbohydrates. The oxonium ion of the GlcNAc residue (m=z 204) and
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related carbohydrate fragments dominate the low mass region. Peptide
fragments that underwent the rearrangement reaction and lost the modify-
ing sugar are usually more abundant than the glycosylated fragments. Still,
there is sufficient information in the spectrum to establish Ser‐313 (position
11 in the peptide shown) as the site of modification. The side chains usually
do not fragment in ECD and ETD experiments. Thus, the sites of the
aforementioned covalent modifications could be assigned easier from
such analyses than from CID data. In addition, mass accuracy afforded
by an FT‐MS instrument may facilitate differentiation between isobaric
phosphorylation and sulfation.

Summary

Peptide dissociation reactions that are recorded in different MS=MS
experiments provide information on the amino acid sequence. These data
also indicate the presence, structure, and location of covalent modifica-
tions. This chapter offers a qualitative account on the rules of dissociation
processes known. At present, no computer software is available to predict
peptide fragmentation patterns reliably. However, with the arrival of high‐
throughput proteomics, information gathered on peptide fragmentation
processes will increase exponentially. As the enormous computer‐
generated MS=MS databases become analyzed, new patterns will most
likely emerge that will aid more reliable, faster protein identification and
structural characterization.
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By JOHN T. STULTS and DAVID ARNOTT
Abstract

Proteomics is the measurement of one or more protein populations or
proteomes, preferably in a quantitative manner. A protein population may
be the set of proteins found in an organism, in a tissue or biofluid, in a cell,
or in a subcellular compartment. A population also may be the set of
proteins with a common characteristic, for example, those that interact
with each other in molecular complexes, those involved in the same process
such as signal transduction or cell cycle control, or those that share a
common posttranslational modification such as phosphorylation or glyco-
sylation. Proteomics experiments that involve mass spectrometry are
divided into five categories: (1) protein identification, (2) protein quantita-
tion or differential analysis, (3) protein‐protein interactions, (4) post‐
translational modifications, and (5) structural proteomics. Each of these
proteomics categories is reviewed. Examples are given for quantitative
experiments involving two‐dimensional gel electrophoresis, and for gel‐
free analysis using isotope‐coded affinity tags. The impact of proteomics
on biological research and on drug development is discussed. Challenges
for further development in proteomics are presented, including sample
preparation, sensitivity, dynamic range, and automation.

The determination of the complete genome sequences of a large num-
ber of organisms, most notably the human (Lander et al., 2001; Venter
et al., 2001), is causing a genuine paradigm shift in biological research. The
interest in genomics is stimulating a growing interest in examination of
the entire set of proteins coded by a genome, the proteome. In fact, due to
the surprisingly small number of genes (�25,000) now tentatively identified
in the human genome, much of the responsibility for the complexity of
the human organism must lie at the protein level (Fig. 1). Thus, proteome
analysis (proteomics) is taking center stage in the effort to understand
the function of each gene (functional genomics). Fortuitously, the neces-
sary tools for analyzing proteins, notably mass spectrometry (MS), have
been developed and enhanced to make possible the analysis of proteins
on a large scale.

Proteomics has been defined in a variety of ways. It encompasses
the measurements of proteins, generally in a multiplexed, large‐scale, or
global manner, and usually quantitatively. It is classified as research that is
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
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FIG. 1. Genomics methods determine DNA sequences and the sequences and abundances

of messenger RNA. Proteomics methods determine protein abundances, modifications,

localization, and interactions. Analysis of the human genome sequence indicates that only

about 30,000 genes exist. Alternative splicing, RNA editing, and other processes yield more

than 100,000 transcripts, which are translated to protein sequences. Protein processing and

modifications easily produce more than 1,000,000 different protein molecular species. The

proteins are the chief functional molecules in the cell. The challenge for proteomics is to

develop techniques to measure all these different proteins with high sensitivity, high dynamic

range, and high throughput.
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‘‘disco very drive n,’’ rather than ‘‘ hypothesis drive n.’’ That is, it seeks to
produ ce large amou nts of da ta that may be queried for a current or futur e
questi on or to find patterns from which informat ion may be inferred,
rather than to prove or dispr ove a single na rrowly de fi ned hy pothesis.
The term prote ome was coined by Marc Wilkins an d first a ppeared in
print in 1995 ( Wilkins et al. , 1995 ). Man y of the tools that ha ve become
associat ed with proteom ics, howeve r, date back furt her. Two ‐ dimensi onal
(2D) gel electropho resis, the standar d high ‐ resol ution met hod for protein
separation, was developed independently in 1975 by O’Farrell (1975),
Klose (1975) , an d Sch eele (1975) . Matr ix‐ assi sted laser desorpt ion ioniza-
tion (MALDI) MS was developed by Karas and Hillenkamp in the mid‐
1980s (Karas and Hillenkamp, 1988). Electrospray ionization (ESI) MS
was developed by Fenn et al. (1989) at the same time. The identification
of proteins by sequence database searches with peptide mass mapping
was first demonstrated by Henzel et al. in 1989 and was first published
by a number of groups in 1993 (Henz el et al., 1989; Jame s et al., 1993; Mann
et al ., 199 3; Pa ppin et a l., 1993; Yates et al., 1993).
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The term proteomics has been extended in some contexts to encompass
many (or all) facets of protein analysis. A number of monographs and
reviews of proteomics have been written, which describe many aspects of
the subject in greater detail than possible here (Aebersold and Goodlett,
2001; Aebersold andMann, 2003; Godovac‐Zimmermann and Brown, 2001;
James, 2001b; Link, 1999; Pandey and Mann, 2000; Wilkins et al., 1997).

Five categories of experiments may be considered to be proteomics that
involve MS:

1. Protein identification. Sensitive and often high‐throughput methods
for protein identification from a sequence database are employed. Because
of the large amount of sequence data available—complete genomes in
some cases—proteins can be identified based on a database search instead
of more traditional sequence determination. A match of tryptic (or other
protease) peptide masses with those predicted from theoretical digestion
of each protein in the database (peptide mass mapping) serves to identify
the protein (Fig. 2). When a more complex protein mixture is analyzed or
peptide mass mapping does not provide a conclusive match, tandem mass
spectra for the peptides in the mixture can be used to search the database.
With sufficient constraints (e.g., species or MW), a protein may be
identified from a single peptide. Often the proteins are spots or bands cut
from electrophor esis gels (see the sect ion ‘‘General Methodol ogy,’’ later in
this chapter). The use of protein identification, when combined with
appropriate separations that pinpoint the subcellular location of protein, is
termed cell map proteomics (Blackstock and Weir, 1999). Examples of
subcellular or organelle proteomes are beginning to appear (Andersen
et al., 2002; Bell et al., 2001a; Brunet et al., 2003; Fox et al., 2002; Garin
et al., 2001; Jung et al., 2000; Molloy et al., 2000), and the approach is
gaining importance because no other method can provide protein
localization with the potential for high‐throughput measurements.
Increasingly, proteins are identified via ‘‘shotgun proteomics’’ with LC‐
MS=MS of proteolytic digests of protein mixtures (Wolters et al., 2001;
Zhu et al., 2004).

2. Protein quantitation or differential analysis. Quantitation of protein
abundance is used to compare the amounts between two or more samples.
These experiments seek to determine differences that may correlate with
developmental state, drug treatment, disease state, or cell cycle state
(Arnott et al., 1998b; Epstein et al., 1996; Jungblut et al., 1999). The
samples may be biological fluids (e.g., plasma, serum, urine), tissue, or cells
grown in culture. Protein separation is commonly performed by 2D gel
electrophoresis, with the intensity of an appropriate stain used for
quantitation (Fig. 3). These results may be especially useful when



FIG. 2. Proteins are identified matching mass spectral data with protein or DNA sequence

databases. (A) The masses of peptides that are generated from proteolytic digestion of a

pure protein comprise a ‘‘fingerprint’’ of the protein. Peptide mass mapping compares

measured peptide masses (from matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization [MALDI] or

electrospray spectra) with masses generated by theoretical digestion of a sequence database.

(B) The fragment ions of a proteolytic peptide are also a unique representation of the

sequence. The fragmentation spectrum generated by tandem mass spectrometry (MS=MS) for

any single peptide is sufficient to identify most proteins. Multiple peptides from the same

protein provide multiple independent identifications of the protein. Because each peptide

serves to identify its precursor protein, the digest of a protein mixture yields protein

identifications for the mixture components.
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FIG. 3. Proteins may be quantitated by comparison of staining intensities on two‐
dimensional (2D) gels. In a comparison of normal and hypertrophied cardiomyocytes, protein

spots are compared between gels. The arrow points to the same spot for a pair of gels. The

integrated intensities of the spot densities are plotted in (C) for nine replicates of the

experiment. The gels (A) and (B) correspond to experiment 8. Statistical analysis of the nine

pairwise comparisons shows an average increase in this spot of 106%, with p < .01.
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combined with the messenger RNA (mRNA) levels determined by
microarrays (Gerhold et al., 1999), serial analysis of gene expression
(SAGE) (Velculescu et al., 2000) or quantitative polymerase chain
reaction (PCR). This area of proteomics has also been termed
expression proteomics (James, 2001a). This area includes most of the
efforts to identify biomarkers of disease (Pan et al., 2005; Srinivas et al.,
2001; Veenstra et al., 2005).

3. Protein–protein interactions. A protein of interest is isolated under
conditions that preserve the non‐covalent interactions between it and
other proteins. Typically, the protein of interest (the bait protein) is
expressed with an affinity tag, or an antibody that binds the wild‐type
protein is available. An affinity purification, often co‐immunoprecipitation,
is performed to isolate the protein complex. A tandem affinity tag method
has been developed to produce high purity complexes (Rigaut et al.,
1999). The complex is analyzed directly as a mixture by LC‐MS=MS or
separated by one‐dimensional (1D) or 2D electrophoresis before protein
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identification. Similar methods may be applied to other interactions such
as protein–DNA complexes (Nordhoff et al., 1999). Specific examples of
this methodology include the identification of signaling pathway interac-
tions (Husi et al., 2000; Muzio et al., 1996; Pandey et al., 2000a,b) and of
components of the human spliceosome (Neubauer et al., 1998), the yeast
ribosomal complex (Link et al., 1999), and the yeast nuclear pore complex
(Rout MP et al., 2000). An alternative approach is the use of surface
plasmon resonance measurements coupled with MS to detect protein‐
binding partners (Nelson et al., 2000b). More details on the methodology
for protein–protein interactions are given elsewhere in this volume.
Because the interactions of molecules, intercellularly and intracellular-
ly, form the basis of all cellular processes (e.g., signal transduction [Pawson
and Nash, 2000]), the protein–protein interaction analysis aspect of prote-
omics may ultimately prove to have the greatest impact on basic biology.
Of particular note, posttranslation modifications of proteins often control
their ability to interact, and molecular genetic–based approaches to deter-
mine these interactions (the yeast two‐hybrid system [Chien et al., 1991])
are not able to reveal such interactions, so protein‐based methods must be
used to find these interactions.

4. Post‐translational modifications. The type and site(s) of modification
are identified for a desired protein. Phosphorylation site determinations are
the highest profile experiments because of the importance of phos-
phorylation in cellular regulatory mechanisms (Hunter, 2000). Phosphory-
lation sitemapping can be performed on single proteins, sets of proteins such
as those involved in a particular biochemical pathway (Blagoev et al., 2004),
or all phosphoproteins in a cell (Ballif et al., 2004; Beausoleil et al., 2004;
Ficarro et al., 2002). Methods generally rely on the detection of phospho‐
specific fragment ions (Annan et al., 2001), the isolation of phosphopeptides
by immobilizedmetal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC) (Cao and Stults,
1999; Nuwaysir and Stults, 1993; Posewitz and Tempst, 1999; Zhou et al.,
2000), cation exchange chromatography (Beausoleil et al., 2004), or the
detection of 80‐Da mass differences in spectra of phosphopeptides before
and after alkaline phosphatase treatment (Larsen et al., 2001; Zhang et al.,
1998).Determination of the specific amino acid(s)modified requires tandem
MS of each phosphopeptide. Phosphorylation determination can be
particularly challenging because of the low stoichiometry of modification
at many sites and the poor ionization of some phosphopeptides in mixtures,
presumably due to their acidic character. Ideally these methods can be
applied at the proteome scale. However, high sequence coverage is
necessary, so recovery and detection of most or all peptides from a protein
digest is therefore mandatory. As a result, these analyses may require as
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much as two or three orders of magnitude more material than sim ple pr otein
identifica tion; thus, modifi cation studies continu e to be performed main ly
for proteins that can be isol ated at high purit y at picom ole levels and usually
on a single pr otein basis.

Several groups have develope d method s that hold promise for proteo-
mic ‐scal e meas ureme nts. Han et al. (2001) chemicall y derivati ze the
phosphate grou ps to provide a site for coval ent attachme nt of the phos-
phopep tide to a resin, from which the phos phope ptide is regener ated
and analyzed . Oda et al. (2001) use conventi onal be ta‐ elimin ation of
pSer and pThr, follow ed by addition of a biotin label that is used for
selective isolation, with sub sequent mass an alysis. Meta l affinity chroma-
tography , previ ously used to enrich for phos phopep tides in the context
of singl e protein charac terizat ion, has been app lied to proteom e‐ wide
phospho rylation site disc overy. Ficcaro et al. (2002a) detected more than
1000 phosph opepti des and mappe d 383 phos phoryla tion sites in yeast
lysates; methyl ester ification of carboxyl ic acids was perfor med to reduce
nonspeci fic bindin g of acidi c pe ptides. Eac h of these method s req uire
multiple chemical react ions or sampl e preparation stage s, which have
proven challengi ng for low ‐ level a nalyses in general . Yet , these or similar
approaches will be necess ary to extend phosp horylati on meas ureme nts to
higher sensi tivity and higher throu ghput.

Glycosyl ation site and glycan struc ture determ inations are also of great
interest. The analys is is a two ‐ step process : the identifica tion of the glyco-
sylated amin o acid( s) and the analysis of the glyc an struc tures at each site.
Site ident ification for Asn‐ link ed carbohydr ates general ly relies on en zy-
matic removal of the sugar, which leaves an aspartic acid residue as a
signature for the modification site. Methods for O‐linked carbohydrates
normally require chemical release of the carbohydrate, and methods for
beta‐elimination followed by alkylation appear to be promising (Hanisch
et al., 2001; Mirgorodskaya et al., 2001) for identification of the glycosyla-
tion sites. Readers are referred elsewhere for discussion of the analysis of
the released oligosaccharides (Rudd et al., 2001).

Analyses for the myriad other posttranslational modifications have
not, in general, been developed to a state in which they can be used
at the low levels or the high throughput necessary for proteomics, although
progress has been made, for example, in the proteome‐wide identification
of sites of ubiquitination, an important event in diverse cellular processes
(Peng et al., 2003). For all analyses of posttranslational modifications,
greater recovery of peptides at low levels is a major need and clearly
a challenge for future development. The topic of posttranslational
modification analysis are covered in more detail elsewhere in this volume.
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5. Structural proteomics. Tertiary and quaternary structural (three‐
dimensional [3D] structure) motifs are identified for a protein, with the
goal to elicit protein function and identify protein–protein interactions
(Marcotte et al., 1999). Although most of this field is dominated by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), x‐ray crystallography, and structure predic-
tion informatics, MS is playing an increasing role. Hydrogen–deuterium
(H=D) exchange experiments (Engen and Smith, 2001; Miranker et al.,
1996; Zhang et al., 1997), schemes for cross‐linking (Rappsilber et al., 2000;
Young et al., 2000), and mass analysis of intact non‐covalent complexes
(Sobott and Robinson, 2002) are becoming increasingly sophisticated for
determining surface versus buried amino acids, for studying folding and
structural dynamics, and for defining spatial relationships among protein
domains. These topics are covered in considerable detail elsewhere in this
volume and are not discussed here further.

Proteomics vs. Genomics

Complementary DNA (cDNA) microarrays are routinely used to mea-
sure the mRNA (also known as message or transcript) levels for thousands
of genes simultaneously (Gerhold et al., 1999; Shalon et al., 1996). The high‐
throughput capability, the high sensitivity, and the ability to amplify low
abundance transcripts by PCR make this method extremely valuable.
Microarray results are supplemented with quantitative PCR (Heid et al.,
1996) for more sensitive, more precise values, when needed. The use of this
technology is predicated on the belief that functional protein level is
correlated with the transcript level (i.e., the protein level is regulated by
transcription). Although this relationship is clearly true in many cases
(Celis et al., 2000), there is growing evidence (Anderson and Seilhamer,
1997; Gygi et al., 1999b) that transcript levels frequently are not accurate
predictors of protein levels. Protein synthesis may be regulated at the
translation level, or more often, protein levels may be regulated by accu-
mulation, translocation, and degradation processes. Furthermore, the bio-
logically active protein is frequently produced by posttranslational
modification or proteolytic processing, which may be regulated by yet other
processes. Nonetheless, protein measurements have lacked the throughput
and sensitivity to make proteomics a viable alternative to genomic‐based
measurements, even if protein measurements are the preferred source of
data. Thus, it is of enormous importance that the tools for proteomics be
improved to make them as reliable, fast, and sensitive as microarrays.

Why are protein measurements so much more difficult than RNA
or DNA measurements? Proteins are composed of a larger set of subunits,
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21 naturally occurring amino acids, which if modified, can yield a nearly
unlimited variety of molecules. Estimates of the number of different protein
molecules in a mammalian organism range from 1 to 20 million. This variety
in primary structure gives rise to an enormous span in molecular properties,
including solubility, isoelectric point, and molecular mass. The extremes in
molecular properties make it nearly impossible to devise sample handling
protocols and analytical strategies that are universally applicable. Modifica-
tions that affect the activity of a protein may be as subtle as the change of
one or a few atoms in a molecule of more than 100,000 Da in mass. The
amount of a protein in a cell may vary from a few copies per cell to several
million, putting huge demands on the sensitivity and dynamic range of a
measurement. Furthermore, the amount of material (e.g., diseased tissue)
may be very limited in amount. Alas, there is no known amplification
methodology for proteins that is analogous to PCR.
General Methodology

Sample Preparation

Regardless of the type of proteomic goal, a common set of methods is
used when gel electrophoresis is used for protein separation. These are
outlined in Fig. 4. Sample acquisition should be controlled as closely as
possible. Tissue samples, for example, should be well matched. Differences
between male and female, for example, are known to be clearly observed at
the proteome level (Steiner et al., 1995). If cells grown in culture are the
source of the proteins, highly consistent culture conditions are required,
lest artifacts such as heat shock proteins appear. Sample preparation is the
most critical part of any experiment. This step may involve tissue homoge-
nization and cell lysis. Conditions that maintain solubility of the sample
components yet are compatible with the downstream methods are fre-
quently the most difficult to achieve. The inhibition of proteases and
phosphatases is crucial. Removal of artifactual or high levels of unwanted
protein (e.g., BSA from cell culture media) is necessary. Additional sample
preparation steps are discussed later in this chapter.
Gel Electrophoresis, Staining, Imaging, and Protein Digestion

2D electrophoresis is the high‐resolution separation technique of choice
for complex protein mixtures, and it is the de facto standard for proteomics.
For less complex mixtures (e.g., from immunoprecipitation), 1D sodium
dodecylsulfate (SDS)–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) is fre-
quently the method of choice because it is operationally much simpler, and



FIG. 4. Experimental scheme for a typical proteomics experiment that uses two‐
dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis, with emphasis on the steps involved in protein

identification. Matrix‐assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) time‐of‐flight (TOF) mass

spectrometry (MS) analysis is typically performed first, because of its high sensitivity and high

throughput capabilities. If an unambiguous protein identification is not made with peptide

mass fingerprinting, tandem MS is used to general fragment ion spectra for additional

database searches.
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the use of SDS in the sample buffer general ly pro motes great er solubility .
The details of each of these separation metho ds is beyo nd the scope of this
chapter, an d readers are refer red elsewher e ( Link et al. , 1999 ). It is worth
noting that for SDS ‐ PAG E, redu ction and alkylation of the proteins in the
sample buffer (see Protocol s at the end of the chapter ) simplifies the in ‐ gel
digestion process and reduces the number of gel washing steps, which may
lead to sample loss. However, reduction and alkylation of the sample
before electrophoresis are usually not recommended if the sample contains
an antibody, such as from an immunoprecipitation. The intact antibody
appears with a molecular mass of approximately 200 kD, out of the range
of most proteins, whereas the reduced heavy and light chains run at 50 and
25 kD, respectively, and their intense bands are more likely to interfere
with the protein(s) of interest.

Once the separation has been completed, the gel is normally stained
to locate the proteins and to provide quantitation (proportional to the
staining intensity). Common stains include Coomassie blue, silver stain,
reversed (imidazole) stain, and fluorescent stain. All are available in kits
from a number of vendors. The authors prefer colloidal Coomassie stain
and silver stain, because of their ease of use and ease of visualization. Note
that the silver stain must omit glutaraldehyde, which crosslinks the proteins
and prohibits subsequent proteolytic digestion. In addition, peptide signals
derived from digestion of silver‐stained gels are enhanced by removal of
the silver ions before digestion (Gharahdaghi et al., 1999). Protocols for
silver staining and in‐gel digestion are given at the end of the chapter.
Fluorescent stains, particularly SYPRO Ruby, are becoming popular be-
cause of their high sensitivity, large dynamic range, and compatibility with
proteolytic digestion (Lopez et al., 2000). An alternative approach is to
electroblot the protein to a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane
with subsequent staining and digestion. This approach also permits auto-
mated Edman degradation microsequencing of the sample if the N‐termi-
nal is not blocked. In general, the blotting efficiency of proteins may be
highly variable (10–90%) and unpredictable, especially for large proteins.
Furthermore, a comparison of on‐membrane versus in‐gel digestions for
sub‐picomole standards has shown in‐gel digestions usually to be superior
for protein identification (Courchesne et al., 1997).

Following staining, the gel is imaged either for documentation purposes
or for use in quantitative comparison. Imaging may be done with sophisti-
cated CCD camera or flatbed scanner systems or with inexpensive docu-
ment scanners. For all but the most precise quantitation experiments,
inexpensive color document scanners are usually sufficient, especially if
gel documentation is the chief goal. 2D gels may be compared for spot
locations and spot intensities, using software from a number of vendors.
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These gel‐matching programs are important because although 2D gels have
become highly reproducible, they still cannot be superimposed. Despite the
advances in software, the spot location and spot quantitation capabilities of
available programs still necessitate subsequent manual editing of the re-
sults, which can add hours to the analysis of each gel.

The identity of the spot or band in a gel is determined by proteolytic
digestion of the gel piece, with subsequent peptide mass mapping or
tandem MS of the digest. A protocol for in‐gel digestion is given at the
end of this chapter. The authors prefer trypsin that is modified to prevent
autodigestion of the enzyme (e.g., Promega modified trypsin). Contamina-
tion of the sample by keratin is a problem encountered in nearly every
laboratory when working at the sub‐picomole level. Keratin is a chief
component of skin, and it is ubiquitous in dust, dandruff, skin, and materi-
als such as wool. Steps should be taken to reduce possible sources of
contamination by constant use of gloves (latex or nitrile), use of reagents
of the highest purity possible, keeping all reagents and gels covered from
exposure to dust, and working in a HEPA‐filtered hood or ideally in a
clean‐room environment.
Mass Measurement

Peptide mass mapping by MALDI–time‐of‐flight (TOF) MS of
the protein digest is usually the first mass measurement attempted (see
Fig. 2).MALDI‐TOF has the advantage of being exquisitely sensitive, easily
automated for high‐throughput measurements, and capable of excellent
mass accuracy and precision. We find that a 0.2–0.5 �l aliquot of the proteo-
lytic digest is sufficient to provide an excellent MALDI spectrum. The
sample may be prepared either with the dried droplet approach, using either
�‐cyano‐4‐hydroxycinnamic acid (HCCA) or trihydroxyacetophenone
(THAP), or by the fast‐evaporation method (Shevchenko et al., 1996). The
authors prefer the fast‐evaporation method or the dried droplet approach
using THAP. The signal may be enhanced for the dried droplet method by
desalting with a reversed‐phase pipette tip (Erdjument‐Bromage et al., 1998;
Gobom et al., 1999). Internal peptide standards may be added (e.g., desArg-
Bradykinin,m=z 904.4681 and ACTH‐CLIP,m=z 2465.1989) may be added
to achieve greater mass accuracy. In the measurement of a tryptic peptide
digest, intense peaks from trypsin autolytic fragments may be used as
internal standards, particularly m=z 842.5100 and 2211.1046.

The peptide masses are used to search a sequence database (see below).
When the peptide mass mapping experiment does not yield an unequivocal
match, fragment ion measurement by tandem MS (MS=MS) or post‐source
decay (PSD) is performed. Although PSD usually provides limited se-
quence information, it does frequently provide some ions that can be used
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to confirm the identity of a peptide (Gevaert and Vandekerckhove, 2000),
even if the ions are only immonium ions (Fenyo et al., 1998). A derivatiza-
tion scheme developed by Keough et al. (2000) that adds a sulfonic acid
group to the amino‐terminus of peptides shows promise for increasing the
fragmentation efficiency of peptides by PSD. The commercial availability
of tandem mass spectrometers with MALDI sources, such as the Q‐TOF
(Shevchenko et al., 2000) and TOF‐TOF (Medzihradszky, 2000), also per-
mits acquisition of more extensive fragmentation for one or more peptides
to confirm the peptide mass map results.

Most often, peptide fragmentation spectra are obtained by ESI–tandem
MS. Triple quadrupole, quadrupole ion trap, and quadrupole TOF are the
typical mass analyzers. In one approach, the peptide mixture is desalted
with a pipette‐tip microcolumn and loaded into a nanospray needle (Wilm
and Mann, 1996; Wilm et al., 1996). Tandem spectra for each component of
the mixture are acquired. The long signal that results from the low sample
consumption (�1 �l=h) allows sufficient time for lengthy signal averaging
to boost the signal‐to‐noise ratio for low‐level samples. In a more frequent-
ly used method, the peptide digest is separated by reversed‐phase high‐
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on‐line with the mass spec-
trometer (Arnott et al., 1998a,b; Gatlin et al., 1998). The fragment ion
spectra are acquired in a data‐dependent manner (i.e., the presence of a
peptide mass above a specified intensity threshold triggers the automated
generation of the fragment ion spectrum for that precursor mass).
A comparison of nanospray with LC‐MS=MS showed that fragment ion
spectra for more peptides in a complex mixture could be generated
with greater abundance by use of LC‐MS=MS rather than nanospray
(Neugebauer et al., 1999).

For complex peptide mixtures, LC‐MS=MS has been enhanced in a
number of ways. Low‐level precursor masses are found in the presence of
higher signals by an exclusion function (i.e., once the fragment ion spec-
trum for an abundant precursor is generated, that precursor is excluded
from further analysis for a specified period to allow lower abundance
precursors to be interrogated) (Davis et al., 2001). A sample can be ana-
lyzed multiple times, each time with a different subset of the mass range for
precursor ion selection, to increase the number of peptides found (Spahr
et al., 2001), a process termed ‘‘gas‐phase fractionation.’’ Peptide separa-
tion and identification can be enhanced further by increasing the ability of
the mass spectrometer to perform MS=MS on every component. Normally
the transient nature of components eluting from LC columns limits the
number of co‐eluting peptides that can be selected and fragmented by
MS=MS. Davis and Lee (1997) showed that by temporarily stopping the
flow of the HPLC column (‘‘peak parking’’), the components at the elec-
trospray interface could be analyzed for a longer period. They found the



TABLE I

WEB ADDRESSES FOR S EQUENCE DATABASE SEARCHING

1. University of California at San Francisco mass spectrometry home page

Searching with MS‐FIT and MS ‐TAG for peptide masses and fragment ions

prospector.ucsf.edu

2. Matrix Science home page

Searching with MASCOT for peptide masses and fragment ions

www.matrix‐science.com
3. EMBL Protein Core Facility home page

Searching with peptide masses and sequence tags

www.narrador.embl‐heidelberg.de =GroupPages=Homepage.html

4. Rockefeller University PROWL home page

Searching with peptide masses and fragment ions

prowl.rockefeller.edu

5. ExPASy web page

Searching with peptide masses and amino acid composition

www.expasy.ch=tools
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eluting pe ptides lin gered in the elec trospray for severa l min utes, with little
loss in signa l, and they wer e able to increase the num ber of MS =MS spect ra
drama tically. This process produced little loss in chrom atogra phic separa-
tion and provide d LC ‐ MS =MS with some of the ad vantage s of nano ‐ elec-
trospr ay. Martin et al. (2000) develope d a modifi ed implem entation of peak
parking that uses a greatly red uced column flow rather than stopped flow.
Sequen ce Database Searching

The peptid e mass es are used to searc h a sequ ence databas e. A list
of programs that can be used over the Inter net is given in Table I. Othe r
program s are avail able as part of comm ercial instrum ent soft ware pa ckages.
In gen eral, these pro grams us e the proteas e speci ficity of the enzyme to
predic t the pep tide mass es for each protein in the da tabase and find the
protei n(s) that mat ch the observed masses, based on criteria such as peptid e
mass tole rance, protein mol ecular weigh t and pI, taxon omy, num ber of
misma tches allo wed. Man y pro grams prod uce a pr obability score for the
match , using a calculat ion of the probab ility that the match cou ld be a
rando m e vent based on the sequ ences in the databas e ( Ber ndt et al., 1 999;
Erikss on et al., 2000; Pe rkins et al., 1999; Zhang a nd Chait, 2000 ). The
questi on of false ‐ positive and false ‐ negative matches is frequen tly raised .
A relati vely smal l compl etely sequ enced geno me, such as Escheri chia coli ,
Sacchar omyce s cerevis iae , or  C. elegan s, increases the likeliho od of a correc t
match . Beyond that, compl ete confid ence in a match may necessit ate the
acquis ition of additional sequ ence ‐ based da ta by tand em MS.

www.matrix-science.com
www.narrador.embl-heidelberg.de/GroupPages/Homepage.html
www.expasy.ch/tools
prowl.rockefeller.edu
prospector.ucsf.edu
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Fragmentation spectra are matched to a sequence database by one of
three types of programs. In one, the masses in the spectrum are matched to
predicted fragment masses for each peptide of the same precursor mass
from the theoretical digestion of each protein in the database (Clauser
et al., 1999; Creasy and Cottrell, 2002; Fenyo et al., 1998). In a second,
SEQUEST, a cross‐correlation function is calculated between the
measured fragment ion spectrum pattern and one generated for peptides
from the sequence database (Eng et al., 1994). In the third, partial
interpretation of the spectrum provides a ‘‘sequence tag’’ that adds speci-
ficity and error tolerance (Mann and Wilm, 1994). When no match is
found by these algorithms, the spectrum may need to be interpreted
manually (de novo interpretation). A number of programs have been
written for de novo sequence interpretation (Dancik et al., 1999; Taylor
and Johnson, 1997), yet most sequence interpretation continues to be done
by hand.

Despite the advances in the database search programs and the proba-
bility‐based scoring they provide, peptide identifications for large numbers
of spectra continue to require significant amounts of manual spectrum
confirmation or interpretation (Washburn et al., 2001). Manual spectrum
inspection is still necessary to (a) ensure the most accurate results, espe-
cially when protein identification is based on one or a few peptide spectra,
(b) to account for poor signal‐to‐noise spectra that do not produce high‐
quality scores, (c) to account for peptides that produce unusual fragmenta-
tions, (d) to find peptide modifications that are not specified in the
sequence database, (e) to find database errors or polymorphisms, or
(f) to extract sequence when it is not found in the database. Some improve-
ments have been made to address some of these issues. Further efforts to
fully automate peptide identification and eliminate manual data checking
are needed before methods can become truly high throughput.
Application: Drug‐Induced Hypertrophy of Cardiomyocytes

Congestive heart failure (CHF) is the largest cause of hospitalization
among patients 65 years and older. It is characterized by impaired ability of
the heart to pump efficiently, and it is accompanied by the excessive, non‐
mitotic growth (hypertrophy) of cardiac muscle cells (myocytes). The
molecular basis for CHF is not fully understood. One model system for
the study of this disease is the hypertrophy of primary cardiomyocytes in
culture induced by treatment with phenylephrine. A proteomics study of
cardiomyocytes was undertaken to determine which proteins changed
in expression level or modification in the hypertrophied cell (Arnott
et al., 1998b).



FIG. 5. The whole‐cell lysate from 106 cultured primary rat neonatal cardiomyocytes was

separated by two‐dimensional gel electrophoresis and silver stained. Circled are protein spots

that changed as a result of phenylephrine‐induced hypertrophy, based on pairwise

comparisons of nine samples (see Fig. 3). The protein identities, based on MALDI or LC‐
MS=MS data, are given in Table II (Arnott et al., 1998b).
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Rat neonatal ventricular cardiac myocytes were grown in culture. Each
culture was split, and 100 �M phenylephrine was added to the cell culture
medium for half of the cells (�106 cells). After hypertrophy was maximal
(48 h), the cells were lysed and the whole cell lysate of each sample was
separated by 2D gel electrophoresis. The gels were silver stained and
imaged. The image analysis software found approximately 1400 spots=gel.
Pairwise comparison (þ=� drug for each set of cultured cells) of the
protein spots for nine replicate experiments (see Fig. 3 as an example)
was used to determine which spots changed in a statistically significant
manner (p < .05). An image of one of the gels is shown in Fig. 5. Protein
spots that changed are circled. The spots of interest were cut from the gel
and digested in‐gel with trypsin. A small aliquot of each digest was ana-
lyzed by MALDI‐TOF with protein identification by our in‐house database
searching algorithm FRAGFIT. When no match was found, or to confirm
the identity, the digests were analyzed by LC‐MS=MS, with sequence
matches found using the SEQUEST algorithm. The identities are given
in Table II.



TABLE II

CARDIOMYOCYTE PROTEINS THAT CHANGE WITH HYPERTROPHY

(FOR CIRCLED PROTEIN SPOTS ON FIG. 5)

Spot Protein identity �Expression vs. control Significance

1 NADH ubiquinone

oxidoreductase 75 kDa subunit

�37% p < .01

2 Mitochondrial matrix protein p1 �40% p < .01

3 Mitochondrial matrix protein p1 �37% p < .01

4 Myosin light chain 1–atrial

isoform

þ58% p ¼ .01

5 Myosin light chain 1–atrial

isoform

þ34% p < .01

6 Myosin light chain 2–atrial

isoform

þ106% p < .01

7 Myosin light chain 2–ventricular

isoform

þ32% p ¼ .05

8 Myosin light chain 2–ventricular

isoform

þ45% p ¼ .02

9 Heat shock protein 27 kDa þ66% p < .05

10 XAG growth factor þ47% p < .01

11 Nucleoside disphosphate

kinase a

þ44% p < .1

12 Chaperonin cofactor a þ26% p ¼ .02
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This study highlighted the need for replicate experiments and statistical
analysis of the data. The differences in cells from animal to animal used for
this study clearly show the need for pairwise comparison of samples from
the same animal to produce useful data. Furthermore, cell culture condi-
tions needed to be reproducibly controlled, and cells needed to be lysed
immediately after removal from the incubator, lest dramatic changes in
heat shock proteins be observed.

Of the proteins observed to change, five of them corresponded to isoforms
of myosin light chain (MLC). In particular, increased expression of the atrial
form of MLC in the ventricle had been previously reported to accompany
cardiac hypertrophy. Changes in the ventricular form appear to be phosphor-
ylation differences because the major spot between the two changes is also
MLC‐2v, but insufficient material was available to study the phosphorylation
states. Note that all of the protein differences were less than twofold.

Measurement of the message level for MLC‐2v by quantitative PCR
(Taqman) at a number of time points (0–48 h) showed no change in the
hypertrophied cells (data not shown). These data highlight an impor-
tant advantage of proteomic experiments: posttranslational modification
differences can be detected, yet these are transparent to message‐level
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measurements. Measurement of the message level of a number of other
genes, however, also showed some of the current shortcomings of the
proteomic approach that was used. The atrial natriuretic factor transcript
was elevated threefold at 48 h, yet the protein was not found in the 2D gel
study because its mass (3 kD) is below the size separated with the gel system
used. The multiple time points (10 points) that were easily analyzed by
quantitative PCR also showed that the message was at its maximum level
(12‐fold overexpression) between 12 and 24 h. Finally, some low abundance,
early immediate genes (e.g., c‐fos) were highly induced (500‐fold) at 0.5
h but returned to normal by the 48‐h time point. These latter examples
clearly show that experiments should be performed at a large number of
time points to determine protein changes adequately; efficient high‐
throughput proteomics methods are a necessity. Similar conclusions were
also reached by Nelson et al. (2000a) in a comparison of transcript profiling
and proteomics for the analysis of prostate gene expression.
Other Methodologies

Gel‐Based Methods

Although the methodology outlined here is the conventional approach
to proteomics for protein quantitation and identification, useful enhance-
ments or alternatives have been developed. To avoid the tedious gel image
matching for comparison of samples, differential labeling of two samples
that are mixed and analyzed simultaneously on a single gel has been demon-
strated. In one method, cells that are to be studied (e.g., with drug treat-
ment) are grown under conditions such that all proteins are metabolically
labeled with 15N (Lahm and Langen, 2000; Oda et al., 1999; Ong et al., 2002).
Control (untreated) cells are grown under normal (nonlabeled) conditions.
The samples are mixed, the proteins separated by 2D gel electrophoresis,
digested, and analyzed by MS. The ratio of 14N=15N signals in the mass
spectrometer is used to determine the relative concentrations of the protein
in the two samples. The procedure works well but requires growth condi-
tions in which the sole source of the isotope can be controlled, which can
also be expensive. This method of quantitation by MS has been extended to
gel‐free systems (see below). An alternative to metabolic labeling is to label
each sample with a different fluorescent tag and then mix the samples and
run the 2D gel (Ünlü et al., 1997). Although the two fluorescent labels give
overlapping protein spots, only a small portion of the protein is actually
labeled, and the unlabeled protein migrates to a slightly different location
on the gel, complicating subsequent protein identification.

Alternatives to protein identification by in‐gel or on‐membrane diges-
tion have also been demonstrated. Loo et al. (1999) showed direct mass
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analysis from isoelectric focusing gels could give accurate protein mass (and
produce a ‘‘virtual 2D gel’’) and be useful for identification of proteins from
small genomes. Eckerskorn et al. (1997) showed similar results from 2D
gels after electroblotting, with excellent spatial resolution and detection
limits comparable to silver staining. Schleuder et al. (1999) showed that
proteins could be digested on the membrane without cutting individual
spots, and the entire membrane then analyzed by MALDI‐TOF MS.

Proteomics has come to be closely associated with 2D gel electro-
phoresis, because of the separation power and quantification provided
by staining and image analysis. There are a number of reasons that 2D
gels are less than optimal for proteomics studies: poor routine separa-
tions at extremes of molecular weight (MW) (<10 kD, >150 kD) or pI
(<3,>10), limit of detection for staining (>1 ng), limited dynamic range for
staining (<1:1000), solubility problems for some integral membrane pro-
teins, and significant labor is involved in loading, running, staining, and
imaging the gels. Although many of these limitations are being addressed,
such as membrane protein separation (Santoni et al., 2000) and dynamic
range (Corthals et al., 2000), routine 2D gels do not represent a universal
separation technique for all proteins (Gygi et al., 2000).

An alternative to 2D gels is to multiplex the downstream peptide detec-
tion to reduce or eliminate the need for protein separation (Fig. 6). This
approach is possible because a protein can often be identified from a single
peptide fragmentation spectrum. This idea has been used to identify pro-
teins from 2D SDS‐PAGE gels of complex mixtures. For example, Simpson
et al. (2000) isolated plasma membranes from a human colon carcinoma cell
FIG. 6. Separation of a protein mixture by two‐dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis

ideally produces highly resolved protein spots that contain one or a few proteins. Typical

proteomics experiments use that highly purified protein for subsequent digestion and mass

analysis. An alternative approach is possible because a protein can be identified (and

quantitated) from a single peptide. This peptide–protein relationship allows identification of

the components of a complex protein mixture, with little or no protein separation. This

approach places far higher demands on the resolving power of the peptide separation.
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line, separat ed the pro teins by SDS ‐ PAGE, cu t the gel into 16 band s, and
ident ified the pro teins in each band by LC ‐ MS =MS of the tryptic peptid e
mixture s. Bell et al. (2001b) ident ified 70 proteins in one lane of an SDS ‐
PAG E gel of Gol gi mem brane pr oteins. Goodle t et al. (2000) sho wed that
the high mass accuracy of Fourier transform–ion cyclotron resonance (FT‐
ICR) (1 ppm) allowed yeast proteins separated by SDS‐PAGE to be iden-
tified solely by peptide mass for cysteine‐containing peptides that were
labeled with a chlorinated tag. Although protein identification in mixtures
is possible by this approach, there remains a question of quantitation
because most components cannot be resolved by staining.

Gel‐Free Methods

Complete elimination of electrophoretic separation requires use of
efficient prefractionation steps for the protein mixture or very high‐resolu-
tion separation of the peptide mixture (Fig. 7). For example, a typical
mammalian cell may express up to 104 different proteins with a 106 range
of concentration. An average protein of 50 kD is expected to produce
about 40 tryptic peptides. Thus, tryptic digestion of a whole cell lysate
could produce as many as 400,000 peptides with more than 106 concentra-
tion dynamic range. Clearly, multiple steps of separation must be part of
the analysis of such a complex mixture.
FIG. 7. At the beginning of an experiment, a single cell may be composed of up to 10,000

proteins. At the end of the experiment, only a few peptides should be present in a mass

spectrum at any point in time to produce tandem mass spectra efficiently. To analyze the

greatest number of components with the highest dynamic range, the mixture complexity must

be reduced by some or many of the steps shown.
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Link et al. (1999) showed the identification of more than 100 proteins
from human or yeast ribosomal complexes, by use of 2D peptide HPLC
(strong cation exchange coupled with reversed‐phase) on‐line with electro-
spray MS=MS. In an extension of this work with the same 2D HPLC
configuration, Washburn et al. (2001) demonstrated identification of 1484
proteins from yeast after preseparation into just three fractions based on
protein solubility. This latter work is notable in that many proteins usually
difficult to observe by routine 2D gel electrophoresis (pI <4 or >11, MW
<10 or >100 kD) were found, including 131 integral membrane proteins.
This approach was subsequently applied to proteomic analysis of the ma-
laria pathogen Plasmodium falciparum. More than 2400 proteins were
catalogued with respect to four stages of the parasite’s life cycle, shedding
light on the identity and potential function of many previously unknown
proteins (Florens et al., 2002).

Gygi et al. (1999a) developed an important method to use the identifi-
cation of proteins from individual peptides in a complex mixture to provide
relative quantitation by differential labeling of samples. Their isotope‐
coded affinity tag (ICAT) method places a biotin‐affinity tag on cysteines,
and two samples can be differentially labeled by adding a deuterium label
to one of the samples. The samples are subsequently mixed, the proteins
digested with trypsin, and the cysteine biotin‐labeled peptides extracted
with avidin. The peptides are analyzed by LC‐MS=MS, with the ratio of
deuterated=non‐deuterated peaks used for quantitation, and the tandem
spectrum used for identification of the protein (Fig. 8).

As a demonstration of the ICAT methodology, two samples containing
lysozyme in a 1:3 ratio were analyzed. The samples were labeled with
custom synthesized thiol‐reactive biotinylation reagents, one of which
incorporated three deuterium atoms in place of three hydrogen atoms
(Fig. 9). The samples were mixed, digested with trypsin, and the cysteine‐
containing tryptic peptides isolated on a monomeric avidin column, essen-
tially as described by Gygi et al. (1999a). LC‐MS=MS was performed on the
resulting peptide mixture using an ion trap mass spectrometer. The doubly
charged ion of the peptide CELAAAMK was subjected to collision‐
induced dissociation (CID) throughout the LC gradient, with a 5 mass unit
precursor isolation window so that both heavy‐ and light‐labeled forms
of the peptide were simultaneously trapped and dissociated (Fig. 10). The
identity of the peptide was verified by the presence of correct sequence‐
specific b and y series ions (Fig. 10B). Those fragment ions, which contain
cysteine, appear as doublets separated by 3 Da and are marked with an
asterisk in Fig. 10. Examination of these doublets (illustrated for two such
ions in Fig. 10C and D) provides the relative abundance of the heavy‐ and



FIG. 9. The isotope‐coded affinity tag (ICAT) reagent used for the experiment in Fig. 10

incorporates biotin for affinity isolation, an iodo acyl group for cysteine thiol alkylation, and a

methyl ester that may be deuterated. This molecule is based on the original reagent of Gygi

et al. (1999a).

FIG. 8. The isotope‐coded affinity tag (ICAT) approach to protein quantitative analysis is

based on differential labeling of proteins from two samples. The protein tag links biotin to

each cysteine residue, and the tags for one of the samples are labeled with deuterium (see

Fig. 9). The samples are mixed, proteolytically digested, the cysteine‐containing peptides are

affinity isolated with avidin, and the mixture is analyzed by LC‐MS. The ratio of the

deuterated=non‐deuterated peaks in the mass spectra provide the protein ratio in the original

sample. The protein is identified by MS=MS in the same or a subsequent experiment.
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light‐labeled peptides and, therefore, the relative abundance of lysozyme in
the original samples.

Griffin et al. (2001) extended the ICAT method by fractionation of the
peptide mixture with a cation exchange step before affinity purification



FIG. 10. Protein quantitation by the isotope‐coded affinity tag (ICAT) method. The sample

contains lysozyme, labeled with the ICAT reagent shown in Fig. 9 in a 1:3 (d0:d3) ratio, then

digested with trypsin. (A) A reconstructed ion chromatogram for a tryptic peptide shows that

the light and heavy ICAT versions co‐elute. (B) The collision‐induced dissociation (CID)

fragmentation pattern serves to identify the peptide, CELAAAMK. Product ions containing

Cys aremarkedwith an asterisk. (C, D) Expanded views of twoCys‐containing b‐ions from (B).

The relative abundance of light and heavy ICAT‐labeledpeptides is apparent from the fragment

ions, and multiple fragment ions provide replicate measurements of the abundance ratio.
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with avidin, and a MALDI‐qTOF mass spectrometer was used for peptide
quantitation and identification. A similar approach to the ICAT method
was demonstrated by Geng et al. (2000) in which peptide amino groups
were labeled by either d0 or d3 acetylation after tryptic digestion, the sam-
ples then mixed, separated by HPLC, and analyzed by MALDI‐TOF‐MS.
Although this latter approach does not provide mixture simplification,
the same group showed that a subset of acetyl‐labeled histidine‐containing
peptides could be isolated with a Cu(II) affinity column (Ji et al., 2000). In
another extension of the ICAT approach, Arnott et al. (2002) showed that
the methodology could be used for selective targeted identification of
a protein in a complex mixture. They termed this method the ‘‘Mass
Western’’ in reference to the Western blot often used for highly sensitive,
highly selective immunodetection of proteins. They used this method
to show the presence of the HER2 receptor in the crude membrane
preparation from a breast cancer cell line.
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Because of the newness of the ICAT approaches, it is too early to
predict which version of the methodology may prove superior or to deter-
mine to what extent these methodologies may complement or even replace
2D gel approaches. Early results, however, demonstrate significant promise
because many of the limitations of routine 2D gels, as noted earlier in this
chapter, are not found with the gel‐free systems and a high degree of
automation is already possible with off‐the‐shelf instrumentation.

Protein Arrays

An obvious approach for proteomics is to apply the array technology
that has become widely used for transcript profiling in the genomics field.
The most promising approach is the arraying of antibodies to which differ-
entially labeled proteins are bound (de Wildt et al., 2000; Haab and Zhou,
2004; Nielsen and Geierstanger, 2004). The arraying of proteins for detec-
tion of protein–protein interactions, protein‐small molecule binding, and
kinase substrate identification has also been demonstrated (MacBeath and
Schreiber, 2000). Of particular note is the report of an array of 27,648
proteins produced from a human fetal brain cDNA expression library that
was used to screen for antibody–antigen interactions (Holt et al., 2000).
Among the challenges for array‐based methods are to find protein immo-
bilization chemistries that are non‐denaturing and that eliminate nonspe-
cific binding, to find conditions for binding that are universal for all
proteins on the array, and to develop high‐sensitivity detection schemes
to permit identification of low copy number proteins (Jenkins and
Pennington, 2001; Walter et al., 2000). Arrays also must prove to be more
sensitive, faster, or cost effective than highly automated microtiter plate‐
based protein assays. A number of commercial operations are attempting
to generate antibodies against large sets of proteins. When these reagents
become available, and if the technical challenges for arrays are solved,
protein arrays may become a dominant technique in proteomics.

Impact on Biological Research

Breakthroughs in fields of inquiry often depend on the tools that are
available. For example, monoclonal antibodies are essential reagents in
studies of receptor activation and signal transduction, and their use was key
to the progress in this field. In a similar manner, the tools that comprise
proteomics and the results derived from their use will give biologists access
to information that will further increase their knowledge of the molecular
mechanisms of cellular processes and dysfunction (disease). The availability
of detailed information on each protein in a cell, tissue, organ, or system
will help define a full biological system. These details must include
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qualitative information such as functionally important modifications, sub-
cellular localization, intermolecular interactions, structural motifs, and
signaling pathways, as well as quantitative information such as concentra-
tions, binding affinities, and kinetics of synthesis, degradation, binding, and
enzymatic reactions. Only when all the qualitative and quantitative aspects
are fully discerned can a complex biological system be truly understood.
The results of such experiments are now beginning to appear (Andersen
et al., 2005; Gruhler et al., 2005).

The beginnings of proteome databases have been generated during the
past decade, but these have been primarily small‐scale compilations of 2D
gel studies. Large databases of proteome information are beginning to
be generated by commercial enterprises. Although a complete set of pro-
teome data has long been a lofty goal (e.g., the human protein index
[Anderson and Anderson, 1982]), it appeared impractical for all but micro-
organisms until 2001 (Anderson et al., 2001). Now large, well‐funded
commercial endeavors are working to generate data so that the location,
quantity, modification state, and intermolecular interactions will be avail-
able for most proteins in nearly every human cell type. For cell types of
particular interest, this work may include data points for each stage
of development or each stage of disease. These latter types of more focused
proteomics experiments will continue to be done in many laboratories to
provide answers to specific questions.

However, huge databases are just stockpiles of data. It is only when
those data are organized efficiently and readily available, when correla-
tions are made, when trends are observed, that understanding may begin.
For it is still the development and testing of hypotheses that provide
understanding. The data warehouses will make traditional hypothesis‐
driven research more efficient. Many ideas can be tested by conducting a
database query or performing an in silico experiment, rather than by design
and execution of a laboratory experiment.

Proteomic information will complement other growing sets of in-
formation: message‐level measurements from DNA microarrays (Gerhold
et al., 1999) or quantitative PCR, protein location from tissue micro-
arrays (Kononen et al., 1998), immunohistochemistry, and fluorescence
resonance energy transfer experiments (Mahajan et al., 1998), quantities
and activities from enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) assays,
and binding information from yeast two‐hybrid experiments (Chien et al.,
1991) and surface plasmon resonance measurements (Krone et al., 1997).
Indeed, it is only by the efficient linking of all these data sets (necessitating
sophisticated informatics) that the greatest impact on biology will be rea-
lized. The challenge is to produce data with sufficient sensitivity, dynamic
range, and throughput to actually be complementary to these othermethods.
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Impact on Drug Development

The time and money required to bring a drug to market, including the
high failure rate of drugs during clinical trials, are the chief reasons for the
high cost of pharmaceuticals and often the reason that better drugs are not
available. Proteomics is beginning to have an impact on the various stages
of drug development (Anderson et al., 2000; Page et al., 1999a; Steiner and
Witzmann, 2000). The revolution in drug development of which proteomics
is a part (along with combinatorial chemistry, high‐throughput screening,
and pharmacogenomics) is changing the approaches of the pharmaceutical
industry to research and development.

Drug Target and Surrogate Marker Identification

It is the detailed knowledge of biological processes at the molecular
level and how they go askew in disease that provides the targets for drug
intervention. Thus, the enhancement to biological research by proteomics
envisioned above will play a crucial role in the identification of drug targets
and disease markers. Differential analysis between normal and diseased
tissue can identify proteins that are correlated with the disease. Even
when a protein is found to be correlated with a disease, however, further
studies (target validation) may show that it is not pivotal to the disease
process (e.g., a control point of a cellular pathway), so it is not a good
target. Nonetheless, those proteins may prove highly specific and useful
molecular markers for the disease (Alaiya et al., 2000). The marker may
subsequently be used in assays for further study of the disease, for disease
diagnosis or classification, for following the efficacy of a therapeutic, or for
identification of patient subpopulations that will respond to therapy.

As examples of this work, Dunn (2000) has extensively studied a form
of heart disease known as dilated cardiomyopathy, established an extensive
2D gel database based on human heart tissue, and identified a number of
disease‐specific proteins. The study on cardiomyocyte described above also
identified a number of heart disease–related proteins (Arnott et al., 1998b).

Cancer has been the most highly studied disease by proteomics.
A comparison of human breast ductal carcinoma and histologically normal
tissues (without cell type separation) revealed 32 differentially expressed
protein spots (Bini et al., 1997). Examination of immunomagnetically puri-
fied luminal and myoepithelial cells from normal breast produced a list of
proteins that will be useful for comparison with breast tumor samples
(Page et al., 1999b). A comparison of matched sets of human colorectal
carcinoma and normal colon mucosa revealed expression differences in
a number of proteins, including overexpression of the S100 family of
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calcium‐binding proteins (Stulik et al., 1999). In the most extensive pro-
teomic study, Celis et al. (1999b) studied human bladder transitional and
squamous cell carcinomas by 2D gel electrophoresis. They have established
extensive databases (Celis et al., 1999b) and found markers (Celis et al.,
1999a; Ostergaard et al., 1997, 1999) that are indicative of the degree of
disease progression and that may prove useful for early cancer detection.
The field of diagnostic biomarkers was galvanized by a 2002 report in
The Lancet that mass spectrometric profiles of low MW proteins in serum
could detect the presence of ovarian cancer at early stages of the disease
(Petricoin et al., 2002). These results remain controversial and highlight the
challenges of sample collection, preparation, data analysis, and overall
study design that are inherent to clinical applications, as well as the great
need for methods that could be used to screen the general population for
diseases such as cancer (Ransohoff, 2005).

Proteomics has also been applied to the study of pathogenic microbes
in order to generate databases (Langen et al., 2000), to find the mole-
cular basis for drug efficacy or drug resistance (Cash et al., 1999), or
to identify regulatory networks that may be interrupted (VanBogelen
et al., 1999).
Lead Optimization for Traditional Pharmaceuticals: Toxicology
and Efficacy

Once a target is discovered and validated, lead molecules are devel-
oped. Proteomics is beginning to play a role in accelerating lead optimiza-
tion, that is, the development of a molecule that ideally is efficacious, has
excellent bioavailability and pharmacokinetics, and has little or no toxicity.
A comparison of proteins that are expressed by a cell line or tissue with and
without drug treatment may identify biochemical pathways that are affect-
ed positively (efficacy) or negatively (toxicity) by the drug. In particular,
the ability to achieve accurate predictions of toxicity quickly would have a
significant impact on the speed of drug development.

As an excellent example of an efficacy study, a proposed new treatment
for hepatocellular carcinoma is a galactosyl derivative of the approved
chemotherapeutic agent 5‐fluorouracil (5‐FU) (Page et al., 1999a). The
drug is designed to be taken up by the tumor cells and converted to
5‐FU. If the activity is truly based on this conversion, then treatment of a
human hepatoma cell line with either the new drug or 5‐FU should produce
a similar protein profile in the cell line. 2D gel electrophoresis of the
respective cell lysates (two drug treatments and control) showed that of
2291 spots found in common in all samples, 19 were elevated at least
fivefold, and each of the induced proteins was identical for the two drugs.
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An example of a toxicity study is an examination of cyclosporin A
nephrotoxicity in rats by Steiner et al. (1996). They examined 2D gel
profiles of rat kidney proteins and observed cyclosporin‐induced down-
regulation of the calcium‐binding protein calbindin D28 that correlated
with the accumulation of calcium in the tubules and with tubular toxicity.
Subsequent experiments established that downregulation of calbindin
also correlated with nephrotoxicity in humans treated with cyclosporin
A (Aicher et al., 1998). In another study of glomerular nephrotoxicity in
rat, Cutler et al. (1999) used treatment with puromycin aminonucleoside
to discern the progression of nephrotoxicity‐associated proteinuria.
A common liver‐toxic response among a diverse set of drugs may be
studied to determine whether they share a common molecular basis for
the toxicity. Anderson et al. (1996a) studied the effects of several peroxi-
some proliferators on mouse liver protein abundances. They found a clear
set of proteins that were induced by proxisome proliferators. Future work
should be able to use these and other studies to enable proteomics to be
used for toxicity testing (Chevalier et al., 2000). Proteomics may be able to
predict the toxicity of a drug based on the proteins with which the drug
or its metabolites interact (Anderson et al., 1996b). Furthermore, if
mechanisms of action and metabolic pathways can be established by pro-
teomic methods, it may also become possible to predict drug interactions
by proteomic comparisons.

When a disease has multiple causes or multiple stages, such as cancer,
there is frequently a subpopulation that responds to a particular drug. That
subset of patients may be definable, based on the mechanism of action of
the drug and the common genetic characteristics of the patients. Such
correlations of drug response based on patient transcript profiling have
been termed pharmacogenomics. Similarly, protein surrogate markers for
disease or drug efficacy, found in blood or urine, could be used to predict
patient populations that respond to treatment or have adverse side effects.
The identification of these markers, as described earlier, has been termed
pharmacoproteomics. The goal is to make clinical trials more efficient and,
in theory, more successful, because the patient pool will be screened so that
only those individuals who should respond positively to the treatment are
given the drug. Further, when a drug is approved for use, tests will be used
to screen patients and to tailor the treatment for each individual. At the
moment, the utility of pharmacoproteomics has yet to be proven.

A methodology with multiple potential applications is tissue imaging by
MS, pioneered in the laboratory of Richard Caprioli. Thin tissue sections
are immobilized on target plates and overlayed with MALDI matrix.
Spatially resolved mass spectra are then acquired for specific regions of
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the tissue section, or the laser can be rastered across the entire section. The
localization of individual protein mass signatures can then be displayed as
3D images incorporating location and abundance of each protein. Pattern‐
recognition algorithms are applied to find sets of peaks that can be used for
classification. For example, tumor tissue from patients with non–small cell
lung cancer yielded markers that distinguished among major histological
groups and differentiated patients with good or poor survival prognosis
(Chaurand et al., 2004).

Future Challenges

Despite the advances in technology and methodology, proteomics is
still far from reaching the stage of productivity and utility that is necessary
for it to be critical to biological research. How can this be changed? Stanley
Fields (2001) suggests that ‘‘for a field so laden with razzmatazz methods,
it is striking that the number one need in proteomics may be new technol-
ogy.’’ Technological progress is needed in a variety of disciplines to make
proteomics live up to its promise. Areas of particular challenge are
described in the following sections.

Sample Preparation

Sample preparation has been and will continue to be the crucial step in
proteomics experiments, and the challenge here is in separation capabil-
ities, recovery of material, and throughput. Many of the sample prepara-
tion steps mentioned here are familiar to a cell biologist. However, many of
these methods were not developed to provide the degree of purity or the
efficient recovery of material that are necessary for proteomic studies.
Thus, improvements or alternatives are necessary.

Much of the truly useful information in proteomics will come directly
from organisms, either model organisms or human. In either case, tissue is
the starting point from which homogeneous populations of cells must be
derived. Fresh tissue, taken immediately from dissection or surgery, is the
best source. Frozen tissue, though generally more easily acquired, elimi-
nates the possibility for primary cell culture or techniques that rely on live
cells. Formalin‐fixed paraffin‐embedded tissue, found in extensive pathol-
ogy tissue banks, is of no use for proteomics experiments. Tissue dissocia-
tion protocols are well established, although some studies such as the
analysis of cell surface proteins necessitate dissociation without proteases.
Selection of specific cell types is done by affinity selection for cell‐type
specific antigens using immunomagnetic beads. Important examples of cell‐
type–specific purification are the isolation of colorectal epithelial cells
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(Reymond et al., 1997), as well as the isolation of luminal and myoepithelial
cells from human breast tissue (Page et al., 1999b). The challenge for many
cell types remains the identification of a specific antigen. An alternative
approach is the use of laser‐capture microdissection (LCM) of frozen tissue
(Simone et al., 1998). The technique can, for example, precisely cut tumor
cells in the midst of surrounding stroma. Several studies have demonstrated
the utility of the technique for proteomics (Banks et al., 1999; Ornstein
et al., 2000), although it is sufficiently labor intensive (up to 16 hours to
generate sufficient material for one experiment) to preclude its use as a
high‐throughput method.

Subcellular fractionation of cells is typically necessary to reduce the
mixture complexity, to yield proteins with similar solubility properties (e.g.,
cytosolic proteins and membrane proteins), or to localize each protein to
the area(s) of the cell where it is biologically relevant (Corthals et al., 2000).
Subcellular fractionation has traditionally been accomplished after cell
lysis by physical methods such as density gradient centrifugation. With
these methods, however, samples are often significantly contaminated
with proteins from other organelles. Thus, immunomagnetic separations
are also used for more highly purified subcellular fractions.

Further protein separation may still be necessary to provide adequate
resolution and dynamic range (Corthals et al., 2000). Depletion of known
highly abundant proteins may further aid the dynamic range problem. For
example, plasma proteins are typically overwhelmed by albumin and im-
munoglobulins. Affinity methods to remove these highly abundant proteins
have been generated (Pieper et al., 2003).

All of the aforementioned steps, from cell segregation to protein
fractionation, rely to some extent on physical separations, but affinity
methods will be crucial if truly homogeneous subpopulations of proteins
are to be obtained. Highly specific protein subpopulations are necessary
to increase the signal‐to‐noise ratio for the experiments. A high degree
of homogeneity is crucial because, first, biological samples are by their
nature not uniform and, second, many important biological processes occur
at extremely low levels and important changes may be quite subtle. Irrele-
vant material (e.g., contaminating cell types or subcellular fractions) serves
only to mask minor components or subtle differences. The high degree of
homogeneity must be achieved with minimal losses of material. That is, all
the fractionation steps must be highly resolving and highly efficient. Final-
ly, all these steps must avoid contamination from the environment. Current
protein analytical methods are often limited by chemical noise in the form
of large amounts of keratin, found ubiquitously in dust, skin, and dandruff.
Care must be taken not to introduce these or other contaminants during
the sample preparation stage.
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Sensitivity, Dynamic Range, and Automation

Following subfractionation, the actual protein separation, identifica-
tion, and quantification will be done, whether by electrophoresis, by
ICAT‐type experiments, or by some other method. Protein digestion meth-
ods and peptide separations may benefit from microfluidic chips, which
have the potential to reduce the sample handling, reduce surface contact,
and as a result, increase sensitivity and allow for efficient automation
(Ekstrom et al., 2000; Figeys et al., 1998; Li et al., 2000).

The biggest challenge for these methods is to increase sensitivity and
dynamic range. Important proteins may be present at only a few to tens of
copies per cell. For a tissue sample that may only yield 106 cells, 10
copies=cell represents approximately 10 attomoles, assuming 100% recov-
ery in all sample preparation steps. Although some state‐of‐the‐art mass
spectrometers are able to achieve 10‐attomole detection limits for simple
mixtures (Martin et al., 2000), achieving this performance for all compo-
nents in a complex mixture is beyond current capabilities. Finally, a high
degree of sample recovery is rarely obtained with a highly fractionated
sample, which makes higher sensitivity all the more important.

Sensitivity is crucial for another reason. Current protein analysis meth-
ods, despite their impressive gains, still lag in sensitivity compared to many
common biological methods. Protein detection based on antibody binding
(e.g., Western blot, ELISA) using fluorescent or chemiluminescent detec-
tion can be exquisitely sensitive (<1 fmol) and requires little or minimal
protein purification. Metabolic labeling with 35S or 32P provides similar
or better limits of detection by autoradiography or phosphor imaging.
Proteomic methods must become competitive with these methods (or
use them, as with antibody arrays). Furthermore, DNA microarrays re-
quire only a fraction of the material that protein analyses use. To be truly
complementary to microarrays, proteomics must be performed, when
necessary, with the same limited amounts of material.

All of the processes described here are in need of vastly improved
throughput. Automation is the key to truly widespread utilization of pro-
teomics (Harry et al., 2000). And with widespread utilization will come a
huge influx of data. Databases and data warehouses will need to be de-
signed to store and make accessible in a useful format all the data that are
generated. New algorithms will need to be written to correlate vast
amounts of data from many experiments. Fortunately, many of the same
demands are already being addressed in the DNA microarray community,
and efforts are underway to establish standards for cross‐platform sharing
of mass spectrometric data, results of protein identification experiments,
and protein–protein interactions (Orchard et al., 2003).
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Lest it appear that the future of proteomics is mainly ‘‘big science,’’ it is
clear that all of the automated, sensitive, high‐throughput tools under
development will benefit even the smallest laboratories. Although early
proteomic ‘‘factories’’ may construct enormous robotic devices or employ
scores of people, cost‐effectiveness will, in the end, favor simplification.
Most efficient forms of automation can be scaled up or down to fit
the appropriate needs. For example, the enormous task of sequencing the
human genome was completed (ahead of schedule!) not with a few, large
instruments, but with rooms full of small, efficient DNA sequencing instru-
ments that are now available to any laboratory. So it will likely be that the
technological advances that make large companies successful will become
readily available to smaller laboratories, who will benefit most from
the speed and reliability with which important, small‐scale experiments
can be performed.
Conclusion

Proteomics is a new rapidly growing and evolving field that shows enor-
mous potential to have an impact on biological research significantly. Great
strides have been made in the ability to analyze proteins en masse with ever
improving sensitivity and throughput. Nonetheless, most of the work has
been intensive method development and method demonstration. Despite a
large amount of effort, only recently is novel biology being discovered with
proteomics. The real applications of proteomics lie ahead. Significantly
more technical development is needed. The flood of data will overwhelm
our capacity to generate real knowledge without further advances in infor-
matics. It is still not clear which approach will become the standard for
proteomics. Ultimately, as with all science, it will be through imaginative
thinking and creative experimental design—both for data generation and
data analysis—that the real impact of proteomics will be realized.
Protocols

Method for Reduction=Alkylation in Sample Buffer
To 20 �l of sample in low salt buffer
Add 20 �l of 2� reducing SDS sample buffer (3 mg DTT in 1 ml
2� sample buffer, see below).
Incubate 5 min at 85�.
Add 4 �l of iodoacetamide (4 mg IAA in 100 �l methanol).
Incubate 20 min at room temperature.
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Load immediately onto Tris–glycine gel.
ample buffer (non‐reducing), pH 8.3
0.5 M Tris–HCl, pH 8.3 2.0 ml
Glycerol 2.0 ml
10% w=v SDS 3.2 ml
0.1% w=v bromophenol blue 0.8 ml
Note: Basic pH of sample buffer is necessary for reduction; convention-
al Lammeli sample buffer is pH 6.8. Iodoacetic acid is inefficient for
alkylation, presumably because of charge repulsion with the SDS‐coated
protein.

Method for Silver Staining Compatible with In‐Gel Digestion
Fix
 10% v=v acetic acid,
30% ethanol
3 � 20 min (or overnight)
Rinse
 20% v=v ethanol
Deionized water
20 min 10 min (ensure gel is
submerged)
Sensitize
 sodium thiosulfate, 0.2 g=L
 1 min

Rinse
 deionized water
 3 � 20 s

Stain
 silver nitrate, 2 g=L
 30 min

Rinse
 Deionized water
 5–10 s

Develop
 Potassium carbonate,

30 g=L; 37%
formaldehyde
0.25 ml=L; sodium
thiosulfate 10mg=L
10–15 s until precipitate appears;
then change to fresh solution
for 5–15 min until sufficiently
developed
Stop
 Tris base, 50 g=L;
25 ml=L gl.
Acetic acid
5 min
Rinse
 Deionized water
 3 � 5 min
Method for In‐Gel Digestion (Note: Before Each Step, Remove Solution
from the Preceding Step)

Cut gel bands=spots and place each in a clear 200‐�l PCR tube. Gel or
bands should have been equilibrated in deionized water.

For Coomassie‐Stained Gels
Destain: 5‐min wash with 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate=50%
acetonitrile. Repeat this wash step with fresh solution until gel is
completely clear.
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For Silver‐Stained Gels
Destain: 5–10 min wash with 25 �l 30 mM potassium ferricyanide þ 25
�l 100 mM sodium thiosulfate (two reagents mixed immediately
before use)

Samples Not Previously Fully Reduced and Alkylated
For
Reduce: 25 �l of 10 mM DTT in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate,
1 h, 45�

Alkylate: 25 �l of 50 mM iodoacetamide in 100 mM ammonium
bicarbonate, 30 min, ambient
For All Gels
Wash: 50 �l of 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate, shake for 10 min;
Add 50 �l acetonitrile, shake for 10 min.

Wash: repeat preceding wash steps
Discard preceding solution; dry gel pieces in a Speed‐Vac
Digestion: Reswell the gel pieces in a minimum volume of digestion

buffer (0.01 �g=�l Promega modified trypsin in 50 mM ammonium
bicarbonate=0.02% w=v Zwittergent‐3=16 detergent). After the gel
pieces have reswollen completely (�5 min, add more digest buffer
if needed), add 5–10 �l of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate to cover
the pieces.

Incubate 3–15 h at 37�.
Remove the supernatant.
Extract the gel with 10 �l 50% acetonitrile=0.1% TFA, shake for

15 min, combine the extract with the supernatant.
Extract a second time with 10 �l neat acetonitrile, shake for 15 min.

Combine the extract with the previous extract and supernatant.
Analyze immediately or store frozen (�70�) until analyzed.
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spectrometric proteomics data. Different database searching strategies are
discussed for peptide and protein identification, and approaches and tools
available for comparative quantitative analysis of samples are outlined.
Introduction

Just as the study of individual genes has been transformed into the high‐
throughput and highly context‐centered study of whole genomes, so has
the study of individual proteins been enormously extended through the
development of the multifaceted field of proteomics. Thus, although de-
tailed studies of enzyme mechanisms continue to provide important
insights into how biological systems function at the molecular level, larger
scale studies of how proteins behave in pathways contribute new views of
biological chemistry in the dynamic context of the living organism. And
although critical information regarding the precise roles of phosphoryla-
tion=dephosphorylation of specific signaling molecules will continue to be
important for understanding individual steps in these networks, larger scale
studies of posttranslational processing across entire proteomes are being
undertaken to understand the role of phosphorylation in the overall
dynamic process.

The new technologies in mass spectrometric analysis of peptides and
proteins necessary to accommodate proteomics‐scale analyses require, in
turn, concomitant development of informatics technologies suitable for
very large‐scale data handling and analysis. These technologies represent
two primary streams of development: data handling=storage=retrieval, as
represented by mass spectrometry (MS)–specific laboratory information
management systems (LIMS), and data analysis, which is the subject of this
chapter. Until recently, both types of bioinformatic infrastructure have
been developed solely by the MS community, tied intimately and specifi-
cally to the development of the physical technologies themselves. Howev-
er, information technology (IT) experts, programmers, statisticians, and
computational biologists are now found in many cutting‐edge MS labora-
tories. This type of intimate collaboration between mass spectrometrists
and bioinformatics professionals will be necessary for the development of
the sophisticated next‐generation bioinformatic tools.
Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Peptides and Proteins

The analysis of underivatized peptides and small proteins by MS be-
came feasible with the development of soft ionization methods, including
field desorption, direct chemical ionization, fast atom bombardment
(FAB), and liquid secondary ion MS. More recently, the introduction of
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electrospray ionization (ESI) and matrix‐assisted laser desorption ioniza-
tion (MALDI) enabled the routine and highly sensitive detection of isolated
gas‐phase ions of intact proteins of virtually any size (see Chapter 1).
Despite this capability, relatively little use has been made of the analysis
of intact proteins for protein identification. The mass spectrum of a protein
typically gives only a single piece of information, its molecular weight.
Furthermore, unless this measurement is made in an ultrahigh resolution
instrument such as a Fourier transform (FT) ion cyclotron resonance (ICR)
mass spectrometer, only for the smallest proteins will the isotopic compo-
nents of the molecular ion be resolvable, and the measurement of molecu-
lar weight will not be sufficiently accurate to distinguish between hundreds
or even thousands of possible isobaric species. In addition, the molecular
mass of a protein will frequently differ from that predicted by the gene
sequence, which can be attributable to events such as alternative splicing,
posttranslational processing of the expressed protein or subsequent chemi-
cal modifications that can either add or remove mass, or even errors in the
databases. Thus, for an identified protein, the molecular mass (or masses
for a heterogeneously modified protein) may not be very revealing.

Analyses that start from the intact protein molecular ion have come to
be known as ‘‘top‐down.’’ Although the collision‐induced dissociation
(CID) techniques that readily give sequence information for peptide ions
are generally not applicable to species as large as intact protein ions, the
fragmentation mechanisms of electron‐capture dissociation (ECD) and
electron‐transfer dissociation (ETD) make direct protein sequencing a
realistic possibility (Horn et al., 2000). Here, the attachment of a low
thermal energy electron to one of the positive charges in a multiply charged
ion with a recombination energy of about 6 eV gives a radical ion that will
rapidly fragment before energy equilibration occurs. Such species are
classified as distonic ions because the charge and radical sites are distinct
from each other. As in the well‐known radical cation reactions of species
formed by electron impact, alpha‐cleavage occurs not at the site of the
charge but one bond removed, giving predominant c‐ and z‐ions for cleav-
age between the amide nitrogen and the �‐carbon (see Fig. 1). This differs
from CID techniques that predominantly produce b‐ and y‐type ions.

The alternative ‘‘bottom‐up’’ approach has been the major focus for
protein identification during the last decade, based on the demonstration
that digestion of a protein with a protease such as trypsin and the analysis
of the resulting peptide mixture can provide sufficient information to
identify it in a protein database. The specificity of the protease is known,
so the molecular weights of the resulting peptides can be predicted for any
protein sequence. Even when the peptide masses are measured in an
instrument of relatively modest performance, proteins may be identified



FIG. 1. Peptide fragment ion types.
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from the detection of a relatively small subset of the possible peptides,
using the technique referred to as peptide mass mapping or mass finger-
printing (Henzel et al., 1993; James et al., 1993; Jensen et al., 1997; Mann
et al., 1993; Pappin et al., 1993; Yates et al., 1993). As genomic databases
started to grow more rapidly, it was realized that the criteria for protein
identification would need to be more stringent and it became necessary
to improve the accuracy of mass measurement. For routine operation,
this was achieved by moving from linear to reflectron MALDI‐TOF
instruments with delayed extraction.

Whereas peptide mass fingerprinting is able to identify a purified pro-
tein from its digest, the technique’s performance becomes unreliable if a
mixture of components is present in the sample. For more confident and
reliable identification, fragmentation spectra produced by tandem MS can
be matched against sequence tags predicted for all proteins in a database
(Clauser et al., 1995, 1996, 1999; Eng et al., 1994; Mann and Wilm, 1994;
Medzihradszky and Burlingame, 1994; Wilm and Mann, 1996; Yates et al.,
1996). As originally formulated, mass tags represent a series of fragment
ions that can be attributed to a coherent sequence of amino acids that is a
subset of the sequence of the peptide under study. Further developments
that are usually grouped with mass tag searches are actually based on
comparisons between the experimentally observed fragment ions and all
predicted fragments for all hypothetical peptides of the appropriate parent
mass, based on known fragmentation rules. If the peptide of interest is not
present in the database, de novo peptide sequencing can be undertaken,
again based on known rules for peptide fragmentation (Biemann, 1990).
This is most important when a significant proportion of peptides diverge
from those predicted due to errors or incompleteness of databases, discre-
pancies between genomic sequence and processed or posttranslationally
modified proteins, species differences, and nonspecific enzyme cleavages.
Techniques have been developed to identify proteins based on sequence
homologies to related proteins or equivalent proteins in different species,
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although these are time consuming and computationally intensive com-
pared with straightforward searching based on sequence tags (Huang et al.,
2001; Taylor and Johnson, 1997).

Good mass accuracy not only increases the reliability of database
searching by limiting the possible compositions of peptides for any given
mass but also reduces the search times. The quality of mass spectral
information that has been employed for proteomic applications has ranged
from low‐resolution MALDI‐TOF spectra in which mass accuracy of �1
Da was routine to FT‐ICR measurements achieving better than 1 ppm
accuracy. Routine operation in a DE MALDI‐TOF with reflectron gives
better than 50‐ppm mass accuracy, and significantly better (�10 ppm) may
be achieved with careful internal calibration. ESI sources are commonly
used on linear quadrupole instruments or quadrupole ions traps that typi-
cally give fairly modest performance in terms of resolution and mass
accuracy, although the combination of a quadrupole mass selector and qua-
drupole collision cell with orthogonal acceleration (QqoaTOF) gives high
resolution (�10,000) and perhaps 10‐ppm mass accuracy if well calibrated.
FT‐ICR instrumentation can routinely achieve 2‐ppm mass accuracy
or better, which in many cases is sufficient to specify the elemental
composition of the peptide.

Sequence ion information from a MALDI‐TOF instrument using post‐
source decay (PSD) is useful, although it is painstaking to collect and the
accuracy of mass measurements is relatively low (Spengler et al., 1992), so
this is generally employed only when no alternative tandem MS instrument
is available in a lab. Higher quality CID spectra can be obtained by
MALDI‐TOF=TOF, ion trap, or QqTOF geometry instruments employing
either MALDI or ESI ionization.
Existing Tools for Protein Identification: What Is Available?

Several web sites offer free access to web‐based database‐searching
programs for peptide mass fingerprinting and the identification of sequence
tags, all of which provide other tools as well, such as prediction of enzyme
digests and prediction of CID fragments. An alternative to Internet access
is to purchase a license to have the programs resident in‐house, and most
mass spectrometer vendors supply software and software licenses with the
purchase of an instrument. Having an in‐house system provides advantages
of data security and the ability to use private databases or databases
configured for specific tasks. It gives the user the option of employing a
more powerful computer or installing software on a computer cluster to
speed up search times.
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Some packages a vailable for online searching incl ude tools on the
ExPA Sy pr oteomics server provide d by the Swi ss Institut e of Bioinf or-
matics (htt p:== us.expas y.org =tool s= ), Masc ot from Matrix Science ( http :==
www . matrixsci ence.com ), Pepti de Search from the Europe an Molecula r
Biology Laborator y ( htt p:== www .mann.e mbl ‐ heide lberg.de =GroupP ages =
PageL ink =peptid esearchp age.html ), ProteinP rospector from the Uni versi-
ty of Califo rnia, San Fran cisco ( http: == prospec tor.ucsf.e du), or distribu ted
by Applied Biosystems, Xtandem! (as part of the Global Proteome Orga-
nization machine web site at http: == www .thegpm.o rg), and Prowl from
Rocke feller Universi ty ( http: == prowl.ro ckefeller. edu ), or related Knexus
softwar e ( http :== hs1.prot eome.ca =prowl =knexus.ht ml ). Othe r soft ware dis-
tributed by instrument manufacturers include Sequest from Thermo‐
Finnigan (San Jose, CA) and Spectrum Mill from Agilent Technologies
(Palo Alto, CA), and other manufacturers produce their own software
analysis packages. Most of these packages contain a number of tools,
including programs for identifying proteins from a list of peptide masses
(mass mapping or fingerprinting), fragment masses (mass tags), or single
or multiple sections of sequence tags, which could come from de novo
interpretation of CID spectra or from other sources.

With the availability of non‐ergodic fragmentation mechanisms that can
efficiently fragment small intact proteins, searching tools need to be devel-
oped to analyze these data. This type of data can be conceptually analyzed
using software for analyzing peptide fragmentation such as MS‐Tag (see
later discussion in this chapter). However, specific software for this task is
being developed, the first of which, ‘‘Prosight PTM,’’ is designed for
identifying modification sites from intact protein fragmentation (Taylor
et al., 2003).

The major instrument types used for acquisition of tandem MS data are
ion trap instruments and QqTOF geometry instruments. Data acquired on
an ion trap instrument generally have a lower information content than
QqTOF data, as the lower resolution leads to lack of charge‐state determi-
nation of parent and fragment ions, the lower mass accuracy requires wider
mass tolerances, and the absence of the low mass region loses further
information. Hence, discrimination between correct and incorrect matches
is more difficult with this type of data. A popular search engine for analysis
of ion trap data is Sequest, which was specifically designed for this type of
data (Eng et al., 1994). Several research groups have now developed tools
that reinterrogate Sequest results using multiple factors about the search
result to produce more reliable peptide and protein summaries (Keller
et al., 2002; MacCoss et al., 2002; Moore et al., 2002; Sadygov et al., 2004).

The higher information content of data acquired on QqTOF geometry
instruments allows better discrimination between correct and incorrect

http://us.expasy.org/tools/
http://www.matrixscience.com
http://www.matrixscience.com
http://www.mann.embl-heidelberg.de/GroupPages/PageLink/peptidesearchpage.html
http://www.mann.embl-heidelberg.de/GroupPages/PageLink/peptidesearchpage.html
http://prospector.ucsf.edu
http://www.thegpm.org
http://prowl.rockefeller.edu
http://hsl.proteome.ca/prowl/knexus.html
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answers, but false assign ments are still made. One has to remember
that the output from the searc h resul t is a ‘‘best fit’’ to seque nces in a
databas e, with an attempt to apply a significan ce thres hold. Al most all
databas e searc hes result in incor rect second ‐ best matches for pa rticular
spectra, which woul d pass all scoring thres holds and woul d be report ed
correct if the best mat ching sequen ce was not in the databas e, or if
the correc t pe ptide bears an unaccount ed for modifi cation. Thus, there
are nearly always go ing to be incorrect pepti de assi gnments in non‐ curat ed
analyses.

With out a comm unity standar d for protein ident ification, a significant
issue withi n the proteom ics field is the difficult y of assessing and comparing
results acq uired on different inst rument plat forms and=or a nalyzed using
different searc h algor ithms. This creates a significant challenge for journal
reviewe rs and edito rs with respect to asses sing whet her sub mitted resul ts
are of sufficien t quality =confiden ce for publi cation. In response to this, the
journal Mo lecular and Cellular Pro teomics publ ished some initia l gu ide-
lines for data sub mission ( Car r et al. , 2004 ). Althou gh these are not ex-
pected to be rigid or in an y way compr eh ensive, the journal ’s inte ntion is to
provoke discussio n abo ut the subjec t so some rules can be a pplied wi thin
the comm unity as a whol e.

Many of these problem s are caused because raw MS data can current ly
be store d only in manuf actur er ‐ specific data form ats, which are not com-
patible wi th each other. As a result, it is diffic ult to de velop gen eric tools
for proteom ic da ta analys is and to accura tely asses s how diff erent searc h
engines are performing. Several groups are aiming to solve this problem. In
a major initiative at the Institute for Systems Biology in Seattle, open‐
source tools for analysis of MS data acquired on any instrument platform
are being developed, allowing direct comparison of data acquired on
different inst ruments ( http: == sashi mi.source forge .net=; Ped rioli et al. ,
2004). This project includes software to convert data from any mass spec-
trometer into a common data format, tools for reassessing and improving
reliability of search results (Keller et al., 2002; Nesvizhskii et al., 2003), and
tools for analysis of samples labeled with isotopic quantitation reagents (Li
et al., 2003). The Manitoba Proteomics Center also is making available
open‐source software for capture and analysis of raw data acquired on
many instru ment platform s ( http :== www.p roteome. ca =opensou rce.htm l).
The Human Proteome (HUPO) initiative is also attempting to promote a
common data format (Orchard et al., 2004). These are all noble efforts; it
remains to be seen whether any of these will be accepted on a large scale by
the proteomics community.

http://sashimi.sourceforge.net/
http://www.proteome.ca/opensource.html
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Anatomy of a Web ‐ Based Package: ProteinProspector

As previou sly stat ed, a large number of tools are a vailable on the web
for an alysis of pro teomic data. ProteinP rospector is one of the more
compl ete packages of program s for databas e analysis , and we describ e
these programs furth er to exempli fy the types of tools ava ilable.

ProteinProspector, a suite of programs described as providing ‘‘tools for
mining sequence databases in conjunction with mass proteometry experi-
ments,’’ was created by Karl Clauser and Peter Baker at the University of
California, San Francisco (ht tp:== www.prospector.ucsf.edu). The software
ha s a we b‐based interface and is available at http:== prospector.ucsf.edu, as
well as a mirror site at the Ludwig Institute in London. All Protein Prospec-
tor programs are written in the Cþþ programming language. They receive
their input according to the standard common gateway interface (CGI)
protocol, and initially produced output in HTML format, although XML is
a recent introduction to the current version available over the web at the
time of this writing (Version 4.0.5). Output of the programs can be readily
parsed for downstream organization and storage in a relational database.
The programs also run from the command line, which lends itself to automa-
tion.

The current web version of ProteinProspector contains the following
programs:

Sequence Database Search Programs

� MS‐Fit. A peptide mass fingerprinting tool that matches molecular
weights of peptides observed from the enzymatic digest of a protein to the
peptides predicted for each protein sequence in a database.
� MS‐Tag. Identifies proteins based on comparing a list of fragment ion

masses from a CID spectrum of a peptide to theoretical fragment ions for
each predicted peptide of the same molecular mass in the database
produced by a given enzyme cleavage specificity.
� MS‐Pattern. A database‐searching tool that performs text‐based

searches of amino acid sequence (with or without peptide mass filtering)
against sequence databases.
� MS‐Homology. A similar tool to MS‐Pattern, it can take CID MS

data as any combination of amino acid tags and masses and report peptides
identical or homologous in the database. It can search data from multiple
CID spectra and require a minimum number of peptides to match to the
same protein in order for it to be reported. It is designed for identifying
homologous proteins in the database, and because of its ability to search
with multiple sequences, it is possible to identify remote homology.

http://www.prospector.ucsf.edu
http://prospector.ucsf.edu
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�  MS ‐ Seq. An alternat ive to MS ‐ Tag based on ‘‘Peptid eSearch’’
(Man n an d Wilm, 1994 ).
�  MS ‐ Bridge. This ident ifies inte rmolecul ar or intramol ecular disul-

fide‐ linked pepti des an d can be used to ident ify chemical cross ‐lin ked
species wi th user ‐ definab le structure s.

Pep tide =Protei n Util ity Program s

�  MS ‐ Digest . Pe rforms an in silico enzym atic diges tion of a pro tein
sequence and reports the mass of each predicted pepti de. Pos sible inpu ts
include the MS ‐ Di gest index number produced by MS ‐ Fit, MS ‐ Tag, MS ‐
Seq, or MS ‐ Patte rn, the acces sion number from a da tabase, or a user ‐
supplied sequence.
�  MS ‐ Produ ct. Calcul ates all fragment ions resultin g from fragme nta-

tion of a pepti de. The fragm ent ion types report ed are defined by
specifying the instrum ent type used for acquisit ion of the data or can be
selected by the user.
�  MS ‐ Isotope . Calcul ates stabl e isotop e profiles of pe ptides (or other

organic molecul es) based on peak shap e, resol ution, and charge. It can plot
two or more overl apping profi les, includ ing pe ptides of different charges
but similar m =z values . In addition to specifyin g an elemen tal compos ition
or a peptide sequence, an ‘‘ average mass ’’ can be speci fied to give a
‘‘typical’’ profile for a pe ptide at an y given mass and ch arge combina tion.
�  MS ‐ Comp . Calculates possib le amino acid compos itions of a pe ptide

based on a parent or fragment m =z an d pa rtial compos ition from the
immoniu m ions or other da ta contai ned in a CID spect rum. It is possi ble to
specify vari ous alternat ive ion types.
�  DB ‐ Stat. Calcu lates useful stat istics for any specified databas e.

A variety of databases are available through the Internet for searching
proteomic data. These range from large essentially non‐curated protein
sequence repositories to smaller highly annotated databases to theoretical
translations of EST sequences.

The most highly curated pro tein databas e a vailable is SwissPr ot ( http: ==
www.ebi. ac.uk =swiss prot =index.h tml). This is a non ‐ redundant databas e, in
which multiple sequences for a given protein are collapsed into one entry.
It contains extensive integration and links to other reference databases
including information about protein domains and structure and protein
families. As this database is very highly curated, new entries into the
database are relatively slow to arrive. Hence, a less curated, but
more rapidly expanding offshoot TrEMBL allows quicker entry of a se-
quence into the database. This is still annotated, but the curation is largely

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/swissprot/index.html
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/swissprot/index.html
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autom ated based on similari ty to pro teins in the Swi ssProt databas e. Thes e
two databas es, along with another anno tated da tabase, PIR ‐ PSD, hav e
been combi ned into a new set of databas es under the UniP rot con sortium
( http: == ww w.pir.uni prot.org =). UniProt contai ns additional ann otation in-
cluding gene ontology annotation (Consortium, 2001), which attempts to
assign function, subcellular location, and processes in which a protein is
involved.

The largest and most comprehensive database is the NCBI’s Entrez
protein database, which is formed by the combination of a number of
databases including Genpept, which is a translation of the Genbank nucleic
acid sequence database, an annotated collection of all publicly available
nucleotide (Benson et al., 2005). It is part of the International Nucleotide
Sequence Database Collaboration, which also includes the DNA Data-
Bank of Japan (DDBJ) and that of the European Molecular Biology
Laboratory (EMBL). These three organizations exchange data regularly.
Many of the proteins in Genpept are also included in other well‐curated
databases such as SwissProt, although SwissProt accession numbers are not
always accessible through Genpept annotations pages (and vice versa).
Many genes and their protein products are now represented in Entrez by
‘‘Reference Sequences.’’ This RefSeq collection was developed to provide
a comprehensive, integrated, non‐redundant set of sequences, including
genomic DNA, transcript (RNA), and protein products, for major research
organisms. Genpept contains a large amount of redundancy, and entries
have variable levels of annotation. Hence, some entries (e.g., those
from SwissProt) are highly annotated, whereas other entries may be no
more than hypothetical protein sequences based on gene sequence.
For more detail, a review of protein database options has been published
(Apweiler et al., 2004).

The search programs allow effective interrogation of any FASTA‐
formatted database containing either protein or DNA sequences. The
FASTA format was chosen primarily because of its universality, brevity,
and expected ease with which database files could be shared on the same
computer with other programs for sequence analysis.

When a database is first downloaded to a given search engine, most
search engines run a program that analyzes the entries in the database,
assigns them an index number, indexes them according to species, and may
calculate protein molecular masses and theoretical pI. This permits restrict-
ing the proteins searched on the basis of species, protein molecular weight,
or pI. It also allows users to add proteins to databases or create a new
database containing user‐defined proteins. Searches performed on these
smaller databases restricted by species or mass are generally very much
faster than searches performed on complete databases.

http://www.pir.uniprot.org/
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To allow users to take full advantag e of the range of data availab le
from different types of experiment s, the searc h pro grams in the Pro tein
Prospecto r package are structure d so that the results from a searc h with
one program can be input directl y into another program . This allows a user
to effectivel y co mbine informat ion from severa l analyses in silico for maxi-
mum disc rimina ting power in defining protei n ident ity. The searc h pro grams
are also homol ogy tole rant, an d homol ogy matching is implemente d in a
general manner so it makes little differenc e whet her a misma tched ami no
acid is the result of a substitut ion by one of the standar d amino acids or a
chemical, postt ranslatio nal, or xenobiot ic modi fication. All pro grams based
on ion fragm entation incorpo rate the most current knowled ge of gas ‐ phase
ion fragment atio n. How ever, MS =MS spectra from ne wly disc overed
modificatio ns of pep tides may contai n previou sly unknown fragm ent ion
types. Conse quentl y, the program s have been deve loped so that they need
only min or mod ifications to incor porate ne w fragment ion types.

Dat a sup plied for searc hing in the aforemen tioned program s are input
manually in the form of pe ak lists. However, the increase in robu stness and
reliability of tand em MS data has led to an exp losion in the amount of data
being acquire d. With the routi ne acquis ition of hundr eds (o r thousands ) of
fragment ation spect ra in a given LC‐ MS analys is, the manual sub mission of
peak lists from each spect rum is impract ical. Thus, to ana lyze this type of
data, a searc h engine must be able to accept as input text files that co ntain
peak lists of all precurs or ion masses and fragment ions pro duced an d then
to produce a succinct summary of the resulting identifications. Several
search engines can use text files of this format as input, although the exact
format of the file differs slightly between search engines. A developmental
version of ProteinProspector is capable of accepting text files from formats
used by other search engines such as Mascot ( http :== www.mat rixscience.
com). Searchi ng data in this form at is performed essent ially by sequen-
tial searches of each spectrum with MS‐Tag or an equivalent program.
However, searching in this manner is dramatically faster than the sum of
individual searches, as many of the calculations required for individual
searches are in common for all searches (such as the in silico digestion of
all proteins in the database). Thus, a search of more than 3000 MS=MS
spectra against all proteins in the SwissProt database, even allowing for a
few peptide modifications, is completed in about 20 min (Chalkley et al.,
2004b) on a single‐processor desktop PC.

As well as trying to identify unmodified peptides, search engines can
also be programmed to identify biologically or chemically modified pep-
tides. These modifications can be specified as fixed; for example, it is typical
to reduce and alkylate cysteine residues with, for example, iodoacetamide
before protein digestion, so that all cysteines will be carbamidomethylated.

http://www.matrixscience.com
http://www.matrixscience.com
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Other modifications can be variable; for example, methionines can be
biologically oxidized, but more often they become oxidized during sample
preparation. Therefore, peptides should be searched both as if methionines
were unmodified and oxidized. Also, most proteins are acetylated on their
N‐terminus, and if after enzyme cleavage, a glutamine becomes an
N‐terminal residue, this can pyrolize to form a pyro‐glutamate residue.
These modifications are generally searched for as a default. Other mod-
ifications such as phosphorylation can also be searched for, although these
searches do not take previous biological knowledge into consideration and
thus will search for any serine, threonine, or tyrosine being modified. This
greatly increases search times and leads to many more incorrect answers, so
it is generally advisable not to search for such modifications as a default.

Enzyme digests typically employ trypsin, but any other enzyme can be
selected. Combinations of enzyme cleavages can also be specified or data
can be searched with no enzyme specificity specified for cleavage. The last
of these options leads to a high number of false positives and should be
used only when there is supporting evidence for such peptide products
present.

For mass fingerprinting data, it is typical to specify a minimum number
of peptide matches for a hit. The order of reporting results is usually by a
scoring system, the most common being based on the MOWSE system
(Pappin et al., 1993), which is used by Mascot and MS‐Fit in ProteinPros-
pector.

When searching tandem MS data, the user must tell the search engine
what type of instrumentation was used to fragment the peptides so it knows
which fragment ion types to consider. For example, if fragmentation data
were acquired on a MALDI‐TOF=TOF instrument, additional high‐energy
CID fragmentation processes must be considered (Huang et al., 2002).
Some search engines are unable to use sequence specific rules for frag-
mentation, but MS‐Tag in ProteinProspector uses the following rules for
high‐energy CID analysis:

� No side‐chain fragmentation should be anticipated unless an
arginine, lysine, or histidine residue is present within the ion. In general,
the basic residue will not itself yield side‐chain fragments: for example, C‐
terminal arginine does not form v‐ and w‐ions, although it may yield a d‐
fragment if there is another basic amino acid in the peptide.
� No d‐ions should be formed by alanine, glycine, histidine, phenylala-

nine, proline, tryptophan, or tyrosine.
� No w‐ions should be formed by alanine, glycine, histidine, phenylala-

nine, tryptophan, or tyrosine.
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� Because of the double substitution of the �‐carbons in threonine and
isoleucine, each can yield two w‐ and two d‐fragments.
� No v‐ions should be formed by glycine or proline.
� No c‐fragments should occur for amino acids that are N‐terminally

adjacent to proline residues.
� Fragment z (i.e., y‐16) cannot be formed by proline residues.
� A neutral loss of NH3 (�17 Da) from the normal sequence ions and

internal fragments is considered for species that contain arginine,
asparagine, glutamine, or lysine.
� A neutral loss of H2O (�18 Da) from the normal sequence ions and

internal fragments is considered for species that contain aspartic acid,
glutamic acid, serine, or threonine.
� The first members of the N‐terminal ion series are not listed as such.

In general b1 is not stable unless the N‐terminus is modified, the a1‐ion is
equivalent to an immonium ion, and c1 is rarely observed.
What do You do When Your Protein is Not in the Database?

Unless proteins share very high sequence identity, their tryptic peptides
will not always be conserved across closely related species or even among
isoforms within a single species. This, combined with the presence of
sequence errors in databases, means that identification of proteins, espe-
cially from species that are not well represented in databases, may not be
achieved using the conventional searching approach described earlier in
this chapter. In these cases, some level of de novo sequencing is required.
There are two levels to which de novo sequencing can be applied.

In one approach, a short stretch of amino acid ‘‘sequence tag’’ is
discerned, and this, often combined with the masses of fragments
before and after this amino acid tag, can be used to search a database
in an error‐tolerant fashion using software such as MS‐Homology or
PeptideSearch.

The second approach for identifying unassigned spectra is for software
to attempt to de novo sequence the entire peptide and return a ‘‘best‐fit’’
sequence without referencing a database. This approach relies on scoring
systems to rank the quality of de novo sequence matches to the data. These
scoring systems have to be different from those used for database search-
ing, as there is no ‘‘look‐up table’’ to which to compare the results. A few
software packages are available for this type of analysis: Sherenga (Dancik
et al., 1999) (part of SpectrumMill), Lutefisk (Taylor and Johnson, 2001) (a
tool available free over the web), and commercially available PEAKS (Ma
et al., 2003).
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Once a sequence is determined, search engines such as BLAST
(Altschul and Lipman, 1990; Altschul et al., 1997) and FASTA (Pearson
and Lipman, 1988) can be used with sequence information obtained by
de novo peptide sequencing of several peptides taken from a tryptic digest.
However, these searches generally are performed one peptide at a time. In
addition, several idiosyncratic features of fragmentation data from mass
spectrometers are not adequately accommodated for in these search en-
gines. First, sequences from MS results are almost invariably relatively
short stretches of amino acid sequence (often <10 amino acids). The
statistical significance of sequence matches using these search engines is
length dependent (Altschul, 1991), and searches using such short sequences
do not produce statistically significant matches, especially when no very
close homologue exists in the databases. The fragmentation mechanism
of CID generally prevents the formation of a b1‐ion; thus, identification of
the N‐terminal two amino acids is often not possible. Distinguishing be-
tween the pairs Ile=Leu and Gln=Lys is also generally not possible, al-
though Ile=Leu can be differentiated using high‐energy CID (Biemann,
1990 ; Medzi hradskzy an d Burli ngame, 1994), and glycine and lysine can be
distinguished between by accurate mass measurement of relevant sequen-
tial ion series (Clauser et al., 1999). Often, a few ions are missing from an
ion series in the fragmentation spectrum, leading to ‘‘gaps’’ in the sequence
that cannot be determined.

Hence, MS‐specific de novo sequencing and homology matching search
engines have been developed that employ new scoring matrices that
allow for the possible ambiguities between Ile=Leu and Gln=Lys, can cope
with the mass gaps in sequence information, and can use multiple short
stretches of sequence (Habermann et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2001; Mackey
et al., 2002).
Quantitation of Proteins

Although extensive resources have been applied to the development of
MS as a tool for protein identification, only recently has protein quantita-
tion been addressed seriously with respect to more global protein levels.
One approach to analyzing proteins in complex mixtures is to separate
proteins by two‐dimensional (2D) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) before mass spectrometric analysis. This technique yields a level
of quantitative information based on the intensity of staining and is well
suited to monitor variations in protein expression in cells or tissues under
different sets of conditions. Thus, comparisons of gels enable specific
proteins of interest to be identified for more detailed study by MS (Arnott
et al., 1998). However, many researchers have made a move away from the
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use of (2D) gels with more reliance on other separation methods such as
multidimensional high‐performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), typi-
cally strong cation exchange chromatography followed by reversed phase
(Link et al., 1999). There is also more emphasis on one‐dimensional (1D)
gels, as 2D gels are not as effective at analyzing certain classes of proteins,
most notably membrane proteins. However, quantitation by staining inten-
sity of 1D gel bands is not reliable for individual protein quantitation
because bands frequently represent several unseparated proteins.

MS has been used for quantitation almost from the time of its invention,
even though as a quantitative tool, it has well‐known deficiencies. For
example, the essential conversion of molecules to ions is generally incom-
plete and the relative ionization efficiencies for different compounds in
different circumstances are rarely predictable. Furthermore, the actual
numbers of ions released into the gas phase in ESI or MALDI may be
highly dependent on the ionization method and other materials present,
including other analytes, matrices, and impurities arising from purification
protocols. In addition, the response of the instrument may not be the same
for all ions, depending on mass, charge, and polarity.

However, it has long been appreciated that all of these deficiencies
can be overcome if an internal standard can be employed with virtually
identical physical and chemical properties. This is best achieved with an
isotopically labeled analogue of the compound under study, which will
behave identically during ionization but can be differentiated by mass.
The replacement of several hydrogen atoms by deuteriums is generally
the least expensive option and has been employed widely and successfully
in innumerable studies. The hydrogen atoms to be replaced must not be
labile under the conditions of the experiment, and there should be a
sufficient number of them to separate the natural isotopic clusters for
the analyte and the standard. Quantitation is then achieved by comparing
the relative ion currents and relating them to the amount of the standard
added.

Using a similar underlying philosophy, methods have been developed
to compare protein expression under different conditions, in which one
population of cells is grown in a normal expression medium and a second
population is in an isotopically different environment (e.g., using 15N in
place of 14N in the growth media). The cells are then mixed and the
proteins extracted for MS. All proteins that are expressed equally should
give the same peak intensities for the normal and enriched isotope, where-
as upregulation or downregulation would be revealed by significant differ-
ences in the abundance ratios (Oda et al., 1999). The use of isotope‐
depleted material has also been explored in a similar manner (Pasa‐Tolic
et al., 1999). An adaptation of this approach has been successfully applied
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in which one sample to be compared is grown in media where one amino
acid is isotopically labeled, and after mixing samples, peak intensities of
peptides containing this amino acid are compared (Ong et al., 2002).

If the samples to be compared are not produced by cell culture, which is
generally the case for clinical samples or samples derived from tissue, then
chemical derivatization is employed rather than metabolic labeling. Such
reagents have specific reactivity for either the N‐terminus of a peptide or a
certain amino acid. The first widely used reagent of this type was described
as an isotope‐coded affinity tag (ICAT) reagent (Gygi et al., 1999). This
compound contains a biotin tag for affinity purification, a linker that in the
light form contains no heavy isotopes and that in the heavy form has eight
deuterium atoms, as well as a group that is reactive toward cysteine
residues. Thus, two populations of proteins can be differentially labeled,
combined, purified over a streptavidin column, digested, and the peptides
analyzed by MALDI or ESI MS, giving pairs of peaks separated by 8 Da.
A few studies were successful with this reagent, but unfortunately, the large
reagent tag was readily fragmented in tandem MS to produce a number of
fragment ions not derived from the peptide, and this had a negative impact
on the quality of fragmentation spectra. In addition, the slightly less polar
heavy deuterated form eluted later in RP‐HPLC, making quantitation after
chromatographic separation problematic. Newer reagents have switched to
the use of 13C, 15N, or 18O, which do not produce chromatographic differ-
ences. Also, cleavable linker regions have been incorporated that allow
removal of the majority of the tag after affinity purification and, thus, have
minimal side effects on the quality of the fragmentation spectra (Hansen
et al., 2003).

It was envisaged that the ability to selectively enrich only a few peptides
from each protein (e.g., cysteine‐containing peptides) would allow more
comprehensive coverage of the proteome in a complex sample. However,
this has not been the case, and the reliability of quantitation of a protein on
the basis of identifying only one peptide from it is questionable. Also, there
is increased interest in analyzing posttranslational modifications on these
proteins. The latest commercial set of reagents for protein quantitation
label the N‐terminus of peptides and lysine residues (Ross et al., 2004). The
labeling of all peptides allows better statistics for protein quantitation and
is amenable to quantitation of posttranslational modifications. In addition,
this set of reagents allows the comparison of four samples in one experi-
ment. One drawback is that labeling is not performed until after peptide
digestion, and as a result, there is increased potential for introducing
variability of the results due to sample handling.

Software for the analysis of these data is limited, and there is no
community standard method for analyzing this type of data. Applied
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Biosystems, which markets the ICAT and iTRAQ reagents, has written
software called ProQuant, open‐source software that is available from the
Institute for Systems Biology (Li et al., 2003), and the in‐house develop-
mental version of ProteinProspector has software that can perform this
type of analysis (Baker et al., 2004). Quantitation can be measured based
on a number of factors: monoisotopic peak intensity or area or the summed
intensity or peak area of the whole isotope cluster. Theoretically, the
comparative peak areas of the whole isotope cluster should be most accu-
rate, although there are potential complications with all methods: Mono-
isotopic peaks are often weak for high mass peptides, but using the whole
isotope cluster increases the potential for problems caused by co‐eluting
peaks of similar mass. In our experience, any of these parameters give
similar reliability and standard deviation for results. Complications arise
when one or both of the isotopic pairs give peaks that barely exceed the
signal to noise of the spectrum. Without accurate calculation of the back-
ground noise level, very inaccurate ratios can be calculated in these cir-
cumstances. Hence, when calculating protein quantitation ratios, it is
prudent not to use peaks where one or both of a pair of isotopically
differentiated peaks are close to the noise level. However, ignoring certain
peptide signals will limit the dynamic range of the quantitation strategy.
The Challenge of Automation and High Throughput

Generally, the promise of high‐throughput experimental genomic and
proteomic sciences has developed in parallel with approaches to bioinfor-
matic analysis of the data using semiautomated or fully automated rou-
tines. As MS‐based proteomics efforts gear up to accommodate thousands
of samples per day, automation of the entire process including sample
preparation, MS, and informatics analysis becomes an absolute necessity
(Berndt et al., 1999; Krutchinsky et al., 2001).

Techniques for automated gel spot identification, cutting, and digestion
combined with automated MS and CID analysis by online HPLC with ESI
or multiple sample deposition for off‐line MALDI are rapidly establishing
themselves as routine methods for large‐scale protein identification. In so‐
called data‐dependent experiments (DDEs), with HPLC coupled to a
tandem mass spectrometer, repetitive recording of MS spectra is inter-
leaved with the selection and analysis of peaks for CID analysis (Tiller
et al., 1998). The amount of data generated by such experiments running on
a continuous basis is overwhelming for manual interpretation and automa-
tion is essential.

One issue concerning the automated transfer of mass spectro-
metric data to the informatics algorithms is the accuracy of so‐called
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‘‘peak‐picking’’ algorithms. Such programs convert the instrument‐specific
and technique‐specific raw mass spectra into generic lists of monoisotopic
masses and intensities, usually after some spectral processing to enhance
the peaks while reducing electronic and random noise. The mass value for
each peak is usually defined by its centroid, determined for a certain
fraction of the peak height (i.e., for the upper 50%), which is selected to
avoid the inclusion of noise at the leading or trailing edge and to allow
some failure to fully resolve adjacent peaks. MALDI‐generated ions are
assumed to be singly charged, and the challenge is to correctly identify the
first peak in each isotopic cluster. For well‐resolved isolated peptide ions of
m=z values less than approximately 1500 with good signal‐to‐noise ratios,
this is a relatively easy task because the first peak in each cluster (i.e., the
monoisotopic peak) is the most abundant. Above m=z 2000, this is no
longer true and ions in this region are frequently weaker in intensity.
Therefore, the correct identification of the monoisotopic peak becomes
progressively more difficult with increasing mass, particularly if it falls
below a threshold selected to discriminate between actual peaks and back-
ground noise. This problem is compounded by the overlapping isotopic
clusters likely to occur in the spectra of peptide mixtures. An algorithm has
been described that picks monoisotopic peaks based on Poisson modeling
of theoretical isotope patterns compared with the experimental data
(Breen et al., 2000). For ESI‐generated ions, there is the further issue of
identification of the charge‐state (z). the spacing of the isotopic peaks on
the abscissa is equal to 1=z, the identification of which places certain
demands on the resolving power of the mass analyzer. If the peak spacing
can be identified correctly, conversion of the measured m=z to the molecu-
lar mass of the peptide is trivial, but for weaker peaks, or if the spectrum is
noisy, then software that creates peak lists for database searching will make
mistakes (Chalkley et al., 2004a). Some instrument types such as ion traps
do not produce spectra with distinguishable charge states in full scan
spectra. A slower narrower mass range ‘‘zoom scan’’ would allow charge‐
state determination, but for high‐throughput analysis of complex mixtures,
many researchers decide to skip this extra scan and guess the charge states
for a given spectra. For tryptic peptides, it is normal to assume a charge
state of either 2þ or 3þ. The free N‐terminus and basic C‐terminal residue
are both expected to be protonated, and if there is another basic residue in
the sequence, such as a histidine, this is likely to become protonated as
well. Peak lists are generated as if there is a doubly and triply charged
species, then whichever gives the higher, more significant match after
database searching is assumed to be the correct charge. This, of course,
doubles the number of spectra to be searched and does not always correctly
assign the charge state, increasing the number of incorrect identifications.
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A major requireme nt that has arisen as a resul t of acquis ition of such
large numbers of spect ra is the developm ent of scoring syst ems that
attempt to effectivel y discrimi nate be tween correct and incor rect answers.
It is imp ractical to manually veri fy the results from such large da ta sets. As
a result, scoring systems for databas e results from searc h en gines must be
able to repo rt the resul ts at a meas urable de gree of reliability or with
a stat istical significanc e. Search engines such as ‘‘Masco t’’ and ‘‘Sonar’’
use probab ility ‐ based scori ng syste ms ( Field et al., 2002 ; http: == www .
matrixscien ce.com ) based on the likeliho od of a given numb er of pe aks in
a fragmentation spectrummatching at random. Another approach has been
to apply statistical analysis of search results to create a new scoring system.
The assumption is made that because the incorrect matches are random,
they will form a gaussian distribution of scores that will be lower than the
correct matches. Hence, from the database search results, it is possible to
identify the distribution of scores for incorrect answers and assign a proba-
bility that a match is incorrect. This can be applied at both the peptide
(Keller et al., 2002) and the protein level (Nesvizhskii et al., 2003). The
latest version of ProteinProspector is using a similar approach in an attempt
to reliably distinguish between correct and incorrect answers (Chalkley
et al., 2004b). A limitation that should also be acknowledged with statisti-
cal‐based search results is that these become more reliable with the more
data points (spectra) there are to model the scoring. Hence, for the analysis
of small data sets, their effectiveness and reliability is diminished.

Another method that has been proposed to increase the reliability of
results is to search data with multiple search engines and compare the
results (Resing et al., 2004). The argument goes that as most search engines
use slightly different approaches and scoring if a peptide=protein is identi-
fied by multiple search engines, then it is much more likely to be correct.
The developmental version of ProteinProspector allows comparison of
multiple searches of a given data set, including comparison of Protein-
Prospector and Mascot searches of the same data (Chalkley et al., 2004b).
These comparisons are also useful for the development, refinement, and
benchmarking of search engines.

Although most search engines perform well, there is still room for
improvement, because there is additional information within the data that
is not taken into account by many search engines. For example, the proba-
bility of observing a given fragment ion is peptide sequence specific. An in‐
depth analysis of peptide fragmentation occurring in the N‐ and C‐terminal
to each amino acid demonstrated that certain cleavages are highly favored
(e.g., cleavages N‐terminal to a proline or C‐terminal to an aspartic acid).
The fragmentation is also affected by the charge state and number of basic
residues in the sequence, with singly charged peptides beingmost influenced

http://www.matrixscience.com
http://www.matrixscience.com
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by sequ ence ‐ specific fragmen tation ( Kapp et al. , 2003 ). Thus, incor poratin g
this infor mation into searc h engine scori ng could improve the reliability of
results. Othe r an cillary informat ion can be exploited (e.g., by correlat ing
actual peptide elution times from revers e‐ phase chrom atogra phy with pre-
dicted elution times based on hy dropho bicity) ( Petriti s et al., 2003; Res ing
et a l., 2004 ). Sim ilarly, for pep tides purified by cation exchan ge or isoelec-
trofo cusing in the first dim ension, the distrib ution of pe ptides betwe en the
vario us frac tions can be correl ated with predicted basicity or pI ( Car gile
et al. , 200 4).

Through storage of previo us proteom ic results in a rela tional databas e,
severa l other factors can be used to incr ease con fidence in the results. When
a protein is ident ified in a pro teomics experi ment , it is usually on the basis of
only a few pep tides. Thes e peptide s that are observed from a given protein
are gen erally the same in each proteom ics experiment . Therefor e, a list of
‘‘favor ed’’ pe ptides that are obs erved when ident ifying a cert ain protein can
be creat ed, and this could be used as a wei ghting facto r if the searc h results
report identifica tion of a pro tein, especi ally when the ident ification is on the
basis of only one or two peptid es. Similarly , rather than comparing a
spect rum to a theoret ical spect rum created by a search engine, one could
compare the spectrum to a spectrum in which the same peptide was identi-
fied before. TheGlobal ProteomeMachine Organization is a public web site
where one can search proteomic data with the search engine Xtandem!, and
it store s the results from all search es performed on the site (htt p:== www .
thegpm .org). It allows users to compar e thei r resul ts to pre vious resul ts
stored on the site when identifying the same protein in terms of peptides
identified, the spectrum obtained for each peptide, and other proteins other
investigators have identified in association with the protein of interest.

Protein identification in simple protein mixtures using MS for genomes
that are fully known has become a routine exercise. The focuses now are on
providing effective methods to describe complex samples in a reliable
manner, approaches to fully characterize proteins that are posttranslation-
ally modified, and the development of techniques that can provide relative
and absolute quantitation of components. These approaches will all be
driven by a combination of new sample preparation and separation strate-
gies, combined with the development of bioinformatics technologies to
maximize the utilization of the data acquired.
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are developing and using a methodology by which MS can be used to probe
protein conformation and dynamics. This application involves using MS to
analyze amide hydrogen=deuterium (H=D) content from exchange experi-
ments. Introduced by Linderstøm‐Lang in the 1950s, H=D exchange in-
volves using 2H labeling to probe the rate at which protein backbone amide
protons undergo chemical exchange with the protons of water. With the
advent of highly sensitive electrospray ionization (ESI)–MS, a powerful
new technique for measuring H=D exchange in proteins at unprecedented
sensitivity levels also became available. Although it is still not routine, over
the past decade the methodology has been developed and successfully ap-
plied to study various proteins and it has contributed to an understanding
of the functional dynamics of those proteins.
Introduction

The advent of soft ESI (Fenn et al., 1989) and matrix‐assisted laser
desorption ionization (MALDI) (Karas and Hillenkamp, 1988) techniques
has accelerated the emergence of MS in the field of protein interaction
studies. The coupling of these ionization methods with modern mass ana-
lyzers (e.g., ion traps, triple quadrupole, and time‐of‐flight [TOF] analy-
zers) provided breakthroughs in the biochemist’s ability to more accurately
determine the molecular weights of large biomolecular assemblies up to
several hundred thousand daltons (Rostom et al., 2000; Rostom and
Robinson, 1999; Tito et al., 2000; van Berkel et al., 2000). Developments
in microtechniques for sample preparation and handling has further ad-
vanced the role of MS for protein identification and primary structure
elucidation. In particular, ESI‐MS has opened up opportunities for ap-
plications of MS in the fields of analytical biochemistry and structural
biology largely because of its capability of analyzing proteins from aqueous
solution under nearly physiological conditions of concentration, pH, and
temperature, as well as its compatibility with microseparation techniques.

Of particular interest is that new applications of biomolecular MS are
emerging in the field of noncovalent interactions (Przybylski and Glocker,
1996; Smith et al., 1997a,b; Smith and Zhang, 1994) and protein folding
studies (Last and Robinson, 1999; Miranker et al., 1993, 1996). Insight into
the biological processes that occur at the molecular level and possible ways
in which proteins might carry out their specific functions can be gained
from a knowledge of protein folding mechanisms, their higher order struc-
ture, and the interactions of these proteins with other molecules. The
question here is how can MS contribute to develop a greater understanding
of the interactions in proteins that are responsible for protein stability,
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function, specificity, and assembly. What kind of information can be
expected from MS‐based approaches?

Since the pioneering work of Hvidt and Linderstrøm‐Lang (1954),
Hvidt and Nielsen (1966), and Linderstrøm‐Lang (1958), hydrogen isotope
exchange experiments have been used to gain information about the struc-
tural stability of protein conformers and an understanding of the mechan-
isms involved in protein mobility. Amide hydrogen isotope exchange
studies provide information on protein folding and unfolding to and from
the native state, on local fluctuations of the native state, and on ligand–
protein interactions (Woodward, 1999). There are essentially two compet-
ing processes during which hydrogen isotope exchange takes place.
One involves internal or local fluctuations from the native state, and the
other involves subglobal or global unfolding. In either case, hydrogen
bonds are broken and the amide hydrogens are exposed to solvent so that
exchange can occur. Methods to monitor hydrogen exchange have included
tritium counting (Rosenberg and Chakravarti, 1968; Rosenberg and
Enberg, 1969; Rosenberg and Woodward, 1970) and hydrogen–deuterium
(H=D) exchange in combination with spectroscopic methods such as infra-
red (Backmann et al., 1996; De Jongh et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995),
ultraviolet (Englander et al., 1979), Raman resonance (Hildebrandt et al.,
1993), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Roder, 1989; Scholtz and
Robertson, 1995). With increasing field strengths and multidimensional
methods, NMR became the instrument of choice for studying hydrogen
isotope exchange in proteins since the late 1970s. However, MS, particu-
larly since the inception of ESI‐MS at the beginning of the 1990s, has
become increasingly popular for monitoring hydrogen isotope exchange
because of some decisive advantages it has over NMR. The unique advan-
tages of MS are that it provides the ability to (a) determine hydrogen
isotope content in the micromolar as opposed to the millimolar range, (b)
access proteins that aggregate at high concentrations, (c) observe the
hydrogen isotope content in proteins greater than 20 kDa, (d) observe
coexisting conformers simultaneously, (e) work with mixtures or nonpur-
ified samples, (f) determine the exact hydrogen isotope content and the
location by analyzing peptides, and (g) detect correlated exchange, which is
fundamental for understanding the exchange and folding process. The chief
advantage of NMR is that the method gives the average hydrogen isotope
content at many specific sites, although MS is about to play an increasingly
important role here, too. The two methods yield complementary hydrogen
isotope exchange information.

MS also benefits the investigation of protein conformations in other ways.
The observation that charge‐state distributions displayed in ESI mass spectra
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of proteins are reflections of the net charges that the proteins carry in solution
makes ESI‐MS a powerful technique for detecting conformational chan-
ges in proteins. MS‐based approaches in combination with H=D exchange
experiments have proven to be highly efficient for probing the higher order
structure of proteins, to study the conformational stability of proteins, and to
determine the dynamics of conformational transitions. The aim of this con-
tribution is to outline some approaches. In this chapter, emphasis is on
probing the alterations in protein conformational stability and dynamics
caused by environmental changes or chemical modifications. For other com-
prehensive reviews on H=D exchange in combination with MS, see also
Smith et al. (1997a, 1998), Yan et al. (2004b), Eyles and Kaltashov (2004),
and Busenlehner and Armstrong (2005).
ESI‐MS for Probing Solution‐Phase Protein Conformations

The ESI Method

ESI‐MS has emerged as a rapidly progressing technique to study bio-
molecular interactions due to its unique ability to directly analyze peptides,
proteins, and even noncovalent complexes from solution. In the ESI pro-
cess, multiply charged protein ions or charge states are generated, trans-
ferred intact into the gas phase, then introduced into the mass spectrometer
and analyzed according to their mass‐to‐charge (m=z) ratios. Because
proteins have multiple protonation=deprotonation sites, a typical ESI
mass spectrum of a protein M contains a series of ion peaks (M þ nH)nþ

or (M � nH)n�, in which each ion peak represents a population of protein
molecules carrying n charges (Fig. 1). The series of ion peaks, (M þ nH)nþ

or (M � nH)n�, observed for a protein under defined conditions in an
ESI mass spectrum is called the charge‐state distribution or charge‐state
envelope.

Proteins have traditionally been analyzed by ESI‐MS using aqueous
solutions containing an organic modifier (e.g., 10–50% [v=v] methanol or
acetonitrile) and organic acids (e.g., 1–5% formic or acetic acid). Under
these conditions, ESI‐MS allows mass determinations of proteins with high
mass accuracy. However, because these conditions may cause denaturation
of the protein, information regarding the conformation is lost. It is, there-
fore, essential to analyze proteins in solutions that favor the conformation-
al states of interest. For instance, if the native conformation is of interest,
then the protein should be analyzed in a solvent that favors the native
conformations, for example, mildly acidic conditions (pH 5–7), no organic
solvents, and low ESI source temperature.



FIG. 1. Nanospray electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectra of oxidized Escherichia coli

thioredoxin (2 mM) (A) in 25% acetonitrile containing 2% formic acid measured in the

positive ion mode and (B) in 50 mM of ammonium acetate, pH 6.7 measured in the negative

ion mode. Charge‐state distributions are labeled by (M þ nH)nþ and (M � nH)n�,
respectively. The charge‐state distribution of an unknown impurity is marked with an asterisk.

Mass spectra were recorded on an ESI time‐of‐flight mass spectrometer with orthogonal ion

injection (LC‐T, Micromass, Manchester, UK).
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Charge‐State Distributions

One of the first applications of ESI‐MS to study protein conformational
changes involved the analysis of charge‐state distributions in ESI mass
spectra. Proteins that are electrosprayed from solutions and retain their
native folded states tend to have narrow charge‐state distributions centered
around molecular ions with low net charges, whereas denaturing solution
conditions (i.e., nonnative physiological pH, high organic solvent concen-
trations, and elevated temperatures) or the reduction of intramolecular
disulfide bonds give rise to charge‐state distributions encompassing molec-
ular ions carrying many more charges. The relationship between high
charge states and the denatured state of the protein was first observed in
1990 for the acid‐induced unfolding of cytochrome c (Chowdhury et al.,
1990). Numerous proteins have since been monitored by ESI‐MS under
different solution conditions, supporting the general consensus that the
solution‐phase conformation of a protein has dramatic effects on the
charge‐state distribution observed in its ESI mass spectrum. Kaltashov
and coworkers have described a chemometric approach to separate the
contributions of the charge‐state envelope of the individual conformers to
the overall charge‐state envelope by using singular value decomposition for
extracting the number of significantly populated conformers. Validation of
this method has been carried out by monitoring acid‐ and alcohol‐induced
equilibrium states of model proteins such as chymotrypsin inhibitor 2,
ubiquitin, and apomyoglobin, which obey a two‐state, three‐state, and
four‐state folding model, respectively (Mohimen et al., 2003).

Still only limited information is available to fully understand the ther-
modynamic and kinetic processes involved in the generation of multiply
charged protein molecular ions and their transfer into the gas‐phase during
the ESI process. Two models are discussed. In the charged residue model,
the droplets generated during the ESI process shrink by solvent evapora-
tion until only single ions remain (Dole et al., 1968). In the ion evaporation
model, ions are desorbed from the surface of the droplet before the
ultimate droplet size is reached (Iribarne and Thompson, 1976). These
two models have been refined, and at present, it is hypothesized that the
direct ion emission of highly solvated molecular ions by asymmetrical
droplet fission or the direct emission from the tip of a liquid cone formed
under the influence of an electrical field (as in the case of nano‐ESI‐MS)
describes best the experimental observations that (a) the charge‐state
distribution depends on the conformational structure present in solution
and the localization of the protonation=deprotonation sites in the macro-
molecular ion and (b) the survival of intact noncovalent complexes in the
gas phase (Przybylski and Glocker, 1996; Robinson et al., 1996; Smith et al.,
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1997b). It is believed that higher degrees of protonation as observed for
proteins electrosprayed from denaturing solutions can be explained, at
least in part, by the more extended or less compact conformation of the
denatured proteins because of an increase in surface accessibility and
changes in pKa values at the protonation sites (Chowdhury et al., 1990;
Katta and Chait, 1991; Konermann and Douglas, 1997; Konermann et al.,
1997a,b, 1998a; Loo et al., 1990, 1991; Przybylski and Glocker, 1996; Smith
et al., 1997a,b). However, one may speculate, on the basis of funnel‐like
protein folding landscapes (Dill and Chan, 1997), that the broader charge‐
state distributions for proteins electrosprayed from denaturing solutions
may actually reflect the conformational heterogeneity and diversity asso-
ciated with highly disordered unfolded conformational states. On the
other hand, the narrow charge‐state distributions observed for proteins
electrosprayed from ‘‘native‐like’’ solution conditions reflect the well‐
defined conformational properties of a highly compact folded state (Vis
et al., 1998).

It should be noted that the charge‐state distribution of a protein de-
pends to some degree on external parameters associated with the intrinsic
properties of the analysis technique, such as ion formation, ion transmis-
sion, and ion detection. Therefore, if one attempts to quantify changes in
charge‐state distributions, the external factors should be carefully con-
trolled and evaluated. However, compared to the drastic change of the
appearance of the charge‐state distribution in ESI mass spectra as a result
of a conformational transition, these external factors influence the appear-
ance of the charge‐state distribution only to a minor extent (Przybylski and
Glocker, 1996; Smith et al., 1997a,b).
Comparison of ESI‐MS with Other Spectroscopic Methods

While ESI‐MS has emerged as a powerful tool for obtaining potential
structural descriptions of proteins, it is highly desirable to correlate changes
in charge‐state distributions in response to conformational changes within
a protein with data from other biophysical methods to confirm or deepen
the understanding on which molecular events ESI‐MS is capable of report-
ing and to be able to evaluate the ESI‐MS–derived data critically. An
example in which the charge‐state distribution as observed in ESI‐MS
was successfully used for monitoring conformational changes in solution
is the heat denaturation study of E. coli thioredoxin (TRX) (Kim et al.,
1999; Maier et al., 1999).

For the acquisition of the temperature‐dependent ESI mass spectra, a
continuous flow setup was used (Fig. 2). At ambient temperature, the
acquired mass spectra of TRX exhibit a narrow charge‐state distribution



FIG. 2. The protein solution is injected into the sample loop assembled in an injection

valve, immersed in a water bath maintained at the desired temperature. The sample loop

served as reaction vessel. The protein solution is equilibrated at the desired temperature and

directly infused via a fused silica capillary into the electrospray ionization source. Flow

directions are indicated by arrows.
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at higher m=z values encompassing the sixfold to ninefold protonated ions,
with the (M þ 8H)8þ ion as the most abundant charge state. It is believed
that these charge states represent molecular ions that were derived from
the compact tightly folded conformational states of TRX. Below m=z 1200,
a second series of molecular ions is observed, with low intensity represent-
ing the 10‐ to 15‐fold protonated molecular ions, which are thought to
relate to the denatured less compact conformational states of TRX (Fig. 3).

However, the charge‐state distribution of TRX equilibrated at higher
temperature is dramatically different. Above 40�, the charge‐state distribu-
tion at lower m=z values encompassing charges 10þ to 15þ becomes more
intense, whereas the intensity of the charge states centered around (M þ
8H)8þ decreases. Above 65�, the charge‐state distribution is centered
around the 12‐fold protonated ion peak, which then dominates the appear-
ance of the ESI mass spectrum (Fig. 3). Heat denaturation curves
were deduced from the temperature‐dependent charge‐state distribution
by plotting the average charge state <c> of an ESI mass spectrum
(Konermann and Douglas, 1997; Maier et al., 1999) or the ion peak ratio
IF=(IF þIU) versus the temperature (Maier et al., 1999; Mirza et al., 1993)
(Fig. 4A).

It is important to note that at the temperatures studied, TRX showed
only two distinct charge‐state distributions that exhibit temperature‐
dependent changes in intensity without shifting of their charge‐state
maxima. In the case of the thermal unfolding study of E. coli TRX, the
temperature‐induced unfolding transition, derived from the ESI mass



FIG. 3. Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectra of Escherichia coli thioredoxin at the

temperatures (A) 82 � 2�, (B) 65 � 2�, and (C) 18 � 1� in 2% acetic acid. To the folded form

F, ion peaks at m=z 1948, 1669, 1460, and 1298 represent charge states 6þ, 7þ, 8þ, and 9þ,
respectively. Ion peaks at m=z 1168, 1062, 974, 899, 834, and 779 representing charge states

10þ to 15þ are assumed to originate from the unfolded form U. A minor unidentified

impurity is marked with an asterisk.
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spectra, paralleled almost exactly with the unfolding transition observed in
near‐ultraviolet (UV) circular dichroism (280 nm), a method that reports
on changes in the environment of aromatic side chains of amino acid
residues (Fig. 4B). These data together with data from H=D exchange
experiments suggest (a) that the thermal unfolding of TRX under the
applied conditions can be described as a two‐state unfolding transition
allowing the estimation of Tm, the melting temperature, and �Hm, the
enthalpy change for unfolding (Table I) and (b) that charge‐state distribu-
tions as observed by ESI‐MS reflect on the intactness of the hydrogen
bonding network (Maier et al., 1999). These results support the emerging



FIG. 4. (A) Heat‐denaturation curves of Escherichia coli thioredoxin in 2 (v=v) % acetic

acid deduced from the temperature‐dependent charge‐state distribution obtained by

electrospray ionization (ESI)–mass spectrometry (MS): (�) ion peak intensity ratio and (▾)

average charge state <c> as a function of temperature. The continuous lines are theoretical

curves based on the assumption that equilibrium thermal unfolding can be approximated by

two‐state unfolding mechanism (Creighton, 1990; Santoro and Bolen, 1988). (B) Fraction

unfolded versus temperature curves; the MS‐derived unfolding curves coincide with the

unfolding curve derived from optical spectroscopy.
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TABLE I

THERMODYNAMIC DATA FOR THE UNFOLDING TRANSITION OF E. COLI OXIDIZED THIOREDOXIN

DERIVED FROM NEAR‐UV CIRCULAR DICHROISM SPECTROSCOPY AND THE ANALYSES OF

CHARGE‐STATE DISTRIBUTIONS AS OBSERVED BY ESI‐MSa,b

Method Tm (�) �Hm (kcal=mol)

Near‐UV circular dichroism 60 78

ESI‐MS

Ion peak intensity ratioc 64 74

Average charge stated 65 54

aFrom Maier et al. (1999).
bESI, electrospray ionization; MS, mass spectrometry; UV, ultraviolet.
cThe ion peak intensity ratio of an ESI mass spectrum can be deduced by calculating the

ratio IF=(IF þ IU), where IF and Iu are obtained by summing the ion peak intensities of

charge states assigned to the compact conformational state (F) and the disordered

denatured state (U), respectively (Maier et al., 1999; Mirza, 1993).
dThe average charge state <c> of an ESI mass spectrum (Konermann, 1997b; Maier et al.,

1999) can be calculated according to Eq. (1), whereby c denotes the charge state of an ion

peak and Ic its intensity (counts per second).
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view that ESI‐MS is a technique that is potentially capable of monitoring
subtle changes in the tertiary structure.

The relative error of the thermodynamic data obtained from the
analyses of charge‐state distributions was estimated to be in the range of
10–20%.

c ¼
S
c
Icc

S
c
Ic

ð1Þ

Using the same experimental approach, the global stability of oxidized
E. coli TRX was compared to a chemically modified TRX, namely (S‐(2‐
Cys32ethyl)‐glutathione)thioredoxin (GS‐TRX) (Kim et al., 1999).
GS‐TRX is a possible protein alkylation product of S‐(2‐chloroethyl)gluta-
thione, a cytotoxic compound derived from glutathione and the xenobiotic
1,2‐dichloroethane (Erve et al., 1995). The heat denaturation curves de-
duced from the temperature‐dependent charge‐state distributions obtained
by ESI‐MS indicate that GS‐TRX possesses a lower structural stability
compared to oxidized TRX but a significantly higher stability compared
to reduced TRX (Fig. 5A). These data together with data from other
optical spectroscopic methods and H=D exchange experiments indi-
cate that the glutathionyl moiety may interact with parts of TRX, which
results in an increase in conformational stability (Kim et al., 1999). This
hypothesis has been substantiated by energy minimization studies on



FIG. 5. (A) Comparison of the heat‐denaturation curves of oxidized, reduced, and (S‐(2‐
Cys32ethyl)‐glutathione)thioredoxin (GS‐TRX) in 1 (v=v) % acetic acid deduced from the

temperature‐dependent charge‐state distribution observed by electrospray ionization–mass

spectrometry.
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(S ‐(2 ‐ Cys 32 ethyl) ‐ glutathi one)thio redoxin , whi ch propose hydro gen bond-
ing and elec trostatic interactions between the thiore doxin core an d the
glutathio nyl moi ety (Kim et a l., 2001a,b).

Char ge ‐ state ana lysis was also app lied for determ ining the conforma-
tional consequ ences of met al ion bindi ng to the colicin E9 endon uclease
(E9 DN ase) by taking advantag e of the unique capabi lity of ESI ‐ MS of
allowing simult aneous asses sment of conform ational heterog eneit y a nd
metal ion bindin g. Altera tions of charge ‐ stat e distrib utions on meta l ion
binding =rele ase were correlat ed with spect ral chan ges observed in far ‐ and
near ‐UV cir cular dichr oism (CD) and intr insic trypt ophan fluor escenc e. A
drastic shift to higher charges was observed for the charge ‐ state envelope s
upon co llapse of the tertiar y structure of Zn 2þ‐ bound colicin E9 en donu-
clease by acid ‐ induced rele ase of the metal ion. Moreove r, these studies
revealed that the nonc ovalent protein–p rotein compl exes, that is, coli cin
E9 endon uclease and its cognate im munity protein, Im9, diss ociate in the
gas phase before the metal ion complex, thereby confirming that electro-
statics and not hydrophobic interactions are more important in the gas
phase (van den Bremer et al., 2002).

Another example that charge‐state analysis can contribute to elucidate
structural properties of a protein, where other methods fail, is illu-
strated by studies on human recombinant macrophage colony‐stimulating
factor‐� (rhM‐CSF�) (Zhang et al., 2001). rhM‐CSF� is a four‐helical
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bundle cytokine and forms a compact homodimer with nine disulfide
bonds. The ESI mass spectrum of rhM‐CSF� exhibits a charge‐state distri-
bution centered around the 21þ charge state. Selective reduction of two
disulfide bonds (C157, 159–C0157, 159) near the C‐terminal tail showed little
change in the secondary structure as suggested by far‐UV CD and fluores-
cence spectra, and even the three‐dimensional integrity of the protein was
unaltered as suggested by the unchanged biological activity. However, the
ESI spectrum of this partially reduced protein showed a charge envelope
centered around the 32þ charge state, suggesting additional basic sites
became accessible upon removal of the two disulfide bonds. However, only
Lys154 would appear to become available for protonation upon reduction
of the disulfides, C157, 159–C0157, 159, as all other basic sites are in the
N‐terminal direction relative to the next stabilizing disulfide bond,
C102–C146. Constructing a model for rhM‐CSF� helped rationalizing the
observed charge‐state alteration upon reduction. In the model, the crystal
structure of rhM‐CSF� was extended to aa 160, thereby providing the
symmetrical C157–C159 disulfide linkages in the dimer. The resulting struc-
ture was subjected to molecular dynamics and energy optimization by
AMBER force field, and the remaining sequence to Glu177 was then
modeled as a turn and a polyproline type II helix. H=D exchange experi-
ments combined with computational support suggested a structure model
in which disulfide bond reduction exposes additional basic sites in
each subunit, which are buried by the polyproline type II helix in the intact
rhM‐CSF� (Yan et al., 2002, 2004b).
Negative Ion ESI‐MS Charge‐State Distributions

Only a few studies have been published in which the negative ion mode
ESI‐MS was employed to study conformational changes in proteins. In the
negative ion mode ESI‐MS, proteins are measured as multiply negatively
charged protein species, that is, (M � nH)n�. Buffer systems that are
commonly employed to analyze proteins in the negative ion mode include
ammonium acetate=ammonia or ammonium bicarbonate solutions.

An example of the use of negative ion ESI‐MS involved a study in
which the influence of point mutations on the global stability of wild‐type
ferredoxin from the cyanobacterium Anabaena was elucidated (Remigy
et al., 1997). Alterations within the charge‐state distributions of the multi-
ply deprotonated molecular ions were rationalized by a loss of structural
stability due to disruption of stabilizing hydrogen bonds by some of the
amino acid replacements.

Another example in which negative ion ESI‐MS proved useful was the
report on Ca2þ‐binding in calbindin D28K and two deletion mutants lacking
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one or both EF‐hand domains (Veenstra et al., 1998). They compared
changes in the charge‐state distribution of multiply deprotonated molecu-
lar ions observed in the negative ion mode ESI mass spectra with changes
in the near‐ and far‐UV CD and the extrinsic fluorescence of calbindin
D28K and mutants upon uptake of Ca2þ ions. Good correlation was found
between conformational changes detected by spectroscopic methods,
such as near‐ and far‐UV CD and extrinsic fluorescence, as well as
changes within the charge‐state distributions of the multiply deprotonated
molecular ions.

However, a study by Konermann and Douglas (1998b) revealed that
protein conformational changes detected by spectroscopic methods
and positive ion mode ESI‐MS did not necessarily result in changes
of the charge‐state distribution in the negative ion mode. For example,
acid‐induced unfolding of cytochrome c and ubiquitin, as well as the base‐
induced unfolding of ubiquitin, led to dramatic changes in the charge
distribution observed in the positive ion mode ESI‐MS, whereas only
minor changes were observed in the negative ion charge‐state distribution.
To fully judge the potential of negative ion mode ESI‐MS as a method for
monitoring conformational changes of proteins in solution, we must ac-
quire more experimental data. A better understanding of the underlying
processes of negative ion ESI will also be necessary.
Protein Folding Kinetics by ‘‘Time‐Resolved’’‐ESI‐MS

Konermann and Douglas (1997a,b) introduced ‘‘time‐resolved’’ ESI‐
MS to study protein folding=unfolding reactions by ESI‐MS. A continuous
flow mixing apparatus is directly coupled to an ESI mass spectrometer
(Fig. 6). This experimental setup was first used to monitor the refolding
of acid ‐ den atured cytoch rome c ( Konermann and Dou glas, 1997 a). The
analysis of the different charge‐state distributions recorded during the time
course of the folding experiment revealed that refolding of acid‐denatured
cytochrome c proceeds via a fast folding population and a slow folding
subpopulation with lifetimes of 0.17 and 8.1 s, respectively. In the second
study, time‐resolved ESI‐MS was applied to study the acid‐induced dena-
turation of myoglobin ( Koner mann and Dougl as, 1997 b). The different
charge‐state distributions observed by ESI‐MS in the time course of the
unfolding experiment revealed the previously unknown transient forma-
tion of a folding intermediate with a lifetime of the order of 0.4 s, namely
an unfolded state that was still capable of retaining the heme.

Using an online rapid mixing in conjunction with ESI‐TOF MS, Wilson
et al. (2005) have also published a study on the subunit disassembly
and unfolding of the inducible nitric oxide synthase oxygenase domain



FIG. 6. Experimental apparatus used for monitoring protein folding=unfolding studies by

time‐resolved electrospray ionization (ESI)–mass spectrometry (MS). Two syringes are

advanced simultaneously by a syringe pump. The mixing ratio is defined by the volume ratio

of the syringes. The folding=unfolding reaction is initiated by 10‐fold dilution in the mixing

tee. Arrows indicate the flow directions of the solutions from the two syringes. The reaction

time �t is determined by the capillary length �L. At the end of the reaction capillary, the

protein solution is electrosprayed and the multiply charged protonated gas‐phase protein ions

are transferred into the mass analyzer.
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(iNOSCOD) following a pH jump from 7.5 to 2.8. During the denaturation
process, various protein species become populated, which were distin-
guished by their ligand‐binding behavior and the different charge‐states
distributions. The denaturation process can be described as follows: The
first step is the disruption of the iNOSCOD dimer, to generate heme‐bound
monomeric species in various degrees of unfolding. This first step is accom-
panied by the loss of two tetrahydrobiopterin cofactors. Subsequent heme
loss generates monomeric apoproteins exhibiting various degrees of un-
folding. The formation of proteins that are bound to two heme groups was
also observed. Apparently, a subpopulation of holo monomers undergoes
substantial unfolding while retaining contact with the heme cofactor.

Probing Protein Solution Structures of Proteins by
Hydrogen=Deuterium Exchange

Hydrogen Exchange Chemistry

The chemistry of hydrogen exchange reactions has been described by
Englander and Kallenbach (1984). In peptides and proteins, the exchange-
able hydrogens are the polar side‐chain hydrogens bound to heteroatoms
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(N, O, and S), the N‐ and C‐terminal hydrogens, and the backbone peptide
amide hydrogens (Englander and Kallenbach, 1984; Woodward et al.,
1982). In proteins, the polar side‐chain hydrogens exchange 103–106 times
faster than peptide amide hydrogens at pH 7 and exchange rate constants
are highly pH dependent (Englander and Kallenback, 1984; Eriksson et al.,
1995; Woodward et al., 1982). Exchange rates for polar side chain hydro-
gens, as well as for N‐ and C‐terminal hydrogens are usually too high to be
readily determined. Therefore, most of the hydrogen exchange studies
focus on determining the exchange characteristics of peptide amide hydro-
gens. Fortunately, peptide amide hydrogens represent excellent structural
probes that report on surface accessibility, secondary structural bonding
network, and conformational stability (Englander et al., 1996).
The Influence of Solution Temperature, pH, and Composition on Amide
Hydrogen Exchange

Peptide amide hydrogen exchange is almost exclusively catalyzed by
OH� down to pH 3 and below that by H3O

þ in water‐based solutions.
Thus, the exchange rate constant for a freely exposed peptide amide
hydrogen kex,NH can be approximated as

kex;NH ¼ kOH½OH�	 þ kH½Hþ	 þ k0; ð2Þ
where kOH, kH, and k0 are the rate constants for base‐catalyzed, acid‐
catalyzed exchange, and direct exchange with water, respectively (Englander
and Kallenbach, 1984; Eriksson et al., 1995; Woodward et al., 1982). Amide
H=D exchange studies using poly‐DL‐alanine as a random coil‐like model
peptide provided reference rate constants for kOH ¼ 1.12 
 1010 and kH ¼
41.7 M�1min�1, respectively at 20� and low salt concentrations (Bai
et al., 1993; Molday et al., 1972). Direct exchange with water is commonly
considered as insignificant in most of the exchange studies (k0 ¼ 0.03 min�1)
(Bai, 1993 et al.; Molday et al., 1972; Woodward et al., 1982).

There is a pH dependence of exchange rate constants of polar side‐
chain hydrogens and exposed peptide amide hydrogens (Creighton, 1993)
(Fig. 7). The log(kex,NH) versus pH plot has a pronounced minimum at pH
2.5–3.0, indicating that exchange rates for base and acid catalysis are equal.
The extreme pH sensitivity of peptide amide hydrogen exchange is appar-
ent by an approximate 10‐fold increase of the exchange rate for each unit
change in pH.

Hydrogen exchange rates are temperature dependent. The rate con-
stants follow the Arrhenius equation, lnk ¼ lnA � Ea=(RT). Thus, to
predict exchange rate constants at different temperatures the following
equation can be used:



FIG. 7. The pH dependence of exchange‐rate constants of different types of hydrogens

occurring in peptides and proteins.
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kex;T2 ¼ kex;T1 expð�Eaf1=T2 � 1=T1g=RÞ ð3Þ

whereby kex,T2 and kex,T1 are the exchange rate constants at temperatures
T2 and T1 (in Kelvin), R is the gas constant 8.314 Jmol�1K�1 and the
activation energies Ea for the acid catalyzed, the base‐catalyzed, and wa-
ter‐catalyzed exchange are 14 kcal=mol, 17 kcal=mol, 19 kcal=mol, respec-
tively (1 kcal ¼ 4.184 kJ) (Bai et al., 1993). This corresponds to an
approximate threefold increase of the exchange rate with every 10‐K
increase in temperature.

Temperature and pH adjustments are used in exchange rate studies of
peptide amide hydrogens to (a) probe fluctuations of conformational
states, (b) monitor conformational alterations as a consequence of ligand
binding or environmental changes, and (c) monitor the cooperativity of
unfolding transitions. At pH 7 and 25�, half‐lives of exposed peptide amide
hydrogen are in the range of 0.05–0.01 s, whereas at 0� and pH 2.7 the half‐
lives are 1–2 hr. The latter represent conditions used for quenching
exchange reactions to preserve the isotope labels during analysis.
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In addition to the effects of temperature and pH, solvent composition
has a decisive effect on amide hydrogen isotope exchange rates (Englander
et al., 1985). Miscible organic solvents used in reverse‐phase HPLC
(RP‐HPLC) generally slow down the exchange rate, largely because of a
decrease in the equilibrium constant Kw for water or hydroxide ion activity.
The pHmin shifts to progressively higher values with increasing organic
solvent fraction. A change in solvent composition can be used to reduce
back‐exchange of the isotopic label when working outside the pHmin limits,
for example, during HPLC analysis.

Side‐Chain Effects on Amide Hydrogen Exchange

Peptide amide hydrogen exchange rates are influenced by neighboring
side chains through inductive and steric blocking effects (Bai et al., 1993;
Molday et al., 1972). Polar side chains withdraw electrons, thereby increas-
ing the acidity of the peptide hydrogen group. Thus, the exchange rate
by base catalysis is increased and the exchange rate by acid catalysis
decreased. Steric blocking, and hence, retardation of exchange, is caused
by bulky side chains, such as �‐ and �‐branching of side chains and by
aromatic residues. The additivity of the inductive and steric blocking
effects on peptide hydrogen exchange has been demonstrated and quanti-
fied by Bai et al. (1993) and Molday et al. (1972) through amide H=D
exchange kinetics in dipeptide models of all 20 naturally occurring amino
acids. These values are commonly used to calculate the exchange rate
constant krc for a peptide amide hydrogen imbedded in a particular amino
acid sequence assuming random coil‐like behavior. The ratio krc=kobs ¼ P,
where P is the protection factor and kobs is the experimentally determined
rate constant for the peptide amide hydrogen in question. The protection
factor enables an assessment of the retardation factor of the amide hydro-
gen exchange caused by secondary and tertiary structural hydrogen bond-
ing and=or solvent inaccessibility (Englander and Kallenbach, 1984; Jeng
et al., 1990; Wand et al., 1986).

Hydrogen Exchange Mechanism: Ex1 and Ex2

Since its introduction in the early 1950s (Hvidt and Linderstrøm‐Lang,
1954; Hvidt and Nielsen, 1966), hydrogen exchange has been a powerful
method for studying protein structure and conformational stability.
Labile hydrogens in the side chains (e.g., O‐H, S‐H, and N‐H), N‐ and
C‐terminal hydrogens, and the backbone amide hydrogens of proteins
are exchangeable. However, information regarding structure and confor-
mational stability can best be extracted from the exchange behavior of
the backbone amide hydrogens, because these build up the secondary
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structural bonding network. The rate at which a peptide amide hydrogen
exchanges with solvent provides information about the structural stability
and surface accessibility of that specific peptide amide hydrogen. Protec-
tion against exchange results predominantly from hydrogen bonding, but
solvent exclusion of amide hydrogens buried in the core of a protein
contributes as well. Labile protons on the surface of the protein that are
not involved in hydrogen bonding exchange more readily (Englander and
Kallenbach, 1984; Englander et al., 1996; Woodward, 1994; Woodward
et al., 1982). A dual‐pathway model for hydrogen exchange of peptide
amide hydrogens is most often considered (Li andWoodward, 1999; Wood-
ward et al., 1982). The first pathway describes exchange directly from the
folded state via local transient opening reactions or ‘‘breathing’’motions. It
is assumed that peptide amide hydrogens located at or near the surface of
the protein or in close proximity to solvent channels exchange via this
pathway (Eq. [4], Fig. 8). In the second mechanism, exchange is preceded
by transient reversible unfolding reactions that are accompanied by
the breaking of hydrogen bonds (Fig. 9A) (Englander and Kallenbach,
1984; Englander et al., 1996; Linderstrøm‐Lang, 1958; Woodward, 1994;
Woodward et al., 1982). Unfolding of proteins can occur via (a) global or
whole‐molecule transitions, (b) subglobal transitions, or (c) local fluctua-
tions (Chamberlain and Marqusee, 1997; Englander et al., 1996). Which of
the two exchange mechanisms dominates depends on the experimental
conditions (i.e., the pH, temperature, or chemical denaturants present).
FIG. 8. Pictorial presentation of the underlying principle of peptide amide hydrogen

exchange from folded proteins. The rate constant for exchange at any backbone amide is

given by kobs ¼ � krc, where � is the probability that D2O and OD� are present at the back

amide and krc is the intrinsic chemical rate constant for isotopic exchange at amide hydrogens

in random coil‐like peptides.



FIG. 9. (A) Pictorial presentation of the underlying principles of peptide amide hydrogen

exchange from folded proteins via partial, subglobal, or global unfolding. (B) The

Linderstrøm‐Lang model (Eq. [5]), which connects observed exchange rates with structural

unfolding reactions in proteins. Rate constants k1 and k�1 describe the unfolding and

refolding reaction of a protein, and krc is the intrinsic chemical rate constant for isotopic

exchange at amide hydrogens in random coil‐like peptides.
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The Linderstrøm‐Lang model connects the second mechanism with the
observed exchange rates (Eq. [5], Fig. 9B).

The observed exchange reaction will be second order, if the refolding
rate of the transient opening reaction is much greater than the rate with
which the intrinsic chemical exchange occurs (i.e., k�1 >> krc). Thus, the
experimentally observed rate constant is given by kobs ¼ krc (k1=k�1). This
type of exchange is termed the EX2‐type mechanism, and exchange via this
mechanism is observed for most proteins under neutral pH and in the
absence of denaturants. In this mechanism, refolding (i.e., large k�1) is more
likely than the exchange reaction and the exchange is random or uncorre-
lated. Exchange occurs via the so‐called EX1‐type mechanism, if the rate of
the chemical reaction is much greater than refolding (i.e., krc >> k�1).
Thus, the observed exchange rate is directly related to the protein unfold-
ing rate (i.e., the observed exchange rate constant is given by kobs ¼ k1)
(Clarke and Itzhaki, 1998; Englander et al., 1996; Linderstrøm‐Lang, 1958;
Woodward et al., 1982), and correlated motion can be detected by MS
(Arrington and Robertson, 2000; Arrington et al., 1999; Deng and Smith,
1998a,b; Maier et al., 1999; Yi and Baker, 1996; Zhang et al., 1997a).
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Hydrogen Isotope Exchange Monitored by Mass Spectrometry

Typically, H=D exchange experiments are monitored by NMR techni-
ques because deuterons in proton NMR experiments do not give a signal.
The exchange behavior of individual amide protons as a function of ex-
change periods is deduced from the intensity of resolved NH‐resonances in
one‐dimensional (1D) NMR spectra or NH‐related cross peaks in two‐
dimensional (2D) NMR spectra. Thus, deuterium exchange experiments
in which the average proton occupancies is monitored in a site‐specific
manner yield exchange rates of individual backbone amides in proteins
but averaged over all molecules (Roder, 1989; Scholtz and Robertson,
1995).

The advantages of using MS to monitor H=D exchange reactions have
become recognized. MS‐based approaches use the fact that the difference
in mass between hydrogen and deuterium is 1 Da, and, thus, changes in the
number of deuteriums incorporated in a molecule can be directly related to
mass shifts. The application of MS to monitor H=D exchange in peptides
and proteins was first introduced by Katta and Chait (1991, 1993) to study
the native and denatured states of ubiquitin. Since then, the approach has
been widely used to (a) study the high‐order proteins structures in different
environments (Katta and Chait, 1991, 1993; Wang et al., 1997; Zhang and
Smith, 1993; Zhang et al., 1996, 1997b), (b) assess the consequences of point
mutations (Guy et al., 1996a,b; Nettleton et al., 1998) and ligand binding
(Nemirovskiy et al., 1999), (c) probe the solution dynamics of proteins
and peptides (Arrington and Robertson, 2000; Arrington et al., 1999;
Maier et al., 1999), (d) obtain structural descriptions for partially folded
states (Chung et al., 1997; Maier et al., 1997; Robinson et al., 1994), and
(e) examine protein folding (Miranker et al., 1993) and unfolding pathways
( Chung et al., 1997 ; Deng and Smi th, 1998a,b; Deng et al. , 1999b; Mai er
et al., 1999; Yi and Baker, 1996).

In principal, two experimental approaches are used. In the first
approach, the deuterium exchange‐in reaction is followed by dilution of
the protonated protein in deuterating solvents. This approach is beneficial
for proteins that are difficult to prepare in a fully deuterated form, but
it suffers from the fact that back‐exchange during the ESI‐MS analysis may
occur. Therefore, this methodology is more suitable for experiments in
which comparisons between different proteins or conformations are made.
In this context, it is important to note that if deuterium exchange‐in
experiments are directly monitored by ESI‐MS, multiply deuterated
ions (MþnD)nþ will be observed. Thus, deuterium incorporation can be
monitored directly as mass increase and expressed as the percentage of
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mass increase relative to the maximum number of exchangeable hydrogens
(Fig. 10A).

In the second approach, the exchange is initiated from a fully deuter-
ated protein by dilution in protonating solvent. Under these conditions,
deuterium exchange‐out kinetics are monitored. This process has the obvi-
ous advantage that the exchange rates observed are directly related to the
exchange behavior of the backbone amide deuterons because exchange of
the side‐change deuterons is several orders of magnitude faster than ex-
change from the backbone amides. Fortunately, the exchange behavior of
the backbone amides is of particular interest for structural studies, because
the backbone amides provide the framework for the hydrogen bonding
network that build up the tertiary structure. Under these circumstances, if
deuterium exchange‐out experiments are directly monitored by ESI‐MS,
multiply protonated (M þ nH)nþ ions are observed and the mass decrease
as exchange‐out proceeds can be best expressed as the number of deuter-
iums remaining after a certain exchange‐out period. The deuteriums
remaining can be determined by subtracting the observed mass shift (i.e.,
the deuterium loss) from the number of deuteriums observed in the fully
deuterated protein (Fig. 10B).
FIG. 10. The two experimental approaches used to perform isotopic exchange studies:

(A) the exchange‐in and (B) the exchange‐out approach.
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Monitoring and analyzingD=Hexchange‐out is particularly powerful for
studying protein interfaces. The protein–protein interfaces are indicated by
regions that retain more deuterons in the complex compared with control
experiments in which only the individual, non‐complexed protein is present.
Monitoring exchange‐out was used, for example, by Mandell et al. (1998),
for the identification of the kinase inhibitor PKI(5–24) and ATP‐binding
sites in the cyclic AMP–dependent protein kinase. The same authors have
also published the identification of the thrombin–thrombomodulin inter-
faces bymonitoring the kinetics of amide deuterium exchange‐out (Mandell
et al., 2001).

The influence of a disulfide bond on the thermodynamic stability of a
small single‐domain protein can be seen in deuterium exchange‐in experi-
ments, with oxidized and reduced Escherichia coli thioredoxin (TRX)
using ESI‐MS to measure the mass increase (Fig. 11). Oxidized E. coli
TRX possesses 173 exchangeable hydrogens; 102 are backbone amide
hydrogens, 68 are side‐chain hydrogens, and 3 are terminal hydrogens.
The reduced protein has a 175 exchangeable sites because of two additional
thiol protons. For oxidized TRX, a molecular mass increase of approxi-
mately 71 � 5 Da (40 � 3%) is observed after 60‐min incubation in 1%
acetic acid‐d1 (v=v) at room temperature (Fig. 11), indicating that approxi-
mately 102 � 5 of the hydrogens did not yet exchange, and these are
protected against exchange and, presumably, are part of the stable protein
core. By contrast, in reduced TRX, approximately 82 � 5 (47 � 3%)
protons have undergone exchange, leaving approximately 93 � 5 hydro-
gens on the protein. A comparison of the global hydrogen exchange pro-
files over a 2‐h period demonstrated that reduced TRX is less protected
against deuterium exchange‐in over the entire time course sampled, there-
by confirming that reduced TRX is thermodynamically less stable than
oxidized TRX (Kim et al., 1999).

Zhu et al. (2003a) introduced a methodology to quantify protein–
ligand interaction by MS, ligand titration, and H=D exchange, termed
PLIMSTEX. This approach can determine conformational change, binding
stoichiometry, and affinity in protein–ligand interactions including those
that involve small molecules, metal ions, and peptides. The method yields
plots of the mass difference between the deuterated and nondeuterated
protein (deuterium uptake) versus the total ligand concentration. These
titration curves are then fit to a 1:n (n is the number of binding sites)
protein:ligand sequential binding model. This method was applied to de-
termine the Ca2þ interactions in calmodulin (Zhu et al., 2003b) and to study
the interaction of the intestinal fatty acid–binding protein (IFABP) with a
fatty acid carboxylate (Zhu et al., 2004).



FIG. 11. H=D exchange‐in kinetic profiles of reduced and oxidized Escherichia coli

thioredoxin (TRX) at 22� in 1% acetic acid‐d1 (v=v).
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Determination of H=D‐Exchange Mechanisms: EX1 and EX2 Types

Proteins are not rigid structures but highly dynamic systems that under-
go constant fluctuations in which hydrogen bonds are transiently opened
and re‐formed. The extent of these fluctuations is critically dependent on
the environment that can stabilize or destabilize the native conformational
state. Thus, backbone H=D exchange in proteins under solution‐phase
conditions depends on two processes: (a) the unfolding or opening event
during which the backbone amides are transiently exposed to the solvent
and (b) the intrinsic chemical exchange of the exposed amide hydrogen
with deuterating solvent. The two rate‐limiting mechanisms (i.e., EX2 and
EX1 types for isotopic exchange reactions in proteins) can be distinguished
(Fig. 9B) (Clarke and Itzhaki, 1998; Englander et al., 1996; Linderstrøm‐
Lang, 1958; Woodward et al., 1982). When a large excess of the hydrogen
isotopically labeled water is present, the overall exchange reaction is
essentially irreversible.
The conformational dynamics of TRX during thermal unfolding have
been studied by solution‐phase H=D exchange‐in as a function of time and
temperature (Maier et al., 1999) (Fig. 12). To study the dynamic processes
of TRX by H=D exchange‐in during heat denaturation, mild acidic solution
conditions were chosen to slightly destabilize the native state. H=D ex-
change was initiated by diluting the protein solution into a deuterating
solution, which consisted of 2% acetic‐acid‐d1 (v=v). A capillary assembled



FIG. 12. Evolution of the eightfold charged ion peak of Escherichia coli thioredoxin during

the online H=D exchange‐in experiments at 40� (A), 60 � 2� (B), and 80� (C) in 1% acetic

acid‐d1 (v=v). The time points given refer to incubation periods (time).
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in a conventional injection valve was used as a reaction vessel (Fig. 13). The
solvent delivery line, the reaction vessel, and the injection valve were
immersed in a water bath equilibrated at the desired temperature. Thermal
denaturation and H=D exchange‐in reactions were performed in the reac-
tion vessel that was directly connected by a fused silica capillary to the ESI
source. This infusion capillary was immersed in an ice bath to quench H=D
exchange‐in and initiate refolding of thermally denatured TRX.

Exchange according to a pseudo–first‐ordermechanism (EX1‐type mech-
anism) occurs if interconversion between the native closed conformational



FIG. 13. Experimental setup used for the H=D exchange‐in experiments monitored online

by electrospray ionization–mass spectrometry.
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states (F) and the unfolded open states is slow with respect to the in-
trinsic hydrogen exchange rate. In this case, the rate‐limiting step
is determined by k�1 and the experimentally observed exchange rate
constant kex is directly related to the unfolding rate constant k1 (i.e., kex
¼ k1). These are normal denaturing conditions (e.g., high temperature or
in the presence of chaotropic reagents) under which the native state is only
marginally stable. Because the chemical exchange rate is highly
pH dependent, alkaline pH favors exchange according to an EX1 type
of mechanism (Clarke and Itzhaki, 1998; Englander et al., 1996;
Linderstrøm‐Lang, 1958; Woodward et al., 1982). Mass spectrometric
approaches are uniquely able to detect the cooperativity of exchange
of multiple sites because the correlated exchange of several sites results
in a mass difference, which results in a bimodal ion peak pattern (Arring-
ton et al., 1999; Arrington and Robertson, 2000; Deng and Smith, 1998a,b;
Maier et al., 1999; Yi and Baker, 1996). Such a scenario is observed
during thermal denaturation coupled with deuterium exchange‐in experi-
ments of oxidized TRX above 65� (Fig. 12). After a short incubation
period, a bimodal ion peak pattern was observed for each charge state
detected. The ion peak at lower m=z values represents the population of
protein molecules that had not undergone cooperative unfolding, and
their core amide protons were still protected against exchange‐in, whereas
the ion peak at higher m=z values arises from the deuterated population
of molecules that had undergone cooperative unfolding. Hence, these
molecules had spent enough time in the unfolded state to allow their core
amide protons to exchange. The number of amides that participate in the
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cooperative unfolding event can be extracted from the m=z difference of
these two ion peaks under consideration of the charge state. In the case of
oxidized TRX, 68 � 6 deuterium underwent correlated exchange (Fig. 12).
If exchange occurs exclusively according to an EX1 mechanism, the inten-
sity of the ion peak at lower m=z values decreases during exchange‐in,
whereas the intensity of the ion peak at higher m=z values increases, in
which case no mass shift is observed. The rate of conversion allows an
estimation of the unfolding rate constant k1. For oxidized TRX in 2%
acetic acid‐d1 (v=v) at 80�, approximately 68 � 6 backbone amides under-
went cooperative unfolding with a rate constant k1 of approximately 2 �
0.2 min (Maier et al., 1999).

Under conditions that favor the compact native state, exchange occurs
via a second‐order mechanism (EX2‐type mechanism) that is characterized
by a fast interconversion between native and unfolded open states. Thus,
the overall exchange rate of the backbone amide hydrogen depends on the
intrinsic exchange rate and the average fraction of time during which the
backbone amide hydrogen is transiently in the open state and exposed to
bulk solvent (i.e., kobs ¼ krc(k1=k�1) (Clarke and Itzhaki, 1998; Englander
et al., 1996; Linderstrøm‐Lang, 1958; Woodward et al., 1982). H=D‐
exchange behavior of the EX2 type has been observed for oxidized TRX
when exchange experiments are performed below 40�. Under these condi-
tions, the ESI mass spectra showed ion peaks that shifted gradually to
higher m=z values with increasing exchange‐in time because each amide
will exchange to a varying degree depending on its individual exchange rate
(Maier et al., 1999) (Fig. 12).

Another example that demonstrates the beauty of using MS‐based
H=D‐exchange approaches to investigate conformational dynamics is the
study on E. coli heat shock transcription factor �32 by Rist et al. (2003).
Using an HPLC‐MS setup, they monitored the incorporation of deuterons
into full‐length �32. In combination with immobilized pepsin for digestion,
these authors localized slow‐ and fast‐exchanging regions within the entire
sequence of �32. These studies revealed that �32 adopts a highly flexible
structure at 37�, as indicated by a rapid exchange of about 220 of the 294
amide hydrogens. However, at 42�, a slow‐correlated exchange of 30 addi-
tional amide hydrogens was observed. The domain that exhibited corre-
lated exchange was part of a helix‐loop‐helix motif within domain sigma 2,
which is responsible for the recognition of the �10 region in heat shock
promoters. The correlated exchange is related to reversible unfolding with
a half‐life of about 30 min due to a temperature‐dependent decrease in
stabilization energy. These data support a role for �32 as a thermosensor
by undergoing conformational alterations in response to heat shock (Rist
et al., 2003).
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Finally, it is important to point out that mass spectrometric approaches
are uniquely able to distinguish between EX1 and EX2 exchange regi-
mens because the distribution of deuteriums can be obtained from the
mass spectrum. NMR‐based approaches are not able to directly distinguish
between these two exchange mechanisms because NMR methods monitor
the average proton occupancy at individual sites (Arrington and Robertson,
2000; Arrington et al., 1999 ; Miranker et al, 1993; Yi and Baker, 1996). A
number of authors (Arrington and Robertson, 2000; Arrington et al., 1999;
Yi and Baker, 1996) have emphasized the complementary use of both
techniques (i.e., NMR and MS) to investigate the native‐state H=D‐
exchange experiments of small single‐domain proteins. In the latter study,
the third domain of turkey ovomucoid was subjected to native‐state H=D‐
exchange experiments. NMR studies suggested that 9 of 14 of the slowest
exchanging peptide hydrogens possess very similar unfolding rate constants
and free energies, suggesting that the exchange of these 9 backbone amide
hydrogens participates in a cooperative unfolding event. However, ESI‐MS
data and mass peak simulations revealed that only three to five (not nine)
backbone amide hydrogens exchange cooperatively. In this case, the com-
bined use of NMR and MS to study native‐state amide hydrogen exchange
resulted in a very detailed picture of the thermodynamic and kinetic
properties of the very slowest exchanging backbone amide hydrogens of
the turkey ovomucoid domain. This kind of knowledge is important for
understanding the nature of conformational fluctuations and cooperativity
of folding=unfolding events in the modern view of funnel‐like energy land-
scapes of proteins (Arrington and Robertson, 2000; Arrington et al., 1999;
Dill and Chan, 1997).
Peak Width Analysis

The peak width of a molecular ion in an ESI mass spectrum of a protein
arises from the contribution of the natural isotope, primarily that of car-
bon‐13 abundance to the individual charge state and the instrumental
resolving power. If mass spectrometric measurements are done on small
proteins, the ion peak width of a certain charge state at half height com-
pares well with the natural peak width simulated (Chapman, 1996). For
example, the peak width at half height of approximately 1.2 amu observed
for the eightfold protonated molecular ion for oxidized TRX compares
reasonably well with the theoretically expected peak width at half height of
approximately 1 amu for the eightfold protonated ion peak of oxidized
TRX, which has the empirical formula C528H836N132O159S3 (Fig. 14A).

In experiments in which MS is used to monitor H=D exchange, the
analysis of the ion peak width may reveal unique information regarding



FIG. 14. Peak width analyses of the eightfold charged ion peak of Escherichia coli

thioredoxin observed during the exchange‐in experiments under different exchange

conditions. (A) Comparison of the eightfold charged ion peak (black dotted line) with the

corresponding calculated isotopic distribution for the eightfold protonated ion peak (gray

continuous line) of oxidized TRX (C528H836N132O159S3). (B) Comparison of the eightfold

charged ion peak (dotted line) with a Gaussian deconvolution (continuous line) of the

eightfold charged ion peak after 90 � 4 s if exchange occurs according to an EX2‐type
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the conformational diversity of the protein and the exchange kinetics. A
consequence of H=D‐exchange experiments is a broadening of the ion
peak caused by the convolution of the natural isotope distribution with
an assumed random distribution of deuterium throughout the protein
(Chung et al., 1997). For example, during H=D experiments under EX2
conditions, the peak width at half height of the eightfold protonated
molecular ion of oxidized E. coli TRX was approximately 2.5 amu through-
out the time course of the exchange‐in experiments, which suggests that a
relatively small distribution of conformational states is present and that
peak broadening is primarily caused by random, uncorrelated deuterium
incorporation via local unfolding events (Chung et al., 1997; Maier et al.,
1999) (Fig. 14B).

In contrast, when the exchange experiment was performed at elevated
temperature, 60�, the appearance of the ion peak changed dramatically
after only short incubation periods. There was significant broadening of the
observed ion peaks. For instance, for the eightfold protonated ion peak of
oxidized E. coli, TRX showed a width at half height of approximately
8 amu. This type of broadening signifies that under conditions favoring
the transition zone between the EX1 and EX2 mechanism, a wide range
of conformational states with differing extents of protection against
exchange‐in exist (Maier et al., 1999; Yi and Baker, 1996) (Fig. 14C).

As exchange‐in experiments are performed under conditions favoring
the EX1‐type mechanism, two distinct ion peaks evolve for each charge
state, indicating that the compact folded and unfolded states are simulta-
neously populated. For example, the peak widths at half height for the
eightfold protonated ion peaks representing the folded and unfolded pop-
ulation are approximately 2.5 amu, which can be interpreted on the basis
that the folded and the unfolded conformational states are represented as
distinct populations of molecules. Gaussian deconvolution of the ion pat-
tern reveals two minor additional populations (<10 %) exhibiting deuteri-
um incorporation that might be expected for partially unfolded states. In
addition, during the course of the exchange‐in at elevated temperature, a
slight shift to higher m=z values and a concomitant narrowing of the ion
mechanism. The extracted peak width at half maximum height (~2.5 Da) compares well with a

Gaussian approximation of the ion peak under consideration of the natural isotope

distribution and a random deuterium exchange model. (C) Gaussian deconvolution

(continuous line) of the eightfold charged ion peak after 60 � 4 s (dotted line) if exchange

occurs between EX2‐and EX1‐type mechanism. Gaussian deconvolution was used with a

variable mean and coefficients but a fixed standard deviation (derived from the approximate

average width at half maximum height from the eightfold charged ion peak of the protonated

and fully deuterated protein). (D) Gaussian deconvolution (continuous line) of the eightfold

charged ion peak pattern after 28 � 4 s (dotted line) if exchange approaches the EX1‐regime.
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peak at higherm=z value were observed, which indicates that the exchange
mechanism was not exclusively EX1, but a combination involving both the
EX1 and the EX2 type of mechanism (Maier et al., 1999; Yi and Baker,
1996) (Fig. 14D). Yi and Baker (1996) and Arrington et al. (1999) have
described an algorithm that used NMR‐derived exchange rate constants to
simulate accurate binomial mass spectral data under consideration of a
different contribution of the two rate‐limiting exchange mechanisms (i.e.,
EX1 and EX2), various degrees of cooperativity, and the natural isotope
distribution.
Regional Structural and Dynamic Information from Medium Spatial
Resolution Data

In addition to probing the global conformational stability and dynamics
of a protein, more detailed information with a medium spatial resolution
can be obtained by digesting the deuterium‐labeled protein with pepsin
under conditions of slow exchange (i.e., pH 2.5 and 0�) and then analyz-
ing the resulting peptic fragments by liquid chromatography online–
coupled MS. Both fast‐atom bombardment (FAB) and ESI‐MS have been
used. The deuterium levels of the individual peptides can be extracted from
the observed mass shifts between the unlabeled and labeled peptides. This
approach has been used in numerous applications to characterize the high-
er order structure and dynamics of proteins (Engen et al., 1997; Johnson,
1996; Johnson and Walsh, 1994; Maier et al., 1997; Resing and Ahn, 1998;
Resing et al., 1999; Zhang and Smith, 1993, 1996; Zhang et al., 1996) or
to study the protein conformational influence on ligand binding (Wang
et al., 1997, 1998a,b, 1999). The protein proteolysis approach is especially
attractive because of its universality, but it is relatively time consuming
and suffers from increased probability of back‐exchange of hydrogen
isotopes during chromatographic separation and the limited proteolysis
often observed for protease‐resistant proteins. Procedures to adjust for
deuterium loss during the analysis have been published (Zhang and Smith,
1993). Other authors have described HPLC setups that combine online
pepsin digestion and LC‐ESI‐MS analysis (Wang et al., 2002; Wang and
Smith, 2003).

An example in which conformational and solvent accessibility changes
were studied by H=D exchange, peptic proteolysis, and MS is the study of
human retinoid X receptor homodimer upon 9‐cis retinoic acid binding
(Yan et al., 2004a). The RXR� LBD is a 54.4‐kDa non‐covalently linked
homodimeric protein. Time course labeling studies in the presence and
absence of its ligand 9‐cis retinoic acid were performed. Deuterium ex-
change levels with medium spatial resolution were obtained by peptic
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proteolysis followed by mass analysis. The deuterium exchange profiles of
peptic peptides generated from the apo‐ and holo‐RXR� LBD homodimer
were compared. It became apparent that approximately half of the regions
that show significant exchange protection are regions that have direct
contact surfaces with the ligand, as indicated by the X‐ray structure: The
amino termini of helixes 3 and 9, the two �‐sheets, helix 8, the H8‐H9
loop, and the C‐terminus of helix 11. Unexpectedly, protection was also
observed in peptides derived from helixes 7, 10, 11, and the H7‐H8 and
H10‐H11 loops, regions that are not directly in contact with bound
9‐cis‐RA, and these changes were not apparent in the X‐ray structure of
the holo protein (Yan et al., 2004a). Similarly, the ability of MS‐based H=D
exchange, in combination with proteolysis to determine both the location
of binding sites and the effects of binding on distal locations, was also
reported for different states of actin (Chik and Schriemer, 2003).
Continuous Vs. Pulse Labeling

Essentially, two experimental H=D‐exchange approaches are used:
continuous exchange and pulse labeling. Continuous exchange involves
exposing the protein to the deuterated medium during the incubation time.
The labeled protein is thus a measure of all unfolding events that took
place, provided the exchange rate is much faster than the unfolding event.
In pulse labeling, the deuterated protein is a snapshot of the unfolded
protein that existed during the pulse. Many unfolding and refolding events
may have taken place during the incubation, but these are not recorded
because no deuterium is available for exchange between the pulses (Deng
et al., 1999b).

Proteins can undergo H=D exchange either from their folded states
(Eq. [4]) in which case the exchange involves amide hydrogens at the
surface of the protein that are not hydrogen bonded, or they can exchange
after unfolding (Eq. [5]), which means that hydrogen bonds were broken in
order for the exchange to take place. A number of authors (Deng and
Smith, 19 98a,b; Deng et al. , 1999b ) have shown that the combi nation of
continuous versus pulse labeling in D2O can help to reveal when both
mechanisms are operative in different regions of the protein. The approach
is particularly useful when labeling under denaturing conditions occurs
to give bimodal isotope distributions. Thus, for rabbit muscle aldolase
in 3 M urea, when exchange in a given region of the folded state was slow,
a bimodal isotope distribution displayed in the mass spectra of peptic
peptides derived from the intact protein was observed in both experiments,
but the relative intensity of the protonated distribution by pulse labeling
diminished more slowly with time. When exchange was rapid, poorly
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resolv ed isotope distri butions obs erved under continu ous exchange condi-
tions in the examined pep tides of cert ain regions of the protei n were nicel y
resolv ed into bimod al distri butions in the pulsed labeling experi ment.

In Source Col lisiona lly Acti vated Dissociat ion of Protein s

There are two basic ESI diss ociation strategie s: one takes place in
the ESI sou rce, be tween the end of the capillary an d the sk immer con e
( Light ‐ Wahl et a l., 19 93; Loo et al., 1993; Se nko et al. , 1994 ), and the other
takes place after the ESI source. In the latter, ions are sele cted for CID
and the produ cts are then analyz ed by standar d MS =MS strategies. This
procedu re is comm only used for sequ encing peptides. In the former, colli-
sion ‐ activat ed diss ociation (CAD ) of protein ions is induced in the ESI
interfac e regi on by a larg e voltage differenc e betwe en the capill ary and the
skimme r con e. This met hod is a useful altern ative to the usual proced ure
of digestin g the protein by proteol ytic en zymes—in the case of H =D
exchange experiment s by pepsin— and intro ducing the diges t into the mass
spect rometer by infusion or HPL C. Frag mentatio n by CA D e liminates the
sample workup time and reduces the amount of sampl e requir ed. Solutio n‐
phase H =D exchange and CA D in the nozzle ‐ skimme r regio n of the
electrospray source in combination with ESI‐FT‐ICR MS was used to
probe the conformational stability of cellular retinoic acid‐binding protein
1 (Eyles et al., 2000 ). A nons tructured 22 ‐ residu e N ‐ termina l His tag unde r-
went compl ete amid e isot ope exchange, while the pepti de fragm ents from
regio ns of stable �‐sh eets and �‐ helix es were found to be well protected
against exchange.

High‐Resolution Mass Spectrometry (FT‐ICR‐MS) for H=D
Exchange Studies

The combination of electrospray ionization with Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance (FT‐ICR) MS allows for the analysis at unit mass
resolu tion of pro teins whose mass es exceed 40 kDa (McLaf ferty et al.,
1998a). By doubl e de pletion of 13C and 15 N isot opes to less than 0.0 1%,
the mass range at which unit mass resolution is observable can be extended
to nearly 100 kDa (Marshall et al., 1997). Unambiguous assignment of
charge states is a key advantage to high‐resolution FT‐ICR‐MS. Studies
of gas‐phase conformational states and changes between states and protein
folding by the H=D exchange methodology depend on the accuracy of the
charge ‐ state assignme nts (McLaf ferty et a l., 1998b). Wh en low ‐ resol ution
MS is used, the determination of charge states may require HPLC separa-
tion of the peptides. Such separation schemes take time and increase the
probability for back‐exchange of the isotope (Zhang and Smith, 1993).
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Identification of the peptic peptides or other proteolytic fragments is
necessary for successful studies on protein conformations by H=D ex-
change, and the identification of these peptides can readily be achieved in
most cases by accurate mass determinations alone. Low‐resolution MS may
require MS=MS experiments, which take time.
Tandem Mass Spectrometry and Site‐Specific Protein Amide
Hydrogen Exchange

The bn‐Ions

In comparison to NMR methods, MS offers certain advantages for
probing conformational structures. The one advantage enjoyed by NMR
was the ability to determine deuterium levels at the amide nitrogen of
individual peptide linkages. Amide H=D content can also be measured by
tandem MS at the individual amino acid residue level; however, the results
must be interpreted with caution because of the potential for randomiza-
tion during the collision process. Deuterium present on amide nitrogens
will be evident in the shift to higher masses of the isotopic clusters of
sequence ions, such as the bn‐ and yn‐ions, when compared to the non-
deuterated peptides. From these data, the H=D ratios at individual amide
nitrogens can be determined.

For these determinations to succeed, a sequential set of ions must
be observed. Although earlier studies used several ion series, such as the
bn, yn, and zn (Anderegg et al., 1994), subsequent studies rely mostly on
the bn ‐ions (Deng et al., 1999a). A potenti al prob lem in using y n‐ ions is that
they are believed to be formed by the transfer of a hydrogen from the
N‐terminal side of the cleavage site (Kenhy et al., 1992). This transfer of
hydrogen or deuterium during analysis obviously would lead to errors if not
accounted for. Thus, analysis of the bn‐ions is preferable because no trans-
fer of hydrogens is involved during fragmentation to the acylium
ions. However, the collision process required for fragmentation in colli-
sional‐induced dissociation (CID) tandem MS (i.e., MS=MS) can cause
intramolecular scrambling of the amide hydrogens. For example, Demmers
et al. (2002) reported gas‐phase deuterium scrambling in peptide ions of
transmembrane peptides, in which the near‐terminal amino acids that
anchor the peptide at the lipid–water interface were systematically varied.
Using nanoelectrospray and CID on a quadrupole TOF instrument, the
extent of intramolecular hydrogen scrambling was influenced by the amino
acid sequence of the peptide, the nature of the charge carrier, and, there-
fore, most likely also by the gas‐phase structure of the peptide ion. Proto-
nated bn‐ and yn‐ions were evaluated, as well as sodiated a‐ and y‐type
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fragment ions. Although the observed scrambling seems to be mostly
independent of the peptide fragment ion type, scrambling seems to be
reduced by using alkali metal cationization instead of protonation in
the ionization process (Demmers et al., 2002).

Randomization occurs by the ‘‘mobile proton’’ (i.e., by the added
proton that forms the MHþ). All exchangeable hydrogens are subject to
interchange (Johnson et al., 1995). Extensive H=D scrambling was ob-
served in sustained off‐resonance irradiation (SORI) CID in ESI‐FT
ICR ‐ MS an alysis (McLaf ferty et al. , 1998b), alt hough �‐ helical region s
were found to remain intact by salt bridge stabilization. The degree of
hydrogen scrambling depends to a large extent on experimental conditions
and the nature of the peptides being analyzed. High internal energy of the
peptide ions in the gas phase results in decreased H=D exchange rates
(Cheng and Fenselau, 1992; Hoerner et al., 2004; Kaltashov et al., 1997).
Slow heating involved in SORI activation leads to extensive intramolecular
hydrogen scrambling, whereas rapid heating should reduce scrambling
(Eyles et al., 2000; Hoerner et al., 2004). There is evidence that electron‐
capture dissociation (ECD) to fragment proteins into a series of cn‐ and
zn‐ions causes much less H/D scrambling (Zubarev et al., 1999), but frag-
mentation by ECD alone appears to yield sequence information only for
the terminal regions of the peptide (Horn et al., 2001). To obtain a more
complete ion series, or to analyze larger proteins, a combination of ECD
and collisional activation by a background gas (CAD) or blackbody infra-
red irradiation (IR) is necessary (Horn et al., 2000). How this combination
of ECD and CAD or IR will affect hydrogen scrambling is not yet known.
Scrambling appears to be much less prevalent for short helical peptides
(Anderegg et al., 1994; Waring et al., 1998) or short peptides generally
(Deng et al., 1999a).

In addition to hydrogen scrambling during the collision process, there
are some other limitations in using MS for determining the amide H=D
ratios. Experience has shown that CID MS=MS will not always yield
complete sequence information for peptides. Usually, intermediate‐size
peptide fragment ions are observed, but the smaller ones (dipeptides,
tripeptides, etc.) are sometimes missing. As the size of the peptides in-
creases, the completeness of the sequence usually diminishes, and peptides
of 30 or more residues almost never yield complete sequence ions. Some
information can in principle be obtained for these ions from the reverse
direction sequences and possibly from other ion series, but again, the
potential for hydrogen scrambling in other ions must be kept in mind.
The total deuterium content in the stretch of amino acid residues repre-
senting the gaps in the sequence, which often involves no more than two or
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three resi dues, will, of cou rse, be recorde d and the average number of
deuterium s per resi due can be determi ned.

The charge stat e of pep tide ions sele cted for collisional activat ion also is
relatively important . Hi gher charge stat es of the selected peptide ions (i.e.,
þ3 and þ 4) can be used , but it is often more difficu lt to interpret the results
because of the unce rtainty in the charge states in the fragm ent ions. In
addition, errors in mass meas ureme nts are multip lied by a fact or eq ual to
the charge. Hi gh‐ resoluti on FT‐ ICR instru ments overcom e these problems
and are particul arly advan tageous for studyi ng higher charged ions ( Wu
et al., 1995 ).
Correlatio n of H =D Ratios and NM R‐ Der ived Exchange Rates

Despite the potenti al pro blems, recent pulse‐ label ing studi es with cyto-
chrome c suggest that it is, in fact, possi ble to obtai n reliabl e H =D exchange
information on backbon e ami de grou ps of peptides by tandem MS =MS
(Deng et al., 1999a). Thes e new resul ts con firm the resul ts of some limited
continuo us labeling studies performed earl ier with cytoc hrome c ( Maier
et al. , 1995 ). If it is assum ed that randomi zation of exchan geable amide
hydrogen by the ‘‘mobile proton’’ is statis tical ( Joh nson et al., 1995 ), in
other words no preferen ce for any given ami de site, once in the gas phase,
then it is reason able that the fractional deuterium content measured at a
particular amide site has some relationship to what it was before collisional
activation. The studies by Deng et al. have shown that the level of de utera-
tion of ami de group s in the b‐ ion series and even the y‐ ion seri es following
exchange ‐ in from D2O for 10 s can be qualitatively corroborated with
H=D exchange rate con stants as determ ined by NMR (Deng et al. ,
1999a). Fa st exchange rates usually result in high levels of de uterium,
whereas slow exchange rates result in low deuterium levels at the amide
groups. These authors have concluded that intramolecular migration of
deuteriums for the bn‐ions is negligible. The y‐ions, on the other had, were
found to be less reliable, as some discrepancies were observed, suggesting
H=D transfer during CID fragmentation.
Studies with oxidized and reduced E. coli thioredoxin for which NMR
exchange rate data are available show good qualitative correlations
between the hydrogen rates of exchange and the amount of deuterium
label at the amide sites in the bn‐ions (Fig. 15), but this was not the case for
the yn ‐ ions (Kim et al., 2001a) ( Fig. 16 ). Nega tive values and values greater
than 1 for site‐specific amide deuterium levels are likely due to hydrogen
scrambling. This problem is most severe for the yn‐ions. To determine
accurate deuterium levels on the bn‐ions, it is critical to obtain the centroids



FIG. 15. Comparison of the deuterium levels at amide sites in the peptide 1–24 of oxidized

thioredoxin based on the analysis of bn‐ions and H=D exchange rate constants from nuclear

magnetic resonance data. (From Jeng and Dyson, 1995.)

FIG. 16. Comparison of the deuterium levels at amide sites in the peptide 1–24 of oxidized

thioredoxin based on the analysis of yn‐ions and H=D exchange rate constants from nuclear

magnetic resonance data. (From Jeng and Dyson, 1995.)
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of the isotopic peak clusters. Algorithms have been published to calculate
these values (Zhang and Marshall, 1998), and adjustments for deuterium
loss during the analysis can also be made (Zhang and Smith, 1993).

Conformations and Site‐Specific Hydrogen Bonds

Chemical modifications of proteins cause changes that may alter the
conformations, the folding and unfolding profiles, and the protein’s stabili-
ty toward denaturation under different pH levels and temperature condi-
tions (Englander et al., 1985; Eyles et al., 1994). A C35A E. coli thioredoxin
mutant shows little change in the proton NMR resonances relative to the
wild‐type protein, although significant changes are observed in the reso-
nances of I75 and P76, which are within van der Waals’ contact of C35 in
the wild type. A more significant effect from the modification of the protein
is the large change in pKa of D26 due to shielding of the region from
solvent by a covalently attached peptide at C32 in the mutant (Jeng et al.,
1998). Alkylation of E. coli thioredoxin at Cys‐32 by S‐(2‐chloroethyl)
glutathione or S‐(2‐chloroethyl)cysteine yields protein structures that show
a reduction in the melting temperature of the protein and an increase in the
deuterium incorporated into the overall structure relative to oxidized
thioredoxin (Kim et al., 2002). But the effects are not strictly related to
the fact that a disulfide linkage is lost through alkylation, because reduced
thioredoxin incorporates still more deuteriums and has even a lower melt-
ing temperature than the alkylated proteins.

The ethylglutathionyl thioredoxin structure when subjected to energy
minimization using AMBER force‐field showed that the Arg‐73 side chain
is rotated and forms a salt bridge with the carboxylate group of the gluta-
thione �‐Glu residue (Fig. 17). A second salt bridge was predicted between
the carboxy terminus of the glutathione Gly residue and the "‐amino side
chain of the Lys‐90 residue. In addition, in the model the glutathione
moiety forms three hydrogen bonding interactions with amide nitrogens
and carbonyl oxygens of the protein backbone. The amino termini of the
�‐Glu, the �‐carbonyl oxygen of �‐Glu, and the carbonyl oxygen of the Cys
residue of the glutathionyl moiety form hydrogen bonds to the following
moieties of the protein backbone, the carbonyl oxygen of Arg‐73, the
amide nitrogen of Ile‐75, and the amide nitrogen of Ala‐93, respectively,
From these interactions, it was predicted that the amido nitrogen of Ile‐75
and Ala‐93 would be protected from solvent by the glutathionyl moiety
and, therefore, will show a reduction in the rates of H=D exchange. The
H=D exchange experiments confirmed the predictions and showed, in
deed, low levels of deuterium incorporation at the backbone nitrogens of
theses resid ues (Kim et al. 2001b ).



FIG. 17. Part of the structural model of the ethylglutathionyl thioredoxin conjugate

highlighting the interactions of ethylglutathionyl moiety with the thioredoxin backbone.

Hydrogen bonding interactions are depicted as purple dots. The positively charged side chains

of Arg‐73 and Lys‐93 are shown to form salt bridges to the negatively charged carboxylate

groups of the glutathionyl �‐Glu and Gly residues. Carbons of the glutathione chain are shown

as black spheres, while those in the thioredoxin protein are shown in green. Oxygen atoms are

in red, sulfurs in yellow, and nitrogens in blue. The protein backbone is shown as blue ribbon,

�‐helical regions are colored in red and �‐strands in yellow.
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Deuterium content following H=D exchange on amides near the active
site region of oxidized and reduced thioredoxin generally show excellent
correlation with NMR hydrogen isotope exchange rate constants (Table
II). In striking contrast is the deuterium content for Ile‐75 and to some
degree for Ala‐93 for the (S‐(2‐Cys32)ethyl)glutathione)‐thioredoxin (GS‐
TRX), both of which show low levels of deuterium. (S‐(2‐(Cys32)ethyl)‐
cysteinyl)‐thioredoxin (Cys‐TRX) does not show low incorporation of
deuterium at Ile‐75 and Ala‐93, and there is little difference in labeling
for this region of Cys‐TRX protein compared to Oxi‐ and Red‐TRX.
Conformations in the Gas Phase

MostH=Dexchange studies for probing protein conformations have been
conducted in solution. Increasing evidence indicates that proteins retain
some of their conformational properties during ionization and analysis by
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MS (Hoaglund‐Hyzer et al., 1999). Accordingly, there has been greater
emphasis in studying proteins in the gas phase because the absence of water
is expected to lead to results that correlate better with theoretical predic-
tions. Comparisons of H=D exchange data between these two phases
should provide information on the role of water in protein structures,
particularly where conformational changes take place such as in the folding
pathways. In the absence of water, a multitude of transient conformers
result from strong intramolecular interactions that precede the final native
conformation in a funnel‐like fashion (Chan and Dill, 1998). FT‐ICR‐MS is
ideally suited for probing the gas‐phase conformational preferences of
proteins because the ions can be trapped and then exposed to D2O for
varying time periods before thei r exci tation and detection (McLaf ferty
et al., 1998b; Sucka u et al., 1993; Wood et al. , 1995 ).

To a first approximation, the number of exchangeable hydrogens of a
given protein conformation is independent of charge state (Hoaglund‐
Hyzer et al., 1999; Suckau et al., 1993), despite that collision cross sections
(Chen et al., 1997) and ion mobility studies show that the diffuseness of
proteins is highly dependent on the charge state (Clemmer et al., 1995;
Shelimov et al., 1997; Valentine and Clemmer, 1997). Thus, if the number
of exchangeable protons changes significantly with the charge state, differ-
ent conformations are suspected of being present and the coexistence of
different conformational states in the gas phase can be detected by FT‐
ICR‐ MS (McLaffer ty et al., 1998 b; Suckau et al., 1993; Wood et al. , 1995 ).
Under these conditions, cytochrome c was found to exist in multiple
conformational states that were stable for hours, whereas in solution,
H=D exchange involves nearly all of the exchangeable hydrogens, indicat-
ing rapid equilibration between conformers. By MS=MS, it has been shown
that terminal �‐helices that are most stable in solution are not favored in
the gas phase. Conversion between states can be achieved by infrared laser
heating, which resembles thermal unfolding in solution, by high‐velocity
collisions, which completely denature proteins, or by charge stripping with
a proton‐affinity agent to mimic solution pH increases and promote fewer
open states (Wood et al., 1995).

Despite ion mobility and collision cross‐section studies that show strong
correlation with the charge state and reflect open conformations, it is
surprising that the rates of H=D exchange are at best not affected (Suckau
et al., 1993; Valentine and Clemmer, 1997). It is expected that a systematic
increase in the exposed amide sites would lead to an increase in the
numbers of amide hydrogens exchanged when exposed to D2O in the gas
phase. In fact, an increase in the number of charges actually results in less
H=D exchange. A number of explanations have been offered such as local
chemical environments and energetically favorable hydrogen bonding
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that protect amide sites even in diffuse proteins (Hoaglund‐Hyzer et al.,
1999; Valentine and Clemmer, 1997). Many peptide ions and even energet-
ic metastable ions retain their secondary structures on the microsecond
time scale, which serves to protect the hydrogens involved in hydrogen
bonding for the duration of the mass spectrometric experiment (Kaltashov
and Fenselau, 1997; Li et al., 1998). It is still more difficult to rationalize
the linear decrease in the numbers of exchangeable amide hydrogens
with increasi ng charge (McLaf ferty et al., 1998b ). A possi ble explana tion is
that the extra charges appearing on the side chains become solvated
and, therefore, do not affect exchange (F. W. McLafferty, personal
communication, 2000).
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Abstract

The objective of this chapter is to show the general mass spectrometry
(MS)–based strategies that can be used to retrieve information regarding
protein–metal and protein–ligand noncovalent complexes. Indeed, when
using carefully controlled conditions in the atmospheric pressure–vacuum
interface of the mass spectrometer, and when sample preparation is opti-
mized, it is possible to preserve large specific multiprotein–metal–ligand
noncovalent complexes during MS analysis. Examples describing the pos-
sibilities of electrospray ionization MS (ESI‐MS) are shown. For instance,
it can be used to probe cooperativity in the binding of a ligand or a metal
to a protein or may constitute a new methodology for a more rational
approach for drug discovery and for human genome annotation. Thanks to
its ability to directly give information on stoichiometry or dynamics of the
interactions formed in solution, MS offers new possibilities to tackle more
and more various applications.
Introduction

Noncovalent binding of small molecules to proteins is a recognition
phenomenon deeply involved in most cellular processes. Interactions with
cofactors, substrates, and metal ions, as well as with other proteins, are
important both in the structural integrity and in the activity ofmany proteins
or enzymes. In the biomedical field, numerous therapeutic strategies exploit
the noncovalent recognition of drug candidates by the target enzymes.

Existence of these complexes has been commonly investigated using
established techniques such as gel filtration chromatography, ultracentri-
fuge, calorimetry, scattering methods (X‐ray diffraction, circular dichro-
ism), fluorescence‐quenching, ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy, or nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMRS). Each of these techniques pre-
sents both strengths and weaknesses. Encountered difficulties include large
sample requirement, long time experiments, lack of specificity of the tech-
nique for a given complex, poor mass resolution, and absence of any
spectroscopic property of the ligand or the protein–ligand complex.
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
Copyright 2005, Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. DOI: 10.1016/S0076-6879(05)02011-2
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Some of these difficulties could be alleviated with the introduction of
ESI MS (Fenn et al., 1989; Meng et al., 1988). In fact, it appeared quite
rapidly that this ionization method could allow the preservation of some
noncovalent interactions during desorption in the gas phase: Intact non-
covalent complexes preexisting in solution could then be characterized by
ESI‐MS completely desolvated in the mass spectrometer.

First examples of noncovalent complexes characterized by ESI were
reported for synthetic molecules. The term supramolecular chemistry was
coined by chemists to name these noncovalent synthetic assemblies. Ac-
cordingly, supramolecular mass spectrometry emerged to designate this
related novel MS (Lehn, 1995) in which instrumentation and analytical
conditions were optimized to preserve noncovalent interactions, which was
absolutely unusual in classic MS. Similar applications were soon developed
in the biological area. In 1991, two groups simultaneously demonstrated
that by carefully controlling several experimental parameters, specific pro-
tein–ligand noncovalent interactions could survive the ESI‐MS analysis
(Ganem et al., 1991; Katta et al., 1991). Since these initial reports, the use
of ESI‐MS to characterize increasingly heavy or fragile noncovalent com-
plexes has been widely illustrated. The growing number of publications
reported on the topic reflects the potential of applying this technique to
solve various biological problems (Heck et al., 2004; Last et al., 1999; Loo,
1997, 2000; Pramanik et al., 1998; Przybylski, 1995; Przybylski et al., 1996;
Smith et al., 1997).

When the formation of a noncovalent complex between a protein and
any metal ion or ligand is investigated, many questions arise:

� Which molecules are interacting specifically within the complex?
� What is the stoichiometry of the complex? Is this stoichiometry
unique or heterogeneous?

� How tight are the interactions?
� Are the interactions specific or artifacts (simple aggregation)?
� Where are the interactions located?

Obviously, MS will not provide a high‐resolution three‐dimensional
(3D) image of the complex formed in solution, as other techniques might
do. However, most of the aforementioned issues can be addressed by
appropriate ESI‐MS experiments. The objective of this chapter is to de-
scribe the general MS‐based strategies that can be used to retrieve infor-
mation regarding the noncovalent complex formation, its stoichiometry,
and its stability.

Examples cited in the following sections were selected from work
performed in our laboratory on commercially available instruments; they
cover a variety of applications of supramolecular MS in biology.
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Important Experimental Parameters

Buffer

The buffers commonly used in biochemistry are very unfavorable for
MS. Indeed, the presence of nonvolatile salts (even at trace level) has a
large impact on the quality of the spectra and can even prevent ion
detection. On the other hand, usual solvents in ESI‐MS (organic and acidic
media) do not preserve the protein’s folding, which is necessary to keep
specific noncovalent interactions. For this reason, the protein has to be
dialyzed against a buffer compatible with both the complex stability and
the MS. Because of their reasonably high volatility, ammonium salts ap-
peared to be good candidates, and their use for the characterization of
noncovalent complexes by MS has been widely illustrated (Lemaire et al.,
2001). No or few ammonium acetate adducts are observed in the mass
spectra, resulting in narrow multiply charged peaks with a good mass
accuracy.

Accessible m/z Range of the Mass Analyzer

When proteins are analyzed under non‐denaturing conditions (aqueous
solution and controlled pH of 6–9), the number of effective charges is
greatly decreased, in comparison to that detected for the individual species
under denaturing conditions (strongly acidic and organic solutions, e.g.,
H2O/CH3CN: 1/1, 1% HCOOH). Ions are then often detected at high
mass‐to‐charge (m/z) ratios.

Many commercially available ESI instruments are coupled to quadru-
pole mass analyzers, with a fairly limited measurable m/z range (<4000
m/z). This, in many cases, constitutes a major technical limitation to
achieve successful supramolecular MS experiments. However, the devel-
opment of ESI instruments coupled to time‐of‐flight (TOF) mass analyzers
has overcome this limitation, because this was already convincingly illu-
strated by several groups (Ayed et al., 1998; Fitzgerald et al., 1996; Rostom
et al., 1999). The coupling of continuous flow ES is achieved using
an orthogonal TOF. In theory, the m/z range is unlimited, and it makes
no doubt that these advents will contribute to boost application of
supramolecular MS in many laboratories.

Interface Parameters (Vc, P, T)

Interface conditions are optimized to obtain optimum sensitivity and
spectrum quality while preventing dissociation of the complex. Energy
transferred to ions must then be controlled in order: (i) to provide a
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sufficient ion desolvation, (ii) to ensure a good transmission of the ion beam,
and (iii) to preserve the specific noncovalent interactions. The following
variables affecting the ion desolvation and transmission appear to be critical:
the source temperature T, the cone voltage Vc, and the interfacial pressure
P. A stability diagram can be drawn for each system (Fig. 1).

In some cases, it might be difficult to completely remove all solvent
molecules from the protein complex without affecting the complex stability.
In this case, the resulting mass spectrum shows variable amount of solvent
molecules, still attached to the protein complex leading to lower sensitivity,
broader ion peaks, and less accurate molecular mass measurement.
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the tuning of Vc (accelerating voltage of ions) and P

(interfacial pressure) in order to both preserve the protein–ligand noncovalent interaction and

detect the signal with a reasonable quality (good desolvation and transmission of ions). The

best compromise between intact complex detection and ion desolvation/transmission is

obtained for the (Vc, P) couples that are in the center region (dashed lines). The source

temperature is not represented in this diagram, but this parameter also has to be controlled.

The source temperature is set to a value that optimizes ion desolvation while avoiding thermal

dissociation of the complex.
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Introduction System

All experiments were performed using classic probe at a flow rate of
4 �l/min. When a small amount of material is available, a nanospray probe
can be used, yielding typical flow rates of 50 nl/min as shown by Robinson
(Benesch et al., 2003; Fandrich et al., 2000; Keetch et al., 2003).
Direct Information Provided by an ESI‐MS Analysis

Determination of the Complex Stoichiometry

ESI‐MS was shown to be a rapid and sensitive tool to determine
protein–ligand stoichiometry. Determining the number of ligands that are
involved in a biologically active complex is a unique advantage of this
technique. The stoichiometry of the complex (n) can be easily obtained
from the direct molecular mass measurement of the complex, even if
multiple stoichiometries coexist in solution:

measured mass ¼MP þ n ML;

where MP and ML are the molecular masses of the protein and the ligand,
respectively.

Protein–Metal Interactions. Metal ions are essential for the activity of
many metalloenzymes. Counting the number of metal ions that are
involved in a biologically relevant complex is an important issue and
is not always straightforward with usual techniques (CD, spectroscopic
absorption, NMRS). The potential of MS for the determination of the
protein–metal stoichiometry is very promising and now well illustrated
(Brewer et al., 2000; Fekkes et al., 1999; Gehrig et al., 2000; Hill et al.,
2000; Hu et al., 1994; Pinkse et al., 2004; Veenstra et al., 1998a,b).

As an example, ESI‐MS has been used to investigate metal binding
stoichiometry of a matrix metalloproteinase, the stromelysin 3 (ST3;
molecular weight [MW] ¼ 20,097 Da). ST3 is a zinc‐dependent extracellu-
lar enzyme that requires zinc and calcium for activity (Veenstra et al.,
1998a). Under denaturing conditions (H2O/CH3CN: 1/1, 1% HCOOH), a
molecular mass of 20,097 � 1 Da was measured for ST3, which agrees with
the mass expected from the primary structure. As shown in Fig. 2, metal
attachment can be preserved by using non‐denaturing conditions: In 25 mM
AcONH4, a unique series of multiply charged ion was observed, which
could be attributed to multiple protonated states (8þ to 10þ) of a species
of mass 20,258� 1 Da. The mass increment of 161 Da allowed us to directly
establish the binding stoichiometry as being stromelysin/Zn/Ca:1/2/1, which
agrees with previous data obtained by other methods (accession number:



FIG. 2. Determination of the metal‐binding stoichiometry of stromelysin 3 by electrospray

ionization (ESI)–mass spectrometry (MS). The protein was dialyzed against 25 mM of

AcONH4 pH 6.5 and the cone voltage set at Vc ¼ 80 V. A comparison of the measured

molecular mass and the calculated mass as expected from the sequence directly gives the

binding stoichiometry as being ST3/Zn/Ca ¼ 1/2/1.
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P24347). This complex was shown to be resistant to gas‐phase collision, and
mild interface conditions were not necessary for the observation of the
intact complex.

Additional experiments might help if any ambiguity in the binding
stoichiometry persists. For instance, intermediate stoichiometries can be
revealed by coupling MS to time‐coarse dialyses or to the use of chelating
agents (EDTA) in solution. Tandem MS experiments can also provide
complementary information on the stoichiometry, if a gradual dissociation
of the complex can be achieved. Most often, however, metal ions dissociate
simultaneously in the gas phase and no intermediate products are detected.

Competitive binding to another metal ion monitored by MS can also be
used to ascertain the stoichiometry of the complex. For example, compar-
ing the mass measured under denaturing conditions (8889 � 1 Da) to that
measured under non‐denaturing conditions (9016 � 1 Da) for the C‐termi-
nal part of the protein p44 reveals that this protein likely binds two zinc
ions (mass increment of 127 Da). This result is in good agreement with the
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zinc finger motif expected in this region of p44, particularly rich in histidine
and cysteine residues, and it could also be confirmed by the successive loss
of the two zinc ions observed by MS after the controlled addition of EDTA
in solution (data not shown). This interpretation could be reinforced by
further competitive binding experiments against several metal ions; in fact,
it was found that dialysis against cadmium ions resulted in the replacement
of the initially bound Zn2þ ions by two Cd2þ ions. This result perfectly
agrees with the known similarity in the coordination behavior of these two
ions (Fribourg et al., 2000) (Fig. 3).

Protein–Ligand Interactions. As it was previously shown for protein–
metal interactions, ESI‐MS can also provide information concerning the
binding of substrate molecules to a protein. Comparison of the molecular
masses of a species measured under denaturing and under non‐denaturing
conditions again indicates whether the species is or is not interacting with
another molecule.

As an example, interactions between an enzyme, pig lens aldose reduc-
tase (AR, M ¼ 35780 Da), its cofactor (NADPH, M ¼ 742 Da), and an
inhibitor (the tolrestat, M ¼ 357 Da) have been studied by ESI‐MS. AR is
known to require the presence of NADPH to catalyze the reduction of its
substrates (aldehydes or aldoses) to their corresponding alcohol (Jaquinod
et al., 1993). It follows an ordered addition of substrates, with NADPH
binding first, and an ordered release of products, with NADPþ being
released last. Figure 4 shows the mass spectra obtained for a preparation
of AR apoenzyme in presence of one (Fig. 4B and D) or both ligands
(Fig. 4C). The measured molecular masses (36,512 � 5 Da and 36,877 � 3
Da) directly show that AR forms binary and ternary complexes, respec-
tively, with one molecule of cofactor and one molecule of inhibitor.

Rigorous control experiments were performed to establish that the
noncovalent complexes detected by ESI‐MS were really the result of in‐
solution interactions rather than artefactual nonspecific associations occur-
ring during the ESI process. Indeed, modifications of solution conditions,
as well as complex components, would provide good support for specificity
if they produce substantial change in the mass spectrum. In the case of AR,
no binary or ternary complexes were observed anymore by ESI‐MS after
modification of the pH or after addition of organic solvent in solution, both
modifications being known to destroy many specific interactions in solu-
tion. The fact that the inhibitor binds to AR only if the cofactor is already
bound to its site also provides good support of specificity (Fig. 4D). Crystal
structure confirmed this result because it clearly showed that the inhibitor
site was incompletely formed in the absence of the cofactor, so that the
tolrestat could not bind with a high enough affinity (Potier et al., 1997;
Urzhumtsev et al., 1997).



FIG. 3. Metal ion content of the C‐terminal part of p44 (residues 321–395, M ¼ 8889.0 Da).

The p44(321–395) protein is diluted to 10 �M in 10 mM ammonium acetate (pH 7.0). (A)

Electrospray ionization (ESI)–mass spectrometry (MS) analysis of native p44(321–395)

protein. (B) ESI‐MS analysis of the protein after an EDTA treatment followed by overnight

dialysis (at 4�) against an equimolar mixture of Zn2þ and Cd2þ ions; both metal ions are in a

large molar excess over the total protein binding sites. Comparison of the expected mass for

native p44(321–395) to that measured in non‐denaturing MS conditions (A) (M ¼ 9016.0 Da)

shows a mass increment of 127 Da. This mass increment might arise from the noncovalent

binding of two Zn2þ ions (2 � 63.5 Da). A similar comparison reveals that after the EDTA

treatment and the subsequent competitive addition of Zn2þ and Cd2þ ions, the protein has

bound two Cd2þ ions (mass increment of 210 Da) (B). Peaks labeled with a sharp (#)

correspond to sodium adducts (þ22 Da); those labeled with an asterisk (*) correspond to

2‐mercaptoethanol adducts (þ76 Da).
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Determination of the Complex Stability

Principle. Ion intensities (peak heights or peak area) of protein–ligand
complexes observed in the ESI mass spectrum are compared to assess their
binding constants in solution. Several studies have been reported that
show that quantitative or semiquantitative information derived from ESI
mass spectra permit the investigation of solution‐phase thermodynamics
of these systems.



FIG. 4. Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectra of AR in presence of (A) no ligand,

(B) 1 eq of NADP, (C) 1 eq of NADP þ 1 eq of tolrestat, (D) 0 eq of NADP þ 1 eq of

tolrestat. The binding stoichiometries are directly deduced form the measured molecular

masses. The inhibitor binds to AR only when NADP is bound to its site. Spectra recorded

at Vc ¼ 50 V.
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In semiquantitative approaches, a competitive binding experiment is
performed between several ligands in solution, where the total protein
concentration is less than the total ligand concentration. Under these
competitive conditions, abundance of a protein–ligand complex depends
on the value of its binding constant relative to those of other complexes.
Performing these competitive binding experiments with a ligand of known
binding affinity, it is possible to yield absolute values for the binding
constant of the targeted complex (Cheng et al., 1995; Jorgensen et al.,
1998; Loo et al., 1997). The use of one protein–ligand complex with a
known binding constant value as internal reference allows to normalize
the ES efficiency of the protein–ligand complex of interest (Kempen
et al., 2000).

A direct quantitation of all complexed and dissociated species detected
on the ESI mass spectrum during a titrimetric experiment may also be used
in certain cases. The ion abundance of both the bound protein and the
unbound protein is then used to draw Scatchard‐type binding plots from
which absolute binding constants can be deduced without requiring any
‘‘reference’’ ligand (Ayed et al., 1998; Gabelica et al., 2003; Greig et al.,
1995; Lim et al., 1995). In this case, one makes the assumption that ES
efficiencies for the bound and unbound complex are similar.

Limitations in the Determination of Binding Constants by ESI‐MS. In
all the studies cited, the results obtained from ESI‐MS experiments were
consistent with the binding constants measured by other techniques in
solution. This means that for these particular systems, the mass spectra
were faithfully reflecting the distribution of the species in solution.

However, this conclusion should not be thoughtlessly extended to any
protein–ligand system. As pointed out by several authors, relative abun-
dance of certain complexes may be dramatically affected by the desorption
process, because of the partial loss of hydrophobic interactions in the gas
phase (Li et al., 1994; Robinson et al., 1996; Rogniaux et al., 1999; Wu et al.,
1997). When it happens, such a distortion evidently makes the mass spec-
trum improper to investigate distribution of the species in the condensed
phase.

Additional difficulties appear when one attempts to compare largely
different species, because of possible differences in ionization efficiency or
in ion transmission of these species. Thus, only closely related species are
usually compared, for instance, complexes of a protein with a series of
ligands. Note that this very often gives rise to a further analytical difficulty,
namely the ability to separate close m/z ions.

Possible distortion arising from ion desorption or ion transfer to the
mass analyzer constitutes the major risk of a false quantitative interpreta-
tion of ESI data (this aspect is further developed and discussed in the
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second part of this chapter). One then easily figures that quantitation from
ESI mass spectrum should be used only with great care. General appli-
cability of the method is far from being established, and it is crucial to
investigate its validity for each new system under study.

Nonetheless, sensitivity and rapidity of ESI‐MS experiments still make
the technique uniquely attractive to characterize ligand binding to proteins,
as this was beautifully illustrated by the group of R. D. Smith with the
‘‘BACMS’’ approach.

The ‘‘BACMS’’ Approach. The concepts of BACMS (Bio‐Affinity
Characterization Mass Spectrometry) approach were introduced by Smith
and coworkers (Bruce et al., 1995; Cheng et al., 1995). BACMS exploits the
high‐resolution and MSn capability of Fourier transform (FT) ion cyclotron
resonance (ICR) MS to identify tightly bound inhibitors of a target enzyme
in a complex mixture. Possibilities afforded by this method were illustrated
by Gao et al. (1996), with the screening of a 290‐compound combinatorial
library of carbonic anhydrase II inhibitors. Wigger et al. (2002) succeeded
in identifying the preferred ligands of the HckSrc homology 2 domain
protein among a library of 324 compounds in a single FT‐ICR MS
experiment.

A solution containing the affinity target and the ligand library prepared
under competitive binding conditions is ionized by ESI. Complexes of
interest are trapped and selectively accumulated in the FT‐ICR. Tandem
MS experiments are then performed on the isolated complexes: the result-
ing mass spectrum allows the dissociated ligands to be unequivocally
identified based on their different molecular weights; moreover, relative
ion intensities are measured to derive the relative binding affinities of the
ligands. Obviously, such experiments require ionization of the ligands in
the gas phase.
Determination of the Cooperativity in Ligand Binding to
Multimeric Enzymes

Note that in this paragraph, E designates a multisites enzyme, L is the
ligand, and Kn is the thermodynamic constant describing the binding of the
nth ligand molecule to the enzyme (Eq. [1]).

ELn�1 þ L ! ELn Kn ¼ ½ELn�=½ELn�1� ½L� ð1Þ
Definition of Cooperative Binding. When a multimeric enzyme is com-

posed of identical and independent (i.e., noninteracting) subunits, the
ligand molecules are expected to be distributed statistically on all its bind-
ing sites. Binding constants associated to the successive binding steps (Kn)
then verify Eq. (2) (s is the total number of binding sites).
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Knþ1=Kn ¼ nðs� nÞ=ðnþ 1Þ ðs� nþ 1Þ ð2Þ
When a significant deviation from the statistical binding is observed,

one speaks of a cooperative binding. If the (n þ 1)th ligand binds more
readily than the nth ligand, the binding occurs with a positive cooperativity;
the Knþ1/Kn ratio is then higher than it would be for a statistical binding.
On the contrary, if the binding of the nth ligand hinders the subsequent
binding of the (n þ 1)th ligand, the binding occurs with a negative coop-
erativity and the Knþ1/Kn ratio is lower than it would be for a statistical
binding.

Application of Supramolecular MS to Cooperativity Studies

PRINCIPLE. A common approach to investigate cooperativity in binding
of a ligand to a multimeric receptor consists of measuring the variations of
the Kn as the sites are progressively filled by the ligand: Knþ1/Kn ratios are
then compared to the values predicted for a statistical binding (Eq. [2]).

Because of its ability to distinguish species of different molecular
masses, ESI‐MS has the potential to give a direct view of all distinct
enzymatic species (ELn, n¼[0 . . . 4]) that are in equilibrium as increasing
amount of ligand is added in solution.

A semiquantitative interpretation of the ESI data permits to yield rela-
tive abundances of all enzymatic species and to subsequently deduce the
Knþ1/Kn ratios, because Knþ1/Kn ¼ [ELn�1] � [ELnþ1]/[ELn]

2.
EXAMPLE. Figure 5 shows illustrative ESI mass spectra recorded during

addition of the oxidized cofactor NADþ to tetrameric Sturgeon mus-
cle glyceraldehyde‐3‐phosphate dehydrogenase (GPDH) (Fig. 5A) or to
tetrameric baker’s yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) (Fig. 5B).

When analyzed under non‐denaturing conditions in the absence of the
cofactor, both enzymes display four main charge states (z ¼ 26 to z ¼ 30)
that match the apo form of the tetramer.

As shown in Fig. 5, addition of NADþ in solution gives rise to other
species, which masses correspond to the attachment of one to four mole-
cules of NADþ (M ¼ 663.4 Da) to the tetrameric enzyme. These species
are detected in the same charge states as the initial unbound tetramer
(i.e., z ¼ 26 to z ¼ 30).

Experimental Knþ1/Kn values deduced from the semiquantitative inter-
pretation of the MS data for these two systems are given in Table I.
Comparison to the values expected for a statistical binding shows that for
the case of baker’s yeast ADH, NADþ binding occurs without significant
cooperative effect, whereas for the case of Sturgeon muscle GPDH, a slight
positive deviation to the statistical binding is observed from site 1 to site
2 and from site 3 to site 4 (with K2/K1 and K4/K3 ratios about four times
higher than that expected for a statistical binding).



FIG. 5. Typical electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectra (here presented for the 28‐fold
protonated state of the tetramer) recorded during addition of NADþ to two tetrameric

enzymes. (A) Sturgeon muscle GPDH (M ¼ 142,890 Da, the tetrameric protein is diluted to

20 �M in 15 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.9). (B) Baker’s yeast ADH (M ¼ 147,005 Da,

the tetrameric protein is diluted to 10 �M in 10 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7.0). Abundance

of each tetrameric species (ELn, n¼[0. . .4]) relative to the others is obtained by measuring the

ion intensity (peak height) of all the charge states displayed by the species in the ESI mass

spectrum; abundance is then normalized to 1. For example, in the lower mass spectrum of (B),

the following ion intensities are measured for the ELn species: 0.159, 0.293, 0.277, 0.180, and

0.091 for EL0, EL1, EL2, EL3, and EL4, respectively. From the above intensities, the following

Knþ1/Kn ratios can be deduced (Knþ1/Kn ¼ [ELnþ1] � [ELnþ1]/[ELn]
2, see Eq. [1] in the text):

K2/K1 ¼ 0.512, K3/K2 ¼ 0.689 and K4/K3 ¼ 0.775.
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VALIDITY OF THE APPROACH. As mentioned previously for quantitative
or semiquantitative treatment of ESI‐MS data, an essential prerequisite
is that relative peak intensities observed in the mass spectra are reliable
to investigate the solution‐phase thermodynamics (i.e., the equilibrium
concentrations of the species). Great care in the data acquisition and
in the interpretation must be taken, because it is well known that the



TABLE I

COOPERATIVITY STUDIES BY MS: BINDING OF NADþ TO STURGEON MUSCLE GPDH

AND TO BAKER’S YEAST ADHa

K2/K1 K3/K2 K4/K3

Sturgeon muscle GPDH � ¼ 1.77 � ¼ 0.94 � ¼ 1.50

38 mass spectra � ¼ 28% � ¼ 20% � ¼ 28%

Baker’s yeast ADH � ¼ 0.56 � ¼ 0.67 � ¼ 0.79

10 mass spectra � ¼ 12% � ¼ 17% � ¼ 18%

aTen to about forty ESI mass spectra were recorded at various enzymatic and NADþ

concentrations for the two tetrameric systems. The K2/K1, K3/K2, and K4/K3 values

were derived from the relative peak intensities as described in the legend of Fig. 4. Of

the K2/K1, K3/K2, and K4/K3 values obtained from all the measurements, 95% are inside

the interval �0 � �%, where � is the median and � is the maximum deviation from the

median (Rogniaux et al., 2001).
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solution‐phase image might be distorted during the ESI mass analysis,
especially during ion‐desorption and ion‐transfer processes.

The following points support the validity of this approach for the
cooperativity study described in the previous paragraphs:

1. The ELn species have nearly the same mass (�M � 664/145,000)
and they all have the same charge states. They are, thus, detected at very
close m/z ratios, so there will not be a strong discrimination effect of the
different species due to focalization of the ion beam through the interface
region.

2. 3D changes that may accompany the binding of NADþ to the
enzymatic subunits do not change dramatically the surface of the protein,
which is exposed to the solvent; thus, ELn species likely display
comparable solvation energies relative to the free enzyme E. Together
with their close mass and charge, the assumption that their response
factors to the ESI process will be similar is reasonable.

3. Experiments performed at different accelerating voltages (Vc) show
that distribution of ELn species is not at all modified by gas‐phase
collisions of increasing energies. This result permits to rule out the
possibility that some species may be dissociated by gas‐phase collisions and
be abnormally represented on the mass spectrum.

The major advantage of MS to study cooperativity, in comparison to
established methods in the field (UV spectroscopy, fluorescence‐quenching
measurement, capillary electrophoresis, etc.) is to enable the view of all
individual species in solution. Furthermore, rapidity and sensitivity of MS
make it attractive for such studies (Rogniaux et al., 2001).
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Application to the Characterization of Orphan Proteins. An important
question concerning the function of orphan proteins (i.e., proteins for
which function and natural ligand are unknown) is whether their activity
is mediated through ligand binding or not. Indeed, some orphan receptors
have been shown to be constitutively active (such as CAR, ERR, and
ROR), but this constitutive activity may in fact be only apparent. In this
context, supramolecular MS seems to emerge as a new technique for
addressing this question at the two following levels:

� To control the homogeneity of the expressed protein in terms of
interactions with small molecules present in the expression system or
purification environment.

� To identify a potential ligand whose activity could then be verified by
an appropriate biological assay.

The ability of supramolecular MS to determine existence and stoichi-
ometry of a protein–ligand complex can be used to control the homogenei-
ty of new expressed proteins in terms of interaction with small molecules.

Indeed, some studies have shown that fortuitous ligands can be cap-
tured by the protein in the expression host with the proper stoichiometry
(Bourguet et al., 2000; de Urquiza et al., 2000; Elviri et al., 2001). These
molecules act as ‘‘fillers’’ and are auto‐selected by the protein in the
available chemical library constituted by the host cell media. They may
not be the physiological ligands, but they prove to be essential to stabilize
the active conformation of the receptors. The characterization of such
ligands is then essential because if a fortuitous ligand is present, but the
binding is not quantitative, the resulting chemical and conformational
heterogeneity will hamper production and crystallization of the protein
because its ligation cannot be controlled. In turn, the knowledge of the
3D structure of the ligand‐binding pocket is a good starting point for
the design of new high‐affinity ligands. These ligands can then be used
for the functional characterization of the orphan receptor.

If not expected and not displaying any spectroscopic properties, the
detection of such small ligands bound to the protein may be very challeng-
ing. In the case of the Ultra Spiracle Protein (USP), the insect ortholog of
the vertebrate retinoid X nuclear receptor (RXR), ESI‐MS is the only
technique that has been able to show the presence of an unexpected ligand
molecule non‐covalently attached to the receptor and to assign a molecular
mass of 745 Da for this molecule (Potier et al., 2003). Combining ESI‐MS
under denaturing and native conditions, solvent extraction, and data from
X‐ray diffraction, it has been possible to demonstrate that the ligand
captured inside the ligand‐binding pocket of the USP was a phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine.
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As the number and diversity of both clone products and host expression
systems increases each day, it becomes more and more important to have in
hand a technique that enables the rapid and detailed characterization of
the material derived from gene expression before performing biochemical
or structural studies.
Screening of Ligands Using Mass Spectrometry

The ability of ES‐MS to show whether a ligand is or is not bound to a
protein is now more often used in the pharmaceutical field for screening
potential drugs (Cancilla et al., 2000; Geoghegan et al., 2005; McCammon
et al., 2002; Wright et al., 2000). Indeed, supramolecular MS might
constitute a new methodology for a more reasoned and rational approach
for drug discovery and for human genome annotation (Fig. 6). By char-
acterizing the interaction (positive or negative) between the target protein
and a molecule (potential ligand or drug), MS will be helpful to do the
following:
FIG. 6. General strategy for the determination of the function of orphan proteins using

supramolecular mass spectrometry.
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� Validate a hit obtained from HTS tests: an interaction between the
tested molecule and the target protein will be directly observed.

� Validate a target protein evidenced by differential proteomic. Indeed,
the observed variation of the protein’s expression rate is not
necessarily related to an affinity of the protein for the tested drug.

� Identify the physiological ligand in case of orphan proteins.

Figure 7 displays a typical screening experiment using supramolecular
MS. In such experiments, library compounds are incubated with the target
protein one by one and analyzed by ESI‐TOF under gentle interface
conditions. Those ligands displaying an affinity for the target protein will
be selected, such an affinity being evidenced by a corresponding mass shift
on the mass spectrum.

In our case, the target protein is observed as a doublet because of an
additional N‐terminal amino acid (Fig. 7A). Incubation conditions and ESI
parameter settings are controlled using a reference ligand (�), known to
bind to the active site of the protein (Fig. 7B). After addition of 2 eq of
ligand, the signal corresponding to the apo protein has completely disap-
peared and a new species displaying a �m* corresponding to the mass of
the reference ligand is observed. Referring to our general strategy shown in
Fig. 6, a compound will be retained as soon as a signal corresponding to a
protein–ligand complex is detected (Fig. 7C). However, of major impor-
tance is the necessity to discriminate specific against nonspecific binders
(both protein–ligand complexes displaying the same molecular mass). This
can be easily performed through competition experiments between the
potential ligand and the reference ligand (Fig. 7D). Two situations can
occur: (i) the measured molecular mass of the resulting complex indicates
that the reference ligand was able to displace the tested compound (Fig. 7D
left, compound �) and (ii) the measured molecular mass of the resulting
complex indicates that the reference ligand was not able to replace the
tested compound (Fig. 7D right, compound l). In the first case, the com-
pound � is, thus, shown to be specific and will be definitively selected as a
MS hit; in the second case, both ligands (the reference one and compound
l) are bound to the protein, suggesting a nonspecific binding for the tested
molecule because the protein is known to possess a single binding site. The
lack of specificity of compound l could have been already suspected from
the multi‐addition effect observed in Fig. 7C.

Drug‐screening methods using MS have been reviewed by Siegel
(2002). Supramolecular MS constitutes an attractive middle‐throughput
analytical technique that can be used as a direct detector of affinity
between a target protein and a potential ligand with possible capability
of autom ation (Zha ng et al. , 2003a ,b).



FIG. 7. Typical drug screening experiment using supramolecular mass spectrometry (MS).

Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrum of the target protein diluted to 10 �M in 50 mM

ammonium acetate (A) in absence of ligands; (B) in presence of 2 eq of a reference ligand (�);

(C) in presence of 10 eq of a compound stemming from a library (left: compound �; right:

378 biological mass spectrometry [11]
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Information Deduced from the Gas‐Phase Behavior

During the ESI process, progressive desolvation of the droplets pro-
duces the noncovalent complexes as dried species in vacuum. On most
conventional instruments, it is possible to control the kinetic energy of gas‐
phase ions, either in the first vacuum stage of the mass spectrometer, where
the pressure is still of the order of 1 mbar, or in a collision‐gas cell (tandem
MS). Increasing the internal energy transferred to ions through collisions
with gaseous molecules provokes disruption of the weakest interactions
(i.e., the noncovalent interactions. Stability of noncovalent complexes can,
thus, be measured by their resistance to energetic collisions as a function of
either the accelerating voltage Vc or the collision energy (tandem MS).

Gas‐Phase Stability Measurements

Progressive dissociation of a noncovalent protein–ligand complex can
be monitored by the appearance of ions of the unbound species in the mass
spectrum by increasing of the accelerating voltage Vc. An example is given
in Fig. 8 for an AR–inhibitor complex: Going from Vc ¼ 65 V to Vc ¼ 85 V
leads to detection of ions corresponding to the unbound enzyme (ions
for the free inhibitor also appear in the low m/z range but are not shown
in this figure).

A widely used criteria to evaluate gas‐phase stability of a given non-
covalent complex is the accelerating voltage needed to achieve 50% of
dissociation in the mass spectrometer (Vc50). This value is deduced from
dissociation curves as those drawn on the right part of Fig. 8, when abun-
dance of the complex is equal to that of the dissociated species. Here,
again, abundance of the complexed species relative to the dissociated
species is measured from ion intensity displayed in the ESI mass spectrum
(i.e., peak heights summed on all the charge states).

Interpretation of Dissociation Experiments

Relationship between Gas‐Phase and Solution‐Phase Stability. Several
authors tried to find a correlation between the gas‐phase dissociation
energy (i.e., the Vc50) and the solution‐phase binding strength (i.e., the
binding constants) for a series of protein–ligand noncovalent complexes.
compound �). (D) Competition experiments between the library compound and the reference

compound. The cone voltage (Vc) was optimized in each case to prevent gas‐phase
dissociation of the protein–ligand complexes. Replacement of the protein–ligand complex by

the protein–reference complex shows that the tested compound was effectively bound in the

active site of the target protein. Peaks labeled with an asterisk (*) correspond to the target

protein modified by an additional N‐terminal amino acid.



FIG. 8. Gas‐phase stability study of an enzyme–inhibitor complex. The enzyme is human

aldose reductase (AR) complexed with its natural cofactor NADPþ (MAR‐NADP¼ 36,880 Da);

the inhibitor is a carboxylic acid of mass 345 Da. AR (10 �M in 10 mM ammonium acetate) is

shortly incubated with 1 eq of its cofactor and 1 eq of the inhibitor. The mixture is then

continuously infused into the mass spectrometer. Mass spectra were recorded for increasing

Vc voltages (the interfacial pressure P is equal to 2 mbar) (left side). The enzyme–inhibitor

complex gradually dissociates when Vc increases; the extent of dissociation at a given Vc

voltage is evaluated by measuring the intensity (peak heights averaged on the three charge

states) of the dissociated species (D) relative to that of the non‐dissociated enzyme–inhibitor

complex (C). The experimental D/C ratios are then plotted versus Vc to deduce the so‐called
Vc50, the accelerating voltage of ions leading to 50% of the complex dissociation (right side).
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For some systems, a good correlation was reported, with the order of
stability in the gas phase following that in the solution phase (Hunter et al.,
1997; Potier et al., 1997). However, for other systems, striking discrepancies
were found between solution‐ and gas‐phase behavior (Li et al., 1994;
Wu et al., 1997). For a while, reasons for the observed disagreement re-
mained unclear, even though the possible influence of hydrophobic interac-
tions—which would be partly lost in the gas phase—was mentioned as early
as 1994 (Li et al., 1994). However, as noted by Joseph A. Loo (1997), ‘‘It has
yet to be conclusively demonstrated that a gas‐phase dissociation energy can
be used to predict or even to reflect the solution‐phase binding strength.’’
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Formation of hydrophobic interactions in proteins is driven by water
molecules surrounding nonpolar groups. These nonpolar groups tend to
aggregate to minimize contacts with polar solvent molecules. This results in
formation of hydrophobic interactions. Progressive disappearance of water
as species are dried in the mass spectrometer removes the driving force for
hydrophobic interactions. It is, therefore, natural to assume that hydropho-
bic interactions do not contribute significantly to stability of the complex in
the gas phase and do not intervene in the dissociation energy as measured
by the Vc50. This was unequivocally verified in our group through a parallel
study of several enzyme–inhibitor complexes by X‐ray crystallography and
ESI‐MS (Rogniaux et al., 1999).

Comparison of Crystallographic and Mass Spectrometric Data for a
Series of Enzyme–Inhibitor Complexes. Gas‐phase stability of noncovalent
complexes of AR with a series of synthetic inhibitors was evaluated by ESI‐
MS, as described earlier in this chapter. Among all inhibitors, four com-
pounds representative of the different families of AR inhibitors were
extensively studied by both ESI‐MS and X‐ray crystallography. The aim
of this parallel study was to validate or invalidate the loss of hydrophobic
interactions during the ion‐desorption process in the mass spectrometer.

X‐ray diffraction data allowed us to calculate the contribution of non‐
hydrophobic interactions (i.e., in the present case, sum of electrostatic and
H‐bond interactions) in the binding energy of each inhibitor to AR, while
solution‐phase measurements gave the overall binding energy (expressed
by the IC50 of each inhibitor, i.e., the concentration leading to 50%
inhibition of the enzymatic activity).

Table II reports the IC50 values obtained for the four inhibitors hereby
studied, the corresponding electrostatic and H‐bond energies calculated
from the crystallographic data (Eelectrostatic þ EH‐bond) and the Vc50
measured by gas‐phase collisions in the interfacial region of our ESI mass
spectrometer. It is striking that for these four inhibitors, the Vc50 values do
not follow the order of the IC50 values, whereas a clear correlation is
observed between calculated Eelectrostatic þ EH‐bond binding energies and
the Vc50 values.

This example demonstrates that hydrophobic contacts poorly contrib-
ute to gas‐phase stability of noncovalent complexes.
From Solution Phase to the Gas Phase: Possible
Origins of Distortion

From the preceding paragraphs, it is obvious that MS will provide an
important tool for characterization of supramolecular complexes. Informa-
tion as important as the stoichiometry of the complex, its stability in



TABLE II

GAS‐PHASE STABILITY MEASUREMENTS: AR–INHIBITOR COMPLEXES
a

Vc50
(volt)

IC50

(nanomole)

Eelectrostatic þ EH‐bond

(Kcal/mol)

AminoSNM 70 � 1 52 �24
Imirestat 76 � 1 10 �43
LIPHA3071 84 � 1 9 �91
IDD384 103 � 1 108 �94

aThe gas‐phase stability experimentally measured by mass spectrometry (Vc50), and the

binding energies measured in solution (IC50) are listed for four inhibitors of AR. For

these inhibitors, it was possible to calculate the energies of the electrostatic and H‐bond
interactions from the crystal structure of the complex: The sum of these energies

(Eelectrostatic þ EH‐bond) is given in the third column. Clearly, Eelectrostatic þ EH‐bond leads to

the same classification of the four inhibitors than the Vc50. On the contrary, it is obvious

that the Vc50 and the IC50 do not lead to the same classification of the inhibitors

(Rogniaux et al., 1999).
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solution, or the nature of the interaction involved in the complex formation
can be deduced from MS experiments.

However, as we pointed out repeatedly in this chapter, the technique is
not yet ‘‘routine’’ and still requires constant care. Inappropriate or uncon-
trolled experimental conditions, as well as the intrinsic nature of certain
complexes, might be responsible for artifacts occurring in the MS analysis.
If understanding of these artifacts has indeed continuously improved in
the last few years, it remains essential to systematically perform controlled
experiments to establish the validity of the MS results and to answer
the following question: Do the data from ESI mass spectra reflect the
associations existing in solution?

Ionization Efficiency and Ion Transmission

Species are expected to display different response factors in ESI‐MS
analysis depending on their charge states and solvation energies.

Solvation energy was found to play a key role in the ESI response factor
of small alkaline cations (Leize et al., 1996). In this case, huge differences in
solvation energies from one cation to the other resulted in largely unequal
ion intensities detected for these ions by ESI‐MS. To a lesser extent,
solvation energy is also expected to play an important role in the response
factor of larger systems, especially peptides and proteins. The resulting
mass spectrum might then misrepresent the real abundance of the species
in solution.

Focalization of the ion beam through the interface region may similarly
discriminate some species relative to others. Significant discrimination
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effects between larger versus smaller m/z ratios were commonly observed
by our group and others, depending on the tuning of the lenses. Com-
parative relative abundances between species are then not likely to be
quantitative when their m/z ratios are largely different.
Observation of Artifact Associations

The simple observation of ions corresponding to a protein–ligand
noncovalent complex does not constitute sufficient evidence of specific
structurally interactions existing in solution (Aplin et al., 1994; Cunniff
et al., 1995; Robinson et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1993). Control experiments
are, thus, necessary to differentiate specific from nonspecific (simple
aggregation) interactions that might be formed during the ESI process.

If the observed complex results from specific interactions in solution, it
must be sensitive to modification of the experimental conditions affecting
its stability. Modifying the conditions in solution should then produce a
substantial change in the mass spectrum. For example, changing the nature
of the ligand, denaturing the protein (by changing the pH, the solvent, the
temperature, etc. of the solution), or diluting the sample should be re-
flected by the appropriate change in the intact complex abundance versus
dissociated complex abundance on the ESI mass spectrum.
Influence of the Nature of the Interactions Involved in the Complex

From results of our group and other groups, a relationship seems to
emerge between the stability of noncovalent complexes in the ESI process
and the nature of the interactions involved in the complex formation.

In the case of leucine‐zipper (Li et al., 1993, 1994) or of complexes
between acyl‐coenzyme A (acyl‐CoA) binding protein and acyl‐CoA deri-
vatives (Robinson et al., 1996), ESI data did not reflect the relative abun-
dance of the noncovalent interactions in solution. The reason suggested by
the authors was that interactions in these systems were mostly hydrophobic
and were partly lost in the gas phase.

On the contrary, other complexes where electrostatic interactions were
predominant displayed a unusual stability in the gas phase. For example,
protein–DNA and protein–RNA noncovalent complexes appeared to be
very resistant to gas‐phase collisions (Cheng et al., 1996; Feng, 1995; Potier
et al., 1998). For certain systems like the AR‐NADP system, it was shown
that dissociation of the noncovalent complex could not be achieved even
though the collision energy produced the breakage of a covalent bond
(Potier et al., 1997).
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Going from solution to a solvent‐less environment, it is obvious that the
strength of noncovalent interactions will be affected: hydrophobic effects
are likely to be weakened because their driving force (water) has disap-
peared, but electrostatic interactions are reinforced because the dielectric
constant in vacuum is 80 times lower than in an aqueous medium. There-
fore, success in studying a noncovalent complex by ESI‐MS will crucially
depend on the nature of the interactions.

The loss of water molecules during the desorption process may thus
prevent the study of certain systems by MS. This has long been consid-
ered a major drawback of this technique and even gave rise to skepticism
about the future of the technique. However, it appeared that one can take
advantage of this drawback and exploit it to measure the contribution
of non‐hydrophobic relative to hydrophobic interactions (Robinson et al.,
1996; Rogniaux et al., 1999). As proposed by J. A. Loo (1997), why not use
ESI‐MS to assess ‘‘the type of bonding interaction that keeps complexes
together?’’ This indeed may be of special interest in drug discovery, be-
cause specificity of ligand binding to a protein is mostly determined by
non‐hydrophobic oriented interactions.

Conclusion

When using carefully controlled conditions in the atmospheric pressure–
vacuum interface, andwhen sample preparation is optimized, it is possible to
preserve large specific multiprotein– metal–ligand noncovalent complexes
during MS analysis. In fact, the mass measurement of complexes of more
than 1 million Da is only limited by the sample preparation quality (in
particular, the removal of nonvolatile salts and detergents). MS analysis
can then yield precious information on the stoichiometry. In addition, in
some cases, information on the relative contribution of hydrophobic and
electrostatic or hydrogen bond interactions can be determined through gas‐
phase stability experiments. It is important to keep in mind that gas‐phase
stability will be greater when the dominant interactions are ionic than for
hydrophobically driven binding. Higher analyzer resolution will also be
useful to assess more information from mass spectra. Obviously, ESI‐MS
will not provide direct structural data as NMRS or X‐ray do, but the amount
of material required is usually less than 1 nmol for a series of experiments.
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Abstract

We describe the use of nano‐electrospray ionization (nano‐ESI) mass
spectrometry (MS) for monitoring hydrogen exchange. Using this ap-
proach, we have compared the fluctuations in structure of the wild‐type
human lysozyme with those of the Asp67His and Ile56Thr variants, the two
amyloidogenic forms of the protein. The results revealed that a significant
region of the structure was transiently unfolded in both variants compared
with the wild‐type protein. Using peptic digestion, we located the region of
the protein involved in the unfolding reaction to the �‐domain and adjacent
C‐helix. This unfolding reaction is proposed to facilitate the initial stages
of the fibril formation process. Also by this approach, we discovered that
binding of an antibody fragment to the proteins prevents the unfolding
events. These observations, therefore, not only highlight the use of MS to
monitor and locate regions of enhanced hydrogen exchange kinetics, even
in proteins that are prone to aggregation, but also demonstrate the use of
such an approach to discover potential therapies.

Introduction

Studies on the structure and dynamics of proteins play an important role
in understanding mechanisms of diseases, particularly the amyloidoses.
These diseases are now known to involve partial unfolding of proteins that
are then susceptible to aggregation and formation of amyloid fibrils and
plaques. Deposition of these insoluble species in various organs and tissues
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underlies a group of more than 20 human disorders including Alzheimer’s
disease and the transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (Selkoe, 2003).
Hydrogen exchange has proven to be a powerful tool in probing protein
folding and dynamics (Englander and Krishna, 2001; Krishna et al., 2004).
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is established for the measurement of
hydrogen exchange in proteins, but in the last decade, MS has emerged as a
complementary approach (Eyles and Kaltashov, 2004; Hoofnagle et al.,
2003; Lanman and Prevelige, 2004; Last and Robinson, 1999). Here, we
show the application of hydrogen exchange methods in combination with
MS to probe the partially folded states implicated in the conversion of
normally soluble protein into amyloid fibrils.

The mechanism of hydrogen exchange of proteins involves reversible
unfolding and isotope exchange at exposed regions (Hoofnagle et al., 2003;
Hvidt and Nielsen, 1966). The process is represented by the following
equation:

F  !
ko

kc
U !kex Uex

where F, U, and Uex refer to folded, unfolded, and unfolded exchanged
forms of the protein, and ko, kc, and kex represent the opening, closing, and
intrinsic exchange rates, respectively. The observed exchange rate can be
expressed as kobs ¼ ko � kex/(kex þ kc). For proteins in their native states,
the refolding rate is usually much faster than the intrinsic exchange rate
(i.e., kc � kex), and the observed exchange rate can, thus, be interpreted
as kobs ¼ ko � kex/kc. This process, known as the EX2 exchange mecha-
nism, occurs when random fluctuations of the native state of the protein
expose regions of the backbone for exchange with solvent. A broad single
peak is observed in the mass spectrum of the exchanging protein,
corresponding to an ensemble of partially exchanged protein molecules
(Chung et al., 1997). If the closing rate is much slower than the exchange
rate (i.e., kc � kex), for example, under high pH conditions when the
intrinsic rate of hydrogen exchange is fast (Bai et al., 1993), and when
proteins are destabilized, the equation is simplified as kobs ¼ ko. In
this so‐called EX1 exchange regime, any exposed region induced by un-
folding will be completely exchanged. The resulting mass spectrum will,
therefore, contain ostensibly two peaks, corresponding to the protected and
exchanged states.

To locate regions of the protein that have undergone hydrogen
exchange, we subject proteins to proteolysis before mass spectrometric
analysis (Zhang and Smith, 1993). The key to success in this analysis is to
maintain the deuterium contents of peptides until their release from solu-
tion into the gas phase. High‐performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
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separation followed by ESI analysis (Zhang and Smith, 1993) and matrix‐
assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) (Mandell et al., 1998) are two
separation and analysis methods that have been effectively used in con-
junction with hydrogen exchange MS. In both methods, significant efforts
are made to minimize back‐exchange that takes place during HPLC sepa-
ration or matrix mixing and sample loading. In this chapter, we describe a
simple method for monitoring hydrogen exchange in which the peptic
digestion products are analyzed directly using nano‐ESI MS without sepa-
ration. Because no chromatographic separation or mixing with matrix is
required, the method is rapid and minimum back‐exchange is encountered.
Moreover, because each peptide fragment is compared within the same
spectrum, very subtle differences in hydrogen exchange, typically observed
for partially folded forms of proteins, can be addressed.

We demonstrate this approach with the amyloidogenic forms of human
lysozyme Asp67His and Ile56Thr, which are known to form amyloid fibrils
in vivo (Booth et al., 1997). Using hydrogen exchange, we show that both
variants can populate partially unfolded forms in solution more readily
than the wild‐type protein. The region that is susceptible to unfolding was
identified in the Asp67His variant (Canet et al., 2002). We also investigate
a therapeutic strategy involving an antibody fragment designed to com-
bat these unfolding events through binding to the variant proteins. This
antibody is a fragment of the ‘‘heavy chain’’ camel antibody with high
specificity for native human lysozyme (Dumoulin et al., 2002).
Methods

Protein Expression and Purification

The 15N labeled wild‐type, D67H and I56T variants of human lysozyme
were expressed in Aspergillus niger and purified as described (Canet et al.,
1999; Spencer et al., 1999). Guanidinium hydrochloride (GuHCl) and pep-
sin were obtained from Sigma. Deuterium oxide (D2O, 99.9%) was from
Fluorochem. Acetic acid‐d4 (DLM‐12, 99.5%) was from Cambridge Iso-
tope Laboratories. Deuterated GuHCl (GuDCl) was prepared by three
cycles of dilution of GuHCl in D2O followed by lyophilization.

Optimization of Peptic Digestion

Before hydrogen exchange is carried out, conditions for the proteolysis
reaction can be determined with unlabeled proteins. These conditions
typically include the ratio of pepsin to protein, pH, temperature, and
incubation time. Digestions are usually carried out at pH 2.5–3.0 and
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0� to reduce back‐exchange because the intrinsic rate for hydrogen ex-
change is low under these conditions (Bai et al., 1993). The enzyme ideally
suited to coupling with hydrogen exchange is pepsin because it has been
shown to cleave protein backbone at low pH levels and at low temperature
(Zhang and Smith, 1993). Relatively high ratios of pepsin (typically 2:1
molar ratio of pepsin to protein) are used to generate the required amount
of cleavage within the shortest time. Despite the fact that human lysozyme
is highly constrained with four disulfide bridges and extensive helical
structure, by using a high ratio of pepsin to protein and incubation on ice
for only 1 min, a total of 19 peptides were formed (Fig. 1), giving rise to
a sequence coverage of 100%. Autolysis of pepsin under these condi-
tions was not observed. This combination of high enzyme concentration,
low temperature, and short digestion time was found to yield extensive
cleavage and keep back‐exchange to a minimum.
Strategies for the Assignment of Peptic Fragments

The most time‐consuming and difficult aspect of this work is the assign-
ment of the digest fragments to the sequence of the protein. Although
pepsin is effective under the regime required for hydrogen exchange, its
nonspecific cleavage renders the assignment process extremely difficult.
The number of possibilities for a given mass within an estimated error
increases as a function of the length of peptides and the number of disulfide
linkages. As human lysozyme contains four disulfide bonds, the number of
possible assignments for a given mass is extremely large.

For fragments below 600 Da, these could be assigned solely on the basis
of their mass. For those fragments between 600 and 3000 Da, the mass
accuracy was not sufficiently high to delineate all possible combinations,
and these peptides were analyzed using a tandem MS (MS/MS) approach.
For peptides above mass 3000, many possibilities exist within 0.3 Da of the
measured mass, and MS/MS would not normally provide adequate se-
quence information for disulfide‐bonded peptides. These peptides were,
therefore, isolated by HPLC and hydrolyzed with a specific protease, in this
case trypsin, and the digestion products were analyzed by MS (Fig. 1A).
We validated our assignments by carrying out digestion of 15N‐labeled
human lysozyme under identical conditions to those of the variant proteins.
An example of this approach is given in Fig. 1B. The nitrogen content
calculated for the proposed sequence can be used to delineate various
amino acid compositions (Canet et al., 2002; Miranker et al., 1996). A
summary of the peptides observed reproducibly for human lysozyme under
these experimental conditions is given in Fig. 1C.



FIG. 1. Strategies for assigning the peptic digestion products of the D67H variant of

human lysozyme. (A) Tryptic digestion of the 5489‐Da peptic peptide followed by mass

spectrometry (MS) analysis enabled us to assign it as residues (58–84)‐(85–108). (B) The

nitrogen content obtained from comparison of peptic peptides with digestion of 15N‐labeled
protein under identical conditions confirms sequences of (58–84)‐(93–108) and (1–25)‐(124–
130). (C) Summary of the cleavage sites formed by peptic digestion denoted with vertical

arrows. Two �‐sheets and four �‐helixes A, B, C, and D are also indicated in the diagram.
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Hydrogen Exchange

The deuterated 15N wild‐type lysozyme and the two deuterated 14Nmuta-
tional variants D67H and I56T were prepared by unfolding in GuDCl fol-
lowed by refolding in deuterated buffer. The deuterated 15N wild type was
mixed with either deuterated 14N D67H or I56T in equal proportions for
the pulse‐labeling hydrogen exchange experiments. The pulse‐labeling
experiments were carried out on a Bio‐Logic QFM5 mixer connected to
a circulating water bath set to 37�. The protein solution was diluted 1:15
with 100 mM ammonia/formic acid buffer in H2O at pH 8.2. The exchange
was allowed to proceed for various times between 0.4 and 600 s before
acetic acid (7 volume equivalents, final pH 3.5) was added to quench
exchange and samples stored on ice before analysis by MS. For sequence‐
specific analysis, the D67H variant protein was pulse‐labeled manually at
pH 10.0 and 37� for 3 s so that an equal proportion of exchanged and unex-
changed peaks can be detected in the mass spectra. The sample was then
subjected to peptic digestion and nano‐ESI analysis. For analysis in the
presence of the camellid antibody fragment (cAb‐HuL6), D67H or I56T,
and an equimolar amount of protonated cAb‐HuL6 was mixed immediate-
ly before the experiment and exchange was carried out at pH 8.0 (100 mM
ammonia/formic acid in H2O) and 37� for various lengths of time and then
quenched by decreasing the temperature and pH as described earlier.

Mass Spectrometry

Mass spectra of intact proteins and the antibody complex were re-
corded on an LCT mass spectrometer, and peptic peptides and hydrogen
exchange measurements were carried out on a Q‐TOF mass spectrometer
(Micromass, UK). Samples were introduced into the spectrometers via
gold‐coated nano‐electrospray needles prepared in the laboratory. The
instrument was calibrated using cesium iodide, and MS/MS was carried
out using argon as the collision gas. The instrumental settings are standard
settings for analysis of proteins and peptides by nano‐ESI. Typically, the
first six scans were accumulated and used for data analysis. The samples of
the antibody lysozyme complexes, unless stated otherwise, were electro-
sprayed at the base pressure of the Platform mass spectrometer with a cone
voltage of 150 V such that the complex was dissociated in the gas phase to
yield free lysozyme variant for comparison with the unbound protein.

Simulations of the isotope patterns were made for peptide fragments by
using isotope‐modeling in the Masslynx software (Micromass, UK). For
EX1 exchange, two populations were calculated. One corresponds to the
natural abundance isotopes and the other to the natural abundance isotope
plus the number of deuterons calculated from the average mass difference
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between the two peaks. Addition of the two isotope distributions was then
carried out using Sigmaplot version 4.01 (SPSS). For EX2 exchange, only
one isotope distribution was calculated, which corresponded to the isotopic
abundance with the average number of deuterons calculated from the m/z
value of the peak.
Results

The Two Mutational Variants Populate Partially Folded States

Spectra obtained for a solution of deuterated wild‐type and D67H
human lysozyme proteins mixed in equimolar amounts, exchanged simul-
taneously, and quenched after various times are shown in Fig. 2. By using
15N‐labeled wild‐type protein, whose molecular weight is distinctly larger
than that of the D67H variant, the two proteins are sufficiently distinct to
allow complete separation in the mass spectrum. Thus, any small differ-
ences that could be encountered through slight changes in the solution and
mass spectrometric conditions are avoided. The wild‐type protein is visible
as a single peak whose mass decreases with the exchange time. Similar
behavior is observed for the wild type at all the pH values studied (Canet
et al., 2002). The results demonstrate that hydrogen exchange of wild‐type
human lysozyme obeys an EX2 mechanism, in which the refolding rate is
much higher than the intrinsic exchange rate.

The data for the D67H variant at pH 8.2, in contrast to those of the
wild‐type protein, show a clear bimodal distribution of masses as the
exchange process takes place (Canet et al., 2002; Dumoulin et al., 2005)
(Fig. 2). This pattern is typical of an EX1 type of hydrogen exchange
mechanism, in which the closing rate of a fluctuation is much lower than
the intrinsic exchange rate. Similar behavior was observed for the D67H
variant at pH 10.0. At the lower pH values of 5.0 and 6.1, however, only a
single broad peak can be observed, indicating that the intrinsic exchange
rate at these lower pH values is lower than the closing rate, and the
exchange obeys EX2 kinetics (data not shown). EX1 hydrogen exchange
is usually associated with destabilization of the protein structure. In the
present case, the mass difference between the exchanged and unexchanged
peaks is too small to correspond to complete global unfolding. The clear
bimodal distribution observed at pH values between 8.2 and 10.0 thus
indicates a cooperative unfolding of a significant region of the protein.

To determine whether this structural property was common to both
variants, we investigated the I56T mutation under identical solution and
MS conditions as those used to study the D67H variant. The results show
that despite the fact that the two mutations are in different regions of the



FIG. 2. Nano‐electrospray mass spectra recorded for an approximately equimolar mixture

of 15N‐labeled wild‐type lysozyme and the D67H variant following exposure to hydrogen

exchange conditions at pH 8.2 and 37�. The spectra represent mass‐transformed data from the

þ9 charge state. The peaks colored light gray were observed in spectra of the D67H variant

but not in the wild‐type protein. The peaks colored dark gray arise from the gradual loss of

deuterium during the course of the exchange reaction. The peaks in the spectra of control

samples recorded for time zero and time infinity are colored gray and black, respectively.
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molecule, the partially unfolded forms from both variant proteins possess
the same characteristics (Dumoulin et al., 2005).

Localization of the Unfolding Domain in the D67H Variant

To locate the regions of the structure of the D67H variant involved in
the cooperative unfolding processes, we exposed a sample of the protein to
hydrogen exchange conditions to generate two populations of approxi-
mately equal intensity. This sample was then subjected to peptic digestion
and mass spectrometric analysis. Comparison with 15N‐labeled protein was
also carried out to verify the peptide assignment (Fig. 1B). The initial
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digestion products correspond to cleavage at Leu‐25, Phe‐57, Ala‐108, and
Gln‐123. These cleavage sites are remote from the interchain disulfides and
are not in regions containing secondary structure. These three distinct
regions of the protein yield 100% sequence coverage (Fig. 1C). Interesting-
ly, of the regions containing helical and �‐sheet structure, only the C‐helix
shows extensive proteolytic cleavage at residues 91, 92, and 96, suggesting
that under these conditions, the structure in helixesA, B,D, and the ��sheet
region are less susceptible to peptic digestion than that in helix C.

The spectra for the predominant peptic peptides after exchange are
shown in Fig. 3. For peptides where two populations are clearly visible, the
experimental isotopic distributions have been compared with simulations
on the basis of an EX1 exchange mechanism and the measured number of
protected sites. The bimodal isotope distribution corresponding to peptide
58–108, which includes the C helix (residues 89–100) as well as residues
58–64 from the �‐domain, closely matches a simulation in which 10 labile
hydrogens from this region are involved in the EX1 unfolding event. How-
ever, the isotope distribution in the shorter fragment from this region
(58–84)‐(93–108) (peptides 58–84 and 93–108 linked by a disulfide bond)
is best described by a simulation for an EX1 exchange process involving
eight labile hydrogens. Thus, removal of the residues 85–92, which includes
four residues from the C helix, involves a reduction of two in the number of
protected hydrogens involved in the EX1 unfolding event. Previous hydro-
gen exchange studies of human lysozyme have shown that only residues 85
and 92 are highly protected in this region of the sequence (Redfield and
Dobson, 1990). The present results of the MS analysis, therefore, indicate
that these two residues, located in the C helix and the loop preceding it, are
involved in the cooperative unfolding transition detected by hydrogen
exchange. The peptide fragment (26–57)‐(109–123), which includes the
residues forming the B and D helixes (26–34 and 109–115, respectively)
of the �‐domain and residues 41–57 of the �‐domain, also shows a distinct
bimodal distribution, corresponding to two hydrogen exchange populations
involving 10 backbone amides (data not shown). The isotope distribution in
an additional peptide (26–40)‐(109–123), which differs by the absence of
residues 41–57 in the �‐domain, is also bimodal and correlates well with a
simulation involving five backbone amide hydrogens. For a yet shorter
peptide fragment derived from this region, (26–31)‐(109–123), in which
residues 32–40 are removed, the isotope distribution shows no evidence of
EX1 exchange (Fig. 3). The distribution is well described by a single hydro-
gen exchange population having an average of four protected hydrogens
that exchange via an EX2 mechanism. Thus, comparison of the exchange
properties of a series of peptides generated from the sequence (26–57)‐
(109–123) indicates that the amide hydrogens undergoing EX1 exchange



FIG. 3. Nano‐electrospray mass spectra of the partially exchanged peptide fragments of the

D67Hvariant. Themultiply chargedpeptides are assigned as follows: (A) (58–108)þ6; (B) ([1–25]‐
[124–130])þ4; (C) ([26–40]‐[109–123])þ5; (D) ([58–84]‐[93–108])þ5; (E) ([26–31]‐[109–123])þ4; and
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in this region are located within the sequence 31–57, corresponding to the
four C‐terminal residues of the B helix and encompassing the antiparallel
�‐sheet of the �‐domain. In contrast, the peptide fragments containing the
sequence 26–40, which includes the residues forming helix B, are consistent
with a single hydrogen exchange population with an average of eight pro-
tected amides. Overall, theMS analysis of these peptide fragments indicates
that the regions involved in the cooperative unfolding process are all located
within the sequence 31–104 (Canet et al., 2002).

Binding to an Antibody Fragment Inhibits Partial Unfolding of Lysozyme
Variants

To investigate the effects of binding a soluble antibody fragment to the
lysozyme variants, the 1:1 complex was formed before hydrogen exchange
was initiated. The mass of the antibody fragment: D67H complex measured
under non‐dissociating conditions confirms the 1:1 binding stoichiometry,
but given the broadness of the peaks, it is not possible to observe subtle
differences in hydrogen exchange within this complex (Fig. 4A). We, there-
fore, dissociated the complex in the gas phase and measured the hydrogen
exchange protection of the liberated lysozyme (Fig. 4B). In the absence of
the antibody, and under the conditions used for this experiment, two equal
populations of the folded and partially folded species are observed for both
variants after approximately 15 s of exchange. By contrast, in the presence of
the antibody fragment, the unfolding events that occur in both variants are
effectively inhibited throughout the time scale of the hydrogen exchange
reaction (Dumoulin et al., 2003, 2005).

Conclusions

By using hydrogen exchange in combination with analysis by MS, we
have been able to compare the fluctuations in structure of the D67H and
I56T variant proteins of human lysozyme with those of the wild‐type
(F) ([1–19]‐[124–130])þ4. Before digestion, the proteinwas exposed to hydrogenexchange at pH
10 for 3 s. The location of the principal peptic digestion products is shown within the native

structure of lysozyme in the upper panel. Similarly, the smaller peptide fragments, derived from

three regions (D), (E), and (F), are indicated in the lysozyme structure in the lower panel. The

lysozyme structure was generated from the X‐ray structure (1REX) and produced using

MOLMOL. The peaks in the spectra are compared with simulations of the isotope patterns

color‐coded for each peptide fragment. The peptide fragments (A), (C), and (D) fit well to an

exchange model in which the total number of protected sites undergo exchange exclusively via

an EX1mechanism to give two distinct hydrogen exchange populations. The peptide fragments

(B), (E), and (F) show a single hydrogen exchange population that undergoes exchange via an

EX2 mechanism. (Reprinted, with permission, from Canet et al. [2002].)



FIG. 4. Nano‐electrospray mass spectra of the D67H lysozyme: cAb‐HuL6 complex and

hydrogen exchange of D67H lysozyme in the absence (i) and presence (ii) of an equimolar

amount of the antibody fragment. (A) The spectrumof the 1:1 complex formed fromaddition of

equimolar antibody and D67H lysozyme recorded under conditions designed to maintain

noncovalent interactions confirms the 1:1 stoichiometry. A, antibody; A þ L, antibody þ
lysozyme;AþLþT, antibodyþ lysozymeþ substrate (tri‐nag) complex. Theoreticalmasses are

indicated in parentheses. (B) Time course hydrogen exchange experiments reveal that binding

to the antibody fragment inhibits partial unfolding of D67H lysozyme. The peaks colored black

represent the control sample that has undergone complete exchange. The peaks colored gray

arise from the gradual loss of deuterium throughout the time course of the experiment. Peaks

colored light gray are observed in the spectra of the D67H variant only in the absence of the

antibody fragment. (Reprinted, with permission, from Dumoulin et al. [2003]).
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protein. The results reveal that a substantial portion of the structure is
transiently unfolded in both variants compared with the wild‐type protein.
Using proteolysis and several approaches to assign the resultant disulfide‐
bonded peptides, we assigned the regions that were unfolding transiently to
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the �‐domain residues and the adjacent C helix. Moreover, we used this
observation to discover the mode of action of an antibody fragment that
arrests fibril formation in vitro. Binding the antibody fragment to both
variants was found to prevent the initial unfolding events. More generally,
the results demonstrate that the powerful approach of monitoring hydro-
gen exchange by using MS can be applied even to unfavorable proteins,
such as those that are prone to aggregation, heavily disulfide bonded, and
present in a binary complex.
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Abstract

Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) traces isotopically labeled
biochemicals and provides significant new directions for understanding
molecular kinetics and dynamics in biological systems. AMS traces low‐
abundance radioisotopes for high specificity but detects them with MS
for high sensitivity. AMS reduces radiation exposure doses to levels
safe for use in human volunteers of all ages. Total radiation exposures
are equivalent to those obtained in very short airplane flights, a com-
monly accepted radiation risk. Waste products seldom reach the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) definition of radioactive waste material
for 14C and 3H. Attomoles of labeled compounds are quantified in milli-
gram‐sized samples, such as 20 �l of blood. AMS is available from several
facilities that offer services and new spectrometers that are affordable.
Detailed examples of designing AMS studies are provided, and the methods
of analyzing AMS data are outlined.
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Introduction

Isotopic labels remain the standard for tracing chemically exact analo-
gues of biochemicals, whether they are drugs, toxins, nutrients, or macro-
molecules, through biological systems. Isotopes are one or more equivalent
atomic forms of a chemical element that contain that element’s signa-
ture number of nuclear protons and atomic electrons, but that may have
varying numbers of nuclear neutrons that give each isotope of an element a
distinctive mass. The number of neutrons in an isotope nucleus may render
it unstable against several forms of radioactive decay. These radioisotopes
may have lifetimes of billions of years or fractions of a second. Some
elements form stable nuclei from only one configuration of protons and
neutrons and have a single isotopic mass, such as aluminum (atomic weight
¼ 27 g/mol) or indium (113 g/mol). The next element beyond indium, tin,
has 10 stable isotopic forms from mass 112 g/mol with a natural terrestrial
abundance of 0.97% to mass 124 g/mol at a natural abundance of 5.79%.
Most elements have a dominant atomic mass, such as carbon‐12 (12C)
(98.89% abundance), with one or more low abundance stable isotopes like
carbon‐13 (13C) (1.11%). Hydrogen is 99.985% mass 1 and 0.015% mass
2 (deuterium). Both radioisotopes and stable isotopes are used as labels
that give a molecule a distinctive molecular signature in an isolated
biological component. The altered molecular mass generally has no effect
on the molecule’s chemical interactions, although an entire field of enzyme
kinetic research does depend on effects resulting from the careful place-
ment of an isotope in a particularly reactive molecular location (Cleland,
2003, and references therein).

The ultimate sensitivity for quantifying an isotopic label depends on
three factors: the rarity of the isotope, the precision and sensitivity of the
isotopic detection technique, and the number of isotope labels in the traced
compound. The number of isotope labels in a molecule has linear signifi-
cance at most; the number may not exceed the natural amount of the
element in the compound without changing its chemical properties. Isotope
abundance and detection provide a more complex space from which to
choose an experimental design. The more rare an isotope, the more dis-
tinctive it will be as a molecular label, assuming equivalent efficiency and
precision of detection. The rarest stable isotope, 3He, has a natural occur-
rence of 1.4 ppm but is useless as a label because of its noble chemistry. The
decay of radioisotopes ensures that they have very low natural abundance,
unless there are continuous production mechanisms, such as the creation of
14C in the upper atmosphere. The natural concentration of 14C in the living
biosphere remains approximately a part per trillion (ppt) (1:1012), com-
pared to the part‐per‐100 abundance of 13C. Doubling the concentration of
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both isotopes in 1 mg of carbon requires 900 nmol of 13C label or 98 amol of
14C. Equivalent detection of the two isotopes gives a 10 billion increase in
sensitivity for compounds labeled with 14C rather than 13C. Routine labo-
ratory measurements of these isotopes are not equivalent, however, and
fail to exploit the inherent sensitivity of low abundance radioisotope labels.
Isotope quantitation falls into two broad technologies: detection of decay
products from radioactive isotopes or isotope ratio MS (IRMS) for stable
isotopes. AMS, a type of high‐energy IRMS, now quantifies certain long‐
lived radioisotopes for biochemical research at efficiencies similar to those
for stable isotopes but with much higher sensitivity.

AMS arose in the late 1970s from two distinct research threads with a
common goal: an improvement in radiocarbon dating that would make
efficient use of datable material and that would extend the routine and
maximum reach of radiocarbon dating. Attempts to use IRMS for 14C were
hampered by difficult isobar backgrounds (Aitken, 1978), but nuclear
physicists were able to use negatively charged ions and high‐energy colli-
sions to remove these interferences (Bennett et al., 1977; Nelson et al.,
1977). AMS is routinely used in geochronology and archaeology, but
biological applications began appearing in 1990 (Turteltaub et al., 1990)
and were available only from a few laboratories. AMS is now more acces-
sible for biochemical quantitation from several industrial concerns, at a
National Institutes of Health (NIH) Research Resource at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, or through the development of smaller
affordable spectrometers. This chapter provides a tutorial for biochemical
tracing of 14C‐ and 3H‐labeled compounds using AMS.
Methods

Decay Counting Efficiency

The contrast between radioisotope quantitation by decay counting and
by MS is indicated by the definition of ‘‘activity,’’ A, in which the decays
per time (e.g., dpm) are related to the total number of that isotope present
through the mean isotopic life (� ¼ half‐life divided by the natural log of 2)
in Eq. (1). The mean life of 14C is 8270 yr (4.35 � 109 min), and that of
tritium is 17.8 yr (9.36 � 106min).

A ¼ ∂N
∂t
¼ N

t1=2=lnð2Þ
¼ N

t
ð1Þ

The maximum efficiency (") of detecting a fraction of the 14C depends
directly on the length of time used to detect the decays, no matter which
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decay counting method is used:

∂t ¼ ∂N
N
� t ¼ E� t ð2Þ

Thus, 1% of the 14C in a sample can be counted in, at best, 83 yr. A
sample decaying at 1 dpm (0.45 picocurie [pCi], 17 millibecquerel [mBq])
requires a week of counting to provide 10,000 counts for 1% statistical
precision, momentarily ignoring the usual instrumental background that
prevents quantitating 1 dpm with most decay counters. The sample con-
tains 7.2 fmol of 14C:

N ¼ ∂N
∂t
� t ¼ 1

min
� 4:35� 109 min� mol

6:02� 1023
¼ 7:22 fmol ð3Þ

AMS has isotope‐counting efficiencies greater than 1% in short mea-
surements of a few minutes (Vogel et al., 1989). New spectrometers count
natural 14C (ppt) at 300 counts/s or more (Brown et al., 2000). The above
7.2 fmol 14C in 1 mg of carbon is 87 ppt, which provides 10,000 14C counts in
less than 1s by AMS counting. Sensitivity is only slightly less striking for
shorter lived isotopes, such as tritium. One dpm of tritium arises from
15.5 amol (10�18 mol) of the isotope. In 1 �l of water, this amount creates
an isotope ratio of 0.14 ppt (3H/H), from which AMS counts 10,000 counts
in 1000s (17 min).

Replacing decay counting by MS yields a sensitivity gain of 1000 to 1
billion for radioisotope quantitation. This gain can be used to reduce 14C
and 3H use below operational definitions of radioactive, isolate much smal-
ler and more specific biochemical fractions for measurement, trace com-
pounds at physiological rather than pharmacological levels in host animals
or in all human populations (including children), obtain higher sample
throughput for studies requiring many samples, or some combination of
all of these goals.
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry

AMS produces high detection efficiency using techniques outlined in
Fig. 1, which is drawn to diagram 14C analysis but applies to a number of
isotopes without fundamental changes. Atoms from about 1 mg of carbon
are ionized with an added electron and accelerated to a moderate energy
before a mass analysis at 14 atomic mass units (amu). About 1% of the ion
beam from the source passes this analysis, although the true 14C represents
only 1 ppt, emphasizing the early difficulty in detecting 14C with simple
mass spectrometers. The vast majority of these ions are molecular hydrides
of the lighter carbon isotopes: 12CH2,

12CD, and 13CH. Lithium enters the



FIG. 1. Schematic of the basic ideas behind accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS):

Tandem MS (MS/MS) with a charge‐changing collision cell at million‐volt potentials between
the spectrometer elements. Each ion is ‘‘fingerprinted’’ by how it loses energy in the final

detector.
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prepared samples from the glass reaction vessels used in reducing all
carbon samples to a graphitic form (Loyd et al., 1991) and forms a mass
14 molecule, 7Li2. Nitrogen, which is 99.63% the mass 14 isotope, does not
form a negative ion and does not appear in the initial ion beam. This
discovery was one of the fundamental steps in making AMS possible for
14C detection (Middleton, 1974). As in tandem collision MS, molecules are
broken by collisions in a thin foil or gas cell. Macromolecules dissociate at
kiloelectron‐volt (keV) energies, but an acceleration through several mil-
lion volts is necessary to destroy hydrides in a single collision. Multiple
collisions at sub‐megavolt potentials have been used to destroy these
molecules, ushering in a series of smaller and more affordable spectro-
meters (Hughey et al., 1997; Suter et al., 1997). Molecular dissociation
produces positive ions that accelerate away from the high positive potential
back to ground potential. Multiple magnetic and electrostatic elements
follow the accelerations to select the desired high‐energy 14C ions from
the molecular debris composed of H, D, 7Li, 12C, and 13C. This selection is
effective to parts per billion or better and reduces the filtered ion stream to
hundreds of particles per second. Scattered background ions are rare in the
high‐energy spectrometer because ion energies are too high for atomic
scattering and the nuclear scattering probabilities are very low. Transport
through the high‐energy spectrometer ends at a detector that uniquely
identifies the ion by quantifying how it loses energy.
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The specificity of AMS lies in the two processes that require high
energies provided by inclusion of an accelerator in the tandem mass spec-
trometer: destruction of molecular isobars in energetic collisions and iden-
tification of each high‐energy ion through quantifying the rate of energy
loss. These two processes are present in AMS detection of all isotopes and
are straightforward for 3H and 14C, because their nuclear isobars (isotopes
of other elements having the same mass as the counted ion) do not form
negative ions. Other elements often require ‘‘tricks’’ of chemistry or phys-
ics to reduce the counting rate of the detector to acceptable levels from
an interfering isobar. For example, 41Ca is initially accelerated as 41CaF3

because 41KF3 is not stable, and a thick foil is placed before the final
detector in quantifying 10Be because the higher atomic number of 10B
forces it to lose energy faster than 10Be, which passes through.

Table I lists long‐lived isotopes of elements that are routinely measured
at the LLNL Center for AMS. Most AMS facilities have 14C capabilities,
and many quantify other isotopes. Chemical isolation of the chosen ele-
ment is often a limiting technology in applying AMS to a given isotope.
Suppression of nuclear isobars in the chemical preparation is fundamental
to the use of AMS for many elements, because high count rates in the ion
detector degrade its ability to identify individual ions. Methods for detec-
tion of the isotopes in Table I are published in the AMS literature with
the last AMS conference proceedings as a suitable resource (Nakamura
et al., 2004).
TABLE I

LONG‐LIVED RADIOISOTOPES MEASURED AT CAMS/LLNL

Element Isotope Half‐life (yr) Mean life (yr) Mean life (min)

Hydrogen 3H 12.33 17.79 9.36e6

Beryllium 7Be 0.15 0.22 1.14e5
10Be 1.51 M 2.18 M 1.15e12

Carbon 14C 5730 8270 4.35e9

Aluminum 26Al 740 k 1.07 M 5.61e11

Chlorine 36Cl 301 k 434 k 2.28e11

Calcium 41Ca 103 k 149 k 7.82e10

Nickel 59Ni 108 k 156 k 8.20e10
63Ni 100.1 144 7.60e7

Technetium 99Tc 210 k 303 k 1.59e11

Iodine 129I 15.7 M 22.6 M 1.19e13

Uranium Various Various Various Various

Plutonium Various Various Various Various
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Units

Radiocarbon occupies a special place among isotopes, because it is
produced in the atmosphere and is incorporated in all living systems,
whether plant, animal, microbe, etc. The ‘‘distance’’ of a living creature
along the food chain from the atmospheric source is reflected in the concen-
tration of 14C that it contains. Fresh deepsea fish or soil microbes, for
example, have lower 14C levels than a new blade of grass. The popular
application of 14C is for radiocarbon dating that depends on the steady
radioactive decay of the isotope within the carbon of a previously living
creature or plant. Atmospheric 14C is variable over many centuries, because
of production influences of the solar cycle and the earth’s magnetic field.
Testing nuclear weapons in the 1950s and 1960s almost doubled the amount
of 14C in the atmosphere, but that excess has been absorbed into the oceans
with an atmosphericmean lifetime of 15 years. The atmosphere is now only a
few percentages above its ‘‘natural’’ level. The 14C dating community and
many AMS facilities report 14C concentration in a unit that reflects this
expected natural concentration of atmospheric 14C: Modern. The unit is
convenient in biochemical AMS to give an immediate feel for the level of
labeled compound in a living host. It is also a convenient way to report 14C
concentrations that can be robustly converted to one of several other units
desired for analysis. ‘‘Modern’’ represents a 14C concentration, an amount of
14Cwithin a specific amount of carbon. Contrast this with ameasure of decay
products (e.g., dpm, microcurie) that represents an amount of 14C that gives
rise to the radioactivity of a sample independently of the sample size, as
defined in Eq. (1). Table II lists several equivalent numerical values of
Modern, with 13.56 dpm/g carbon being the fundamental definition (Stuiver
and Polach, 1977).AMS samples often contain about 1mg of total carbon, so
some units are expressed per‐milligram of carbon.
TABLE II

EQUIVALENT CONCENTRATIONS OF
14C AND

3H IN VARIOUS UNITS

14C Value Unit 3H Value Unit

1.0 Modern (Mod) 1.0 Tritium unit (TU)

1.176 � 10�12 atom/atom C 1.0 � 10�18 atom/atom H

1.176 pmol/mol C 1 amol/mol H

13.56 dpm/g C 64.38 � dpm/mg H

226.0 � Bq/mg C 1.073 � Bq/mg H

6.108 fCi/mg C 29.00 aCi/mg H

97.89 amol/mg C 0.992 zmol/mg H
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Tritium naturally arises from radioactive decay products in the earth and
from atmospheric sources similar to 14C, but at much lower concentrations.
The unit of natural 3H is the ‘‘tritium unit’’ (TU), which represents one 3H
atom in 1018 hydrogen atoms, or approximately 3.2 pCi/L of water. Various
sources produce a background in our present environment of about 10 TU.

Range, Resolution, and Sample Size

AMS was developed for radiocarbon dating, which quantified the loss
of 14C in a sample compared to the natural level of 98 amol/mg carbon.
AMS quantifies 14C concentrations in materials as old as 50,000 yr (0.2%
Mod) with precisions as high as 0.1%. The amount of 14C in 1mg of 50,000‐
year‐old material is 0.23 amol. A 0.1% precision on measurement of 1 mg,
1 Mod sample also quantifies �0.1 amol. For several decades, earth scien-
tists have routinely quantified atto‐ and even zepto‐ (10�21) moles of 14C in
milligram‐sized samples. The chemical methods for handling large num-
bers of biological samples are less rigorous than those for dating applica-
tions, raising the useful sensitivity limit of biological AMS to 1% Mod, or
about 1 amol of isotope label in a milligram‐sized sample. Samples can be
as small as 100 �g, however, leading to quantitations in zmol of label.
Sensitivity for tritium extends to similar concentrations at less than
100 TU in 200‐�g samples for tracing limits less than 1 amol.

The upper limit of isotope concentration in AMS comes from the
counting ability of the identifying detector. There are several kinds of
detectors, and the electronic systems connected to them can correct for
missed counts (‘‘live‐time’’ corrections) to some degree, but rates greater
than 100,000 cps lead to larger uncertainties in quantitation (Vogel et al.,
2004). Typical counting rates for Modern material are 100 cps or more, and
samples up to 1000 Mod are easily measured. Experiments should be
designed to reliably provide samples below 100 Mod for 14C, or 100 mega-
TU for tritium. The ion source can become contaminated at concentrations
a factor of 100 above these, and a time‐consuming cleaning process is
required to recover sensitivity for lower levels after such a sample.

The range of readily measured samples, thus, spans 5 orders of magni-
tude, with the highest precision available in the middle 2 orders, with
reproducibility of 1–3% for 14C and 2–5% for 3H, as measured by repeated
isotope ratio measurements each having less than 1% counting statistics.
Uncertainties in quantitation expand to 5–10% for the high decade (�100
Mod) and for the lowest decade (1–10% Mod). Natural biological hosts do
contain Modern carbon, and the ability to quantify below this level may
appear spurious. The extreme sensitivity of AMS makes extensive
sample definition through highly selective fractionation possible. Chemical
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processing for AMS measurement needs more material than found in the
fractions, and a well‐defined mass of ‘‘carrier’’ compound is added to these
isolated fractions that may contain only 1 ng or �g of natural carbon after
solvents are removed. This carrier is chosen to have a low, but non‐zero,
14C or 3H concentration. HPLC identification of metabolites has been done
this way (Buchholz et al., 1999). Many separation media, such as acrylam-
ide gel, are made from 14C‐ and 3H‐free petroleum stock, in which isolated
proteins that bind labeled compounds are easily distinguished at sub‐
microgram amounts using the separation media directly as the carrier
material (Vogel et al., 2001).

Measurement precision is highest at Modern 14C concentrations, and
tissue samples only a few percentages above natural levels can be confi-
dently quantified using self‐controls that are collected from a biological
host just before dosing with the labeled compound. Resolution can be as
little as 5% above the presumably Modern control, providing quantitation
as low as 1 fmol/g of tissue (tissue �20% carbon):

ð105� 100Þ%�Modern) 0:05� 98
amol

mgC
� 0:2

mgC

mg
� 1

amol

mg
¼ 1

fmol

g

ð4Þ
Even restricting intake to keep samples at less than 10 Mod results in a

200:1 dynamic range above minimal resolution:

10 Modern) 10� 98
amol

mgC
� 0:2

mgC

mg
� 200

amol

mg
¼ 200

fmol

g
ð5Þ

Tissue concentration of the label is directly derived from an isotope
ratio knowing only the carbon content of the measured tissue. The size of
the individual sample does not enter the calculation, reducing the number
of manipulations and increasing the precision of the determination.

Conversion of carbon to the solid fullerene (Vogel, 1992) or hydrogen
to the titanium hydride (Chiarappa‐Zucca et al., 2002) forms preferred in
AMS quantitation work best if approximately 1 mg of the element is
present. The carbon and hydrogen contents of some biological samples
are listed in Table III, along with the amount of that sample that is useful
for AMS sampling. Capillary collection using finger pricks for humans or
tail punctures for rodents is possible for the occasional blood sample. These
small blood volumes are also readily obtained during postmortem animal
sampling without the use of skilled cardiac punctures. Indwelling catheters
are useful when a kinetic study requires many closely spaced collections
from humans or large animals (Dueker et al., 2000). The small AMS
samples are a benefit to invasive collections such as blood or cells but



TABLE III

CARBON AND HYDROGEN CONTENTS OF VARIOUS BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS AND THE

APPROXIMATE AMOUNT OF EACH REQUIRED IN MAKING AN AMS SAMPLE

%C Sample

%H

(wet) Sample

%H

(dry) Sample Collection

Plasma 4 25 �l 11 3 �l 5 3 mg Capillary, syringe,

catheter

RBC 17 5 �l 11 4 �l 8 3 mg Capillary, syringe,

catheter

Blood 10 10 �l 11 3 �l 6 3 mg Capillary, syringe,

catheter

Urine 0.3–1.5 200 �l 11 3 �l 2 6 mg Cup

Feces 10 10 mg 7 4 mg 5 6 mg Bag

Cells 22 5 mg 10 3 mg 6 5 mg Various, e.g., buccal

scrape

Organ 15 7 mg 10 3 mg 7 4 mg Biopsy, dissection

Fat 64 1.5 mg 12 3 mg 12 3 mg Biopsy, dissection

Protein 28 4 mg 5 6 mg Biopsy, purification

DNA 29 4 mg 4 6 mg Biopsy, purification

Nerve 13 8 mg 11 3 mg 9 3 mg Biopsy, dissection

Muscle 11 8 mg 10 3 mg 6 5 mg Biopsy, dissection

Breath 1 80 ml 1 60 ml Tube, absorbent
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complicate the use of the copious excreta samples that must be homo-
geneously sampled. Careful homogenization of urine and feces maintains
relevance in the isotope ratio. Postmortem tissue or needle biopsy samples
are 5–10 mg, because most tissue is 10–20% carbon. A few test samples can
be weighed to provide a ‘‘feel’’ for the proper sample size, but a known
sample size is not needed for quantitation. The elimination of sample
weighing reduces the incidence of accidental contamination. Contamina-
tion control is of utmost importance when the instrument sensitivity
reaches attomoles (Buchholz et al., 2000).

Tissue samples can be smaller than those outlined here, perhaps down
to 10% of that listed, but special handling is required in preparing them.
Even smaller samples are augmented with carrier compounds to obtain
the desired process size. Two cases are most easily analyzed: either the
carbon in the sample must arise from the natural tissue, or the added
carrier carbon should dominate (>95%) the sample. Samples containing
10–50 �g of carbon or hydrogen fall between these limits and are prob-
lematic for solid sample AMS. Ion sources that accept combustion pro-
ducts directly are used for this mass range and allow more direct coupling
of separation instruments (Liberman et al., 2004). A new technique of
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measuring sample masses between 0.1 and 100 �g permits quantitative
isotope dilution by addition of a known amount of carrier carbon to the
measured mass of the sample before combustion of the sample for AMS
measurement (Grant et al., 2003).
Dose Estimation

AMS quantitates most accurately for isotope ratios near 10�12. Experi-
ments designed for AMS quantitation need to keep samples within the
range of high precision while introducing sufficient isotope label to have
the needed dynamic range for the biological process being studied. In this
section, we provide examples of dose estimations based on the data and
constraints in the previous section. The calculations will use the data from
the ‘‘reference human’’ listed in Table IV to allow for normalizations to
other cases.

Decay counting experiments are designed to avoid a loss of signal at the
low end. If there is an excess of isotope label, the high‐end samples are just
counted faster. AMS turns this around, because it has high precision for
distinguishing signals near the natural background concentrations, but the
instrument can be harmed by carelessly high isotope concentrations. Maxi-
mum concentration arises in plasma shortly after the absorption of a
bioavailable or injected dose of a hydrophilic compound that remains
isolated in the plasma. Such isolation in plasma is unlikely, and correc-
tions are considered below. A labeled dose adding 10 Mod to the naturally
Modern plasma leaves room for error and individual variation without
approaching the upper limit of 100 Mod. The total dose for a 70‐kg person
is found from the 1mg of carbon available from 25 �l of the 3 liter plasma,
TABLE IV

VALUES FOR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE REFERENCE

HUMAN USED IN CALCULATING DOSES

Weight 70 kg

Body water 42 L

Intracellular water 24 L

Blood 5 L

Plasma 3 L

Soft tissue 45 kg

Fats 12 kg

Muscle 28 kg

Daily urine 2 L

Daily feces 1 kg
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and Modern is expressed in any of the desired units (curie, becquerel,
mole):

10 Mod) 10� 6:1
fCi

mgC
� 1 mgC

25 ml
� 3 l ¼ 7:3 nCi ð6Þ

A total 14C dose of about 10nCi is optimal if a chemical enters the
plasma through complete gastrointestinal tract absorption or through in-
travenous injection and is expected to clear from plasma without extensive
redistribution. Many compounds are labeled with 14C at 10 Ci/mol (16.0%
of the molecules containing a 14C; pure 14C ¼ 62.4 Ci/mol, 2.3 teraBq/mol),
yielding this 14C dose from only 45 nmol, or 9 �g of a 200g/mol compound
in the 70‐kg human. Even physiological concentrations are greater than this
130 ng/kg, leading to the possibility of diluting labeled compounds to parts
per hundred or more with unlabeled equivalents to make up the desired
chemical dose at this radioactive content.

A similar calculation for tritium in plasma is given in Eq. (7), where the
tritium concentration is found for a sample that yields 1 cps by AMS:

0:01 megaTU) 104 � 0:99 zmol

mgH
� 1 mgH

9:5 ml
� 3 l ¼ 3 nmol ð7Þ

This represents 90 �Ci of 3H (pure 3H ¼ 29.1 kCi/mol, 1077 teraBq/
mol), 3 �mol of a compound that is labeled at 1 in 1000, or 60 �g of a 200
g/mol compound for the 70‐kg subject. A 0.01megaTU sample decays at
0.6 dpm, but AMS provides a dynamic range 3 orders of magnitude down
from this concentration, and a 3% counting precision is available in 20 min
rather than 30 h/sample.

The retention of a hydrophilic compound fully in the 3 liter of plasma is
unrealistic, because such a compound is at least likely to expand into the
interstitial water for a total distribution of 18 liters, increasing the esti-
mated dose of 14C to about 45 nCi and of 3H to 560 �Ci. The maximum
distribution is limited to the full 42 liters of all body water, requiring a
factor of 14 more isotope to obtain the same plasma concentrations as
found in Eqs. (6) and (7). The human 14C dose would then become 102 nCi,
a dose that has been used in successfully tracing the hydrophilic folate
vitamin within humans (Clifford et al., 1998; Lin et al., 2004). It is instruc-
tive to calculate the natural 14C in our 70‐kg reference human assuming a
total body carbon abundance of 23%:

1 Mod) 1� 6:1
fCi

mgC
� 23 mgC

100 mg
� 70 kg ¼ 98:2 nCi ð8Þ
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The 14C dose for tracing the hypothetical hydrophile only doubles the
14C in humans over the period that the compound requires for metabolism
and elimination. These dose estimates contain sufficient leeway for varia-
tions in bioavailability and volume of distribution over factors of 5 or more.
If bioavailability is expected to be less than 20%, the initial test dose should
be increased. Label doses also increase for hydrophobic compounds that
partition into the lipids and are less available in easily collected fractions.
Beta‐carotene was labeled at 200 nCi of 14C per subject for studies that
traced it and its derivative vitamin A for more than 6 months from a single
dose (Dueker et al., 2000; Hickenbottom et al., 2002; Lemke et al., 2003).

Minimum dose calculations ensure quantitation for extended kinetic
studies. For example, minimum 14C for detection at least 10% above
natural levels in urine is calculated in Eq. (9) for 1 wk after a dermal
exposure to a compound with 5% absorption whose biological mean life
is 1 day. The urine is assumed to sample the 24 liters of interstitial body
water, and the 14C is found in approximately 1.5 mg carbon obtained in
200 �l:

ð1:1� 1Þ Mod) 0:1� 6:1
fCi

mgC
� 1:5 mgC

200 ml
� 24 l ¼ 110 pCi ð9Þ

Because the urine is collected 7 mean lives after the exposure, the body
water needs to be a factor of 1097 (¼e7) higher on the exposure day, giving
a total interstitial water load of 120 nCi shortly after exposure. This
absorbed amount arises from 2.4 �Ci of 14C applied dermally with a 5%
chemical absorption (¼120 nCi/0.05). This compares well with the actual
human doses of [14C]‐atrazine whose metabolites were identifiable by
HPLC‐AMS 1 wk after dermal exposures (Buchholz et al., 1999). Tritium
does not have to overcome a large natural background, but a minimum
concentration of about 100 TU will provide a readily quantifiable count
rate in AMS:

100 TU) 100� 29
aCi

mgH
� 1 mgH

10 ml
� 24 l ¼ 7 nCi ð10Þ

The same factors apply for a 1‐wk loss through excretion (7.7 �Ci) and a
5% bioavailability to yield a minimum 3H dermal dose of 150 �Ci. Extrap-
olation of these simple examples of kinetics calculations to animals from
human examples are usually done with a simple assumption of body mass
scaling.

Biopsies or dissections provide tissues for quantitating molecular inter-
actions with macromolecules such as DNA or proteins (Kautiainen et al.,
1997; Vogel et al., 2002). Adjustments to the simple dose calculations must
be made to allow for chemical partitioning into the cells or for binding
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probabilities. It is difficult to predict cellular uptake and interaction equili-
bria for chemicals at low doses within animals, and ranging experiments
beginning with low doses are the best way to determine a final dose for an
AMS experiment. Mauthe et al. (1999) compared tissue‐available doses
and DNA adduction of a labeled compound in humans, rats, and mice. All
received approximately 60‐pCi/g doses: 4.2 �Ci total 14C for the humans,
15 nCi for rats, and 1.5 nCi for mice. Colon tissue was sampled 4 h later by
surgery of the human volunteers and through dissection of the rodents. The
tissue was 8–30 Mod above natural 14C, and the extracted purified DNA
was 0.4–4.0 Mod above natural levels. DNA samples were small and
augmented by carrier carbon before measurement. 3H‐ and 14C‐labeled
compounds were quantified in rat liver after doses containing 1.4 �Ci 3H
and 50 pCi of 14C, but quantitation of the same compounds bound to liver
proteins required doses that were 10 times higher (Dingley et al., 1998b).
Binding of a labeled compound to proteins available from simple blood
samples, albumin and hemoglobin, was compared in humans and rats given
4.2 �Ci and 0.10–120.00 �Ci, respectively. 14C concentrations in the
isolated hemoglobin doubled at low doses and ranged to 20 Mod at high
dose. Albumin, being more accessible to circulating chemicals, was
measured at 1–300 Mod above natural 14C (Dingley et al., 1998a). A
starting dose for quantifying macromolecular interactions within living
mammals is 50 pCi/g for 14C and 5 nCi/g for 3H. Similar uptake calculations
and assumptions are needed in estimating exposures for cell cultures.

Data Interpretation

AMS measures an isotope ratio, expressed as 14C per mass of carbon or
3H per H. No other information is available. The isotope ratio is inter-
preted by knowing the sources of carbon or hydrogen isolated in the
quantified sample. This is expressed mathematically in Eq. (11):

Rmeas ¼ 14
C
.
C

� �
meas
¼

14Ctrace þ 14 Cnatural þ 14 Ccarrier þ 14 Cother

Ctrace þ Cnatural þ Ccarrier þ Cother
ð11Þ

Experimental design provides the data to unfold this equation into the
desired quantitation. The 14Cother represents unexpected isotope contami-
nation that is assumed negligible until proven otherwise. Cother is also
expected to be zero. Ctrace is the mass of carbon due to the labeled
compound within the isolated sample and is usually negligible, because 1
pmol or less of the compound is quantified in milligram‐sized samples.
These assumptions leave us with two easily calculated cases. The first
comes from isolated samples that contain enough carbon for immediate
chemical processing without addition of any carrier material:
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Rmeas ¼
14Ctrace þ 14Cnatural

Cnatural
¼

14Ctrace

Cnatural
þ

14Cnatural

Cnatural
¼

14Ctrace

Cnatural
þRnatural ð12Þ

The tissue concentration of the labeled compound (grams of compound
per gram of tissue) is quantified from the tissue sample, a control sample
of similar tissue (Rnatural), the carbon content of the tissue (Ct), the
compound’s label concentration (L), and its molecular weight (W):

Concðg=gÞ ¼
14Ctrace

Cnatural
� Ct �W=L ¼ ðRmeas �RnaturalÞ� Ct �W=L ð13Þ

For example, the tissue dose of a 200‐g compound, labeled at 10 Ci/mol,
in liver (Ct ¼ 14.4%), measured as 1.6 Mod is

Conc ¼ ð1:6� 1Þ� 6:1
fCi

mgC
�
14:4 mgC

100 mg
� 200

fg

fmol

10
fCi

fmol

¼ 10:5
fg

mg
¼ 10:5

pg

g

ð14Þ
The mass of the measured sample is not required to calculate this tissue

concentration, but an elemental analyzer is useful in checking the carbon
and hydrogen content of specific animal tissues, because Table III is only
adequate for dose estimations.

A second reduction of the isotope ratio is calculated for samples
that contain very little ‘‘natural’’ carbon to which carrier compound has
been added, such as HPLC eluent fractions. Equation (11) then reduces to
Eq. (15):

Rmeas ¼
14Ctrace þ 14Ccarrier

Ccarrier
¼

14Ctrace

Ccarrier
þ

14Ccarrier

Ccarrier
¼

14Ctrace

Ccarrier
þRcarrier ð15Þ

The amount of labeled compound in the isolated fraction is found from
the known amount of carrier added, the measured isotope ratio for control
carrier aliquots, and the compound’s label concentration:

Compfraction ¼14Ctrace=L ¼ Ccarrier � ðRmeas �RcarrierÞ=L ð16Þ
Figure 2 shows HPLC aliquots around an amino acid peak from an

AMS‐Edman sequencing of a 14C‐labeled protein (Miyashita et al., 2001).
Carrier carbon was added to each aliquot as 50 �l of a methanol solution at
40 mg/ml. Evaporation of the methanol left 1.19 mg of carbon from the
59.5% carbon material, tributyrin. Multiple aliquots of the carrier averaged
to 8.3 � 0.4% Mod, whereas HPLC eluents on either side of the glycine
peak were 7.2% Mod. Loss of 14C is unexpected, but the result could



FIG. 2. 14C content in high‐performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) eluent fractions

around a single amino acid peak. Three aliquots of carrier compound added to the fractions

averaged 8.3 Mod, but the signal‐free fractions averaged 7.2 Mod. Unexpected carbon from

acetate buffer lowered the isotope ratio.
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arise from about 100 �g of unaccounted 14C‐free carbon (‘‘Cother’’) in each
fraction. A review of the protocol found nonvolatile acetate in the HPLC
solvent. Correcting for this oversight, the second Edman cycle of glutathi-
one sulfur transferase produced 5.9 � 1.1 amol of 14C‐glycine from 102
amol of protein and 20.4 � 1.5 amol from 260 amol of protein with 1.29 mg
of the 7.2% Mod effective carrier.
Radiation Exposure and Wastes

The radiation dose produced by an ingested radioisotope depends on
the type and energy of the emitted decay product, electrons in the case of
3H and 14C, at average energies of 6.2 k and 52 k eV, respectively. The
standard international unit of radiation dose equivalent is the sievert (Sv),
which equals a joule of energy deposited in a kilogram of material by
energetic electrons. Many people are still familiar with the radiation equiv-
alent unit, the rem, which is 0.01 sieverts. An electronvolt is an amount of
energy equal to the charge of the electron (1.6 � 10�19 coulomb [C])
brought across a 1 V (joule/coulomb) potential, so that the average decay
energy deposited by 3H is 992 aJoule and by 14C is 8.32 fJoule. Because we
all contain 14C at about 1 Mod, we are constantly exposed to radiation
energy from 14C decays, d, within us:
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1 Mod� 13:6
dpm

grC
� 23 grC

100 gr
� 70 kg� 8:3

fJoule

d
� 60

min

hr
¼ 110

nJoule

hr

ð17Þ
This natural 14C is spread throughout our bodies, so the energy deposi-

tion is converted to radiation dose equivalent by dividing by the body
mass, 70 kg, to get 1.6 nSv/h or 160 nrem/h. We also contain other natural
radioisotopes that produce greater radiation exposures than these
from 14C.

Isotope‐labeled compounds do not provide a constant radiation
exposure, because they are metabolized and excreted. Exact exposure
calculation requires a full kinetic profile, but estimations are made using
a model that incorporates instantaneous absorption followed by an
exponential elimination characterized by a single time constant, the
biological mean life, equal to biological half‐life divided by ln(2). This
exponential loss must be integrated over the expected life of the subject
after dosing, perhaps 50 yr. However, the biological mean lives of drugs
(<24 h) and nutrients (<60 days) are small compared to 50 yr, which is an
effectively infinite time in comparison. Integrating the exposure to infinity
allows a simple closed formula that overestimates the exposure by a small
amount:

Exposure ¼ Ed

Md
�Dose�

Z1
0

e
�t=tbio dt ¼ Ed

Md
� tbio �Dose ð18Þ

Ed is the energy deposited per decay in joules; Md is the affected mass in
kilograms; dose is the amount of radioactivity in dpm or becquerels (dps);
and �bio is the biological mean life of the labeled compound in minutes or
seconds. The absorbed dose decreases with radioactive decay and with
chemical elimination, but the correction is negligible as long as the radio-
active life of the isotope is much longer than the biological life of the
compound, as is true in these cases. For cases of similar biological and
radioactive mean lives, �bio in Eq. (18) is replaced by �bio� rad /(�bioþ� rad),
where � rad is the radioactive mean life of the isotope. The examples of Eqs.
(9) and (10) assume a 1‐day (1440 min) mean life of the compound with a
total absorbed radioactive dose of 210 nCi of 14C and 7.7 �Ci of 3H that
would produce whole‐body exposures of

Exposureð14CÞ ¼ 8:3 fJ

70 kg
� 1440 min� 210 nCi� 2200

dpm

nCi
¼ 79

nJ

kg
¼ 79 nSv

ð19Þ
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Exposureð3HÞ ¼ 0:99 fJ

70 kg
�1440 min� 7700 nCi� 2200

dpm

nCi
¼ 345

nJ

kg
¼ 345 nSv

ð20Þ
These exposures assume that the compounds spread evenly throughout

the body. If these compounds concentrated in the 1.8‐kg liver, the expo-
sures are 3.1 and 13 �Sv to that organ, replacing the 70‐kg affected mass
with the liver mass.

Human experimental subjects are not asked to accept risks to their health
that are significantly greater than commonly accepted risks in everyday life,
unless their health benefits. The lifetime exposures calculated in Eqs. 17 and
18 are equivalent to 2 and 9 days of the natural 14C radiation and are
acceptable risks to many. A common exposure to radiation occurs in aircraft
at usual cruising altitudes, where the radiation dose is 5 �Sv/hr (Friedberg
et al., 2000). This radiation is primarily long‐range energetic protons and
muons that produce the same exposure to all tissues, compared to the elec-
trons emitted from 3H and 14C, which stop within a few millimeters of their
emittance. The liver and brain receive 5 �Sv/hr in a plane, as does the leg or
arm. Thus, even the exposures calculated for our example compound con-
centrated in the liver are lower than those obtained in 1–4 h of flying, a
commonly accepted radiation risk, even for young children and pregnant
women. Figure 3 shows the whole‐body radiation dose from 100 nCi of 14C
and 1 �Ci of 3H in a 70‐kg person as a function of biological mean life of the
compounds incorporating the isotopes as labels. The left axis provides the
exposure in nanosieverts, and the right axis converts the exposure to equiva-
lent time in a cruising aircraft. Most drugs and toxins have short biological
lives of less than a day, but nutrients can be recycled for many months.

Absorbed isotope doses to humans in AMS experiments range from
0.0014 nCi/g (100 nCi/70 kg) of 14C to 0.14 nCi/g (10 �Ci/70 kg) of tritium,
with animal doses scaling proportionately to mass. Nuclear regulations
allow disposal of wastes from biological experiments if the 14C or 3H
content is less than 50 nCi/g, up to a total of 1 �Ci/yr (U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 10, Section 20.2005, 1991). Many experimenters can
dispose of all their wastes fromAMS experiments as nonradioactive. Others
will reduce their radioactive waste streams by several orders of magnitude
using AMS quantitation, for a significant savings in operation costs.
Conclusion

AMS increases the applicability of radioisotope labels for definitive
molecular tracing in all biological systems, including humans. Chemicals
are labeled with low specific activity, reducing synthesis costs and wastes.



FIG. 3. Absorbed radiation‐dose equivalents in a 70‐kg human dosed with 100 nCi 14C and

1 �Ci 3H are given as functions of the biological half‐life of the compound containing the

isotopic label. The radiation is expressed as nanosieverts and as equivalent minutes in an

aircraft at typical flying altitude.
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Laboratory safety is enhanced through low radioactivity usage. AMS pro-
vides high precision and throughput despite the greatly decreased isotope
concentrations. Radiation exposures are below commonly accepted risks,
even for children for whom many drug and nutrient studies can now be
designed. AMS is available through an NIH Research Resource and from
established academic and industrial facilities worldwide. A new class of
smaller spectrometers is now available for institutions that can benefit from
dedicated instruments.
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Biomedical Research

By KAREN BROWN, KARENH. DINGLEY, and KENNETHW. TURTELTAUB
Abstract

Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) is the most sensitive method for
detecting and quantifying rare long‐lived isotopes with high precision. In
this chapter, we review the principles underlying AMS‐based biomedical
studies, focusing on important practical considerations and experimental
procedures needed for the detection and quantitation of 14C‐ and
3H‐labeled compounds in various experiment types.
Introduction

AMS is the most sensitive method available for detecting and quantify-
ing rare long‐lived isotopes with high precision. This technique is widely
employed in the earth and environmental sciences for purposes such as
radiocarbon dating and studying the circulation of the world’s oceans
(Vogel et al., 1995). It was not until the late 1980s that AMS was first
used in biological research. Since then, it has been used primarily to
investigate the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of radio-
labeled drugs, chemicals, and nutrients, as well as in the detection of
chemically modified DNA and proteins in animal models and humans.
Newer applications of AMS include an isotope‐labeled immunoassay
(Shan et al., 2000) and attomole‐level sequencing of 14C‐labeled protein,
achieved by coupling Edman degradation with AMS detection (Miyashita
et al., 2001). The high sensitivity of AMS measurements translates to the
use of low chemical and radioisotope doses and relatively small sample
sizes, which enables studies to be performed safely in humans, using
exposures that are environmentally or therapeutically relevant while
generating little radioactive waste.

Most biomedical AMS studies completed have employed carbon‐14 as
the radiolabel, although the capability exists for detecting other isotopes
including 3H, 26Al, 41Ca, 10Be, 36Cl, 59Ni, 63Ni, and 129I. Both14C and 3H are
commonly used in tracing studies because they can be readily incorporated
into organic molecules, either synthetically or biosynthetically. In this
chapter, we review the principles underlying AMS‐based biomedical
studies, focusing on important practical considerations and experimental
METHODS IN ENZYMOLOGY, VOL. 402 0076-6879/05 $35.00
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procedures needed for the detection and quantitation of 14C‐ and
3H‐labeled compounds in various experiment types.
Methodology

AMS is 103–109 fold more sensitive than the decay counting meth-
ods routinely employed in biological studies involving radioisotopes
(Turteltaub and Vogel, 2000). A detailed explanation of the differences
between decay counting and AMS is presented in Chapter 13 by Vogel
et al. Decay counting indirectly predicts the number of isotope nuclei
present by measuring decay events. For 14C and 3H isotopes, this is an
inefficient process, dependent on the length of time the sample is counted
and the number of nuclei present. AMS directly quantifies each individual
isotopic nucleus and is independent of these variables. This results in
improved sensitivity, which means AMS biomedical studies can be per-
formed with isotope doses 100–1000 times lower than those traditionally
used and sample sizes can be 105–106 fold lower.

Instrumentation

A variety of instrument designs exist depending on the accelerating
voltage and measurement requirements such as precision, resolution and
the isotope range. At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), a
multipurpose 10 MV system (Fig. 2A) is used for the analysis of a wide
range of isotopes from biomedical and earth and environmental science
studies. This AMS machine includes two mass spectrometers separated by
an electrostatic accelerator, through which negative ions are accelerated to
high energies (Fig. 1). Individual graphite (for 14C) or titanium hydride (for
3H) pellets in aluminum holders, derived from the sample material, are
bombarded with a large current of positive cesium ions (3–10 keV), which
produces negatively charged elemental and molecular ions (Vogel, 1992).
These undergo an initial separation through a low‐energy mass spectrome-
ter. Ions are then accelerated to the positive high‐voltage terminal (3–10
MV) at the midpoint of the tandem accelerator where they pass through a
thin carbon foil or gas, which strips off electrons, forming positive ions and
causing dissociation of interfering molecular isobars. The charge state is
dependent on ion velocity. With a 7 MV terminal, most C� ions take on a
4þ charge and are then further accelerated back to ground potential in
the second half of the accelerator. After emerging from the accelerator,
the rare ions are separated from the abundant ions by a high‐energy
mass spectrometer and crossed electric and magnetic fields (Wein filter).



FIG. 1. Diagram of the 10 MV accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) system at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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FIG. 2. Accelerator mass spectrometers in use at the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory. (A) The high‐energy 10 MV instrument used by multiple researchers for the

measurement of various isotopes. (B) The 1 MV accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) system

dedicated to the analysis of 14C in biomedical samples. (C) The compact tritium AMS system.
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Isotopic ions are then individually identified through characteristic energy
loss and counted in a gas ionization detector.

AMS does not determine absolute concentrations of radioisotopes;
each measurement is an isotope ratio: the ratio of a rare isotope to a stable
isotope of the same element. Expressing results as a ratio corrects for
fluctuations in ion transport through the AMS system. For 14C or 3H
analysis, 13C or 1H is measured sequentially with the radioisotope of
interest (14C or 3H, respectively) as a current in a Faraday cup. The isotope
ratios are then compared with a set of standards with known 14C or 3H
content to determine the precise amount of 14C or 3H in the sample
analyzed.

At the LLNL facility, a much smaller 1 MV spectrometer was built,
designed specifically for measuring 14C in samples from biomedical studies
(Fig. 2B). This lower voltage spectrometer, which can measure more than
300 samples a day with precisions of 3%, is now used for quantifying 14C in
all biological samples at LLNL (Ognibene et al., 2002). A compact AMS
system dedicated to the measurement of 3H has also been developed
(Roberts et al., 2000) (Fig. 2C). The system uses a radiofrequency quadru-
pole (RFQ) LINAC, which has a compact size (<1.5 m) and is able to
accelerate all three hydrogen isotopic species to energies sufficient for
measurement using a simple magnetic spectrometer. Other compact lower
voltage AMS instruments are also being developed with variations in ion
source and sample introduction (Hughey et al., 1997).
Sample Preparation: Methodology and Practical Considerations

The most important considerations in preparing samples for AMS
analysis are the predicted amount of radioisotope in each sample, prevent-
ing contamination and knowing the sources and amounts of any carbon
introduced during processing. Numerous precautions need to be in place
throughout the procedure to ensure the amount of isotope present is
within the dynamic range of the spectrometer and to minimize the poten-
tial for contamination, to ensure that the isotope detected in the sample is
associated with the labeled compound under investigation.

The sample of interest, for example, blood, DNA, or high‐performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) fractions, must be converted to a form that
is compatible with the ion source of the instrument. Most 14C samples are
measured as graphite and 3H samples as titanium hydride. The advantages
of analyzing samples in a solid state rather than as a gas include a lower risk
of cross‐contamination in the ion source, shorter memory effects when a
‘‘hot’’ sample is encountered, and higher sample throughput due to more
efficient ionization. Solid samples can be prepared at any location and sent
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to an AMS facility for analysis. This allows multiple researchers working
on many experiments in various locations to use the instrument simulta-
neously. Solid samples can be left in the ion source for as long as necessary
to accumulate sufficient events in the detector to attain the required
measurement precision and can be saved for reanalysis if desired. How-
ever, the ability to directly couple an AMS instrument to an analytical
HPLC, CE, or gas chromatograph (GC) system would provide a powerful
and necessary technique for biomedical research, because it would enable
online analysis of components in a sample without the need for prior
separation and sample preparation. A prototype system has been de-
scribed, which interfaces a GC to an AMS instrument (Hughey et al.,
2000). Following GC separation, organic compounds eluting from the
column are converted to CO2 in a combustion chamber before entering
the ion source. In addition, nonvolatile samples, including eluent from an
HPLC system, can also be analyzed using a laser‐induced combustion
interface in which liquid is deposited into a bed of CuO powder (Liberman
et al., 2004). Heating the matrix locally with a laser causes sample combus-
tion and the resulting CO2 is transported in a stream of carrier gas into the
ion source of the AMS instrument. Ultimately, the authors intend this
system to be used for the online separation and detection of both 14C‐
and 3H‐labeled compounds using various chromatographic techniques.

The standard procedure for the production of graphite or titanium
hydride involves oxidation of the crude sample to a gaseous mixture
including carbon dioxide and water (Fig. 3). Carbon dioxide is then cryo-
genically extracted and reduced to form filamentous graphite, and water is
reduced to hydrogen gas and adsorbed on to titanium, forming titanium
hydride. The isolated sample, typically in the form of a DNA or protein
solution, HPLC fraction, or wet tissue, is transferred to a quartz tube,
which is baked before use to remove all bound carbon. This tube, which
must be handled with disposable forceps to prevent contamination of the
exterior, is placed in an outer borosilicate glass tube to facilitate handling,
and the volatile components of the sample are removed by vacuum centri-
fugation. Copper oxide in wire form is added, and the inner quartz tube
transferred to a quartz combustion tube, which is evacuated and sealed
using an oxyacetylene torch. The sample is then oxidized by heating in a
furnace at 900� for 2 h, which produces CO2, N2, and H2O (Vogel, 1992).
For production of graphite, the combustion tube is attached to a Y‐shaped
disposable plastic manifold, the other ends of which are connected to a
reaction tube, containing reagents for the reduction of CO2 to elemental
carbon (titanium hydride, zinc, and cobalt powders) and a vacuum line, as
shown in Fig. 4. The next step is to cryogenically separate CO2 from the



FIG. 3. Stages of sample combustion and graphitization.
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other oxidation products and trap it in the reaction tube. This involves first
evacuating the reaction tube, then clamping off the vacuum. The combus-
tion tube is placed in a dry ice–isopropanol slurry, which condenses out the
H2O. The end of the combustion tube is broken open, allowing transfer of
CO2 over to the reaction tube. This tube is placed in liquid N2, which
freezes out and traps the CO2. Finally the hose clamp is removed to
evacuate N2 gas, and the reaction tube is sealed. The samples are baked
in a furnace for 4 h at 500�. The CO2 is reduced to graphite by zinc and
titanium hydride and deposits on the cobalt catalyst contained in a smaller
inner tube of the reaction tube.

The sample‐preparation stage is the rate‐limiting step in AMS studies,
but a method has been developed for preparing graphite from CO2 gas in
septa‐sealed vials (Ognibene et al., 2003). This approach increases sample
throughput and is less complex than the standard protocol, because it does
not require the use of a plastic manifold or torch sealing of the transferred
combustion products. Instead, the combusted sample is transferred to a
septa‐sealed vial containing zinc dust and an inner quartz tube with iron



FIG. 4. Transfer of CO2 from the combustion tube to the reaction tube in the preparation

of graphite for 14C analysis.
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powder, via a needle connected to a Luer‐Lok stopcock. The vial is kept in
liquid nitrogen to cryogenically trap the CO2 and H2O while nonconden-
sing gases are removed by vacuum pump. The needle is removed from the
vial, which is then placed in a block heater and held at 500�, reducing the
CO2 to graphite. This newer protocol results in lower process backgrounds
and allows for preparation of smaller sized samples. It has been adopted as
the routine method at the LLNL for preparing biological samples for 14C
analysis by AMS and is expected to form the basis for an integrated
automated system, aimed at considerably increasing sample throughput.

For analysis of 3H, water from the combustion process is trapped using
a dry‐ice isopropanol bath and then reduced to hydrogen gas using zinc.
The resulting hydrogen gas is adsorbed onto titanium to produce titanium
hydride (Chiarappa‐Zucca et al., 2002; Roberts et al., 1994). For AMS
measurement, the prepared graphite or titanium hydride is packed into
individual sample holders and placed in a sample wheel. Samples are
measured at least three times, up to a maximum of seven, until the mea-
surement precision is less than 3%.

The high sensitivity of AMS measurements means that a number
of precautions must be taken during sample preparation to prevent
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contamination. Laboratory surfaces and equipment are routinely swiped
using a glass filter wetted with ethanol, to monitor for removable con-
tamination. Airborne 14C contamination is detected using sorbent
carbon, such as graphitized coal or fullerene soot mixed with fine metal
powder and packed into AMS sample holders. These samples are left in the
laboratory for several days or weeks and then measured by AMS to check
for contamination during this period. These methods report airborne and
surface contamination after the event, alerting users to a problem, and
supplement the numerous procedures that are in place to prevent contami-
nation of samples and the laboratory environment; each stage of the
sample preparation process is physically segregated, according to the activ-
ity level being handled. To avoid sample contamination during handling,
disposable plastic labware is used whenever possible, bench covering is
changed frequently, and only specifically designated equipment (centri-
fuges, freezers, HPLC instruments, etc.) is used for AMS work (Buchholz
et al., 2000).
Data Manipulation

Living entities maintain a natural level of 14C because of the relatively
constant production of this isotope in the upper atmosphere. This level,
referred to as ‘‘Modern,’’ corresponds to 97.6 amol of 14C/mg of total
carbon, or 6.11 fCi 14C/mg of carbon. AMS is used in biomedical studies
to measure the increase in 14C or 3H above natural background in a
particular sample, which is due to the presence of a 14C‐ or 3H‐labeled
parent compound or related derivative.

Samples that generate approximately 0.5–1.0 mg of total carbon or 2.0
mg of water upon combustion are optimal for AMS analysis using the
methods described earlier. Samples containing sufficient natural carbon
or 1H are measured neat, whereas smaller samples are supplemented with
a precise amount of carrier that provides sufficient carbon or water for
optimal sample preparation. An ideal carrier has radioisotope concentra-
tions well below the levels found naturally in living organisms (<1%
contemporary isotope abundance). Tributyrin (25 �l of a 40 mg/ml solution
in methanol or 1 �l neat tributyrin providing 0.6 mg of carbon) is often used
as the carrier because it is a nonvolatile liquid and contains depleted levels
of 14C and 3H. We have found measurements of tributyrin samples to be
highly reproducible. With every series of carrier‐supplemented samples
submitted for AMS analysis, a set of three or four samples containing just
the carrier is also measured.

To determine the exact amount of 14C or 3H in a sample by AMS
measurement, the complete carbon or hydrogen inventory must be known.
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For biological samples, this information can be acquired by elemental
analysis or using published reference values for a particular tissue type.
Calculation of 14C or 3H content is easiest for samples that can be obtained
in quantities yielding in excess of 1 mg of carbon or 2 mg of water, such as
blood, whole tissue, and isolated proteins. In this case, the excess level of
14C or 3H in a sample, above that of an undosed control, is due to the
presence of 14C‐ or 3H‐labeled compound. If carrier is added to the sam-
ples, this must also be accounted for in the calculations by subtracting the
amount of radioisotope contributed by the carrier and that contributed by
the natural radioisotopic abundance of the actual sample. To do this, the
precise amount of carrier added and the exact mass of biological material
in the sample being analyzed must be known. Values are then converted to
an appropriate form, such as picograms of radiolabeled compound per
gram of tissue or tissue isolate (e.g., DNA or protein) using the specific
activity, molecular weight of the labeled compound, and the %w/w carbon
present in the tissue. For a detailed account of data handling, including
example calculations, readers are referred to Chapter 13 by Vogel et al.,
in this volume.
Applications

AMS can be used to trace the fate of any molecule in in vitro systems or
whole organisms if it is labeled with an isotope appropriate for AMS
analysis. Studies have been undertaken with a variety of drugs, environ-
mental carcinogens, and micronutrients, to determine the kinetics of ab-
sorption, distribution, and excretion, to identify and quantify metabolites,
and to assess DNA or protein‐binding capability.

The sensitivity of AMS measurement gives this technique a number
of major advantages over other methods for the detection of isotopes.
Importantly, because only low doses of chemical and radioactivity are
required, studies can be performed with levels of chemicals equivalent
to therapeutic or environmental exposures. This is a significant feature
because the biological effects observed at high doses may not extrapolate
to the low doses humans typically encounter. Furthermore, with safer,
low radioisotope doses, it is possible to perform studies in humans.
Doses used in human protocols range from 10 nCi/person for metabolism
and mass balance studies up to 50 �Ci/person for DNA binding studies.
These are within the range that corresponds to natural background levels
of radiation that individuals are exposed to during everyday life.

Although this chapter concentrates on 14C‐ and 3H‐AMS, many other
radioisotopes are increasingly being used in biological studies. Bone
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calcium metabolism has been studied in humans administered 41C orally, as
the carbonate (Freeman et al., 2000), and this isotope has been investigated
as a tracer for calcium uptake and deposition in cardiac ischemia (Southon
et al., 1994). A better understanding of aluminum absorption, distribution,
and clearance in healthy patients and a group with Alzheimer’s disease has
been gained through AMS studies using 26Al (Kislinger et al., 1997; Moore
et al., 2000; Talbot et al., 1995). In addition, uptake of silicic acid has been
determined by 32Si‐AMS (Popplewell et al., 1998). Other isotopes are also
being developed for use in biomedical studies, including 10Be and isotopes
of plutonium.
AMS Determination of Radioisotope Concentrations:
Pharmacokinetic Studies

One of the simplest and most common applications of biological AMS
has been in the determination of absorption, distribution, metabolism, and
excretion characteristics of isotope‐labeled compounds in animal models
and humans. Some unique aspects of AMS pharmacokinetic studies in-
clude the ability to determine long‐term kinetics and metabolism using low
doses, several months after isotope administration. Detailed pharmacoki-
netic data require frequent sampling, which is made possible with AMS
detection, by virtue of the small sample sizes needed for analysis. AMS has
been used to establish the kinetics of �‐carotene uptake and plasma clear-
ance in a human volunteer who received a single dose of 14C‐�‐carotene
obtained from 14 C ‐ labeled spinac h (Dueke r et al., 2 000). Plasma concen-
trations of �‐carotene and its metabolites were determined at intervals over
a 7‐mo period and required just 30 �l of plasma/analysis. Such complete
investigations would not be possible using other methods that lack the
necessary sensitivity to detect compounds and metabolites months after
dosing.

To quantify concentrations of 14C‐ or 3H‐labeled compounds and their
derivatives, wet tissue samples (5–10 mg) or aliquots of fluid, such as blood,
plasma, or urine (typically 10–200 �l), are prepared for analysis by placing
them in quartz sample tubes and drying in a vacuum centrifuge to remove
water before combustion. These are then processed as usual and measured
by AMS. In these types of experiments, radioisotope concentrations can be
relatively high, particularly with samples taken at early time points, so it is
very important to screen samples before AMS analysis to ensure the
samples do not contain too much radioisotope. This is done by liquid
scintillation counting (LSC) an aliquot of each sample, using an amount
equivalent to that intended for AMS analysis. The AMS measurement
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range is 0.01–100 Modern, which equates to approximately 0.1–1350 dpm/g
of carbon. Consequently, if radioisotope can be detected above back-
ground levels using LSC, the sample must be diluted before AMS analysis.
If the signal is below or at the limit of detection, analysis can be performed.

A new application of AMS, made possible by advances in tritium
detection (Chiarappa‐Zucca et al., 2002; Love et al., 2002), is dual iso-
tope‐labeling studies. Dingley et al. (1998, 2003) have demonstrated that
two independent compounds can be traced if one is labeled with 14C and
the other 3H. For example, the liver concentrations of two heterocyclic
amines 3H‐PhIP and 14C‐MeIQx were determined when the compounds
were administered to rats individually and in combination, to ascertain
whether co‐administration affected bioavailability (Fig. 5). The methodol-
ogy permits liver samples from a single source to be assayed in parallel for
the presence of either 14C or 3H. Furthermore, simultaneous extraction of
CO2 and H2O from the same sample is also now possible so that both
isotopes can be quantified using just one sample, thereby increasing sample
throughput and decreasing the amount of material required (Chiarappa‐
Zucca et al., 2002). This will enable animal and human studies to be carried
out involving mixtures of compounds, to more closely mimic typical human
exposures.
FIG. 5. Concentration of 3H‐PhIP and 14C‐MeIQx in the liver tissue of rats administered a

dose range of either 3H‐PhIP or 14C‐MeIQx alone or in combination.
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HPLC‐AMS

AMS measurements provide no structural information, so any sample
characterization or identification must be performed before sample prepa-
ration, using chromatographic (TLC, HPLC, size exclusion, and affinity) or
electrophoresis (gel and capillary) separation techniques. Coupling an
HPLC step to AMS detection affords both specificity and high sensitivity,
in an approach that has been used for metabolite profiling and quantifica-
tion (Buchholz et al., 1999; Dueker et al., 2000; Malfatti et al., 1999), as well
as the identification of chemically modified nucleosides (Mauthe et al.,
1999) in humans and animal models where other techniques are not
sensitive enough to detect the low levels formed. Metabolites can be
extracted and analyzed from a variety of biological matrices such as plas-
ma, urine, tissues, and milk and a full metabolite profile can be obtained
using just 100 �l of urine (Turteltaub and Vogel, 2000). Before beginning
an experiment, aliquots of HPLC buffers, solvents, and any standards that
might be run should be measured by AMS to check for contamination.
Importantly, the HPLC solvents must be compatible with the graphitiza-
tion process, in particular buffers containing sodium salts should not be
used. Ideally, the buffer should not introduce an extra source of carbon,
although it is sometimes possible to use such buffers if an isocratic system is
employed and the amount of carbon in each fraction is constant throughout
the run. In this situation, it is important that the samples do not contain too
much carbon, because this can cause the tubes to explode during the
combustion step. Samples are separated by HPLC and individual fractions
collected at known intervals, typically every 20–60 s. In most cases, the
fractions usually contain very little carbon after removal of the solvent, and
tributyrin is added to each fraction to provide a fixed amount of carbon,
sufficient for AMS measurement. The quartz sample tubes have a maxi-
mum capacity of approximately 300 �l, limiting the volume that can be
submitted. Therefore, in situations in which the radioisotope content is
expected to be low, fractions should be concentrated before this stage.
Alternatively, 300‐�l aliquots can be dried down repeatedly in the quartz
tubes, but this can be time consuming. Performing and analyzing a control
run of unlabeled material processed in an identical manner to the test
sample is vital because the background 14C or 3H level of the system
determines the detection limit of the method. The concentration of 14C
or 3H in each fraction is determined from the isotope ratio and is used to
reconstruct a chromatogram. Individual metabolites and compounds can
then be identified based on retention times and comparison to authentic
standards.
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As has been demonstrated for folic acid, the high sensitivity of AMS
analysis can reveal the formation of previously unidentified metabolites
that are formed at levels below the limits of detection achievable with
traditional techniques (Clifford et al., 1998). A further feature is the capa-
bility to detect metabolites formed after low‐dose exposures, using doses of
labeled chemicals comparable to therapeutic or environmental levels. This
methodology was applied in a study designed to assess the distribution of
PhIP and its metabolites in lactating female rats and their pups after
administration of a single dose of 14C‐PhIP, equivalent to an average
human daily dose of this compound (Mauthe et al., 1998). The detection
of PhIP and PhIP metabolites in the breast milk, stomach contents, and
liver tissue of the pups by AMS provided evidence that suckling pups are
exposed to this carcinogen even at low doses. To further examine the types
and concentration of metabolites excreted in breast milk, metabolites were
extracted by adding methanol and centrifuging the milk samples to remove
protein. The supernatant was evaporated to dryness, the residue dissolved
in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid, and subject to reverse‐phase HPLC separation
using a trifluoroacetic acid/acetonitrile mobile phase. This procedure
achieved greater than 95% recovery of PhIP and its metabolites, based
on the radiocarbon levels of samples measured before and after extraction.
Fractions were collected at 1‐min intervals throughout the run. These were
then concentrated and redissolved in water/methanol before adding tribu-
tyrin and preparing for AMS analysis. Reconstruction of the HPLC chro-
matogram using the AMS data revealed the presence of three metabolite
peaks in addition to the parent PhIP molecule (Fig. 6). These were identi-
fied by comparison to metabolites present in milk extracts from a rat
treated with a high (10 mg/kg) dose of PhIP, which were fully characterized
by HPLC‐MS. This study demonstrates the importance of being able to
investigate low‐dose metabolism, because although the metabolite profile
over the dose range examined was qualitatively similar, two glucuronide
conjugates formed at high doses (10 mg/kg) of PhIP were not detectable at
low doses.

As stated previously, other separation techniques can be used in con-
junction with AMS. Binding of 14C‐labeled molecules to proteins has been
quantified and specific protein targets identified, by combining polyacryl-
amide gel separations (one dimensional or two dimensional) with AMS
detection (Vogel et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2002). Typically, gel bands are
excised and after drying under vacuum can be directly analyzed, because
the polyacrylamide, which is produced from petroleum‐based chemicals,
contains sufficient carbon (51%) to act as a carrier. The total amount of
carrier carbon can be calculated if the volume and composition of the
excised gel band is known.



FIG. 6. High‐performance liquid chromatography‐accelerator mass spectrometry

(HPLC‐AMS) isotope chromatogram of 14C‐PhIP metabolites detected in breast milk from

a female rat administered PhIP at 1000 ng/kg. The top chromatogram shows ultraviolet

detection of metabolite standards.
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AMS Detection of Chemically Modified DNA and Protein

AMS has demonstrated great value in determining whether chemicals
bind to DNA or protein, forming covalent adducts. This is important
because DNA adduct formation is considered an early initiating event in
chemical‐induced cancers. The presence of protein adducts, which may be
formed at higher levels than DNA adducts, indicates a chemical is either
itself reactive or can be converted to a reactive metabolite capable of
binding to cellular macromolecules. Protein adducts can serve as surro-
gates for DNA adducts, giving a measure of an individual’s level of expo-
sure to the bioactive dose of a compound. Techniques used for detecting
adducts must be very sensitive because adducts are usually formed at
extremely low levels, particularly in humans exposed to environmental or
therapeutic doses of carcinogens or drugs. AMS has been used to detect
DNA adducts at levels of 1–10 adducts/1012 nucleotides, which is less than 1
modification/cell, following acute and chronic exposure to 14C‐labeled
carcinogens (Turteltaub et al., 1993). This is at least 100‐fold lower than
the next most sensitive detection method, the 32P‐postlabeling assay.

One of the first biomedical applications of AMS was to determine
whether the compound MeIQx, which is formed in cooked meat, binds to
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DNA in rodent tissues at low doses and whether the relationship between
adduct formation and dose is linear (Turteltaub et al., 1990). Since then,
this technique has been used to answer similar questions for a number of
chemical carcinogens in humans and animal models, including benzene
(Mani et al., 1999), trichloroethylene (Kautiainen et al., 1997), and the
breast cancer drugs tamoxifen and toremifene (Boocock et al., 2002; Martin
et al., 2003; White et al., 1997).

In this type of study, DNA and protein are isolated from tissues using
standard protocols. For measurement of DNA adduct levels, tissues are
lysed and digested using the enzymes proteinase K, RNase T1, and RNase
A. The lysate is loaded on to a Qiagen anion exchange column, and the
protein and other material, including non‐covalently bound labeled com-
pounds and metabolites, are washed from the column, while the DNA is
retained (Frantz et al., 1995). The DNA is then eluted, precipitated, and
washed with 70% ethanol before redissolving in a buffer appropriate for
AMS analysis. It is important to demonstrate that all non‐covalently bound
compounds are removed by the isolation and purification procedure em-
ployed. For example, DNA could be enzymatically digested to nucleosides
and separated by HPLC, ideally using a system that resolves adducted
nucleosides from unmodified nucleosides and the free parent compound
and metabolites (Mauthe et al., 1999). This method should also remove
other potential 14C‐labeled contaminants that may be present, such as
residual adducted protein or peptides. AMS analysis of the collected frac-
tions will indicate what percentage of the total 14C or 3H signal can be
attributed to covalently bound adducts. Because this will be compound
specific, performing this type of experiment will identify situations in which
it may be necessary to incorporate additional DNA purification steps.

To isolate protein (and other acid precipitable macromolecules), homo-
genized tissues are lysed overnight and then centrifuged. Perchloric acid
(70%) is added to the supernatant precipitating the protein. After centrifu-
ging, the resulting protein pellet is washed with 5% perchloric acid, fol-
lowed by several organic solvents (a 50% methanol solution and a 1:1
mixture of ether:ethanol) to extract any residual non‐covalently bound
14C‐labeled compounds (Dingley et al., 1999). The protein is then redis-
solved in 0.1 M of potassium hydroxide and aliquots of this solution are
submitted for AMS analysis.

AMS can also be used to determine the ability of chemicals to bind to
specific proteins, as was demonstrated by Dingley et al. (1999) in a study
that reported PhIP binds to the blood proteins, hemoglobin, and albumin
and to white blood cell DNA in humans administered a dietary relevant
dose of [14C]‐PhIP. Adduct levels were monitored in five subjects over a
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24 h period by taking blood samples (30 ml) at various times and separating
into plasma, red blood cell, and buffy coat (containing white blood cells
and platelets) fractions. Albumin and hemoglobin were isolated using
standard protocols, with the addition of an initial dialysis step, and ana-
lyzed by AMS (Fig. 7). It is crucial when extracting albumin or hemoglobin
that each sample of plasma or red blood cell lysate is first dialyzed exten-
sively, in an individual beaker, for 48 h to remove non‐covalently bound
14C‐labeled compounds and metabolites. This investigation demonstrated
the value of AMS in providing information on adduct formation and
FIG. 7. Binding of PhIP to albumin (A) and hemoglobin (B) isolated from five human

subjects administered a single dose of 14C‐PhIP.
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kinetics in humans, which may be important in assessing an individual’s
susceptibility to specific carcinogens.

Protein samples, which are usually obtained in higher quantities than
DNA, can normally be measured without the addition of carrier. Approxi-
mately 3 mg of protein will yield the required 1 mg of carbon, as will 3 mg
of DNA when this amount is available, because both are composed of
about 30% carbon, although this is dependent on tissue type and species.
Smaller quantities can be analyzed (as little as 1 mg of DNA or protein),
but there is greater potential for contamination and the sample may not
produce sufficient graphite. In situations when the amount of tissue, and
therefore, DNA is limited, as is often the case with human studies, the
DNA is submitted with carrier. The amount of DNA analyzed in this way
can be as little as 1 �g, although this will be influenced by the expected level
of adduction, the compound specific activity, and availability. Material
analyzed neat does not need to be accurately quantified, because the
AMS measurement is a ratio, but for carrier‐supplemented samples, the
precise amount of DNA or protein must be determined. Consequently,
when analyzing carrier‐added samples, the precision and accuracy of the
AMS data can be limited by the precision and accuracy of the methods
used to quantify the mass of material. Alpha‐particle energy loss measure-
ment was developed as an accurate way to nondestructively quantify the
mass of microgram quantities of macromolecules with high precision
before analysis by AMS (Grant et al., 2003).
The Future

AMS methodology has advanced substantially over the last 10 years,
resulting in its now routine use in the measurement of 14C and to a lesser
extent 3H in biological samples. The technique offers unique capabilities in
studies where low amounts of radioisotope‐labeled compounds must be
quantified with high precision. These qualities have led to the increasing
use of AMS in areas of nutrition, biomarker detection, human metabolism
studies, and drug development. Methods for the analysis of additional
isotopes are being developed.

Over the coming years, we anticipate AMS applications will expand
and become more diverse as smaller cheaper instruments designed specifi-
cally for biologists are constructed and the technology becomes more
accessible. Furthermore, automation of the sample‐preparation process
will increase sample throughput and could allow for analysis of smaller
samples, all of which will help expand AMS into all areas of biological and
environmental research.
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